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Preface 

 

This workshop is the third in a series of workshops held in conjunction with AAAI  

and IJCAI .  The first workshop was held in July, 2000 at AAAI . Notes from that 

workshop are available at http: / / robotics.stanford.edu/srl/ .  The second 

workshop was held in July, 2003 at IJCAI .  Notes from that workshop are 

available at http: / / kdl.cs.umass.edu/srl2003/  There has been a surge of interest 

in this area.  The efforts have been diffused across a wide collection of sub-areas 

in computer science including machine learning, database management, and 

theoretical computer science. 

 

The goal of this year's workshop is to reach out to related fields that have not 

participated in previous workshops. Specifically, we seek to invite researchers in 

computer vision, spatial statistics, social network analysis, language modeling, 

and probabilistic inference to attend the workshop and give tutorials on the 

relational learning problems and techniques developed in their fields.  These 

fields have many years of experience in particular kinds of relational learning, 

and we hope that bringing these diverse communities together, we can all 

achieve a better understanding of the range of problems and methods that can 

be brought to bear on relational learning problems.  

 

We'd like to give a big THANK YOU to the program committee. 

Looking forward to a lively and productive workshop in Banff. 

Tom Dietterich, Oregon State University 

Lise Getoor, University of Maryland, College Park 

Kevin Murphy, University of British Columbia 
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Abstracts 
 

 

Stuctured machine learning problems in natural language processing  

Michael Collins, MIT CSAIL/EECS  

Many problems in natural language processing involve the mapping from strings 

to structured objects such as parse trees, underlying state sequences, or 

segmentations. This leads to an interesting class of learning problems: how to 

induce classification functions where the output "labels" have meaningful internal 

structure, and where the number of possible labels may grow exponentially with 

the size of the input strings. Probabilistic grammars -- for example hidden 

markov models or probabilistic context-free grammars -- are one common 

approach to this type of problem. In this talk I  will describe recent work on 

alternatives to HMMs and PCFGs, based on generalizations of binary classification 

algorithms such as boosting, the perceptron algorithm, or large-margin (SVM) 

methods. 
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Statistical Models for Social Networks  

Mark Handcock, University of Washington  

This talk is an overview of social network analysis from the perspective of a 

statistician.  

The main focus is on the conceptual and methodological contributions of the 

social network community going back over eighty years. The field is, and has 

been, broadly multidisciplinary with significant contributions from the social, 

natural and mathematical sciences. This has lead to a plethora of terminology, 

and network conceptualizations commensurate with the varied objectives of 

network analysis. As a primary focus of the social sciences has been the 

representation of social relations with the objective of understanding social 

structure, social scientists have been central to this development.  

 

We review statistical exponential family models that recognize the complex 

dependencies within relational data structures. We consider three issues: the 

specification of realistic models, the algorithmic difficulties of the inferential 

methods, and the assessment of the degree to which the graph structure 

produced by the models matches that of the data. Insight can be gained by 

considering model degeneracy and inferential degeneracy for commonly used 

estimators. 
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Probabilistic Entity-Relationship Models, PRMs, and Plate Models 

David Heckerman, Microsoft Research 

We introduce a graphical language for relational data called the probabilistic 

entity-relationship (PER) model. The model is an extension of the entity-

relationship model, a common model for the abstract representation of database 

structure. We concentrate on the directed version of this model---the directed 

acyclic probabilistic entity-relationship (DAPER) model. The DAPER model is 

closely related to the plate model and the probabilistic relational model (PRM), 

existing models for relational data. The DAPER model is more expressive than 

either existing model, and also helps to demonstrate their similarity. In addition 

to describing the new language, we discuss important facets of modeling 

relational data, including the use of restricted relationships, self relationships, 

and probabilistic relationships. 

This is joint work with Christopher Meek and Daphne Koller. 
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Pictorial Structure Models for Visual Recognition  

Dan Huttenlocher, Cornell University 

There has been considerable recent work in object recognition on 

representations that combine both local visual appearance and global spatial 

constraints. Several such approaches are based on statistical characterizations of 

the spatial relations between local image patches. In this talk I  will give an 

overview of one such approach, called pictorial structures, which uses spatial 

relations between pairs of parts. I  will focus on the recent development of highly 

efficient techniques both for learning certain forms of pictorial structure models 

from examples and for detecting objects using these models. 
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Relations, generalizations and the reference-class problem: A logic programming 

/  Bayesian perspective  

David Poole, Dept of Computer Science, University of British Columbia  

Logic programs provide a rich language to specify the interdependence between 

relations. There has been much success with inductive logic programming finding 

relationships from data. There has also been considerable success with Bayesian 

learning. However there is a large conceptual gap in that inductive logic 

programming does not have any statistics. This talk will explore how to get 

statistics from data. This problem is known as the reference-class problem. This 

talk will explore the combination of logic programming and hierarchical Bayesian 

models as a solution to the reference class problem.  

 

This is joint work with Michael Chiang. 
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Feature Definition and Discovery in Probabilistic Relational Models

Eric Altendorf eric@cleverset.com

Bruce D’Ambrosio dambrosi@cleverset.com

CleverSet, Inc., 673 Jackson Avenue, Corvallis OR, 97330

Abstract

Feature expression in relational models can
be viewed as the construction, for a given re-
lational table, of valid path expressions and
transformational operators which navigate
the relational structure of the schema, propo-
sitionalizing native attributes from related
tables via selection and aggregation. We
present a language for expressing such fea-
tures (“synthetic variables”) and a method
for efficiently searching over this language
for definitions of relevant and interesting fea-
tures for a probabilistic relational model.

1. Introduction

Relational and object models frequently make use of
the notion of a path expression. A basic path expres-
sion, such as Product.maker.name , selects data from a
table related to the root table of the original query.
The use of path expressions in the context of proba-
bilistic relational models (PRMs) has been discussed
by Friedman et al. (1999) and Getoor et al. (2001).

Our first contribution has been the development of
a path language with greater expressive power than
those currently proposed. Some syntax and constructs
were inspired by the PathLog language for OODBs de-
veloped by Frohn et al. (1994). However, the appli-
cation to PRMs differs significantly and required both
new features (such as arbitrary function chaining and
data filtering), as well as a library of useful aggregators
and operators. Our second contribution has been the
development of automated tools to allow the modeler
to make effective use of the richness of the language.

To motivate our discussion, consider the following ex-
amples of features we might wish to define (these ex-
amples are taken from a website user behavior model).
Note that the first two are expressible in the language
used in (Friedman et al., 1999; Getoor et al., 2001),
while the rest are not.

• Session.clicks.Count() : For a given session, return
the number of clicks that were in that session.

• Session.clicks.url.Mode() : For a session, return the
most frequently requested URL.

• Click.session.clicks.pagetype.Uniquify().Count() : For a
click, find the number of distinct page types vis-
ited in that session.

• Click.session.clicks.Diff(.time,.prev.time).Mean() : For
a click, find its session and calculate the average
time between clicks in that session.

• Click.Diff(.session.clicks[.GT(.time, $src.time)]

[.Equals(.pagetype,”Checkout”)].sequence no,

$src.sequence no).Min() : For a click, return the
number of subsequent clicks in the session before
the first request for a Checkout page—that is, the
number of clicks until a purchase event.

2. Expression language

2.1. Grammar

Table 1. Synthetic variable abstract grammar

expr : rootelem{elem}+

elem : .field | .function | .this | variable |
selector | constant | universal

rootelem : classname | variable | constant
selector : [ expr ]
function : funcname( {expr}* )
constant : ’[0-9]+{.[0-9]+}?’ | "[^"]+"

variable : $ varname
universal : * classname

The grammar is defined in table 1. The basic construct
in the language is an expression, which is a chain of ele-
ments. The first element is a root element which types
the source datum, and subsequent elements define data
mappings. Some elements contain and make use of
subexpressions. Generally speaking, expressions may
make sense only in specific contexts (for example, as
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subexpressions). A synthetic variable is an expression
which is well-defined given no special context other
than the source datum on which it is to be evaluated.

A few minor points bear special mention. In the con-
text of a subexpression, as a syntactic sugar we omit
the classname element since it is implied by its context.
Also, we name two special types of functions: opera-
tors, such as Equals() , Diff() , or GT() (greater than),
which take two arguments, and aggregators, such as
Mean() or Count() , which take no arguments and
perform a many-to-one cardinality mapping (see 2.3).
Finally, the .this element is a special no-op construct
necessary in certain subexpression constructions.

2.2. Semantics

Expressions may be evaluated on an instance of the
class associated with the root element. For exam-
ple, Session.clicks.Count() may be evaluated on in-
stances from the Session table, and Session.clicks[

.Equals(.pagetype,.prev.pagetype)].Count() contains three
subexpressions: (i) .Equals(.pagetype,.prev.pagetype) ,
(ii) .pagetype , and (iii) .prev.pagetype , each of which
may be evaluated on an instance from the Click table.

Evaluation of an expression proceeds left to right, each
element accepting data from the previous element and
producing data for the subsequent element. The value
of the expression is the output of the last element in
the chain.

2.2.1. Fields

The evaluation of a field element outputs the reference
or primitive value(s) contained in the appropriate field
on the incoming data object. If the incoming data is a
singleton and the field is single-valued, the output is a
singleton. Otherwise, the output is multivalued. If the
incoming data is multivalued and the field is multival-
ued, the result will be a flattened set (the bag union
of all field values on all instances from the incoming
data); that is, we do not support nested collections.

2.2.2. Selectors and functions

The evaluation of a selector returns a subset of the
incoming data—specifically, the collection containing
each datum in the incoming data on which the pro-
vided subexpression evaluates to true.

The evaluation of a function returns a value based on
the incoming data (and, if applicable, the values pro-
duced by evaluating the subexpressions on the incom-
ing datum). For example, two-argument boolean op-
erators such as Equals() or GT() take the incoming
datum, evaluate each subexpression on that datum,

and return a boolean value based on a comparison of
those results.

Operators provide an implicit “map” behavior so that
when applied to multivalued incoming data, they ap-
ply themselves to each datum in turn. Thus, one
can construct variables such as Click.session.clicks .Diff(

.timestamp,.prev.timestamp).Mean() .

2.2.3. Intra-expression variables

One seemingly expressive language construct which
has turned out to be less useful than we predicted is
arbitrary variable binding. The only important ap-
plication we have found occurs when subexpressions
refer to the original source datum on which the syn-
thetic variable is being evaluated. We support this
by implicitly binding the source datum to the $src

variable, but (currently) do not offer a mechanism for
arbitrary binding of variables (see 5.3).

2.2.4. Universal selection

In some datasets, we do not have explicit relations.
Consider a spatiotemporal dataset, in which we would
like to aggregate over spatially or temporally proximal
events, but in which we lack fields (such as adjacent )
to navigate the data. In this case, we must select all
instances of a class, and then filter by our temporal or
spatial conditions. We use the universal selection ele-
ment, denoted by *classname , for this. For example, in
the West Nile Virus domain (see 3.3.1), we have events
indicating occurrences of the disease in humans and
birds. To count the number of prior bird cases for a
given human case, we can write: HumanCase*BirdCase[

.GT($src.date,.date)].Count() This functionality gives us
the power to perform two-table joins on arbitrary con-
ditions.

2.3. Typing

To facilitate type-checking, each element defines a re-
quired input and guaranteed output type. These types
will depend on the relational schema, but not the data,
meaning that expressions can be statically typechecked
given the schema.

Datatypes are either reference (one type per table in
the schema, with polymorphic subtyping allowed) or
primitive1. Types also specify the cardinality of the
data: singleton or multivalued (0 to n).

For an expression to be correctly typed, each element

1Currently string, numeric, or boolean, though we be-
lieve a type system based on measurement types such as
nominal, ordinal, and ratio, might be more useful.
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must accept the type of data produced by the preced-
ing element. For example, field elements require input
of the reference type (or subtype) on which that field is
defined, aggregators require (possibly) multivalued in-
puts, single-input functions require singleton incoming
data, and numeric aggregators like Mean() or Sum()

require numeric input.

We require expressions to produce singleton data. This
guarantees that synthetic variables can be evaluated to
a single value, and that selectors and operators may
evaluate their subexpressions to a single value.

2.4. Domain specific extensions

We have also built special purpose extensions within
the grammar for particular problem domains. This ca-
pability is essential for doing useful applied modeling.
Space constraints prohibit discussion, but some exam-
ples from spatiotemporal domains include: (i) func-
tions for reifying and operating on temporal data, (ii)
specialized selectors which allow rapid parameter ad-
justments for exploring scale effects, and (iii) density
aggregators which normalize spatial data counts by the
area of the sampled region.

3. Search

With a definition of the syntax and semantics of the
language we can automatically enumerate synthetic
variables. We view this problem as a search (for use-
ful variables) in a very large search space (the space
of all grammatically correct variables). An equivalent
view is as a search over the space of possible database
queries (Popescul & Ungar, 2003).

Our basic search is breadth-first, using a variant of
the traditional cost ranking of path expressions by
their path length (the number of field traversals they
define).2 Specifically, classname elements, which are
in some sense artifacts of our grammar, cost nothing,
and selectors and functions cost only what their their
subexpressions cost.

3.1. Problem description

The space of possible synthetic variables without
subexpressions is exponential in its length. (The base
of the exponent is of course dependent on the relational
schema and the aggregators enabled in the search.)
Subexpressions introduce exponential branching—for
instance, the number of selectors that may be ap-
plied at a given point will be exponential in the allow-
able size of subexpressions—and we therefore generally

2We do offer other queue prioritizations—see 5.1.

have superexponential overall growth.

As a very rough guide, in a simple schema, using no
search optimizations or heuristics, search up to com-
plexity (depth) 4 or 5 is generally reasonably tractable,
but many interesting variables occur at complexities
ranging from 8 to 12. In recent work with a major
e-retailer, we have found valuable variables at com-
plexities of 20 to 22. It is clear that such variables
cannot be found by brute breadth-first enumeration,
and so we introduce heuristics, synthetic variable fil-
tering rules, and an interactive search process.

3.2. Synthetic variable filters

Besides restricting synthetic variables for grammati-
cal and type correctness, we implement a number of
filtering rules to prune the search space.

Field loop suppression: Traversals of one-to-many
fields followed by their many-to-one inverse are
generally useless, and so we suppress their gener-
ation. For example, while Product.maker.products

makes sense (return all products produced by
the same maker), Product.maker.products.maker is
identical (up to repetition of data) as Product

.maker . Loops of this nature may also span subex-
pression boundaries.

Repeated fields: The modeler may wish to limit
chains of repeats of a transitive field, such as Click

.prev , which could be arbitrarily extended to Click

.prev.prev.prev. . . . The modeler can limit such rep-
etitions on a per-field basis.

Field costs: The modeler may also wish to include
certain fields more often or less often than others
(due to an interest in a certain relationship, or to
artifacts of the data’s relational encoding). We
allow the modeler to override the default cost of 1
on a per-field basis, to any positive value. Values
greater than 1.0 shrink the search space, while
values less than 1.0 increase it (but simultaneously
cause variables including that field to appear at
lesser search depths).

Field filtering: In some of our models data are re-
lated both spatially and temporally. However, our
grammar, which is primarily navigational, does
not provide a mechanism for multi-column joins.
Therefore, we use a field traversal in combination
with a filter, e.g.: Posbirds.geocell.posMosqPool

[.Equals(.month,$src.month)] . By requiring that,
say, temporal fields like .month are only used
within selectors, we can generate expressions like
the one above yet rule out ones like Posbirds.geocell

13



.posMosqPool.month.posBirds . Although this may
be a suboptimal solution, it has worked quite well
in practice thus far.

Operator arguments: Arguments to a binary oper-
ator such as Equals() or GT() must be of the
same type, but this does not prevent semanti-
cally meaningless combinations—product weight
and maker’s annual sales may both be numeric,
but we shouldn’t compare the two. We adopt the
conservative rule that, for primitive types, com-
parisons are formed only between values from the
same field on the same table.

Aggregator selection: It is very easy for the search
routine to create vast numbers of variables merely
by appending aggregators on the end of expres-
sions, most of which are uninteresting. Therefore,
we require that the modeler specifically enable ag-
gregators in the search on a per-field basis.

Trivial domains: Although we focused on non-data-
driven feature selection so we could operate in
data-limited situations, we do implement a ba-
sic filtering rule for variables with trivial domains
(i.e., constant). Variables may be constant be-
cause they aggregate large amounts of missing
or constant data, or they may be provably ax-
iomatic. While such variables may (occasionally)
reveal something interesting about the domain or
the data, they are not useful as random variables
in a probabilistic model.

3.3. Empirical evaluation

The general quality of our results is encouraging. Re-
call (the proportion of desired variables which were
found) appears to be quite good, and precision (pro-
portion of variables returned which are interesting)
is acceptable. For instance, at depth 9 in our West
Nile Virus schema (see 3.3.1), we generate approxi-
mately 100 synthetic variables for the PosBirds table,
compared to roughly 100,000 possible grammatically
correct variables. The generated set includes all vari-
ables we had previously determined as essential to the
model, and roughly 25% of the variables generated ap-
pear relevant to the model being constructed. Finally,
the search is tractable; it takes between 30 seconds and
several minutes on a desktop workstation.

We here present more detailed results of experiments
we conducted to evaluate our pruning heuristics. Note
that designing such experiments is difficult, because
performance numbers and results vary highly. A slight
change in the branching factor of the schema or the set
of enabled aggregators could easily change the results

for a given search by an order of magnitude. Addi-
tionally, there are a large number of free parameters,
including (i) schema and set of enabled aggregators,
(ii) amount of data populating the schema, (iii) depth
of search, (iv) depth of subexpression search, and (v)
filters applied.

3.3.1. Schemas used

We use two schemas, a weblog click-stream schema
from an online retailer, and a geospatial epidemiologi-
cal schema with data on the West Nile Virus in Mary-
land. In tables 2 and 3 we summarize the database ta-
bles, the number of instances (rows) in each, the num-
bers of each type of column, and the total number of
aggregators enabled on various columns therein. Mul-
tivalued (“∗-val”) reference columns are constructed
as implicit inverses.

Table 2. Clickstream schema
# of Prim. Ref. cols # of

Table rows cols 1-val ∗-val agg.
Click 3789 7 4 0 0
Page 4823 8 0 0 0
Session 802 4 1 1 1
Visitor 563 8 0 0 0

Table 3. West Nile Virus schema
# of Prim. Ref. cols # of

Table rows cols 1-val ∗-val agg.

PosBirds 77 1 2 0 0
GeoCell 1248 0 0 7 1
Adjacent 9388 0 2 0 0
Month 13 1 1 4 0
PosMosqPl 10 1 2 0 1
NegMosqTr 73 1 2 0 1
Horse 5 1 2 0 1
Human 3 1 2 0 1
License 2116 1 1 0 0

3.3.2. Effectiveness of heuristics

Given a fixed schema, dataset, aggregator selection,
and maximum subexpression complexity, we begin by
searching with no heuristics, then enable them, one by
one, and measure for each search depth: (i) the elapsed
time, and (ii) the number of variables generated. The
results are shown in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. Missing data
points indicate that that particular search either ran
out of memory or time.3 Almost all searches ran out
of time or memory at depth 10. Space was generally a
problem when operating with fewer heuristics, as the

3The memory limit was a 512MB Java heap size limit,
and the time limit was 30 minutes. This of course is a re-
search prototype, and much more efficient implementations
are possible.
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search created too many variables, while time was a
problem when operating with more heuristics, as the
search spent too long filtering (particularly in evaluat-
ing and removing variables with trivial domains).
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Figure 1. Number of variables created, clickstream schema
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4. Interactive search process

Even by eliminating large regions of the search space
the number of variables generated through the fully
automatic search is generally too large for a PRM. We
therefore designed the system with various features to
make the feature selection process interactive.

4.1. Search results review

First, we separated feature search from model build-
ing. The modeler may perform an explicit synthetic
variable search, and then review the results. Each syn-
thetic variable in the results list may be evaluated on
the loaded instance data, to produce either raw data
or histograms, and can be deleted from the search re-
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Figure 3. Number of variables created, WNV schema
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Figure 4. Time taken, WNV schema

sults list or added to the PRM (for inclusion in later
structure discovery).

4.2. Partial expressions

Second, we allow the creation of partial expressions.
Partial expressions can be extended in a manual depth-
first search, where possible next elements are automat-
ically found and presented to the modeler for selection,
or provided as a “seed” to the search algorithm, to au-
tomatically search for possible completions. In this
way, with assistance from the modeler, the search al-
gorithm can be used at arbitrary depths.

4.3. Complete manual specification

We also provide a parser which allows the modeler
to input free-form synthetic variable definitions. We
have found a number of interesting variables in a few
domains which can only be created with the parser.
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5. Future work

5.1. Search queue prioritizations

We search by producing continuations of partial ex-
pressions in a priority queue, normally prioritized by
lowest expression complexity (as discussed). We also
have two other scoring options, based on metrics cal-
culated from complete expressions:4

Expression entropy: This lets us prioritize high-
entropy variables and deprioritize nearly-constant
variables. It is a generalization of the trivial do-
main filtering rule, which immediately removes
from the search queue variables with zero entropy.

Log-likelihood: We prioritize by predictive power of
the variable, measured by the log-likelihood of the
data for modeler-selected “target” variables, given
a model including the variable in question.

These techniques have not been empirically tested for
performance, however, and deserve further study.

5.2. Extending the search space

There are many potentially interesting spaces over
which we cannot automatically search, such as lengthy
subexpressions, and values of constants passed as ar-
guments to operators.

One approach is to develop new heuristics and search
strategies. Another is to improve expression evalu-
ation efficiency, since trivial domain testing (which
requires evaluation of candidate synthetic variables)
consumes the majority of time during search when the
underlying dataset is large. Future research should ad-
dress scalability issues, streamline evaluation, and/or
develop statistically sound sampling techniques.

5.3. Intra-expression variables

Our original design called for general intra-expression
variables which could be bound within an expression
and used in other parts of the expression. We also
considered allowing a variable bound multiple times to
define an implicit join condition on the data, as it does
in PathLog. Further research is needed to determine
what, if any, expressive power such variables would
add to the language (as we have not yet found a need
for them).

4Partial expressions cannot be evaluated or scored on
their own, so we prioritize them by an average of the scores
of known complete expressions, weighted by a syntactic
similarity metric.

5.4. Latent synthetic variables

One simplifying assumption we make in much of our
work is that we do not need to do inference over data
missing from a path expression. That is, we assume
that the evaluation of a path expression is determinis-
tic, or that path expressions are never latent variables
of the model. Relaxing this assumption of course re-
quires more advanced unrolling techniques to imple-
ment language elements as Bayes net fragments.

6. Conclusion

We have presented an expressive and efficiently evalu-
able language for defining derived attributes in rela-
tional models. Our experience has shown this language
sufficiently expressive for a very wide range of real-
world models. We have presented a set of heuristics for
constraining searches over the space of possible expres-
sions, and validated these heuristics empirically with
performance tests, showing that they make the search
space significantly more tractable. We have also dis-
cussed an interactive search process for going beyond
the limits of fully automatic search. Finally, we dis-
cussed several important directions for valuable future
research.

Note: parts of the described language and search capa-
bilities are patent-pending.
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Abstract

Recently, a number of methods have been pro-
posed for semi-supervised clustering that employ
supervision in the form of pairwise constraints.
We describe a probabilistic model for semi-
supervised clustering based on Hidden Markov
Random Fields (HMRFs) that incorporates rela-
tional supervision. The model leads to an EM-
style clustering algorithm, the E-step of which re-
quires collective assignment of instances to clus-
ter centroids under the constraints. We evalu-
ate three known techniques for such collective
assignment: belief propagation, linear program-
ming relaxation, and iterated conditional modes
(ICM). The first two methods attempt to globally
approximate the optimal assignment, while ICM
is a greedy method. Experimental results indi-
cate that global methods outperform the greedy
approach when relational supervision is limited,
while their benefits diminish as more pairwise
constraints are provided.

1. Introduction

There has been significant recent interest in semi-

supervised clustering, where the goal is to improve the per-
formance of unsupervised clustering algorithms with lim-
ited amounts of supervision in the form of labels or pair-
wise constraints on the data points (Wagstaff et al., 2001;
Klein et al., 2002; Xing et al., 2003; Bilenko et al., 2004).
In this paper, we present a probabilistic model for semi-
supervised clustering with pairwise relations and compare
the performance of several inference methods for cluster
assignment in the context of an EM-based algorithm.

Existing methods for semi-supervised clustering fall into
two general categories that we call constraint-based and
distance-based. Constraint-based methods rely on user-
provided labels or relational constraints to guide the
algorithm towards a more appropriate data partition-
ing (Wagstaff et al., 2001). In distance-based approaches,
an existing clustering algorithm that uses a particular clus-
tering distortion measure is employed, but the measure is
trained to satisfy the labels or constraints in the given su-

pervised data (Klein et al., 2002; Xing et al., 2003; Cohn
et al., 2003; Bar-Hillel et al., 2003). In Bilenko et al.
(2004), we have proposed an integrated framework for
semi-supervised clustering that combines the constraint-
based and distance-based approaches in a unified proba-
bilistic model.

We have recently shown that this semi-supervised clus-
tering framework has an underlying probabilistic model
– a Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF) (Basu et al.,
2004). Then, minimizing the integrated clustering ob-
jective function becomes equivalent to finding the maxi-
mum a posteriori probability (MAP) configuration of the
HMRF (Zhang et al., 2001). It can be shown that the
HMRF clustering model is able to incorporate any Breg-
man divergence (Banerjee et al., 2004) as the clustering
distortion measure, which allows using the framework with
such common distortion measures as KL-divergence, I-
divergence, and parameterized squared Mahalanobis dis-
tance. Additionally, cosine similarity can also be used as
the clustering distortion measure in the framework, which
makes it useful for directional datasets.

The HMRF semi-supervised clustering model suggests an
EM-based algorithm that minimizes the integrated cluster-
ing objective function to obtain a partitioning of the dataset.
The E-step of the algorithm can be mapped to an inference
step of a probabilistic relational model. In prior work, we
used a fast greedy iterated conditional modes (ICM) infer-
ence technique in the E-step (Bilenko et al., 2004; Basu
et al., 2004). Here, we compare ICM to two global ap-
proximate inference techniques for relational models: be-
lief propagation and linear programming (LP) relaxation.
Our experiments reveal that, when provided with sufficient
relational supervision, ICM produces results comparable
to belief propagation and LP relaxation on the constraint-
based semi-supervised clustering task at a fraction of com-
putational cost.

2. Background

2.1. The HMRF Clustering Framework

Given a set of data points X , sets of pairwise must-link con-
straints M and cannot-link constraints C with sets of asso-
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Figure 1. A Hidden Markov Random Field

ciated violation costs W and W , and a distortion measure
D between the points, the semi-supervised clustering task
is to optimally partition X into K clusters.1 An optimal
partitioning is that which minimizes the total distortion be-
tween the points and their cluster representatives according
to D, while keeping constraint violations to a minimum.

This problem can be formalized as the task of label assign-
ment in a Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF) (Basu
et al., 2004). The HMRF model consists of (1) a hidden

field L = {li}
N
i=1 of random variables that encode cluster

assignments of data points; and (2) an observable set X =
{xi}N

i=1 of random variables that correspond to observed
data points. Every data point xi is assumed to be generated
from a conditional probability distribution Pr(xi|li) deter-
mined by the value of the corresponding hidden variable li.
Random variables X are conditionally independent given
the hidden variables L, i.e., Pr(X|L) =

∏
xi∈X Pr(xi|li).

Note that a relational model similar to HMRFs has been
proposed by Segal et al. (2003) for semi-supervised clus-
tering with constraints, except that it only utilized must-
link constraints and did not incorporate learnable distortion
measures.

Fig. 1 shows a simple example of an HMRF. The observed
dataset X consists of six points {x1 . . .x6} with corre-
sponding cluster label variables {l1 . . . l6}. Two must-link
constraints are provided between (l1,l3) and (l1,l4), and one
cannot-link constraint is provided between (l3,l6). The task
is to partition the six points into three clusters. One clus-
tering configuration is shown in Fig. 1, where the must-
linked points x1,x3 and x4 are put in cluster 1; the point
x6, which is cannot-linked to x3, is assigned to cluster 2;
x2 and x5, which are not involved in any constraints, are
put in clusters 1 and 3 respectively.

1Must-link and cannot-link constraints specify pairs of points
that should be in same and different clusters respectively.

Every hidden random variable li has an associated set of
neighbors Ni. The must-link constraints M and cannot-
link constraints C define the neighborhood over each hid-
den variable to be all the points that are must-linked or
cannot-linked to the corresponding data point. A Markov
Random Field is then defined over the hidden variables.

Let us consider a particular cluster label configuration L
to be the joint event L = {li}

N
i=1, which corresponds

to a specific assignment of data points to clusters. By
the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, the probability of a la-
bel configuration in the Markov Random Field can be ex-
pressed as a Gibbs distribution (Geman & Geman, 1984):

Pr(L) =
1

Z
e
−V (L) =

1

Z
e
−

P

Ni∈N VNi
(L)

(1)

where N is the set of all neighborhoods, Z is a normalizing
constant, and V (L) is the overall label configuration poten-
tial function, which can be decomposed into the functions
VNi

(L) denoting the potential for every neighborhood Ni.

Since we are provided with pairwise constraints over the
class labels, we restrict the MRFs over the hidden vari-
ables to have pairwise potentials. The prior probability of
a configuration of cluster labels L then becomes Pr(L) =
1
Z

exp(−
∑

i

∑
j V (i, j)), where

V (i, j) =

8

<

:

fM (xi,xj) if (xi,xj) ∈ M
fC(xi,xj) if (xi,xj) ∈ C

0 otherwise
(2)

Here, fM (xi,xj) is a non-negative function that penalizes
the violation of a must-link constraint, and fC(xi,xj) is
the corresponding penalty function for cannot-links. Intu-
itively, this form of Pr(L) gives higher probabilities to la-
bel configurations that attempt to satisfy the must-link con-
straints M and cannot-link constraints C.

It is possible to use a learnable distortion measure D that
adapts distance computations to respect the user-provided
constraints. To facilitate learning of distortion measure pa-
rameters, the penalty for violating a must-link constraint
between distant points should be higher than that between
nearby points. This reflects the fact that if two must-linked
points are far apart according to the current distortion mea-
sure, the distance measure parameters need to be modified
to bring those points closer together. Inversely, the penalty
for violating a cannot-link constraint between two points
that are nearby according to the current distance measure
should be higher than for two distant points. To reflect this
reasoning, the penalty functions are chosen as follows:

fM (xi,xj) = wijϕD(xi,xj)
�
[li 6= lj ] (3)

fC(xi,xj) = wij

`

ϕD max − ϕD(xi,xj)
´ �

[li = lj ] (4)

where ϕD is a monotonically increasing penalty scaling

function of the distance between xi and xj (typically equiv-
alent to the distortion measure D), and ϕD max is the max-
imum value of ϕD for the dataset. This form of fC ensures
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that the penalty for violating a cannot-link constraint re-
mains non-negative. Note that the resulting potential func-
tion V corresponds to a metric version of previously de-
scribed generalized Potts potential (Kleinberg & Tardos,
1999).

The overall posterior probability of a cluster label configu-
ration L is Pr(L|X ) ∝ Pr(L)Pr(X|L), assuming Pr(X )
to be constant. We consider Pr(X|L) to have an exponen-
tial form, which encompasses most commonly used dis-
tortion measures such as squared Euclidean distance, KL
divergence, and cosine similarity (Basu et al., 2004). Find-
ing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) configuration of the
HMRF then becomes equivalent to maximizing the poste-
rior probability:

Pr(L|X ) =
1

Z
e
−

P

i

P

j V (i,j) · e
−

P

xi∈X D(xi,µli
)

(5)

where Z is a normalizing constant. Henceforth, we will
refer to the first exponential factor of Pr(L|X ) as the con-

straint potential, the second factor as the distance potential,
and the negative logarithm of Pr(L|X ) as the posterior en-

ergy. Note that MAP estimation would reduce to maximum
likelihood (ML) estimation of Pr(X|L) if Pr(L) is con-
stant. However, because our model accounts for dependen-
cies between the cluster labels and Pr(L) is not constant,
full MAP estimation of Pr(L|X ) is required.

Taking logarithms of Eqn.(5) gives the following cluster
objective function, minimizing which is equivalent to max-
imizing the MAP probability in Eqn.(5), or, equivalently,
minimizing the posterior energy of the HMRF:

Jobj =
P

xi∈X

D(xi, µli) +
P

(xi,xj)∈M

wijϕD(xi,xj)
�
[li 6= lj ]

+
P

(xi,xj)∈C

wij

`

ϕD max − ϕD(xi,xj)
´ �

[li = lj ] + log Z (6)

where Z is a normalizing constant. Thus, the task is to min-
imize Jobj over {µh}K

h=1, L, and D (if the latter is param-
eterized). For computational efficiency, we consider log Z

to be constant during the clustering iterations.

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is a popu-
lar solution to such “incomplete data” problems (Dempster
et al., 1977). It is well-known that K-Means is equivalent to
an EM algorithm with hard clustering assignments (Kearns
et al., 1997; Banerjee et al., 2004). Thus, we can use
a K-Means-type iterative clustering algorithm, HMRF-
KMEANS, to find a (local) maximum of the above function.

2.2. The HMRF-KMEANS Algorithm

The outline of the HMRF-KMEANS algorithm is pre-
sented in Figure 2. Initialization is performed using
neighborhoods inferred from the constraints as described
in (Bilenko et al., 2004). The basic idea of HMRF-
KMEANS is as follows: in the E-step, given the current

cluster representatives, all data points are collectively re-
assigned to clusters to minimize Jobj. In the M-step, the
cluster representatives {µh}

K
h=1 are re-estimated from the

cluster assignments to minimize Jobj for the current assign-
ment. The clustering distortion measure D is updated in the
M-step to reduce the objective function simultaneously by
transforming the space in which data lies, thus performing
metric learning.

Note that this procedure is an instantiation of the general-
ized EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977; Neal & Hinton,
1998), where the objective function is reduced but not nec-
essarily minimized in the M-step. Effectively, the E-step
minimizes Jobj over cluster assignments L, the M-step (A)
minimizes Jobj over cluster representatives {µh}

K
h=1, and

the M-step (B) minimizes Jobj over the parameters of the
distortion measure D. The E-step and the M-step are re-
peated till a specified convergence criterion is reached.

Algorithm: HMRF-KMeans

Input: Set of data points X = {xi}
N
i=1, number of clusters K,

set of must-link constraints M = {(xi,xj)},
set of cannot-link constraints C = {(xi,xj)},
distance measure D, constraint violation costs W and W.

Output: Disjoint K-partitioning {Xh}
K
h=1 of X such that

objective function Jobj in Eqn.(6) is (locally) minimized.
Method:

1. Initialize the K clusters centroids {µ
(0)
h }K

h=1, set t ← 0
2. Repeat until convergence

2a. E-step: Given {µ
(t)
h }K

h=1, re-assign cluster labels

{l
(t+1)
i }N

i=1 on the points {xi}
N
i=1 to minimize Jobj.

2b. M-step(A): Given cluster labels {l
(t+1)
i }N

i=1, re-calculate

cluster centroids {µ
(t+1)
h }K

h=1 to minimize Jobj.
2c. M-step(B): Re-estimate distance measure D to reduce Jobj.
2d. t ← t+1

Figure 2. The HMRF-KMEANS algorithm

The relational nature of the supervision is significant in
the E-step, where the task is to assign data points to clus-
ters using the current estimates of the cluster representa-
tives. In simple K-Means there is no interaction between
the cluster labels, and the E-step is a simple assignment of
every point to the cluster representative that is nearest to
it according to the clustering distortion measure. In con-
trast, the HMRF model incorporates interaction between
the cluster labels defined by the random field over the hid-
den variables. Thus, optimal assignment in the E-step of
HMRF-KMEANS is a relational inference problem.

3. Inference Techniques

Below we describe three inference methods for collec-
tive assignment of data points to clusters in the E-step of
HMRF-KMEANS.

3.1. The Belief Propagation Approach

A global joint assignment of the points to clusters that (lo-
cally) minimizes the objective function Jobj can be found
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Figure 3. The Factor Graph for the HMRF in Figure 1

by performing approximate inference on the HMRF using
belief propagation (Pearl, 1988). This approach is similar
to the technique used by Segal et al. (2003).

To implement the message passing algorithm for approx-
imate inference on the HMRF, we represent the HMRF
as a factor graph model (Kschischang et al., 2001). The
sum-product/max-product algorithm on the factor graph
model has been shown to be a generalization of several
well known inference algorithms on graphical models. In-
terpreting the HMRF model as a factor graph enables us to
perform belief propagation on the HMRF using the max-
product message passing algorithm on the corresponding
factor graph.

The factor graph corresponding to the example HMRF in
Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3. The factor graph has the
following components:

(1) N variable nodes {xi}
N
i=1 representing the data points.

(2) N factor nodes {Di}
N
i=1 that encode the distance po-

tential components of the objective function. Each distance
factor node Di has an edge connecting it to the correspond-
ing variable node xi, and a table containing different values
of the distance potential function. This table has an entry
for each possible cluster assignment of the variable; the jth

entry is exp(−d), where d is the distance from the ith point
to the jth cluster.

(3) |M| factor nodes {Mi}
|M|
i=1 and |C| factor nodes

{Ci}
|C|
i=1, which encode the cost of violating the must-link

and cannot-link constraints, respectively. There is one fac-
tor node for each constraint, which is linked by edges to the
2 variable nodes involved in that constraint.

The constraint potential table associated with each con-
straint factor node maps a set of K2 value-pairs (corre-
sponding to possible cluster assignments to the pair of
points in the constraint) to potential values. For the fac-
tor node encoding the must-link constraint (xi,xj), the po-
tential value for the entry (li, lj) in the constraint poten-
tial table is 1 if li = lj , i.e., xi and xj have the same
cluster assignments. If li 6= lj , the potential value is
exp(−d(xi,xj)wij), where d(xi,xj) is the distance be-
tween the points xi and xj according to the current esti-
mate of the distortion measure D, and wij is the weight of
the constraint.

Similarly, for the cannot-link factor nodes, the potential ta-
bles have values of 1 for the entry (li, lj) where li 6= lj ,
and exp(−(dmax(xi,xj) − d(xi,xj))wij) if li = lj . The
potential values of the constraint factor nodes correspond
to the metric version of the Potts potential function, as ex-
plained in Section 2.1.

Finding the collective assignment of points to minimize
Jobj in the E-step corresponds to running the max-product
message-passing algorithm on the factor graph (Kschis-
chang et al., 2001). Once the message-passing algorithm
converges, the cluster assignment for each data point is ob-
tained from the value in the corresponding variable node.

3.2. The Iterated Conditional Modes Approach

The Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) inference tech-
nique (Besag, 1986) is a greedy strategy to sequentially
update the cluster assignment of each point, keeping the
assignments for the other points fixed. Based on a pre-
selected random ordering, each point xi is sequentially as-
signed to the cluster representative µh that minimizes the
point’s contribution to the objective function Jobj(xi, µh):

Jobj(xi, µh) = D(xi, µh) +
X

(xi,xj)∈M

wijϕD(xi,xj)
�
[h 6= lj ]

+
X

(xi,xj)∈C

wij

`

ϕD max − ϕD(xi,xj)
´ �

[h = lj ] (7)

Optimal assignment for every point is that which minimizes
the distortion between the point and its cluster represen-
tative (first term of Jobj) along with incurring a minimal
penalty for constraint violations caused by this assignment
(second and third terms of Jobj). Once a point x is assigned
to a cluster, the subsequent points in the sequence deter-
mined by the ordering use the current cluster assignment of
x to calculate possible constraint violations.

After all points are assigned, the assignment process is re-
peated according to a new random ordering. This process
proceeds until no point changes its cluster assignment be-
tween two successive iterations. ICM is guaranteed to re-
duce Jobj or keep it unchanged (if Jobj is already at a local
minimum) in the E-step (Besag, 1986).

3.3. The LP Relaxation Approach

The task of finding an assignment of instances to clusters to
minimize the objective function can be posed as an integer
programming problem. Such a formulation has been pro-
posed by Kleinberg and Tardos in the context of the general
metric labeling problem, where they considered the cost of
assigning labels to instances while attempting to satisfy a
set of must-link pairwise constraints (Kleinberg & Tardos,
1999). We extend this formulation to include cannot-link
constraints, which allows using it for assigning instances
to clusters in the E-step of HMRF-KMEANS.
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Let Y = {yil}, i = 1..N , l = 1..K, be a set of nonnega-
tive binary variables that encode membership of instances
in clusters: yil = 1 signifies that the ith instance belongs
to the lth cluster. Sets of nonnegative binary variables

Y(M) = {y
(M)
i }

|M|
i=1 and Y(C) = {y

(C)
i }

|C|
i=1 encode vio-

lations of must-link and cannot-link pairwise constraints

respectively. Each y
(M)
k = 1 signifies that the kth must-

link pairwise constraint ek = (xk1
,xk2

) is violated, while

y
(C)
k = 1 signifies that the kth cannot-link pairwise con-

straint ek = (xk1
,xk2

) is violated. The objective function
to be optimized in the E-step of HMRF-KMEANS then be-
comes:

Jobj =
∑

xi∈X

∑

l∈L

D(xi, µl) yil +
∑

(xk1
,xk2

)∈M

wkfM (xk1
,xk2

)y
(M)
k

+
∑

(xk1
,xk2

)∈C

wkfC(xk1
,xk2

)y
(C)
k (8)

Assigning each instance to only one cluster imposes the
following linear constraint on variables in Y:∑

l∈L

yil = 1, xi ∈ X (9)

Also, consistency of pairwise constraint violation variables
in Y(M) and Y(C) with the assignment variables in Y re-
quires satisfaction of the following linear constraints:

y
(M)
k =

1

2

X

l∈L

|yk1l − yk2l|, ek = (xk1
,xk2

) ∈ M;

y
(C)
k = 1 −

1

2

X

l∈L

|yk1l − yk2l|, ek = (xk1
,xk2

) ∈ C (10)

These constraints can be expressed in a linear program by
replacing variables Y(M) and Y(C) with corresponding sets

of auxiliary variables Z(M) and Z(C), where z
(M)
kl = 1 iff

the kth must-link pair ek =(xk1
,xk2

) is violated and either

xk1
or xk2

is assigned to lth cluster. Semantics of z
(C)
kl are

similar: z
(C)
kl =1 iff kth cannot-link pair ek =(xk1

,xk2
) is

violated and both xk1
and xk2

are assigned to lth cluster.
Variables in Y(M) and Y(C) can be expressed via variables
in Z(M) and Z(C) as follows:

y
(M)
k =

1

2

X

l∈L

z
(M)
kl , ek = (xk1

,xk2
) ∈ M

y
(C)
k =

X

l∈L

z
(C)
kl , ek = (xk1

,xk2
) ∈ C (11)

Consistency of assignment variables in Y with pairwise
constraint violation variables in Z(M) and Z(C) can then
be achieved by introducing the following linear constraints:

z
(M)
kl ≥ yk1l − yk2l, ek = (xk1

,xk2
) ∈ M (12)

z
(M)
kl ≥ yk2l − yk1l, ek = (xk1

,xk2
) ∈ M (13)

z
(C)
kl ≤ yk1l + yk2l, ek = (xk1

,xk2
) ∈ C (14)

z
(C)
kl ≥ yk1l + yk2l − 1, ek = (xk1

,xk2
) ∈ C (15)

Minimization of objective function (8) under constraints
(9) and (12)-(15) to solve for binary variables Y , Z (M),
and Z(C) is NP-hard. Kleinberg and Tardos proposed
a linear programming relaxation of this integer program-
ming problem by allowing Y , Z(M), and Z(C) to be non-
negative real numbers, and provided a randomized method
for rounding the real solution to the linear program to in-
tegers (Kleinberg & Tardos, 1999). We follow their ap-
proach, which allows us to perform collective assignment
of all instances in X to cluster centroids.

4. Experiments

4.1. Methodology and Datasets

Experiments were conducted on three datasets: Iris from
the UCI repository, the Protein dataset used by Xing et al.
(2003) and Bar-Hillel et al. (2003), and a randomly sam-
pled subset from the Letters handwritten character recogni-
tion dataset. For Letters, we chose three classes: {I, J, L},
sampling 10% of the data points from the original dataset
randomly. We used parameterized squared Euclidean dis-
tance as the clustering distortion measure D for these ex-
periments.

We used pairwise F-Measure to evaluate the clustering re-
sults based on the underlying classes. F-Measure relies on
the traditional information retrieval measures, adapted for
evaluating clustering by considering same-cluster pairs:

Precision =
#PairsCorrectlyPredictedInSameCluster

#TotalPairsPredictedInSameCluster

Recall =
#PairsCorrectlyPredictedInSameCluster

#TotalPairsInSameCluster

F−Measure =
2 × Precision × Recall

Precision + Recall

We generated learning curves with 2-fold cross-validation
for each dataset. Each point on the learning curve repre-
sents a particular number of randomly selected pairwise
constraints given as input to the algorithm. Unit constraint
costs were used for all constraints, since the datasets did not
provide individual weights for the constraints. The cluster-
ing algorithm was run on the whole dataset, but the pair-
wise F-Measure was calculated only on the test set. Results
were averaged over 10 runs of 2 folds. For each trial, clus-
ter initialization was performed using neighborhoods in-
ferred from the provided constraints (Bilenko et al., 2004),
and then the HMRF-KMEANS algorithm was run with
a particular inference technique in the E-step, and metric
learning for Euclidean distance in the M-step.

4.2. Results and Discussion

We compared the three methods described in Section 3 for
collective assignment of instances to clusters. Figures 4-
6 show learning curves for the three datasets. For each
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dataset, ICM was faster than belief propagation and LP re-
laxation by at least an order of magnitude, which agrees
with the relative computational complexities of these algo-
rithms.

As the results demonstrate, global relational methods such
as belief propagation and LP relaxation outperform the
greedy approaches when a limited number of pairwise con-
straints is provided. However, as the number of provided
constraints increases, returns from these computationally
expensive methods diminish, and for every dataset there
exists a number of constraints beyond which ICM performs
no worse than the global approximate inference methods.

5. Conclusions

We have compared two methods for global approximate
inference (belief propagation and LP relaxation) with a
greedy approximate inference algorithm (ICM) in the con-
text of collective assignment of data points to clusters in
semi-supervised clustering with pairwise relational con-
straints. Our results indicate that belief propagation and
LP relaxation outperform ICM when a limited number of
pairwise constraints is provided. However, given a suffi-
ciently large amount of relational supervision, the greedy
algorithm for approximate inference performs on par with
global methods. Thus, greedy inference techniques should
be considered for scaling up semi-supervised clustering to
large datasets due to their low computational cost.
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Abstract

Relational learners need to be able to handle
the information contained in a set of related
tuples. Most current relational learners are
biased either towards the use of aggregate
functions that summarize that set, or towards
checking the existence of specific kinds of ele-
ments in that set. Learning patterns that
contain a combination of both is a challen-
ging task. In this paper we introduce a neural
networks based approach to relational learn-
ing, where the neural net that is learned can
actually represent such a combination. This
capacity is illustrated on toy problems, but
several questions are open with respect to
learnability of more complicated concepts.

1. Introduction

Non-relational (“propositional”) learners can be said
to learn a function f(x) where the domain of x is a
cartesian product of different domains. That is, x is
described by a fixed number of attributes, for each of
which a single value is given; or, in yet other words, x

is a single tuple.

In relational learning, a single instance is described
by a tuple together with a set of other tuples related
(linked) to it. We will adopt the terminology from re-
lational databases here. A database contains a set of
relations, each of which is a set of tuples. Tuples may
be linked to each other through foreign key relation-
ships. Thus, if we have relations R and S in a rela-
tional database, a tuple r of R forms a propositional
description of some entity, whereas r together the set
of all s ∈ S that are linked to r, forms a relational
description of the same entity.

Assuming we disallow set-valued attributes, the in-
formation contained in a set of related tuples can in
practice not be represented accurately as a single tuple
(for instance, because its size is unbounded), it can
only be approximated. We can then distinguish two
approaches: those that describe the set with a number
of features that is chosen in advance (e.g., its cardin-
ality) and then learn from a propositional represent-
ation (these are also called “propositionalization ap-

proaches”), and those that search a potentially infinite
space of features for the most relevant ones; this fea-
ture construction is then part of the learning process.

In relational algebra terminology, the features that are
used to describe sets are usually of the general form
F(σC(S)) where F is some kind of aggregation func-
tion, C is a condition that elements of S may or may
not fulfill, and σC(S) is the set of all elements of S

that fulfill C. The set S, when classifying a tuple t, is
obtained by joining t with any other tuples to which it
is linked, joining those tuples again with linked tuples,
and so on, up to a certain maximum number of con-
secutive joins.

Now it is instructive to look at how relational learners
fill in F and C. In propositionalization approaches,
the feature itself, i.e., the combination of F and C, is
defined in advance. Any combination can be identi-
fied by the user as potentially relevant. There is no
automatic feature construction.

Other approaches construct features using some struc-
tured search. These typically focus their search on
either σC(S) or F . Inductive logic programming (ILP)
(Muggleton & De Raedt, 1994) algorithms typically
construct a complex σC(S), where S is several levels
deep and C may be a complex conjunction of condi-
tions; but F reduces to testing the emptiness of σC(S)
(logical clauses, as learned in ILP, are existentially
quantified), in other words, F(X) = [count(X) > 0].

Yet other approaches, typically described in a rela-
tional databases framework, allow several predefined
aggregation functions F , but apply them only to S it-
self, not to a selection of S. Knobbe et al. (2002) are,
to our knowledge, the first to present a method that
performs a systematic search in a hypothesis space (in
this case, that of “selection graphs”) where hypotheses
combine aggregation and selection. Their approach is
however limited to monotone aggregation functions (F
is monotone if S ⊆ S′ ⇒ F(S) < F(S′)), which limits
its applicability somewhat (for instance, Sum and Av-
erage are not monotone), and to selecting aggregate
functions from a limited set given by the user.

Finally, some approaches may learn any aggregation
function, not only predefined ones; an example of these
is presented by Perlich and Provost (2003), who clas-
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sify tuples based on the distribution of linked tuples.
These authors also present a classification of relational
data mining tasks, stating that most current relational
systems handle tasks in categories 1 or 2 (involving
no aggregation or uni-dimensional aggregation). Cat-
egories 3 and 4 involve multi-dimensional aggregation
(aggregating over several variables, of the same rela-
tion for category 3, of different relations for category
4). (They also have a category 5, not relevant for this
discussion). ILP-like methods are the only ones that
consider tasks up to level 4, albeit with strong lim-
itations with respect to the aggregate functions that
they allow. Knobbe et al. (2002) partially lift this
limitation, by allowing any aggregate function that is
a member of a user-defined set of monotone functions.
To our knowledge, no approaches currently combine
a complicated selection with less limited kinds of ag-
gregation.

In this paper, we explore the use of neural networks
for relational learning. The approach we propose, does
combine complicated, non-predefined, selections and
aggregations, and hence can be positioned in category
4. It can be considered a supervised learning approach,
where aggregations and selections are learned in par-
allel, tuned to each other in order to provide max-
imal information with respect to the tuple to be clas-
sified. This paper presents preliminary work, showing
the promise of the approach, but leaving many ques-
tions open. We define relational neural networks in
Section 2, present some experiments in Section 3, and
conclude in Section 4.

2. Relational Neural Nets

A standard feedforward neural network has a fixed
number of inputs, all with a well-distinguished effect
on the output; in other words, it represents a function
f(x) where x is a single tuple. In order to use a neural
network for relational learning, we need to extend it
with a capacity for handling sets. More specifically,
for a given instance, we need to be able to feed a set of
tuples into the network for any one-to-many relation-
ship that the instance participates in.

We first discuss how we can handle a set of inputs
using a recurrent neural network; then we show how
a relational neural network structure can be derived
from a relational database schema. Finally we com-
pare this approach to some other approaches that use
neural networks for relational learning.

2.1. Handling set inputs using recurrent

neural networks

A recurrent neural network is a standard feedforward
neural network in which feedback loops are introduced;
that is, the outputs of certain neurons are fed back into
their inputs (either directly or indirectly).

For 2-layer recurrent neural networks, three architec-
tures are typically distinguished:

• Elman: the output of each layer 1 (hidden layer)
node is fed back into each layer 1 node

• Jordan: the output of each layer 2 node is fed
back into each layer 1 node

• Willams-Zipfer: all layer 1 and layer 2 outputs are
fed back into all layer 1 nodes (thus combining the
Elman and Jordan architectures).

The feedback loops give the network a kind of memory,
which allows one to feed multiple input vectors into
the network for a given training example. Recurrent
networks are typically used for time series, where the
prediction at a given time point may depend not only
on inputs for that time point but also on previous in-
puts. The input vectors at times t − k, t − k + 1, . . . ,
t−1, t are then typically fed into the network one after
another and the output produced by the network after
seeing these inputs is compared with the desired out-
put yt at time t. Reduction of the difference between
yt and the network output can be done using a gradi-
ent descent procedure that can be implemented using a
variant of the standard backpropagation algorithm. A
typical method used is backpropagation through time,
where the recurrent network is unfolded into a multi-
layer feedforward neural network to which standard
backpropagation is applied.

While recurrent neural networks are often used for
time series prediction, they appear to be less com-
monly used for handling sets of input vectors. The
main difference between these two is that in time series
prediction, the input for a given instance is an ordered
set of vectors, rather than an unordered set (which is
what we need here). Obviously, any function of an
unordered set can be represented as a function of an
ordered set, but the converse does not hold. The fact
that we want to learn an order-invariant function could
in principle be used to constrain the neural net’s para-
meters so that only order-invariant functions can be
learnt. At this stage we have not investigated exactly
how this could be done.

2.2. Relational neural networks

Assume we have a relational database schema where
RT is the target relation, and R1, . . . , Rn are other re-
lations in the database. We denote the attribute sets
of Ri by Ui. In the following we will assume a classi-
fication setting for ease of discussion, but everything
applies equally well to any predictive setting.

Given any relation R, we define

• S1(R): Ri ∈ S1(R) iff each tuple t ∈ R is con-
nected to exactly one tuple in Ri (i.e., there is
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a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship between
R and Ri, in which R participates completely)

• S01(R): Ri ∈ S01(R) iff each tuple t ∈ R is con-
nected to at most one tuple in Ri (again one-to-
one or many-to-one, but partial participation)

• Sn(R): Ri ∈ Sn(R) iff each tuple t ∈ R is connec-
ted to zero, one, or more tuples in Ri (partial or
complete participation of R in a one-to-many or
many-to-many relationship with Ri)

• Su(R): Ri ∈ Su iff Ri is a relation of the relational
database not in S1(R), S01(R) or Sn(R) (i.e., it is
not directly connected to R)

Given a tuple t in the target relation RT , we want to
classify it based on the information contained in the
tuple and in any tuples linked to this tuple. For a re-
lation Ri we use Ui to denote the original attribute set
of that relation and Ii to denote the attribute set ac-
tually used as input to our classifier; one might expect
Ii = Ui but there will be some small differences. For
the target table, IT = UT − {C} where C is the class
attribute.

For any tuples ti ∈ Ri where Ri ∈ S1(RT ), the inform-
ation in ti can be added to t by joining Ri with {t}: a
single tuple is thus obtained. Ii = Ui for these tuples.

For any Ri ∈ S01(RT ), an outer join with {t} also
yields exactly one tuple, which may however contain
null values for the attributes of Ri. As neural networks
do not have a distinguished encoding for null values, we
will use an extra attribute Ei that indicates whether
the link to Ri yielded a joining tuple or not. Ii =
Ui ∪ {Ei}.

For Ri ∈ Sn(RT ), an indefinite number of tuples ti1,
. . . , tin may be linked to a single t ∈ RT . In order to
allow this set of tuples to influence the classification
of t, a recurrent neural network will be constructed.
The tuples tij will be represented using their original
attribute values plus an extra attribute Ei which is
always true for these tuples. The fact that no tuples
tij exist will be indicated using a single input tuple
where Ei = false.

Tuples in Ri ∈ Su(RT ) are not directly linked to tuples
in RT , but may be linked indirectly. For now we ignore
these.

Based on the above, we can propose several options for
constructing a relational neural network that classifies
t ∈ RT based on its own attribute values as well as
those of (directly) related tuples. Two options that
we will explore here, are:

Option 1: For each relation involved, including the
target relation, a different neural network (called a
“component”) is constructed. The outputs of these
networks are combined by a single perceptron. The

components are standard feedforward neural networks
for the target relation RT and for any relations in
S1(RT ) and S01(RT ), with as inputs the Ii as defined
above. The components for Sn(RT ) are recurrent
neural networks.

Option 2: For each t, we can construct a tuple t′ with
attributes

IT ∪(
⋃

i:Ri∈S1(RT )

Ii)∪(
⋃

i:Ri∈S01(RT )

Ii)∪(
⋃

i:Ri∈Sn(RT )

Oi)

with Ii as defined above, and Oi a set of attributes the
values of which are the outputs of a 2-layer recurrent
neural network with as inputs Ui.

Of course, other options are possible as well, but we
restrict ourselves in this paper to these two. Of these
two, Option 1 is the more restricted one: a simpler
network is constructed in which the results of different
components are combined by one perceptron. Option
2 creates a larger and more expressive network; it also
has an extra structural parameter, namely the number
of outputs |Oi| of the recurrent networks (which we
assume here to be the same for all recurrent networks).

Note that the Oi attributes in Option 2 can be seen
as aggregate functions that summarize the set of Ri-
tuples related to t. Thus, this approach is closer to the
propositionalization approach, where a propositional
learner learns from a fixed set of attributes, some of
which summarize set information. It differs from clas-
sical propositionalization approaches in that these ag-
gregates are now learned, instead of predefined.

Note that with Option 2, the technique of adding to t

the Oi attributes that summarize related tuples, can
be repeated for those related tuples, thus also incor-
porating information in indirectly linked tuples (from
relations in Su(RT )).

2.3. Related work

The existing work that is probably closest to our ap-
proach, is a line of work in the neural networks com-
munity on learning from structured data using recurs-
ive neural networks or folding architecture networks
(Goller & Küchler, 1996; Sperduti & Starita, 1997;
Frasconi et al., 1998). These authors describe how to
learn from structured data (e.g., logical terms, trees,
graphs), and discuss tasks like the identification of sub-
structures, but they do not aim at learning aggrega-
tion functions. Those tasks relate to the tasks we con-
sider, more or less in the same way as ILP relates to
our approach. Our approach however is not essentially
different, and many existing results on learnability of
recursive neural networks may carry over to our set-
ting.

A number of neural network based approaches have
been defined in the ILP setting (Botta et al., 1997;
Basilio et al., 2001); the neural networks in these ap-
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ID Gender Father Mother

albert M bob alice
peter M bob alice
alice F jack mary
bob M james anne
. . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 1. An example instance of the family database.

proaches typically mimic logical inference as it would
be made by logic programs or implement numerical
computations in them. Again, they do not learn ag-
gregate functions as we do. Ramon and De Raedt
(2000) have defined multi-instance neural networks;
these are a subset of our relational neural networks de-
signed specifically for the multi-instance case. Ramon
et al.’s neural logic programs (Ramon et al., 2002) are
somewhat similar to our relational neural networks,
with as main differences that they are described in a
first order logic framework and that, just like for multi-
instance neural networks, specific aggregate functions
are encoded in advance by the user, instead of learned
(and typically they represent logical conjunctions and
disjunctions). We believe that from the point of view
of relational learning, the ability to learn aggregate
functions is a crucial advantage of our approach.

3. Experiments

To evaluate the potential of this approach, we have
performed a number of experiments, varying paramet-
ers along a number of dimensions: Option 1 versus Op-
tion 2, as discussed above; different architectures for
the recurrent components (Elman, Jordan, Williams-
Zipfer); different learning approaches (backpropaga-
tion through time, evolutionary learning), different
parameter settings for these approaches.

3.1. A family database

In this artificially generated toy database, there is
a single relation with attributes ID, Gender, Father,
Mother; it describes a number of persons and parent-
ship relations between them (Father and Mother are
foreign keys to ID). We show an example relation in
Table 1. Note that the ID, Father and Mother at-
tributes are present only to identify tuples and to link
them to each other; they are not descriptive attributes
of which the value will be tested by a hypothesis.

For this toy database, we define a few simple concepts.
Given a tuple t, let S(t) be the set of tuples s for which
s.Father = t.ID or s.Mother = t.ID.

• C1: has at least one son;
C1(t) ⇔ count(σGender=M (S(t))) > 0

• C2: has 2 children; C2(t) ⇔ count(S(t)) = 2

• C3: has 2 sons;

C3(t) ⇔ count(σGender=M (S(t))) = 2

• C4: has one son and one daughter;
C4(t) ⇔ (count(σGender=M (S(t))) = 1∧
count(σGender=F (S(t))) = 1)

• C5: has one son or two daughters;
C5(t) ⇔ count(σGender=F (S(t))) = 1∨
count(σGender=M (S(t))) = 2)

• C6: has a grandson; C6(t) ⇔
count({s ∈ S(t)|countσGender=F (S(s))) > 0}) >

0

Note that C1 is a concept that could be learned by any
ILP system: it involves some selection criterion but a
trivial aggregation function. C2 is a concept that could
easily be learned by any system where aggregates over
sets of related tuples are predefined. Concept C3 is
a more complicated concept that involves an aggreg-
ate over a selection of related tuples. C4 is again an
ILP-like concept, but a slightly more complicated one
than C1. Similarly, C5 is a slightly more complicated
concept than C3, combining two functions that them-
selves combine aggregation and selection. C6 is an ex-
ample of a concept that takes into account information
“two steps away” from the tuple to be classified.

Most existing systems can learn these only with a re-
latively strong bias; e.g., in an ILP system typically
the allowed aggregate function as well as any condi-
tions that are allowed in the argument of this aggreg-
ate function would have to be given in advance.

The experimental setting is as follows: each combina-
tion of relational (Option 1, Option 2) and recurrent
(Elman, Jordan, Williams-Zipfer) architecture is tried
on all concepts C1-C6. For each architecture-concept
combination, five runs with different random initial-
izations of the network weights are made. Each run
uses the same training set, which consists of 2/3 of the
dataset. Of these five randomized runs, the one with
highest training accuracy is chosen and evaluated on
the remaining, unseen, examples (1/3 of the dataset).
(Using a separate validation set would allow to separ-
ate the overfitting risk of an architecture from its true
generalization power; for these initial exploratory ex-
periments we found it unnecessary to have this separ-
ation, but it would be desirable for more sophisticated
experiments.)

It turned out that for both relational architectures,
using backpropagation through time, the network is
able to learn correctly (with 100% test set accuracy)
all the concepts. In general, some tuning of the net-
work parameters was necessary for this, which is not
unexpected; and usually not all random initializations
of the network allowed it to converge to the correct
concept. The results for evolutionary learning were
similar.
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3.2. Other Datasets

We have also attempted to evaluate the proposed ap-
proach on two benchmark datasets: the Musk dataset
(Dietterich et al., 1997), a multi-instance problem on
which several relational learning approaches have been
compared, and the Financial dataset (Berka, 2000) for
which also Knobbe et al. (2002) have reported results.

Due to inefficiencies in our current implementation,
we have been able to evaluate the approach only on
relatively small data sets up till now. For the Musk
experiments, we have used Musk-1, the smaller of the
two available data sets. For the Financial data set,
we have not been able to include the Transaction rela-
tion in the training data, because it is too large. This
means that for this data set our results are not com-
parable to results published elsewhere.

For the Musk-1 data set, we performed a tenfold cross-
validation with the same folds that were used else-
where. Four different combinations of parameters and
architectures were tried, and predictive accuracies on
unseen data varied between 79.3% (19 errors) and
85.9% (13 errors). This is to be compared with
88% (11 errors) reported for “multi-instance neural
networks” (MINNs) (Ramon & De Raedt, 2000) ap-
proach, which are a special case of our relational neural
networks.

Relational neural networks cannot outperform MINNs
on this type of problems, since the hypothesis space
searched by the former, HRNN , is a superset of the hy-
pothesis space HMINN searched by the latter, and any
hypothesis in HRNN − HMINN is necessarily mean-
ingless because it violates the multi-instance assump-
tions. In other words, the hypothesis in HRNN that
best approximates the target hypothesis, must also be
in HMINN . The best we can hope for, is that our ap-
proach performs as well as multi-instance neural net-
works on multi-instance problems (while performing
better outside that class). From that point of view,
the obtained results are promising, but more experi-
mentation is needed to obtain more insight into, e.g.,
the probability of obtaining with our more general ap-
proach an accuracy that is comparable to that of the
more specialized approach.

For the Financial dataset, 2/3 of the data were used for
training and 1/3 for testing, and six different configur-
ations were tried. Obtained accuracies were between
74% and 85%. This data set has a highly skewed class
distribution: the frequency of the majority class is
85%. Thus, accuracy-wise, these results are quite bad.
A ROC analysis, however, shows that on average the
method does perform better than random guessing, in
the best case combining a true positive rate of 0.95
with a false positive rate of 0.75. As mentioned, these
results are not comparable with published results be-
cause only a subset of the available information was
used.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a novel, neural network based, ap-
proach to relational learning. The approach consists of
constructing a neural network based on the relational
database schema, where recurrent components are in-
troduced for one-to-many relationships. The power of
this approach is yet to be determined, but this initial
exploration reveals that, in Perlich and Provost’s ter-
minology (Perlich & Provost, 2003), simple category 3
and category 4 concepts (as defined for our toy data-
base) can be accurately represented and learned. An
experiment on a multi-instance benchmark further in-
dicates that the approach may work equally well on
this type of problems as the more specialized MINN
approach (Ramon & De Raedt, 2000). An experiment
on a fully relational problem has mainly revealed the
need for a more efficient implementation: the compu-
tational complexity of the approach is relatively high
and currently precludes a meaningful comparison of
our approach to other approaches, on this benchmark.

Many questions remain open. What is the best ar-
chitecture for these networks? We have proposed two
options; our Option 2 is clearly more expressive than
the other, but both appear to learn well on the prob-
lems we have considered. Among the three architec-
tures for recurrent networks, there was a tendency of
the Williams-Zipfer architecture to perform somewhat
better than the others in our experiments, but again
further experimentation is necessary.

What subclass of Perlich and Provost’s category 3-
4 can be learned using this approach? We have fo-
cused here on “combining selection and aggregation”,
which is a special case of multidimensional aggrega-
tion for which it is intuitively easier to see that our
relational neural networks should be able to represent
them. Even for this subclass, formal results would be
desirable, and further experiments should be conduc-
ted.

Our recurrent neural networks in principle learn from
ordered sets; they might be made to learn more effect-
ively if their parameters are somehow constrained so
that the network expresses a function of an unordered
set. (Randomly permuting the elements of a set, each
time the set is fed to the network, is also an option,
but may not be the most efficient one.)

It is clear that there are connections between this ap-
proach and some existing approaches for learning from
structured data that are not directly connected with
statistical relational learning. We expect that some
further investigation into those approaches may ad-
vance the field of relational learning.
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Abstract

Semantic scene classification is a challenging
problem in computer vision. Special-purpose
semantic object and material (e.g., sky and
grass) detectors help, but are faulty in prac-
tice. In this paper, we propose a genera-
tive model of outdoor scenes based on spatial
configurations of objects in the scene. Be-
cause the number of semantically-meaningful
regions (for classification purposes) in the im-
age is expected to be small, we infer exact
probabilities by utilizing a brute-force ap-
proach. However, it is impractical to obtain
enough training data to learn the joint distri-
bution of the configuration space.

To help overcome this problem, we propose a
smoothing technique that modifies the naive
uniform (Dirichlet) prior by using model-
based graph-matching techniques to popu-
late the configuration space. The proposed
technique is inspired by the backoff technique
from statistical language models. We com-
pare scene classification performance using
our method with two baselines: no smoothing
and smoothing with a uniform prior. Initial
results on a small set of natural images show
the potential of the method. Detailed explo-
ration of the behavior of the method on this
set may lead to future improvements.

1. Introduction

Semantic scene classification, categorizing pho-
tographs at a high level into discrete categories such as
beach, mountain, or indoor, is a useful, yet challenging
problem in computer vision. It can help with image
organization and with content-based image retrieval.

Most approaches (Vailaya et al., 1999; Szummer &
Picard, 1998; Torralba et al., 2003) typically use low-
level (e.g., color, texture) features and classifiers to
achieve reasonable results.

Higher-level features, such as the output from object
and material detectors, can also help classify scenes.
An advantage to this approach is its modularity, allow-
ing independently-developed, domain-sensitive detec-
tors to be used. Only recently has object and material
detection in natural environments become accurate
enough to consider using in a practical system. Re-
cent work using object detection for other tasks (Mul-
hem et al., 2001; Song & Zhang, 2002; Smith et al.,
2003) has achieved some success using object presence
or absence alone as evidence. However, faulty detec-
tors present a continuing difficulty for this approach.

Figure 1 shows an image, true material identities of
key regions (color-coded), and simulated detector re-
sults, expressed as likelihoods that each region is la-
beled with a given material. The problem is how to
determine which scene type best explains the observed
(imperfect) evidence.

P(water) = 0.1

P(sky) = 0.9

P(water) = 0.4

P(sky) = 0.4

Above

Above

Above

...

P(sand)=0.5

P(rug) = 0.3

...

Figure 1. (a) A beach image (b) Its manually-labeled ma-
terials. The true configuration includes sky above water,
water above sand, and sky above sand. (c) The underlying
graph showing detector results and spatial relations.
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How does one overcome detector errors? One princi-
pled way is to use a probabilistic inference system (vs.
a rule-based one, such as (Mulhem et al., 2001)) to
classify a scene based on the presence or absence of
semantic materials. Furthermore, we can extract ad-
ditional useful evidence from the input image, such as
spatial relationships between the detected regions, to
improve scene classification.

In this paper, we study statistical relational learning of
scene configurations, consisting of both materials and
their spatial relations. We propose a generative model
of scene classification that uses material detectors and
full scene configurations. The main limitation of this
model is obtaining enough training data to learn the
joint distribution of the configuration space (materials
in specific configurations). To this end, we also pro-
pose a smoothing technique that improves upon the
naive uniform (Dirichlet) prior by using model-based
graph-matching techniques to populate the configura-
tion space. Our technique is inspired by graph match-
ing and backoff techniques. It is used in learning only;
the inference phase needs no adaptation. We com-
pare scene classification performance using our method
with two baselines, no smoothing and a uniform prior,
to show its promise.

2. Scene Configurations

Scene configurations consist of both the actual spatial
arrangement (graph edge labels) of regions and the
identities of those regions (node labels), as illustrated
in Figure 1.

Our terminology is as follows: let n be the number of
distinct regions detected in the image, M be the small
set of semantically critical materials for which detec-
tors are used, SR be the set of spatial relations, and
C be the set of configurations of materials in a scene.
Then an upper bound on the number of scene con-

figurations, |C|, is |M |n|SR|(
n

2
) (in a fully connected

graph).

In (Luo et al., 2003), the spatial relations above, be-
low, far above, far below, beside, enclosed, and en-
closing (i.e., |SR| = 7)) were shown to be effective
for spatially-aware material detection within outdoor
scenes. We adopt essentially the same spatial relations
in this study.

In the inference phase, the spatial arrangement of the
test image is known (computed); thus, its graph need
only be compared with those of training images with
the same arrangement. We restrict our attention in
this paper to learning the distribution of region identi-
ties within a fixed spatial arrangement, of which there

are |M |n configurations. For example, an image with
two regions, R1 above R2 has only |M |2 configurations.

Adding to our terminology, we can formalize the
scene classification problem as follows: let S be
the set of scene classes considered, and E =
{E1, E2, ...En} be the detector evidence, where each
Ej = {e1, e2, . . . e|M|} is a likelihood vector for the
identity of region j.

In this framework, we seek to calculate:

argmax
i

P (Si|E) ∝ arg max
i

P (Si)P (E|Si) (1)

Taking the joint distribution of P (E|Si) with C yields

argmax
i

P (Si)
∑

c∈C

P (E, c|Si) (2)

Conditioning on c gives

arg max
i

P (Si)
∑

c∈C

P (E|c, Si)P (c|Si) (3)

2.1. Relation to Graphical Models

Figure 2a shows a graphical representation (not graph-
ical model) for a single scene. While it is possible to
represent this system with a grapical model, we chose
a different approach in this study. On the surface, it
looks like a standard two-level Markov Random Field
(MRF) (Geman & Geman, 1984; Freeman et al., 2000).
As in these MRFs, evidence nodes in our represen-
tation are conditionally dependent only on the iden-
tity of the underlying region’s scene node, while the
scene nodes are dependent on each other. However,
this is not a typical graphical model. Fundamentally,
we are solving a different problem than those for which
MRFs are used. MRFs are typically used to regular-
ize input data (Geman & Geman, 1984; Chou, 1988),
finding P (C|E), the single configuration (within a sin-
gle model) that best explains the observed faulty ev-
idence. In constrast, we are trying to perform cross-
model comparison, P (S|E), comparing how well the
evidence matches each model in turn. To do this, we
need to sum across all possible configurations of the
scene nodes (Equation 3). In this framework, we need
to use a brute force approach.

Further, at this coarse segmentation, even distant (in
the underlying image) nodes may be strongly corre-
lated, e.g., sky and pavement in urban scenes. Thus,
we cannot factorize the scene structure (as could be
done in low-level vision problems) and instead assume
a fully-connected scene structure. Fortunately, for
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scene classification, and particularly for landscape im-
ages, the number of critical material regions of inter-
est, n, is generally small (n ≤ 6) 1, so a brute-force
approach to maximizing Equation 3 is tractable.

2.2. Scene Classification System

Figure 2b shows the full scene classification
system. After each scene model computes∑

c∈C P (E|c, Si)P (c|Si) for scene class Si, the
results are compared at the top level to make a
decision (incorporating priors for the scene classes if
available).

Beach

Desert

Field

Class N

Argmax

Figure 2. (a) Graphical representation for a single scene
class. The observed nodes (detector inputs; shown as
filled circles) are each connected to a single node in the
fully-connected scene graph (which represents a configu-
ration, treated as a single hidden state in the brute-force
approach). (b) Full system: a bank of scene models. The
instantiated detector inputs to each scene are the same for
each class.

We can learn P (E|c, S) relatively easily. As described
above, a reasonable assumption is that a detector’s
output on a region depends only on the object present
in that region and not on other objects or upon the
class of the scene. This allows us to factor the dis-
tribution into

∏n

j=1
P (Ej |cj); each of which describes

a single detector’s characteristics and can be learned
by counting detection frequencies on a training set of
regions or fixed using using domain knowledge.

However, P (c|S) is difficult to factor because of the
strong dependency between regions. The resulting
joint distribution is sparsely populated: there are
O(|M |n) parameters (the counts of each configuration)
to learn, and only |TS| training images of scene class S.
The sparseness is exacerbated by correlation between
objects and scenes. How do we deal with this sparse
distribution?

1The material detectors can be imbued with the ability
to merge regions, so over-segmentation is rare.

2.3. Naive Approaches to Smoothing

The simplest approach is to do nothing. This adds
no ambiguity to the distribution. However, without
smoothing, we have P (c|S) = 0 for each configuration
C /∈ TS. This automatically rules out, by giving zero
probability to, any valid configuration not seen in the
sparse training set, regardless of the evidence: clean,
but unsatisfying.

Another simple technique is use a uniform Dirichlet
prior on the configurations, implemented by adding a
matrix of pseudo-counts of value ǫ to the matrix of
configuration counts. However, this can allow for too
much ambiguity, because in practice, many configura-
tions should be impossible, for example configurations
containing snow in the Desert model. We seek the
middle ground: allowing some matches with configu-
rations not in the training set, but not indiscriminately
allowing all matches.

2.4. Graph-based Smoothing

Our goal is to smooth using the training set and knowl-
edge of the image domain. Specifically, we compute
P (c|S) as follows. Fix the spatial arrangement of ma-
terials. Let TS = {G1,S , G2,S , . . .G|TS |,S} be the set
of graphs of training images of class S with that spa-
tial arragnment. For 1 ≤ j ≤ r, let N j

S ∈ M r be
r-dimensional matrices of counts. The configuration,
c, is an index into the matrices. Let subj(G) denote a
subgraph of graph G with j nodes and ≡ denote graph
isomorphism.

Then define

N j
S(c) = |{Gi,S}| : subj(c) ≡ subj(Gi,S)) (4)

NS(c) =

r∑

j=1

αjN
j
S(c) (5)

P (c|S) =
NS(c)∑

c̃∈C NS(c̃)
(6)

Each N j represents the pseudo-counts of the sub-
graphs of size j occurring in the training set. N r is
the standard count of full scene configurations occur-
ring in the training set. As the subgraph size decreases,
the subgraphs are less-specific to the training set, and
so should contribute less to the overall distribution.
Thus, we expect that the parameters αj will decrease
monotonically. Furthermore, as j decreases, each Nj

becomes more densely populated. Intuitively, this is
like radial basis function smoothing, in that points
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“close” to the training points are given more weight
in the small area near the peaks than in the larger
area at the tails. Finally the counts are normalized to
obtain P (c|S). For example, consider the contribution
to N of a single training configuration “sky above wa-
ter above sand”: each configuration containing “sky
above sand”, “sky above water”, or “sand above wa-
ter” receives weight α2 and any configuration contain-
ing sky, water, or sand receives weight α1 < α2; other
configurations receive no weight.

The desired result of modifying the uniform Dirichlet
prior in this way is that the weight a configuration
receives is a function of how closely it matches config-
urations seen in the training set. While our proposed
technique is inspired mainly by the graph matching
literature, it can also be viewed as backprojection and
as a backoff technique; we discuss each connection in
Section 4.

3. Experimental Results

We have a database of 923 images in 5 classes: Beach,
Desert, Fall Foliage, Field, and Mountain. Each im-
age is automatically segmented using the algorithm
described in (Comaniciu & Meer, 2002), and the
semantically-critical regions are manually labeled with
their true materials (i.e., ground truth), as in Figure
1b. The ground truth labels correspond to those ma-
terials (e.g., sky, grass, foliage, rocks) expected to pre-
dict these scenes. Other regions are left unlabeled.

To simulate actual detectors, which are faulty, we ran-
domly perturbed the ground truth to create simulated
detector responses. We set the detection rates of indi-
vidual material detectors on each true material (both
true positive rates, e.g., how often the grass detector
fires on grass regions, and false positive rates, e.g.,
how often the grass detector fires on water regions)
by counting performance of corresponding actual de-
tectors on a validation set (or estimating them in the
case of detectors to be developed in the future). When
they fire, they are assigned a belief that is distributed
normally with mean µ. The parameter µ can be set
differently for true and false positive detections; vary-
ing the ratio between the two is a convenient way to
simulate detectors with different accuracies.

Spatial relations are computed using a computation-
ally efficient version of the “weighted walk-through”
approach (Berretti et al., 2001), detailed in (Luo et al.,
2003). We simplify the relations by ignoring the
“far” modifier and the enclosure relations (which oc-
cur rarely). We focus further on the single spatial ar-
rangement occurring most often in training: of the 256

images with 3 regions, 172 have a vertical structure,
R1 above R2, R2 above R3, and R1 above R3.

We learn P (c|S) using the proposed smoothing
method and compare it with learning using two base-
lines: no smoothing and smoothing by a uniform prior
added to the counts.

We perform leave-one-out cross-validation to estimate
scene classification performance using the brute force
inference method of Equation 3. We eliminate the
effect of the priors over scene types by setting them
equal. Because we are simulating faulty detectors, we
can vary their performance and compare the methods
across the spectrum of detector accuracy (Figure 3).
While the subgraph smoothing method performs bet-
ter than the two baselines at all detector accuracies,
we admit the difference is small. We believe optimiz-
ing the smoothing weights, αj , should improve per-
formance; learning those parameters is the subject of
future work.
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Figure 3. Classification accuracy of the methods as a func-
tion of detector accuracy. The smoothing method performs
better than the baselines at nearly all detector accuracies.
Standard error is shown (n = 30).

4. Discussion

As expected, the smoothing technique helps to classify
images having a plausible, but rarely-occurring, scene
configuration. Figure 4 shows a number of examples.
The mountain scene on the left with the configura-
tion “gray sky above snow above grass” was classified
correctly by our method, but failed when no smooth-
ing was applied, because that specific configuration
did not occur in the training set, but its subgraphs
did. Other similar examples are the desert scene in
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the configuration “blue sky above blue sky above bare
ground” and the field scene in the configuration “fo-
liage above blue sky above grass”.

Figure 4. Some images for which the baseline methods fail,
but the proposed method succeeds. Top: original scenes.
Bottom: hand-labeled regions.

4.1. Related Techniques for Graph Matching

Presently we are doing exact graph matching in the
sense that we demand an isomorphism for the arcs and
nodes, but inexact matching in that we are matching
attributed graphs, those with values or labels attached
to the nodes and arcs. We do multiple-matching: we
are matching into a database of graphs, looking for
the best match. Graph isomorphism is a problem of
unknown complexity. Inexact graph matching (differ-
ing number of nodes) is known to be NP-complete,
but is a basic utility for recognition problems. Thus
graph matching has a long history in image and scene
understanding.

Probabilistic techniques in graph matching, often us-
ing relaxation, have been used for some time (Han-
cock & Kittler, 1990). A comparison of various search
strategies appears in (Williams et al., 1999), and
(Shams et al., 2001) compares various matching al-
gorithms to one based on maximizing mutual infor-
mation. Hierarchical relaxation has been used in a
Bayesian context (Wilson & Hancock, 1999). Mix-
ture models have been explored for EM matching:
a weighted sum of Hamming distances is used as a
matching metric in (Finch et al., 1998). Generally,
only unary attributes and binary relations are used in
these probabilistically-founded searches. More com-
plex relations can be used in relaxation-like schemes as
in (Skomorowski, 1999). Various schemes using learn-
ing and Bayes nets for inexact matching are explored
in (Bengoetxea et al., 2000).

4.2. Related Concepts

One way to view our method is as a backprojection
(Swain & Ballard, 1991) technique. If we view the
configuration space C as an r-dimensional space, sub-
graphs of lower dimension (size i < r) can be backpro-

jected into C to populate the space. Figure 5 shows an
example with r = 3 and i = 2. The 3D configuration
space is sparsely populated in the absence of smooth-
ing. The training points are projected into 2D along
3 axes (the three subgraphs). The resulting 2D spaces
corresponding to the same spatial configurations are
integrated to combine evidence from different train-
ing examples. Finally they are backprojected into the
original 3D space (with lower weights than the original
counts).

Figure 5. Backprojection using our technique. For legibil-
ity in this 3D example, only one training point and two
backprojection directions (of the three possible with this
spatial configuration) are shown. The training set gener-
alizes through combining counts of subgraphs of multiple
training configurations.

Our technique can also be viewed as a backoff tech-
nique, as commonly used in speech recognition (Man-
ning & Schutze, 1999); a hierarchical, more principled
model is presented in (MacKay & Peto, 1994). If there
is insufficient data to learn a trigram model for a given
word, one can use a less-specialized, but more densely-
populated, bigram or unigram model. However, we
pre-compute the probabilities in the learning phase;
inference needs no special treatment.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a generative model for classifying
scenes using faulty material detectors and spatial con-
figurations of materials present in the image. This ap-
proach poses a challenge to statistical relational learn-
ing, as scene configurations attempt to capture cor-
relations between sets of materials and scene types.
Initial results on a small set of landscape images have
also shown that performance can be improved by us-
ing a smart smoothing technique using subgraphs of
the training images.

Clearly, this is work in progress. Future investigation
will involve experimentation using real material detec-
tors and a much larger number of images. We also plan
to expand the library of spatial arrangements (e.g., R1

above R2, R1 above R3, R2 beside R3) and to address
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the accompanying scalability issues through investi-
gating prototypical spatial arrangements and factor-
ization of the scene models.

More detailed analysis of the behavior of the method
may lead to future improvements, such as in learning
the parameters of the model. Another interesting di-
rection is to incorporate theoretical work on improving
purely uniform priors (Nemenman et al., 2001).
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Abstract

Most information extraction (IE) systems treat

separate potential extractions as independent.

However, in many cases, considering influences

between different potential extractions could im-

prove overall accuracy. Statistical methods based

on undirected graphical models, such as condi-

tional random fields (CRFs), have been shown to

be an effective approach to learning accurate IE

systems. We present a new IE method that em-

ploys Relational Markov Networks, which can

represent arbitrary dependencies between extrac-

tions. This allows for “collective information

extraction” that exploits the mutual influence

between possible extractions. Experiments on

learning to extract protein names from biomed-

ical text demonstrate the advantages of this ap-

proach.

1. Introduction

Information extraction (IE), locating references to specific

types of items in natural-language documents, is an impor-

tant task with many practical applications. Since IE sys-

tems are difficult and time-consuming to construct, most

recent research has focused on empirical techniques that

automatically construct information extractors by training

on supervised corpora (Cardie, 1997; Califf, 1999). One of

the current best empirical approaches to IE is conditional

random fields (CRF’s) (Lafferty et al., 2001). CRF’s are

a restricted class of undirected graphical models (Jordan,

1999) designed for sequence segmentation tasks such as

IE, part-of-speech (POS) tagging (Lafferty et al., 2001),

and shallow parsing (Sha & Pereira, 2003). In a recent

follow-up to previously published experiments comparing

a large variety of IE-learning methods (including HMM,

SVM, MaxEnt, and rule-based methods) on the task of

tagging references to human proteins in Medline abstracts

(Bunescu et al., 2004), CRF’s were found to significantly

out-perform competing techniques.

As typically applied, CRF’s, like almost all IE methods,

assume separate extractions are independent and treat each

potential extraction in isolation. However, in many cases,

considering influences between extractions can be very use-

ful. For example, in our protein-tagging task, repeated ref-

erences to the same protein are common. If the context

surrounding one occurrence of a phrase is very indicative

of it being a protein, then this should also influence the tag-

ging of another occurrence of the same phrase in a different

context which is not indicative of protein references.

Relational Markov Networks (RMN’s) (Taskar et al., 2002)

can be seen as a generalization of CRF’s that allow for col-

lective classification of a set of arbitrarily related entities

by integrating information from features of individual en-

tities as well as the relations between them. Results on

classifying connected sets of web pages have verified the

advantage of this approach (Taskar et al., 2002). In this

paper, we present an approach to collective information ex-

traction using RMN’s that simultaneously extracts all of

the information from a document by exploiting the textual

content and context of each relevant substring as well as

the document relationships between them. Experiments on

human protein tagging demonstrate the advantages of col-

lective extraction on several annotated corpora of Medline

abstracts.

2. The RMN Framework for Entity

Recognition

Assume we are given a collection of training documents�
where all named entities have been manually annotated.

We associate with each document ✁✄✂ �
a set of candidate

entities ✁✆☎✞✝ , in our case a restricted set of token sequences

from the document. Each entity ✟✠✂✡✁✆☎✞✝ is characterized

by a set of boolean features ✟☛☎ ☞ . This set of features is

the same for all candidate entities, and it can be assimilated

with the relational database definition of a table. One par-

ticular feature is ✟✌☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍ which is set to 1 if ✟ is considered a

valid extraction, and 0 otherwise. In our document model,

labels are the only hidden features, and the inference pro-

cedure will try to find a most probable assignment of values

to labels, given the current model parameters.
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Each document is associated with an undirected graphical

model, with nodes corresponding directly to entity features,

one node for each feature of each candidate entity in the

document. The set of edges is created by matching clique

templates against the entire set of entities ✁✆☎ ✝ . A clique

template is a procedure that finds all subsets of entities sat-

isfying a given constraint and then connects feature nodes

associated with the entities in each subset so that they form

a clique.

Formally, there is a set of clique templates ✕ , with each

template ✖✗✂✠✕ defined by:

1. A matching operator ✘✡✙ for selecting subsets of enti-

ties.

2. A selected set of features ✚ ✙✄✛✢✜✤✣✄✙✦✥★✧✩✙✓✪ for entities

returned by the matching operator. ✣✫✙ denotes the ob-

served features, while ✧✩✙ refers to the hidden labels.

3. A clique potential ✬✭✙ that gives the compatibility of

each possible configuration of values for the features

in ✚ ✙ , s.t. ✬ ✙✯✮✱✰✳✲✵✴✷✶✒✥✹✸✺✰ ✂✻✚ ✙ .
Given a set, ✝ , of nodes, ✘ ✙✳✮ ✝ ✲✻✼✾✽☛✿ consists of sub-

sets of entities whose selected feature nodes ✚ ✙ are to be

connected in a clique. In previous applications of RMNs,

the selected subsets of entities for a given template have the

same size; however, our clique templates may match a vari-

able number of entities. The set ✚❀✙ may contain the same

feature from different entities. Usually, for each entity in

the matching set, its label is included in ✚❀✙ . Depending on

the number of hidden labels in ✧ ✙ , we define two categories

of clique templates:❁
Local Templates are all templates ✖✻✂❂✕ for which❃ ✧✩✙ ❃ ✛❅❄ . They model the correlations between an

entity’s observed features and its label.❁ Global Templates are all templates ✖❆✂❇✕ for which❃ ✧✩✙ ❃❉❈ ❄ . They capture influences between multiple

entities from the same document.

After the graph model for a document ✁ has been completed
with cliques from all templates, the probability distribution
over the random field of hidden entity labels ✁❊☎ ✧ given the
observed features ✁✆☎ ✣ is computed as:

❋❍●❏■▲❑ ▼❖◆ ■▲❑ P❘◗❀❙ ❚❯❱●❏■▲❑ P❘◗❳❲❨❬❩✔❭ ❲❪ ❩✯❫❵❴❜❛ ❝✓❞ ❡✩❢✓❣ ❭ ●✏❤✐❑ P ❨❦❥ ❤✐❑ ▼ ❨ ◗ (1)

where ❧ ✮ ✁❊☎ ✣♠✲ is the normalizing partition function:

❯❱●❏■▲❑ P✫◗❀❙♦♥★♣ ❲❨❬❩✔❭ ❲❪ ❩✔❫ ❴ ❛✞❝❜❞ ❡✭❢✓❣ ❭ ●✏❤✐❑ P ❨✦❥ ❤✐❑ ▼ ❨ ◗ (2)

3. Candidate Entities and Entity Features

Like most entity names, almost all protein mentions in our

data are base noun phrases or parts of them. Therefore,

such substrings are used to determine candidate entities. To

avoid missing options, we adopt a very broad definition of

base noun phrase.

Definition 1: A base noun phrase is a maximal con-

tiguous sequence of tokens whose POS tags are fromq
”JJ”, ”VBN”, ”VBG”, ”POS”, ”NN”, ”NNS”, ”NNP”,

”NNPS”, ”CD”, ”–” r , and whose last word (the head) is

tagged either as a noun, or a number.

Candidate extractions consist of base NPs, augmented with

all their contiguous subsequences headed by a noun or

number.

The set of features associated with each candidate is based

on the feature templates introduced in (Collins, 2002), used

there for training a ranking algorithm on the extractions re-

turned by a maximum-entropy tagger. Many of these fea-

tures use the concept of word type, which allows a different

form of token generalization than POS tags. The word type

is created by replacing any maximal contiguous sequences

of capital letters with ’A’, of lower-case letters with ’a’, and

of digits with ’0’. For example, the word TGF-1 would be

mapped to type A-0. Consequently, each token position s in

a candidate extraction provides three types of information:

the word itself, its POS tag, and its type.

The left and right boundaries of a candidate extraction gen-

erate bigram and trigram features that combine words and

word types. Other useful features are the head (last word),

prefix and suffix lists of words from the candidate entity. A

more detailed account of these feature templates is given in

(Collins, 2002).

4. Local Clique Templates

Each feature template instantiates numerous features. For

example, the candidate extraction HDAC1 enzyme has

the head word HD=enzyme, the short type ST=A0 a, the

prefixes PF=A0 and PF=A0 a, and the suffixes SF=a and

SF=A0 a. All other features depend on the left or right

context of the entity. Feature values that occur less than

three times are filtered out. If, after filtering, we are left

with t distinct boolean features ( ✉✇✈ = ①✳② ), we create t lo-

cal (clique) templates ③❉④⑥⑤ ✥ ③❉④✺⑦ ✥ ☎⑧☎⑨☎ ✥ ③❉④❶⑩ . Each template’s

matching operator is set to match any single-entity set. The

collection of features ✚❀✈ corresponding to template ③❉④❶✈ ap-

plied to the singleton entity set
q
e r is ✚❶✈ = ✜✏✣ ✈ , ✧ ✈ ✪ = ✜ q

e. ✉ ✈ = ① ② r , q e.label r ✪ . The 2-node cliques created by all t
templates around one entity are illustrated in Figure 1.

Each entity has a label node connected to its own set oft binary feature nodes. This leads to an excessive num-
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Figure 1. RMN generated by local templates.

ber of nodes in the model, most of which have the value

zero. To reduce the number of nodes, we could remove

the observed nodes from the graph, which then results in

many one-node clique potentials (due to the observed fea-

tures) being associated with the same label node. Because

these clique potentials may no longer be distinguished in

the MRF graph, in order to have all of them as explicit

as possible in the graphical model, we decided to trans-

form the relational Markov network into its equivalent fac-

tor graph representation. Factor graphs (Kschischang et al.,

2001) are bipartite graphs that express how a global func-

tion of many variables (the probability ❷ ✮ ✁❊☎ ✧ ❃ ✁❊☎ ✣♠✲ in

Equation 1) factors into a product of local functions (the

potentials ✬✩❸ ✮❺❹ ☎ ✣✄✙✳✥★❹ ☎ ✧✩✙❜✲ in Equation 1). Factor graphs

subsume many different types of graphical models, includ-

ing Bayesian networks and Markov random fields. The

sum/max-product algorithms used for inference in factor

graphs generalize a wide variety of algorithms including

the forward/backward algorithm, the Viterbi algorithm, and

Pearl’s belief propagation algorithm (Pearl, 1988). To ob-

tain the factor graph for a given Markov random field, we

copy all nodes from the MRF, and create a new node for

each instantiated clique potential. Each potential node is

then linked to all nodes from the associated clique. How-

ever in this case, instead of creating a potential node for

each feature-value pair as in the initial MRF model, we cre-

ate a potential node only for the binary features that are 1

for the given entity. Correspondingly, the table associated

with the potential will be reduced from 4 to 2 values. As an

example, Figure 2 shows that part of the factor graph which

is generated around the entity label for HDAC1 enzyme.

e label

φHD=enzyme

φPF=A0

φPF=A0_a

φSF=a

φSF=A0_a

...

Figure 2. Factor Graph for local templates.

Note that the factor graph above has an equivalent RMN

graph consisting of a one-node clique only, on which it is

hard to visualize the various potentials involved. There are

cases where different factor graphs may yield the same un-

derlying RMN graph, which makes the factor graph repre-

sentation preferable.

5. Global Clique Templates

Global clique templates enable us to model hypothesized

influences between entities from the same document. They

connect the label nodes of two or more entities, which, in

the factor graph, translates into potential nodes connected

to at least two label nodes. In our experiments we use three

global templates:

Overlap Template (OT): No two protein names overlap in

the text i.e if the span of one protein is ❻ ✰ ⑤ ✥ ✟✇⑤★❼ and the span

of another protein is ❻ ✰ ⑦ ✥ ✟✔⑦✓❼ , and ✰ ⑤✐❽ ✰ ⑦ , then ✟✌⑤✐❾ ✰ ⑦ .
Repeat Template (RT): If multiple entities in the same

document are repetitions of the same name, their labels

tend to have the same value (i.e. most of them are protein

names, or most of them are not protein names). Later we

discuss situations in which repetitions of the same protein

name are not tagged as proteins, and design an approach to

handle this.

Acronym Template (AT): It is common convention that

a protein is first introduced by its long name, immediately

followed by its short-form (acronym) in parentheses.

5.1. The Overlap Template

The overlap template matches any two overlapping candi-

date entities and connects their label nodes through a po-

tential node that forbids the case in which both have label-

value 1, as illustrated in Table 1.

An alternative solution for the overlap template is to create

a potential node for each token position that is covered by

at least two candidate entities in the document, and connect

it to their label nodes. The difference in this case is that the

potential node will be connected to a variable number of

entity label nodes. However this approach is better since it

leads to fewer nodes being created in the document factor

graph, which results in faster inference.

Table 1. Overlap Potential.✬✩❿❀➀ ✟✇⑤✳☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍ ✛➁✶ ✟✇⑤✳☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍ ✛➂❄✟✔⑦✯☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍ ✛➃✶ 1 1✟ ⑦ ☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍ ✛➄❄ 1 0
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5.2. The Repeat Template

We could specify the potential for the repeat template in a

similar 2-by-2 table, this time leaving the table entries to

be learned, given that it is not a hard constraint. However

we can do better by noting that the vast majority of cases

where a repeated protein name is not also tagged as a pro-

tein happens when it is part of a larger phrase that is tagged.

For example, HDAC1 enzyme is a protein name, there-

fore HDAC1 is not tagged in this phrase, even though it was

tagged previously in the abstract where it was not followed

by enzyme. We need a potential that allows two entities

with the same text to have different labels if the entity with

label-value 0 is inside another entity with label-value 1. But

a candidate entity may be inside more than one “including”

entity, and the number of including entities may vary from

one candidate extraction to another. We solve this problem,

by introducing a logical OR clique template that matches a

variable number of entities. When this template matches

a subset of entities ✟ ⑤ ✥ ✟ ⑦ ✥ ☎⑨☎⑧☎ ✥ ✟✔➅ , it will create an auxiliary

OR entity ✟✔➆★➇ , with a single feature ✟✯➆❬➇✇☎ ✍❺✎▲✑➈✟✳✍ . The poten-

tial function is set so that it assigns a non-zero potential

only when ✟✯➆❬➇✯☎ ✍❺✎▲✑➈✟✳✍ ✛ ✟ ⑤ ☎ ✍❺✎▲✑➈✟✳✍☛➉❘✟ ⑦ ☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍✌➉➊☎⑨☎⑨☎➈➉❘✟✳➅✩☎✞✍✏✎✒✑✓✟✔✍ .
The cliques are only created as needed, e.g. when the aux-

iliary OR variable is required by repeat and acronym clique

templates.

Figure 3 shows the factor graph for a sample instantiation

of the repeat template using the OR template. Here, ➋ and① represent two same-text entities, ➋❀⑤ , ➋✩⑦ , ... , ➋ ➅ are all

entities that include ➋ , and ①➌⑤ , ①✇⑦ , ..., ①✇➍ are entities that in-

clude ① . To avoid clutter, all entities in this and subsequent

factor graphs stand for their corresponding label features.

The potential function can either be preset to prohibit un-

likely label configurations, or it can be learned to represent

an appropriate soft constraint. In our experiments, it was

learned since this gave slightly better performance.

1 u2u v1 2v

φ φ

u u v v

or or

or or
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φ

un vm
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Figure 3. Repeat Factor Graph.

5.3. The Acronym Template

One approach to the acronym template would be to use an

extant algorithm for identifying acronyms and their long

forms in a document, and then define a potential func-

tion that would favor label configurations in which both

the acronym and its definition have the same label. One

such algorithm is described in (Schwartz & Hearst, 2003),

achieving a precision of ➎✌➏▲➐ at a recall rate of ➑ ✽ ➐ . How-

ever, because this algorithm would miss a significant num-

ber of acronyms, we have decided to implement a softer

version as follows: detect all situations in which a sin-

gle word is enclosed between parentheses, such that the

word length is at least 2 and it begins with a letter. Let① denote the corresponding entity. Let ➋⑥⑤ , ➋✩⑦ , ..., ➋ ➅ be

all entities that end exactly before the open parenthesis.

If this is a situation in which ① is an acronym, then one

of the entities ➋✭✈ is its corresponding long form. Con-

sequently, we use a logical OR template to introduce the

auxiliary variable ➋✭➆★➇ , and connect it to ① ’s node label

through an acronym potential, as illustrated in Figure 4.

For example, consider the phrase the antioxidant

superoxide dismutase - 1 ( SOD1 ), where

both superoxide dismutase - 1 and SOD1 are

tagged as proteins. SOD1 satisfies our criteria for

acronyms, thus it will be associated with the entity ① in Fig-

ure 4. The candidate long forms are ➋❀⑤ = antioxidant

superoxide dismutase - 1, ➋✺⑦ = superoxide

dismutase - 1, and ➋✭➒ = dismutase - 1.

1 u2u
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...
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Figure 4. Acronym Factor Graph.

6. Inference in Factor Graphs

Given the clique potentials, the inference step for the factor

graph associated with a document involves computing the

most probable assignment of values to the hidden labels of

all candidate entities:

✧❆➓➔✛ ✎➌→✳➣❵↔❘↕✇➙➛ ❷ ✮ ✁✆☎ ✧ ❃ ✁❊☎ ✣♠✲ (3)

where ❷ ✮ ✁✆☎ ✧ ❃ ✁❊☎ ✣♠✲ is defined as in Equation 1. A brute-

force approach is excluded, since the number of possible
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label configurations is exponential in the number of can-

didate entities. The sum-product algorithm (Kschischang

et al., 2001) is a message-passing algorithm that can be

used for computing the marginal distribution over the label

variables in factor graphs without cycles, and with a minor

change (replacing the sum operator used for marginaliza-

tion with a max operator) it can also be used for deriving

the most probable label assignment. In our case, in order

to get an acyclic graph, we would have to use local tem-

plates only. However, it has been observed that the algo-

rithm often converges in general factor graphs, and when

it converges, it gives a good approximation to the correct

marginals. The algorithm works by altering the belief at

each label node by repeatedly passing messages between

the node and all potential nodes connected to it (Kschis-

chang et al., 2001).

The time complexity of computing messages from a po-

tential node to a label node is exponential in the number

of label nodes attached to the potential. Since this “fan-

in” can be large for OR potential nodes (and also for the

second solution to overlap potential nodes), this step re-

quired optimization. Fortunately, due to the special form

of the OR and overlap potentials, and the normalization be-

fore each message-passing step, we were able to develop

a linear-time algorithm for these special cases. For exam-

ple, the formulae for computing the OR messages for the

sum-product algorithm are shown in Equations 4, with the

relevant messages illustrated in Figure 5 (to avoid clutter, ✟
and ✬ stand for ✟ ❿⑥➜ and ✬ ❿➝➜ respectively).

➞❀➟✯➠➢➡ ✮❺✶☛✲➤✛ ➅❲✈⑧➥⑥⑤ ➞❶➡➧➦❺➠❖➟ ✮❺✶☛✲➞❀➟✯➠➢➡ ✮✹❄✳✲➤✛ ❄❱➨ ➞❀➟✯➠➢➡ ✮❺✶☛✲➞❀➟✯➠➢➡➧➦ ✮❺✶☛✲➤✛ ➞❀➟✯➠➢➡ ✮➧❄✔✲❀➩➞❀➟✯➠➢➡ ✮✏✶☛✲➞ ➡ ➦ ➠➫➟ ✮❺✶☛✲ ✮ ➞❀➟✯➠➢➡ ✮✏✶➌✲➝➨ ➞❀➟✯➠➫➡ ✮➧❄✔✲✹✲➞ ➟✯➠➢➡ ➦ ✮✹❄✳✲➤✛ ➞ ➟✯➠➢➡ ✮➧❄✔✲
(4)

7. Learning Potentials in Factor Graphs

Following a maximum likelihood estimation, we shall use

the log-linear representation of potentials:

❣ ❭ ●✏❤✐❑ P ❨❦❥ ❤✐❑ ▼ ❨ ◗✺❙❇➭✓➯✔➲✆➳➈➵✗➸❜➺❺➸✯●✏❤✐❑ P ❨✦❥ ❤✐❑ ▼ ❨ ◗➼➻
Let ➽ be the concatenated vector of all potential parame-

ters ➽➚➾ . One approach to finding the maximum-likelihood

solution for ➽ is to use a gradient-based method, which

requires computing the gradient of the log-likelihood with

respect to potential parameters ➽✄➾ . It can be shown that

this gradient is equal with the difference between the em-

pirical counts of ➪➶➾ and their expectation under the current
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Figure 5. Messages in OR Factor Graph.

set of parameters ➽ . This expectation is expensive to com-

pute, since it requires summing over all possible configu-

rations of candidate entity labels from a given document.

To circumvent this complexity, we use the Collins’ voted

perceptron approach (Collins, 2002), which approximates

the full expectation of ➪➶➾ with the ➪✱➾ counts for the most

likely labeling under the current parameters, ➽ . In all our

experiments, the perceptron was run for 50 epochs, with a

learning rate set at 0.01.

8. Experimental Results

We have tested the RMN approach on two datasets that

have been hand-tagged for human protein names. The first

dataset is Yapex1 which consists of 200 Medline abstracts.

The second dataset is Aimed2 which has been previously

used for training the protein interaction extraction systems

in (Bunescu et al., 2004). It contains 225 Medline abstracts,

of which 200 are known to describe interactions between

human proteins, while the other 25 do not refer to any

interaction. We compared the performance of three sys-

tems: LT-RMN is the RMN approach using local templates

and the overlap template, GLT-RMN is the full RMN ap-

proach, using both local and global templates, and CRF,

which uses a CRF for labeling token sequences. We used

the CRF implementation from (McCallum, 2002) with the

set of tags and features used by the Maximum-Entropy tag-

ger described in (Bunescu et al., 2004). All Medline ab-

stracts were tokenized and then POS tagged using Brill’s

tagger (Brill, 1995). Each extracted protein name in the test

data was compared to the human-tagged data, with the po-

sitions taken into account. Two extractions are considered

a match if they consist of the same character sequence in

the same position in the text. Results are shown in Tables 2

and 3 which give average precision, recall, and F-measure

1URL: www.sics.se/humle/projects/prothalt/
2URL: ftp.cs.utexas.edu/mooney/bio-data/
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using 10-fold cross validation.

Table 2. Extraction Performance on Yapex.

Method Precision Recall F-measure

LT-RMN 70.79 53.81 61.14

GLT-RMN 69.71 65.76 67.68

CRF 72.45 58.64 64.81

Table 3. Extraction Performance on Aimed.
Method Precision Recall F-measure

LT-RMN 81.33 72.79 76.82

GLT-RMN 82.79 80.04 81.39

CRF 85.37 75.90 80.36

These tables show that, in terms of F-measure, the use of

global templates for modeling influences between possible

entities from the same document significantly improves ex-

traction performance over the local approach (a one-tailed

t-test for statistical significance results in a ➹ value less than✶ ☎ ✶✆❄ on both datasets). There is also a small improvement

over CRF’s, with the results being statistically significant

only for the Yapex dataset, corresponding to a ➹ value of✶ ☎ ✶➌✽ . We hypothesize that further improvements to the LT-

RMN approach would push the GLT-RMN performance

even higher. The tagging scheme used by CRFs, in which

each token is assigned a tag, is essentially different from the

RMN approach, where candidate extractions are either re-

jected or accepted. In the tagging approach used by CRFs,

extracted entities are available only after tagging is com-

plete, thereby making it difficult to account for influences

between them during tagging.

9. Related Work

There have been some previous attempts to use global

information from repetitions, acronyms, and abreviations

during extraction. In (Chieu & Ng, 2003), a set of global

features are used to improve a Maximum-Entropy tagger;

however, these features do not fully capture the mutual

influence between the labels of acronyms and their long

forms, or between entity repetitions. In particular, they

only allow earlier extractions in a document to influence

later ones and not vice-versa. The RMN approach handles

these and potentially other mutual influences between enti-

ties in a more complete, probabilistically sound manner.

10. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an approach to collective information

extraction that uses Relational Markov Networks to reason

about the mutual influences between multiple extractions.

A new type of clique template – the logical OR template

– was introduced, allowing a variable number of relevant

entities to be used by other clique templates. Soft corre-

lations between repetitions and acronyms and their long

form in the same document have been captured by global

clique templates, allowing for local extraction decisions to

propagate and mutually influence each other. Experimen-

tal results showed that a collective approach to extraction

significantly improves performance.

Regarding future work, a richer set of features for the local

templates would likely improve performance. Currently,

LT-RMN’s accuracy is still significantly less than CRF’s,

which limits the performance of the full system. Another

limitation is the approximate inference used by both RMN

methods. The number of factor graphs for which the sum-

product algorithm did not converge was non-negligible,

and our approach stopped after a fix number of iterations.

Besides exploring improvements to loopy belief propaga-

tion that increase computational cost (Yedidia et al., 2000),

we intend to examine alternative approximate-inference

methods such as Gibbs sampling, and other Monte Carlo

algorithms.

A natural next step is to integrate IE subtasks like named

entity recognition and coreference resolution, such that de-

cisions made in one subtask influence decisions made in the

other. The context of a pronoun referring to an entity can

help in disambiguating the class of that entity through the

use of a general repeat template. Recent work in anaphora

resolution using RMNs (McCallum & Wellner, 2003) and

the joint solving of two different NLP tasks using dynamic

CRFs (McCallum et al., 2003) show the benefit of an inte-

grated, collective approach.
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Abstract

The scientific endeavor of biology is becoming
increasingly reliant on data in electronic form,
and it is therefore necessary for biologists to
manage and understand large quantities of data.
Publicly available data including biological se-
quences, biological structures, and literature in
the life sciences have grown to such an extent
that computing is essential simply to store and
access it. Here we describe a clustering ap-
proach by exploiting the relational structure of
biological data to help with the next step: to
enhance understanding of the data by combin-
ing techniques from information retrieval with
those from bioinformatics. By computing over
a network of sequence-structure-literature rela-
tionships it is possible to infer clusters of related
articles, sequences and structures. This paper de-
scribes the general framework and its application
to several biological domains.

1. Introduction

The growth of bioinformatics has coincided with the
growth of the worldwide web. This happy coincidence, in
conjunction with savvy policy on the part of publishers and
the National Library of Medicine, has resulted in a body of
data that is singularly well connected. For example, when-
ever a paper is published in the biological literature, any
biological sequences or structures that were determined or
analyzed in the course of the research must be submitted
to the appropriate databases. The corresponding abstract
in MEDLINE is then annotated with the ID of the sequence
or structure. This linking allows researchers to find exper-
imental data very easily once they have identified a paper
of interest, or conversely to find an analysis of a particular
sequence or structure. The National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI), part of the National Library
of Medicine, provides online access to MEDLINE abstracts,
GenBank sequences, and many other data types, through

their Entrez system. The ability to browse data and liter-
ature seamlessly is important, but the underlying data has
much greater potential.

Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects into dif-
ferent subsets such that objects belonging to the same clus-
ter are highly similar to each other. Convential clustering
algorithms employ distance (or similarity) measure to form
the clusters (Kirsten et al., 2000). On the other hand, graph
partitioning algorithms exploit the structure of a graph to
find highly connected objects. Rich relational structure of
biological data can be represented as a graph for clustering
biological data. Clustering biological data would be use-
ful not only for exploring the data but also for discovering
implicit links between the objects.

Here we describe a technique for clustering of biologi-
cal objects: sequences, structures and literature. We use
METIS, a multilevel graph partitioning system, to form the
clusters. This process identifies subsets of nodes that are
highly connected to each other, but are less strongly con-
nected to the rest of the graph. These clusters are formed
based on the pairwise relationships among biological data,
so we can evaluate their topical cohesiveness by examining
independent metadata such as Gene Ontology (GO) anno-
tations and terms in MEDLINE abstracts. We also evaluate
the clusters by hand for relevance, and find that the clusters
are highly topical.

The organization of the paper is as follows. The next sec-
tion describes the databases we used. In section 3, we de-
scribe the construction of a graph from the databases, and
then present our graph partitioning approach in section 4.
Section 5 describes the BioIR system we built. In section
6, we present and discuss the empirical results to assess the
quality of clusters. Finally, we end with a summary.

2. Data Sources

In this section, we will briefly describe the data sources we
used to construct our graph.
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MEDLINE: MEDLINE is a digital collection of life science
literature consisting of over twelve million abstracts. MED-
LINE articles contain links to the sequences and structures
that the article discuss. The MEDLINE collection we used
contained about 100,000 abstracts.

SWISS-PROT: The Swiss Protein Database (SWISS-PROT)
is a curated protein sequence database (Bairoch & Ap-
weiler, 2000). The database contains high-quality anno-
tation including descriptions of each protein’s function.
SWISS-PROT entries are cross-referenced to several other
databases, including MEDLINE, PROSITE and the PDB.
SWISS-PROT has about 120,000 protein sequences.

PDB: The Protein Data Bank (PDB) contains 3–D struc-
tural data of biological macromolecules (proteins and nu-
cleic acids) (Berman et al., 2000). The PDB entries are also
cross-referenced to the primary citations in MEDLINE and
other databases including ENZYME and SWISS-PROT. PDB

has about 20,000 structures.

3. Constructing the Graph

Using the relationships between biological data objects,
we construct a weighted undirected graph where nodes
correspond to entries from the databases listed in Section
2, including MEDLINE abstracts, protein sequences from
SWISS-PROT, structures from PDB. Table 1 shows excerpts
from a MEDLINE record that contains references to three
structures in PDB, along with the title and abstract of the
paper.

Edges in the graph correspond to explicit links between en-
tries encoded in the databases, such as the sequence anno-
tations in MEDLINE abstracts, and pairwise similarity rela-
tionships between same type of objects. We use BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1997), a sequence alignment technique, to
compute similarities between protein sequences. We em-
ploy MG1 (Witten et al., 1999), a full-text retrieval engine,
to compute similarities between MEDLINE abstracts. We
use the SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995), a database of hierar-
chical classification of PDB entries based on structural sim-
ilarities, to relate PDB entries to each other. We assume a
relationship between two PDB entries if they are in the same
leaf of the SCOP hierarchy.

Figure 1 shows an example graph of biological entities, in-
cluding edges between abstracts and sequences, abstracts
and structures, and between sequences and structures as
well as between same type of objects by similarity rela-
tionships.

We assign weights to edges as follows. We assign a weight
of 100 to explicit edges encoded by the databases (as for
100% relatedness). We normalize the similarity scores be-

1Available at http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/mg/.

PMID- 11807546
TI - Structural basis for the activation of anthrax
adenylyl cyclase exotoxin by calmodulin.
AB - Oedema factor, a calmodulin-activated adenylyl
cyclase, is important in the pathogenesis of anthrax.
Here we report the X-ray structures of oedema ...
SI - PDB/1K8T
SI - PDB/1K90
SI - PDB/1K93
...

Table 1. A sample MEDLINE file linking to PDB entries

Sample graph of biological entities

abstract

structure

sequence

alignment

TFIDF

alignment

link

Figure 1. An example graph of sequences, abstracts, and struc-
tures related by explicit references and similarity relationships.

tween same type of objects computed by MG and BLAST
to the range [1,100]. We assign a weight of 100 to PDB-
PDB relationships obtained using SCOP since SCOP classi-
fications are done by biologists.

4. Graph Partitioning

The objective of graph partitioning is to partition the graph
into k roughly equal parts such that the sum of the weights
connecting different parts is minimized, thereby each part
is highly similar. The graph partitioning problem is NP-
complete. However, many heuristics have been developed
that find a reasonably good partition.

Traditional graph partitioning algorithms compute a par-
tition of a graph by operating directly on the graph, and
they are usually slow. On the other hand, multilevel graph
partitioning algorithms reduce the size of the graph by
collapsing vertices and edges, partition the smaller graph,
and then coarsen it to construct a partition for the origi-
nal graph. These algorithms are generally fast and produce
high-quality partitions. We chose the pmetis program pro-
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vided by the METIS2 software, a publicly available graph
partitioning software package. The partitioning algorithm
used by pmetis is based on multilevel recursive bisection
described in (Karypis & Kumar, 1998).

5. The BioIR System

We built a system, called BioIR, to test our approach. We
stored all the entities in the databases described in Sec-
tion 2, and the relationships between them in a MySQL
database. Then we created a graph using these tables as
explained in Section 3, and stored the nodes and the edges
between them in the graph back in MySQL.

The graph is not completely connected: there are many dis-
connected subgraphs. There is one large connected compo-
nent as well as 864 connected components of size at most
100. We partitioned the largest connected component to
obtain about 1000 clusters of 200 nodes each. We chose
1000 as the number of clusters since the PROSITE, database
of sequence motifs/patterns, has about 1000 entries. There-
fore, we can use PROSITE for quantitative evaluation of the
clustering. Also, browsing clusters of size 200 would be
manageable by biologists. We kept all other small size con-
nected components as clusters themselves and stored all the
resulting clusters in a MySQL database.

5.1. Identifying Descriptive Terms From Abstracts

We aim to identify words that best describe the set of doc-
uments in clusters by analyzing the MEDLINE articles of
the clusters. These descriptive words can be used as index
terms to identify the contents of the clusters. We identi-
fied the descriptive words as follows. We considered the
words in the title and abstract of all articles in a cluster af-
ter eliminating stop words. We removed all punctuation,
and converted all uppercase letters to lowercase. Then we
ranked the resulting words by calculating p-values consid-
ering the entire set of MEDLINE articles in our collection.
p-value calculation was described in subsection 6.4. We
kept the top twenty most significant words, the ones having
the smallest p-values, in our database for each cluster. We
use the resulting set of twenty words to index the clusters,
and build a search utility against this index using MySQL.

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

First, to quantify the quality of the produced clustering,
we computed the entropy and purity of the clustering for
SWISS-PROT and PDB entries by taking PROSITE and SCOP

classifications as reference classifications. Note that we did
not use PROSITE at all to obtain the clustering. However,
we used SCOP to relate PDB entries. We are interested in

2Available at http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/˜karypis/metis/.

seeing how well we recover the relational structure of PDB

entries.

Second, we evaluated our system on several biological do-
mains, described in subsection 6.2 by carrying out a user
study to understand the quality of the clusters. Also, to
quantify the quality of the sample clusters analyzed by a
domain expert, we analyzed the SWISS-PROT to GO map-
pings and MEDLINE abstracts in clusters to extract common
words to see their relevance to the topics of interests.

6.1. Evaluation of Overall Clustering quality

In general, two different metrics are used to measure the
quality of a clustering. The first metric is the widely used
entropy measure that considers how the various classes of
objects are distributed within each cluster, and the second
measure is the purity measure that considers the extend to
which each cluster contained objects from primarily one
class.

Let Cr denote a particular cluster of size nr. The entropy
of this cluster is defined as

E(Cr) = −
1

logq

q
∑

i=1

ni
r

nr

log
ni

r

nr

, (1)

where q is the number of classes in the dataset, and ni
r is

the number of objects of the ith class that were assigned to
the rth class. The overall entropy of the clustering, where
k is the number of clusters, is then defined as the sum of
the individual cluster entropies weighted according to the
cluster size:

Entropy =
k

∑

r=1

nr

n
E(Cr). (2)

A perfect clustering will be the one consisting of clusters
that contain objects from only a single class. In this case,
the entropy will be zero. In general, the smaller the entropy
values, the better the clustering solution is.

The purity of this cluster is defined as

P (Cr) =
1

nr

maxi(n
i
r). (3)

The overall purity of the clustering is defined as a weighted
sum of the individual cluster purities and is computed as

Purity =
k

∑

r=1

nr

n
P (Cr). (4)
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In general, the larger the values of purity, the better the
clustering solution is.

Table 2 shows the entropy and purity values computed for
SWISS-PROT and PDB entries using PROSITE and SCOP

classifications as reference classifications, respectively.
Recall that the closer the entropy value to 0, the better the
clustering is. Also, the closer the purity value to 1, the bet-
ter the clustering is.

As a baseline, we created clusters by randomyly assigning
the objects in our graph to 1000 clusters and computed the
entropy and purity measures for SWISS-PROT, PDB entity
types. Table 2 also shows the average results of 10 random
partitioning experiments. The average entropy value for
10 random partitionings is much higher than those of our
graph partitioning, and the average purity value for 10 ran-
dom partitionings is much lower than those of our graph
partitioning. These suggest that we discover meaningful
groupings by our graph partitioning method.

SwissProt PDB
Method Entropy Purity Entropy Purity

METIS 0.1180 0.4129 0.1145 0.7334
Random 0.5596 0.0246 0.4358 0.0873

Table 2. Entropy and purity values for SWISS-PROT and PDB clus-
terings using PROSITE and SCOP classifications as references, re-
spectively.

6.2. Biological Domains

The following biological domains were carefully examined
by our domain expert, a Ph.D. candidate in Molecular Bi-
ology. We give a brief description of each domain below.

Calmodulin: Calmodulin is a ubiquitous intracellular re-
ceptor for calcium ions that functions by changing its shape
upon binding to calcium so that it can bind to and acti-
vate/inactivate other proteins. Most proteins activitated by
calmodulin are so-called CaM-kinases.

Chemotaxis: This is a bacterial signaling pathway in-
volved in chemotaxis. Repellents activate receptors that,
with the assistance of CheW, activate CheA. Attractants in-
hibit CheA. CheA activates CheY which causes the flagella
to rotate such that the bacteria tumble. CheZ inactivates
CheY.

Rhodopsin and Gt: Rhodopsin is a 7-pass transmem-
brane G-protein linked receptor containing a pigment, 11-
cis-retinal. Light changes the structure of the pigment
which causes Rhodopsin to bind with transducin (Gt), a
trimeric G-protein. Upon binding, Gt looses its alpha sub-
unit which diffuses and binds GMP phosphotase, activating
it and eventually leading to signaling.

U1 U2 U5 U4 U6 spliceosome: The spliceosome is a pro-
tein, RNA complex reponsible for splicing introns out of
nascient mRNA during its maturation. U1, U2, U4, U5
and U6 are among the different snRNPs present in Eukary-
otic nuclei - they consist of both protein and small RNA
molecules.

Ubiquitin: Ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation plays
a role in many cellular processes including transcriptional
regulation, cell cycle progression and DNA repair. Ubiqui-
tin is a highly conserved 8kDa protein whose many cellular
functions are mediated by its covalent ligation to other pro-
teins.

Apoptosis: Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, plays a
fundamental role during tissue development, injury and de-
generation. The biochemical pathways of programmed cell
death are also used to destroy cells with damaged DNA and
cells that are infected with viruses.

p53 Signaling Pathway: p53 is a transcription factor
whose main function is to prevent the cell from progress-
ing through the cell cycle when DNA damage has occurred.
p53 may either halt the cell cycle until the DNA can be re-
paired or else it may cause the cell to undergo apoptosis.

Insulin Signaling Pathway: Insulin, a small protein that
acts as a hormone, is secreted by the pancreas in response
to increased glucose levels in the blood. Most cells of the
body have receptors which bind insulin. Upon binding of
insulin, the cell activates other receptors designed to ab-
sorb glucose from the blood stream into the cell. Insulin
is a necessary hormone and insulin deficiency or resistance
results in diabetes.

6.3. Expert Analysis

The domain expert evaluated sixteen clusters – two clus-
ters for each topic of interest, e.g, calmodlin, apoptosis,
etc. Three different types of entities were considered (PDB,
SWISS-PROT and GO terms) to determine how many of
them were relevant to the topic of interest. Although GO

was not used to obtain the clusters in any way – therefore,
they are not in the clusters, GO terms were assigned to the
clusters using SWISS-PROT to GO mappings as described in
subsection 6.4. Also, overall cluster qualities are reported
for each cluster manually examined.

Table 3 shows the evaluation results judged by the domain
expert. For each entity type, a relevancy score between 1
and 10 was assigned where 10 means all entities of that
particular type are highly topical and 1 means that none of
them are relevant. Almost all entity types for all clusters
have high scores. Therefore, we can conclude that all the
sections evaluated by the expert are highly relevant to the
topics considered.
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Topic Cluster PDB SW GO term Overall

calmodulin 1794 10 10 8 10
calmodulin 1815 5 7 5 5
rhodopsin 1402 10 9 10 10
rhodopsin 1400 3 5 10 7
spliceosome 1634 10 10 10 10
spliceosome 1648 N/A 8 6 7
chemotaxis 1072 9 9 9 9
chemotaxis 1071 5 6 4 5
apoptosis 1670 10 10 10 10
apoptosis 1669 10 9 10 10
ubiquitin 1665 7 2 8 8
ubiquitin 1666 7 10 9 8
insulin 1473 10 10 10 9
insulin 1472 10 7 10 9
p53 1674 10 8 10 9
p53 1722 7 7 7 8

Table 3. Evaluation of sample clusters by our domain expert.
Scores range from 1 to 10, where 10 means all of the objects are
relevant, and 1 means none of them are relevant.

Biologists note that the SWISS-PROT to GO mapping is in-
complete because not all SWISS-PROT sequences are fully
annotated. For example, in one cluster for the topic “apop-
tosis”, the SWISS-PROT gene for E1B is not annotated with
apoptosis even though it is involved in apoptosis. Similarly,
in another cluster for the topic “apoptosis”, the SWISS-
PROT annotation for the CASP-1 genes do not refer to
apoptosis, but some MEDLINE articles indicate that it is
involved in apoptosis. So, since the SWISS-PROT GO an-
notation is incomplete, the relevance scores that we obtain
based on the GO terms through automated means may un-
derestimate the relevance of the cluster contents.

Another interesting point is that our domain expert first
thought that 30S ribosomal protein in cluster 1665 was un-
related to ubiquitin, therefore assigned a score of 2. How-
ever, the immediate links to MEDLINE articles as provided
by our system suggested that it should be relevant. We
asked to reconsider whether 30S ribosomal protein could
be related to ubiquitin, and the SWISS-PROT sequences in
this cluster were reevaluated. After examining some imme-
diate neighbors (MEDLINE articles) of these entities in the
graph, our domain expert found out that they were indeed
relevant to ubiqutin, and now believes that the GO terms as-
signed to these clusters (nucleus and structural constituent
of ribosome) are very relevant to ubiquitin. This ’discov-
ery’ aspect of our system is important – it demonstrates
that the clusters can bring to light relationships that are not
obvious at first glance.

6.4. Correlation between clusters and GO categories –

GO Term Assignment to Clusters

The Gene Ontology Consortium (2000) produces a con-

trolled vocabulary for genes and gene products, called GO.
GO3 provides three structured networks of defined terms to
describe gene product attributes. These three GO ontologies
are referred to as Biological Process, Molecular Function
and Cellular Component.

To show how much correlation we obtained between clus-
ters and GO categories, we assigned GO terms to the clusters
using the SWISS-PROT to GO mappings. Before explaining
how we did this, it is important to note that we did not use
GO to construct the graph; we just use it to provide a bio-
logical validation.

p-value Calculation:

Consider a two class population, and suppose we take a
sample of size n from this population. Let A and B rep-
resent the number of objects for two classes, and N be the
total number of objects. Let a, b and n be the correspond-
ing numbers in our sample population. Thus, A + B = N ,
and a + b = n. Let us define the hypotheses

H0 : type-A objects appear at random,

Ha : not at random.

We reject the null hypothesis H0 if

p-value =
∑

x≥a

(

A
x

)(

B
n−x

)

/
(

N
n

)

, (5)

i.e., the probability of observing at least a numbers of class
A at random is close to 0, e.g., p-value ≤ 0.001. Since
the calculation of (5) is computationally expensive, we use
an approximation instead. If the objects were selected with
replacement, then the number of type-A objects in a sam-
ple of size n will have approximately Binomial distribution
with success probability p = A/N , and the p-value be-
comes

p-value =
∑

x≥a

(

n
x

)

px(1 − p)n−x. (6)

We consider the entire set of Gene Ontology (GO) annota-
tions for the clusters. For each GO term for SWISS-PROT

sequences within a specific cluster, we compute a p-value
as in (6) where

N = total number of SWISS-PROT sequences,

A = actual number of A GO category SWISS-PROT se-
quences,

n = number of SWISS-PROT sequences in the cluster,

a = number of A GO category SWISS-PROT sequences in
the cluster,

p = the proportion of the SWISS-PROT sequences contain-
ing A GO category.

3http://www.geneontology.org/
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We give a general GO biological assessment to a cluster
based on those GO annotations with p-values of less than
0.001.

Table 4 presents the GO term assignments to the selected
sample clusters. As can be seen from these tables, GO terms
assigned to the clusters are also highly topically related.

6.5. Analysis of Abstracts by descriptive keywords

Table 5 shows the twenty most significant words extracted
from the articles in clusters as described in subsection 5.1.
These words are highly topically relevant to the main topics
considered for all but one cluster.

7. Summary

The relational structure of biological data has heretofore
mainly served to facilitate browsing. Here we have used
the implied graph as a computational object, partitioned it
using standard techniques, and thus produced clusters of bi-
ological objects. These clusters exhibit strong topicality, as
measured by both quantitative and qualitative manual eval-
uations, and by concentration of keywords and protein clas-
sifications. Because computation can be done on a large
scale, these clusters reveal relationships that manual traver-
sal of the graph do not. Furthermore, we believe that treat-
ing the graph as a computational object has applications in
addition to producing topical clusters– for example, to in-
formation retrieval and data mining. In our future work, we
plan to investigate statistical relational learning algorithms
to predict links between biological objects for knowledge
discovery.
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Chemotaxis cluster 1072

go id go name a n A -log(p value)

GO:0007600 sensory perception (BP) 52 83 412 243.02
GO:0006935 chemotaxis (BP) 33 83 300 144.67
GO:0030435 sporulation (BP) 19 83 404 66.11

Apoptosis cluster 1670

go id go name a n A -log(p value)

GO:0006915 apoptosis (BP) 65 88 318 337.88
GO:0008234 cysteine-type peptidase (MF) 40 88 462 164.63
GO:0016787 hydrolase (MF) 43 88 10857 49.19
GO:0005634 nucleus (CC) 13 88 5856 8.04

Insulin cluster 1473

go id go name a n A -log(p value)

GO:0019838 growth factor binding (MF) 31 40 48 223.3
GO:0005179 hormone (MF) 8 40 1082 19.81
GO:0005180 peptide hormone (MF) 3 40 276 9.1

Table 4. GO assignments of the sample clusters. In the GO term column, the GO annotation types are shown in parentheses: BP, MF and
CC stand for biological process, molecular function and cellular component, respectively. a is the number of the particular category
SWISS-PROT sequences in the cluster, n denotes the number of SWISS-PROT sequences in the cluster, and A is the actual number of the
particular GO category SWISS-PROT sequences.

Topic Cluster Descriptive words extracted from the MEDLINE articles in clusters

calmodulin 1794 calmodulin n-cam calmodulin-dependent cam-dependent cams cam-binding adhesion ca
ca2 cabp neural brain ng-cam kinase calcium domain calcium-binding chicken calcium-
dependent molecule

rhodopsin 1402 bacteriorhodopsin retinal schiff rhodopsins chromophore light-driven halorhodopsin pro-
ton pump halobacterium photocycle pharaonis asp85 transmembrane light phototaxis
opsin visual pumping retinal-binding

spliceosome 1634 splicing snrnp u1 u2 ribonucleoprotein spliceosome sr nuclear sf2 asf rna pre-mrnas rna-
binding u2af factor rs alternative factors splice spliceosomal

chemotaxis 1072 chemotaxis chea cheb chew cher response regulator bacterial swimming chez flagellar
phosphorylation phosphotransfer chemotactic salmonella typhimurium swarm transduc-
tion flim crystal

apoptosis 1670 apoptosis death apoptotic fadd cd95 programmed necrosis apo-1 fas-mediated fasl flice
mort1 cell daxx fas-induced effector tumor cells death-inducing signaling

ubiquitin 1665 polyubiquitin ubiquitin-specific ubiquitin-like deubiquitinating ubp ubi ubiquitin-
dependent extension ubiquitins conjugates fusion ubiquitin-beta-galactosidase ubiquitin-
encoding degradation ribosomal nedd8 repeats ubiquitin-activating tetraubiquitin pr

insulin 1473 insulin-like igfbps igfbp igfbp-1 diabetes igf growth autophosphorylation igfs factor-
binding receptor igfbp-2 insulin-stimulated igfbp-3 mellitus igfbp-5 igfbp-4 igf-i factor
igf-binding

p53 1674 tumor suppressor cancer p53-dependent tumors p53-binding p53-mediated cancers lines
li-fraumeni carcinomas tumor-suppressor mutations cell human tp53 tumour damage
breast carcinoma

Table 5. The most significant words extracted from the MEDLINE articles in each cluster; sorted in ascending order of p-value. The
extracted words within each sample cluster are highly topically related.
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Abstract

Interest in statistical relational learning
(SRL) has grown rapidly in recent years. Sev-
eral key SRL tasks have been identified, and
a large number of approaches have been pro-
posed. Increasingly, a unifying framework
is needed to facilitate transfer of knowledge
across tasks and approaches, to compare ap-
proaches, and to help bring structure to the
field. We propose Markov logic as such a
framework. Syntactically, Markov logic is
indistinguishable from first-order logic, ex-
cept that each formula has a weight attached.
Semantically, a set of Markov logic formu-
las represents a probability distribution over
possible worlds, in the form of a log-linear
model with one feature per grounding of a
formula in the set, with the corresponding
weight. We show how approaches like prob-
abilistic relational models, knowledge-based
model construction and stochastic logic pro-
grams are special cases of Markov logic. We
also show how tasks like collective classifi-
cation, link prediction, link-based clustering,
social network modeling, and object identifi-
cation can be concisely formulated in Markov
logic. Finally, we briefly describe learning
and inference algorithms for Markov logic,
and report positive results on a link predic-
tion task.

1. The Need for a Unifying Framework

Many (if not most) real-world application domains are
characterized by the presence of both uncertainty and
complex relational structure. Statistical learning fo-
cuses on the former, and relational learning on the
latter. Statistical relational learning (SRL) seeks to

combine the power of both. Research in SRL has
expanded rapidly in recent years, both because of
the need for it in applications, and because statisti-
cal and relational learning have individually matured
to the point where combining them is a feasible re-
search enterprise. A number of key SRL tasks have
been identified, including collective classification, link
prediction, link-based clustering, social network mod-
eling, object identification, and others. A large and
growing number of SRL approaches have been pro-
posed, including knowledge-based model construction
(Wellman et al., 1992; Ngo & Haddawy, 1997; Ker-
sting & De Raedt, 2001), stochastic logic programs
(Muggleton, 1996; Cussens, 1999), PRISM (Sato &
Kameya, 1997), probabilistic relational models (Fried-
man et al., 1999), relational Markov models (Ander-
son et al., 2002), relational Markov networks (Taskar
et al., 2002), relational dependency networks (Neville
& Jensen, 2003), structural logistic regression (Popes-
cul & Ungar, 2003), relational generation functions
(Cumby & Roth, 2003), CLP(BN) (Costa et al., 2003),
and others.

While the variety of problems and approaches in the
field is valuable, it makes it difficult for researchers,
students and practitioners to identify, learn and apply
the essentials. In particular, for the most part, the
relationships between different approaches and their
relative strengths and weaknesses remain poorly un-
derstood, and innovations in one task or application
do not easily transfer to others, slowing down progress.
There is thus an increasingly pressing need for a uni-
fying framework, a common language for describing
and relating the different tasks and approaches. To
be most useful, such a framework should satisfy the
following desiderata:

1. The framework must subsume both first-order
logic and probabilistic graphical models. Other-
wise some current or future SRL approaches will
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fall outside its scope.

2. SRL problems should be representable clearly and
simply in the framework.

3. The framework must facilitate the incorporation
of domain knowledge into SRL. Because the
search space for SRL algorithms is very large even
by AI standards, domain knowledge is critical to
success. Conversely, the ability to incorporate
rich domain knowledge is one of the most attrac-
tive features of SRL.

4. The framework should facilitate the extension to
SRL of techniques from statistical learning, induc-
tive logic programming, probabilistic inference and
logical inference. This will speed progress in SRL
by taking advantage of the large extant literature
in these areas.

In the next section we propose a framework that we
believe meets all of these desiderata. We then describe
how several SRL approaches and tasks can be formu-
lated in this framework. Finally, we illustrate how ex-
isting learning and inference techniques can be applied
within it to yield practical algorithms.

2. Markov Logic

Markov logic is a simple yet powerful combination of
Markov networks and first-order logic. Recall that a
Markov network is a model for the joint distribution
of a set of variables X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) ∈ X (Pearl,
1988), often conveniently represented as a log-linear
model:

P (X =x) =
1

Z
exp





∑

j

wjfj(x)



 (1)

where Z is a normalization factor, and the fj(x)’s are
features of the state x (i.e., functions with X as the
domain). Essentially every probabilistic model of in-
terest to SRL can be represented as a Markov net-
work or log-linear model, including Bayesian networks,
decision trees, logistic regression, etc. Markov logic
raises the expressiveness of Markov networks to en-
compass first-order logic. Recall that a first-order do-
main is defined by a set of constants (which we as-
sume finite) representing objects in the domain (e.g.,
Anna, Bob) and a set of predicates representing proper-
ties of those objects and relations between them (e.g.,
Smokes(x), Friend(x, y)). (For simplicity, we ignore
functions in this paper; see Richardson and Domin-
gos (2004) for a more complete treatment.) A pred-
icate can be grounded by replacing its variables with

constants (e.g., Smokes(Anna), Friend(Anna, Bob)). A
world assigns a truth value to each possible ground
predicate. A first-order knowledge base (KB) is a set
of formulas in first-order logic, constructed from predi-
cates using logical connectives and quantifiers. Essen-
tially all the relational languages used in SRL (e.g.,
logic programs, frame-based systems, database query
languages) are special cases of first-order logic.

A formula in Markov logic is a formula in first-order
logic with an associated weight. We call a set of formu-
las in Markov logic a Markov logic network or MLN.
MLNs define probability distributions over possible
worlds (Halpern, 1990) as follows.

Definition 2.1 A Markov logic network L is a set of
pairs (Fi, wi), where Fi is a formula in first-order logic
and wi is a real number. Together with a finite set of
constants C = {c1, c2, . . . , c|C|}, it defines a Markov
network ML,C (Equation 1) as follows:

1. ML,C contains one binary node for each possible
grounding of each predicate appearing in L. The
value of the node is 1 if the ground predicate is
true, and 0 otherwise.

2. ML,C contains one feature for each possible
grounding of each formula Fi in L. The value
of this feature is 1 if the ground formula is true,
and 0 otherwise. The weight of the feature is the
wi associated with Fi in L.

A first-order KB can be seen as a set of hard con-
straints on the set of possible worlds: if a world vio-
lates even one formula, it has zero probability. The ba-
sic idea in Markov logic is to soften these constraints:
when a world violates one formula in the KB it is less
probable, but not impossible. The fewer formulas a
world violates, the more probable it is. A formula’s
associated weight reflects how strong a constraint it
is: the higher the weight, the greater the difference in
log probability between a world that satisfies the for-
mula and one that does not, other things being equal.
As weights increase, an MLN increasingly resembles a
purely logical KB. In the limit of all infinite weights,
the MLN represents a uniform distribution over the
worlds that satisfy the KB.

An MLN without variables (i.e., containing only
ground formulas) is an ordinary Markov network. Any
log-linear model over Boolean variables can be repre-
sented as an MLN, since each state of a Boolean clique
is defined by a conjunction of literals. (This extends
trivially to discrete variables, and to binary encoding
of numeric variables.)
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An MLN can be viewed as a template for constructing
Markov networks. In different worlds (different sets
of constants) it will produce different networks, and
these may be of widely varying size, but all will have
certain regularities in structure and parameters, given
by the MLN (e.g., all groundings of the same formula
will have the same weight).

3. SRL Approaches

Since Markov logic subsumes first-order logic and
probabilistic graphical models, it subsumes all repre-
sentations used in SRL that are formed from special
cases of them. However, it is enlightening to see how
these representations map into Markov logic, and here
we informally do this for a few of the most popular
ones.

3.1. Knowledge-Based Model Construction

Knowledge-based model construction (KBMC), the
oldest SRL approach (Wellman et al., 1992; Ngo &
Haddawy, 1997; Kersting & De Raedt, 2001), is a
combination of logic programming and Bayesian net-
works. KBMC, like all other SRL approaches based on
logic programming, is a restriction of Markov logic to
KBs containing only Horn clauses. As in Markov logic,
nodes in KBMC represent ground predicates. The par-
ents of a node are the predicates appearing in the bod-
ies of Horn clauses having the node as a consequent.
The conditional probability of a node given the truth
values of its parent rule bodies is specified by a com-
bination function (e.g., noisy OR, logistic regression,
arbitrary CPT). A KBMC model is translated into
Markov logic by writing down a set of formulas for
each first-order predicate Pk(...) in the domain. Each
formula is a conjunction containing Pk(...) and one lit-
eral per parent of Pk(...) (i.e., per first-order predicate
appearing in a Horn clause having Pk(...) as the con-
sequent). A subset of these literals are negated; there
is one formula for each possible combination of posi-
tive and negative literals. The weight of the formula
is w = log[p/(1 − p)], where p is the conditional prob-
ability of the child predicate when the corresponding
conjunction of parent literals is true, according to the
combination function used. If the combination func-
tion is logistic regression, it can be represented using
only a linear number of formulas, taking advantage
of the fact that it is a (conditional) Markov network
with a binary clique between each predictor and the
response. Noisy OR can similarly be represented with
a linear number of parents.

3.2. Stochastic Logic Programs

Stochastic logic programs (SLPs) (Muggleton, 1996;
Cussens, 1999) are a combination of logic program-
ming and log-linear models. Puech and Muggleton
(2003) showed that SLPs are a special case of KBMC,
and thus they can be represented in Markov logic in
the same way.

3.3. Probabilistic Relational Models

Probabilistic relational models (PRMs) (Friedman
et al., 1999) are a combination of frame-based sys-
tems and Bayesian networks. PRMs can be repre-
sented in Markov logic by defining a predicate S(x, v)
for each (propositional or relational) attribute of each
class, where S(x, v) means “The value of attribute S in
object x is v.” A PRM is then translated into Markov
logic by writing down a formula for each line of each
(class-level) conditional probability table (CPT) and
value of the child attribute. The formula is a conjunc-
tion of literals stating the parent values and a literal
stating the child value, and its weight is the logarithm
of P (x|Parents(x)), the corresponding entry in the
CPT. In addition, the MLN contains formulas with
infinite weight stating that each attribute must take
exactly one value. Notice that this approach handles
all types of uncertainty in PRMs (attribute, reference
and existence uncertainty).

3.4. Relational Markov Networks

Relational Markov networks (RMNs) (Taskar et al.,
2002) are a combination of Markov networks and con-
junctive queries, a subset of the SQL database query
language. An RMN is simply an MLN with a formula
(in particular, a conjunction of literals) for each pos-
sible state of each clique template in the RMN, with
the corresponding weight.

3.5. Structural Logistic Regression

In structural logistic regression (SLR) (Popescul &
Ungar, 2003), the predictors are the output of SQL
queries over the input data. Just as a logistic re-
gression model is a discriminatively-trained Markov
network, an SLR model is a discriminatively-trained
MLN.1

3.6. Relational Dependency Networks

In a relational dependency network (RDN), each
node’s probability conditioned on its Markov blanket is

1Use of SQL aggregates requires that their definitions
be imported into the MLN.
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given by a decision tree (Neville & Jensen, 2003). Ev-
ery RDN has a corresponding MLN in the same way
that every dependency network has a corresponding
Markov network, given by the stationary distribution
of a Gibbs sampler operating on it (Heckerman et al.,
2000).

4. SRL Tasks

In this section, we show how key SRL tasks can be
concisely formulated in Markov logic, making it pos-
sible to bring the full power of logical and statistical
learning and inference approaches to bear on them.

4.1. Collective Classification

The goal of ordinary classification is to predict the
class of an object given its attributes. In collective
classification, we also take into account the classes
of related objects. Attributes can be represented in
Markov logic as predicates of the form A(x, v), where
A is an attribute, x is an object, and v is the value
of A in x. The class is a designated attribute C, rep-
resentable by C(x, v), where v is x’s class. Classifica-
tion is now simply the problem of inferring the truth
value of C(x, v) for all x and v of interest given all
known A(x, v). Ordinary classification is the special
case where C(xi, v) and C(xj, v) are independent for
all xi and xj given the known A(x, v). In collective
classification, the Markov blanket of C(xi, v) includes
other C(xj, v), even after conditioning on the known
A(x, v). Relations between objects are represented by
predicates of the form R(xi, xj). A number of interest-
ing generalizations are readily apparent, for example
C(xi, v) and C(xj, v) may be indirectly dependent via
unknown predicates, possibly including the R(xi, xj)
predicates themselves. Background knowledge can be
incorporated by stating it in first-order logic, learning
weights for the resulting formulas, and possibly refin-
ing them (see Richardson and Domingos (2004) for an
example).

4.2. Link Prediction

The goal of link prediction is to determine whether
a relation exists between two objects of interest (e.g.,
whether Anna is Bob’s Ph.D. advisor) from the prop-
erties of those objects and possibly other known rela-
tions. The formulation of this problem in Markov logic
is identical to that of collective classification, with the
only difference that the goal is now to infer the value
of R(xi, xj) for all object pairs of interest, instead of
C(x, v).

4.3. Link-Based Clustering

The goal of clustering is to group together objects with
similar attributes. In model-based clustering, we as-
sume a generative model P (X) =

∑

C P (C)P (X |C),
where X is an object, C ranges over clusters, and
P (C|X) is X ’s degree of membership in cluster C. In
link-based clustering, objects are clustered according
to their links (e.g., objects that are more closely related
are more likely to belong to the same cluster), and pos-
sibly according to their attributes as well. This prob-
lem can be formulated in Markov logic by postulating
an unobserved predicate C(x, v) with the meaning “x
belongs to cluster v,” and having formulas in the MLN
involving this predicate and the observed ones (e.g.,
R(xi, xj) for links and A(x, v) for attributes). Link-
based clustering can now be performed by learning the
parameters of the MLN, and cluster memberships are
given by the probabilities of the C(x, v) predicates con-
ditioned on the observed ones.

4.4. Social Network Modeling

Social networks are graphs where nodes represent so-
cial actors (e.g., people) and arcs represent relations
between them (e.g., friendship). Social network anal-
ysis (Wasserman & Faust, 1994) is concerned with
building models relating actors’ properties and their
links. For example, the probability of two actors form-
ing a link may depend on the similarity of their at-
tributes, and conversely two linked actors may be more
likely to have certain properties. These models are
typically Markov networks, and can be concisely rep-
resented by formulas like ∀x∀y∀v R(x, y) ⇒ (A(x, v) ⇔
A(y, v)), where x and y are actors, R(x, y) is a rela-
tion between them, A(x, v) represents an attribute of x,
and the weight of the formula captures the strength of
the correlation between the relation and the attribute
similarity. For example, a model stating that friends
tend to have similar smoking habits can be represented
by the formula ∀x∀y Friends(x, y) ⇒ (Smokes(x) ⇔
Smokes(y)). Notice that this formula is false as a uni-
versally quantified statement in first-order logic, but
is true in some domains as a probabilistic statement
in Markov logic (Lloyd-Richardson et al., 2002). As
well as encompassing existing social network models,
Markov logic allows richer ones to be easily stated
(e.g., by writing formulas involving multiple types of
relations and multiple attributes, as well as more com-
plex dependencies between them). These models can
then be learned and applied using techniques like those
in Richardson and Domingos (2004) (see next section).
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4.5. Object Identification

Object identification (also known as record linkage,
de-duplication, and others) is the problem of de-
termining which records in a database refer to the
same real-world entity (e.g., which entries in a bib-
liographic database represent the same publication).
This problem is of crucial importance to many com-
panies, government agencies, and large-scale scientific
projects. One way to represent it in Markov logic is
by defining a predicate Same(x, y) with the meaning
“x represents the same real-world entity as y.” This
predicate is applied both to records and their fields
(e.g., Same(“ICML”, “Intl. Conf. on Mach. Learn.”)).
The dependencies between record matches and field
matches can then be represented by formulas like
∀x∀y Same(x, y) ⇔ Same(fi(x), fi(y)), where x and
y are records and fi(x) is a function returning the
value of the ith field of record x. We have success-
fully applied this approach to de-duplicating the Cora
database of computer science papers (Parag & Domin-
gos, 2004). Because it allows information to propa-
gate from one match decision (i.e., one grounding of
Same(x, y)) to another via fields that appear in both
pairs of records, it effectively performs collective object
identification, and in our experiments outperformed
the traditional method of making each match deci-
sion independently of all others. For example, match-
ing two references may allow us to determine that
“ICML” and “MLC” represent the same conference,
which in turn may help us to match another pair of
references where one contains “ICML” and the other
“MLC.” Markov logic also allows additional informa-
tion to be incorporated into a de-duplication system
easily, modularly and uniformly. For example, tran-
sitive closure is incorporated by adding the formula
∀x∀y∀z Same(x, y) ∧ Same(y, z) ⇒ Same(x, z), with a
weight that can be learned from data.

5. Implementation

In principle, any inductive logic programming (ILP)
approach can be used to learn the structure of an
MLN, and any approach for learning Markov network
parameters (e.g., conjugate gradient or iterative scal-
ing) can be used to learn the weights. Likewise, any
method for inference in Markov networks (e.g., Markov
chain Monte Carlo, belief propagation) can be used
to perform inference in grounded MLNs, and logical
inference methods can be used to construct the sub-
sets of these networks relevant to a particular query.
Logical inference can also be used to find modes of
the distribution, which, if the KB is satisfiable and all
weights are positive, are the satisfying assignments of

truth values to ground predicates. When no satisfy-
ing assignments exist, modes can still be found using
methods like MaxWalkSat, a variation of the WalkSat
satisfiability search algorithm for finding truth assign-
ments that maximize the sum of weights of satisfied
clauses (Selman et al., 1996).

In Richardson and Domingos (2004), we describe
one possible implementation of Markov logic, us-
ing MaxWalkSat and Gibbs sampling for inference,
the CLAUDIEN ILP system (De Raedt & Dehaspe,
1997) for structure learning, and a pseudo-likelihood
method for parameter learning (Besag, 1975). We
have tested this approach on a link prediction task
(predicting which students are advised by which fac-
ulty from a multi-relational database describing our
department), and found that it outperforms a purely
relational learner (CLAUDIEN), a purely statistical
learner (Bayesian networks, restricted or not to a
naive Bayes structure), and a pure knowledge-based
approach (manually constructed first-order KB).

6. Conclusion

The rapid growth in the variety of SRL approaches and
tasks has led to the need for a unifying framework. In
this paper we propose Markov logic as a candidate for
such a framework. Markov logic subsumes first-order
logic and Markov networks, and allows a wide variety
of SRL tasks and approaches to be formulated in a
common language. Initial experiments with an imple-
mentation of Markov logic have yielded good results.
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Abstract

We introduce a graphical language for re-
lational data called the probabilistic entity-
relationship (PER) model. The model is an
extension of the entity-relationship model,
a common model for the abstract repre-
sentation of database structure. We con-
centrate on the directed version of this
model—the directed acyclic probabilistic
entity-relationship (DAPER) model. The
DAPER model is closely related to the plate
model and the probabilistic relational model
(PRM), existing models for relational data.
The DAPER model is more expressive than
either existing model, and also helps to
demonstrate their similarity.

1. Introduction

For over a century, statistical modeling has focused
primarily on “flat” data—data that can be encoded
naturally in a single two-dimensional table having rows
and columns. The disciplines of pattern recognition,
machine learning, and data mining have had a similar
focus. Notable exceptions include hierarchical models
(e.g., Good, 1965) and spatial statistics (e.g., Besag,
1974). Over the last decade, however, perhaps due
to the ever increasing volumes of data being stored
in databases, the modeling of non-flat or relational
data has increased significantly. During this time,
several graphical languages for relational data have
emerged including plate models (e.g., Buntine, 1994;
Spiegelhalter, 1998) and probabilistic relational mod-
els (PRMs) (e.g., Friedman, Getoor, Koller, and Pfef-
fer, 1999. These models are to relational data what or-
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dinary graphical models (e.g., directed-acyclic graphs
and undirected graphs) are to flat data.

In this paper, we introduce a new graphical model for
relational data—the probabilistic entity-relationship
(PER) model. This model class is more expressive
than either PRMs or plate models. We concentrate on
a particular type of PER model—the directed acyclic
probabilistic entity-relationship (DAPER) model—in
which all probabilistic arcs are directed. It is this ver-
sion of PER model that is most similar to the plate
model and PRM. We define new versions of the plate
model and PRM such their expressiveness is equivalent
to the DAPER model, and then (in the expanded tech
report, Heckerman, Meek, and Koller, 2004) compare
the new and old definitions. Consequently, we both
demonstrate the similarity among the original lan-
guages as well as enhance their abilities to express con-
ditional independence in relational data. Our hope is
that this demonstration of similarity will foster greater
communication and collaboration among statisticians
who mostly use plate models and computer scientists
who mostly use PRMs.

We in fact began this work with an effort to unify
traditional PRMs and plate models. In the process,
we discovered that it was important to make both
entities and relationships (concepts discussed in de-
tail in the next section) first class objects in the lan-
guage. We in turn discovered an existing language
that does this—the entity-relationship (ER) model—a
commonly used model for the abstract representation
of database structure. We then extended this language
to handle probabilistic relationships, creating the PER
model.

We should emphasize that the languages we discuss
are neither meant to serve as a database schema nor
meant to be built on top of one. In practice, database
schemas are built up over a long period of time as
the needs of the database consumers change. Conse-
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quently, schemas for real databases are often not op-
timal or are completely unusable as the basis for sta-
tistical modeling. The languages we describe here are
meant to be used as statistical modeling tools, inde-
pendent of the schema of the database being modeled.

This work borrows heavily from concepts surrounding
PRMs described in (e.g.) Friedman et al. (1999) and
Getoor et al. (2002). Where possible, we use similar
nomenclature, notation, and examples.

2. ER Models

We begin with a description of a language for mod-
eling the data itself. The language we discuss is the
entity-relationship (ER) model, a commonly used ab-
stract representation of database structure (e.g., Ull-
man and Widom, 2002). The creation of an ER model
is often the first step in the process of building a rela-
tional database. Features of anticipated data and how
they interrelate are encoded in an ER model. The ER
model is then used to create a relational schema for the
database, which in turn is used to build the database
itself.

It is important to note that an ER model is a repre-
sentation of a database structure, not of a particular
database that contains data. That is, an ER model can
be developed prior to the collection of any data, and
is meant to anticipate the data and the relationships
therein.

When building ER models, we distinguish between en-
tities, relationships, and attributes. An entity corre-
sponds to a thing or object that is or may be stored in
a database or dataset1; a relationship corresponds to
a specific interaction among entities; and an attribute
corresponds to a variable describing some property of
an entity or relationship. Throughout the paper, we
use examples to illustrate concepts.

Example 1 A university database maintains records
on students and their IQs, courses and their difficulty,
and the courses taken by students and the grades they
receive.

In this example, we can think of individual students
(e.g., john, mary) and individual courses (e.g., cs107,
stat10) as entities.2 Naturally, there will be many stu-
dents and courses in the database. We refer to the
set of students (e.g., {john,mary,. . .}) as an entity set.

1In what follows, we make no distinction between a
database and a dataset.

2In a real database, longer names would be needed to
define unique students and courses. We keep the names
short in our example to make reading easier.

The set of courses (e.g., {cs107,stat10,. . . }) is another
entity set. Most important, because an ER model can
be built before any data is collected, we need the con-
cept of an entity class—a reference to a set of entities
without a specification of the entities in the set. In our
example, the entity classes are Student and Course.

A relationship is a tuple of pointers to entities—an
indication that those referenced entities are somehow
related. In our example, a possible relationship is
the pair (john, cs107), meaning that john took the
course cs107. Using nomenclature similar to that
for entities, we talk about relationship sets and re-
lationship classes. A relationship set is a collection
of like relationships—that is, a collection of relation-
ships each relating entities from a fixed list of entity
classes. In our example, we have the relationship set of
student-course pairs. A relationship class refers to an
unspecified set of like relationships. In our example,
we have the relationship class Takes.

The IQ of john and the difficulty of cs107 are ex-
amples of attributes. We use the term attribute
class to refer to an unspecified collection of like at-
tributes. In our example, Student has the single at-
tribute class Student.IQ and Course has the single at-
tribute class Course.Diff. Relationships also can have
attributes; and relationship classes can have attribute
classes. In our example, Takes has the attribute class
Takes.Grade.

An ER model for the structure of a database graph-
ically depicts entity classes, relationships classes, at-
tribute classes, and their interconnections. An ER
model for Example 1 is shown in Figure 1a. The entity
classes (Student and Course) are shown as rectangu-
lar nodes; the relationship class (Takes) is shown as a
diamond-shaped node; and the attribute classes (Stu-
dent.IQ, Course.Diff, and Takes.Grade) are shown as
oval nodes. Attribute classes are connected to their
corresponding entity or relationship class, and the re-
lationship class is connected to its associated entity
classes. (Solid edges are customary in ER models.
Here, we use dashed edges so that we can later use
solid edges to denote probabilistic dependencies.)

An ER model describes the potential attributes and
relationships in a database. It says little about actual
data. A skeleton for a set of entity and relationship
classes is specification of the entities and relationships
associated with a particular database. That is, a skele-
ton for a set of entity and relationship classes is collec-
tion of corresponding entity and relationship sets. An
example skeleton for our university-database example
is shown in Figure 1b.
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An ER model applied to a skeleton defines a specific
set of attributes. In particular, for every entity class
and every attribute class of that entity class, an at-
tribute is defined for every entity in the class; and,
for every relationship class and every attribute class of
that relationship class, an attribute is defined for every
relationship in the class. The attributes defined by the
ER model in Figure 1a applied to the skeleton in Fig-
ure 1b are shown in Figure 1c. In what follows, we use
ER model to mean both the ER diagram—the graph
in Figure 1a—and the mechanism by which attributes
are generated from skeletons.

A skeleton still says nothing about the values of at-
tributes. An instance for an ER model consists of (1)
a skeleton for the entity and relationship classes in
that model, and (2) an assignment of a value to every
attribute generated by the ER model and the skele-
ton. That is, an instance of an ER model is an actual
database.

3. PER Models

Let us now turn to the probabilistic modeling of
relational data. To do so, we introduce a spe-
cific type of probabilistic entity-relationship model:
the directed acyclic probabilistic entity-relationship
(DAPER) model. Roughly speaking, a DAPER model
is an ER model with directed (solid) arcs among the at-
tribute classes that represent probabilistic dependen-
cies among corresponding attributes, and local distri-
bution classes that define local distributions for at-
tributes. Recall that an ER model applied to a skele-
ton defines a set of attributes. Similarly, a DAPER
model applied to a skeleton defines a set of attributes
as well as a DAG model for these attributes. Thus,
a DAPER model can be thought of as a language
for expressing conditional independence among unre-
alized attributes that eventually become realized given
a skeleton.

As with the ER diagram and model, we sometimes dis-
tinguish between a DAPER diagram, which consists of
the graph only, and the DAPER model, which consists
of the diagram, the local distribution classes, and the
mechanism by which a DAPER model defines a DAG
model given a skeleton.

Example 2 In the university database (Example 1),
a student’s grade in a course depends both on the stu-
dent’s IQ and on the difficulty of the course.

The DAPER model (or diagram) for this example
is shown in Figure 2a. The model extends the ER
model in Figure 1 with the addition of arc classes

and local distribution classes. In particular, there is
an arc class from Student.IQ to and arc class from
Takes.Grade and from Course.Diff to Takes.Grade.
These arc classes are denoted as a solid directed arc.
In addition, there is a single local distribution class for
Takes.Grade (not shown).

Just as we expand attribute classes in a DAPER model
to attributes in a DAG model given a skeleton, we
expand arc classes to arcs. In doing so, we sometimes
want to limit the arcs that are added to a DAG model.
In the current problem, for example, we want to draw
an arc from attribute c.Diff for course c to attribute
Takes(s, c′).Grade for course c

′ and any student s, only
when c = c

′. This limitation is achieved by adding
a constraint to the arc class—namely, the constraint
course[Diff] = course[Grade] (see Figure 2a). Here, the
terms “course[Diff]” and “course[Grade]” refer to the
entities c and c

′, respectively—the entities associated
with the attributes at the ends of the arc.

The arc class from Student.IQ to Takes.Grade has
a similar constraint: student[IQ] = student[Grade].
This constraint says that we draw an arc from
attribute s.IQ for student s =student[IQ] to
Takes(s′

, c).Grade for student s
′=student[Grade] and

any course c only when s = s
′. As we shall see, con-

straints in DAPER models can be quite expressive—
for example, they may include first-order expressions
on entities and relationships.

Figure 2c shows the DAG (structure) generated by the
application of the DAPER model in Figure 2a to the
skeleton in Figure 2b. (The attribute names in the
DAG model are abbreviated.) The arc from stat10.Diff
to Takes(mary,cs107).Grade (e.g.) is disallowed by
the constraint on the arc class from Course.Diff to
Takes.Grade.

Regardless of what skeleton we use, the DAG model
generated by the DAPER model in Figure 2a will be
acyclic. In general, as we show in Heckerman et al.
(2004), if the attribute classes and arc classes in the
DAPER diagram form an acyclic graph, then the DAG
model generated from any skeleton for the DAPER
model will be acyclic. Weaker conditions are also suffi-
cient to guarantee acyclicity. We describe one in Heck-
erman et al. (2004).

In general, a local distribution class for an attribute
class is a specification from which local distribu-
tions for attributes corresponding to the attribute
class can be constructed, when a DAPER model
is expanded to a DAG model. In our exam-
ple, the local distribution class for Takes.Grade—
written p(Takes.Grade|Student.IQ, Course.Diff)—is a
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Figure 1. (a) An entity-relationship (ER) model depicting the structure of a university database. (b) An example skeleton
for the entity and relationship classes in the ER model. (c) The attributes defined by the application of the ER model to
the skeleton. The attribute names are abbreviated.

specification from which the local distributions for
Takes(s, c).Grade, for all students s and courses c,
can be constructed. In our example, each attribute
Takes(s, c).Grade will have two parents: s.IQ and
c.Diff. Consequently, the local distribution class need
only be a single local probability distribution. We
discuss more complex situations in Heckerman et al.
(2004).

Whereas most of this paper concentrates issues of rep-
resentation, the problems of probabilistic inference,
learning local distributions, and learning model struc-
ture are also of interest. For all of these problems,
it is natural to extend the concept of an instance to
that of a partial instance; an instance in which some
of the attributes do not have values. A simple ap-
proach for performing probabilistic inference about at-
tributes in a DAPER model given a partial instance is
to (1) explicitly construct a ground graph, (2) instan-
tiate known attributes from the partial instance, and
(3) apply standard probabilistic inference techniques
to the ground graph to compute the quantities of in-
terest. One can improve upon this simple approach
by utilizing the additional structure provided by a re-
lational model—for example, by caching inferences in
subnetworks. Koller and Pfeffer (1997), for example,
have done preliminary work in this direction. With re-
gards to learning, note that from a Bayesian perspec-
tive, both learning about both the local distributions
and model structure can be viewed as probabilistic in-
ference about (missing) attributes (e.g., parameters)
from a partial instance. In addition, there has been
substantial research on learning PRMs (e.g., Getoor
et al., 2002) and much of this work is applicable to
DAPER models.

4. Plates Models and PRMs

Plate models were developed independently by Bun-
tine (1994) and the BUGS team (e.g., Spiegelhalter
1998) as a language for compactly representing graph-
ical models in which there are repeated measurements.
We know of no formal definition of a plate model,
and so we provide one here. This definition deviates
slightly from published examples of plate models, but
it enhances the expressivity of such models while re-
taining their essence (see Heckerman et al., 2004).

According to our definition, plate and DAPER models
are equivalent. The invertible mapping from a DAPER
to plate model is as follows. Each entity class in a
DAPER model is drawn as a large rectangle—called
a plate. The plate is labeled with the entity-class
name. Plates are allowed to intersect or overlap. A
relationship class for a set of entity classes is drawn at
the named intersection of the plates corresponding to
those entities. If there is more than one relationship
class among the same set of entity classes, the plates
are drawn such that there is a distinct intersection for
each of the relationship classes. Attribute classes of
an entity class are drawn as ovals inside the rectangle
corresponding to the entity but outside any intersec-
tion. Attribute classes associated with a relationship
class are drawn in the intersection corresponding to
the relationship class. Arc classes and constraints are
drawn just as they are in DAPER models. In additon,
local distribution classes are specified just as they are
in DAPER models.

The plate model corresponding to the DAPER model
in Figure 2a is shown in Figure 3a. The two rect-
angles are the plates corresponding to the Student
and Course entity classes. The single relationship
class between Student and Course—Takes—is repre-
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Figure 2. (a) A directed acyclic probabilistic entity-relationship (DAPER) model showing that a student’s grade in a
course depends on both the student’s IQ and the difficulty of the course. (b) An example skeleton for the entity and
relationship classes in the ER model (the same one shown in the previous figure). (c) The DAG model (structure) defined
by the application of the DAPER model to the ER skeleton.

sented as the named intersection of the two plates.
The attribute class Student.IQ is drawn inside the
Student plate and outside the Course plate; the at-
tribute class Course.Diff is drawn inside the Course
plate and outside the Student plate; and the attribute
class Takes.Grade is drawn in the intersection of the
Student and Course plate. The arc classes and their
constraints are identical to those in the DAPER model.

Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) were devel-
oped in (e.g.) Friedman et al. (1999) explicitly for the
purpose of representing relational data. The PRM ex-
tends the relational model—another commonly used
representation for the structure of a database—in
much the same way as the PER model extends the ER
model. In this paper, we shall define directed PRMs
such that they are equivalent to DAPER models and,
hence, plate models. This definition deviates from the
one given by (e.g.) Friedman et al. (1999), but en-
hances the expressivity of the language as previously
defined (see Heckerman et al., 2004).

The invertible mapping from a DAPER model to a
directed PRM (by our definition) takes place in two
stages. First, the ER-model component of the DAPER
model is mapped to a relational model in a standard
way (e.g., Ullman and Widom, 2002). In particular,
both entity and relationship classes are represented
as tables. Foreign keys—or what Getoor et al. 2002
call reference slots—are used in the relationship-class
tables to enocde the entity-relationship connections
in the ER model. Attribute classes for entity and
relationship classes are represented as attributes or
columns in the corresponding tables of the relational
model. Second, the probabilistic components of the
DAPER model are mapped to those of the directed

PRM. In particular, arc classes and constraints are
drawn just as they are in the DAPER model.

The directed PRM corresponding to the DAPER
model in Figure 2a is shown in Figure 3b. (The lo-
cal distribution for Takes.Grade is not shown.) The
Student entity class and its attribute class Student.IQ
appear in a table, as does the Course entity class and
its attribute class Course.Diff. The Takes relationship
and its attribute class Takes.Grade is shown as a table
containing the foreign keys Student and Course. The
arc classes and their constraints are drawn just as they
are in the DAPER model.

5. Details

In this short discussion, we have omitted many of the
technical details of DAPER models as well as impor-
tant facets of modeling relational data including the
use of restricted relationships, self relationships, and
probabilistic relationships. In addition, we have not
described several important classes of PER model that
expand into graphical models other than traditional
DAG models. These topics are covered in Heckerman
et al. (2004).
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× ➽●➯✝Ù ➘ ➻❷➳✫➸❯➺ ➘ ÙÜ➵✖➲✚✦❊➯ ➷❚➘ ❋■❨✚❙ ❨❛✺✝✽✚❀❃❂❻❲✝❹■❙❇❨●❨●✺✼❨q♣ r
s✉t✇✈✚s❄①❨✈❍②❈②❍②❈✈③s✷④ ➏ ➆ ❡ ✺✝P❘✺✦✺✝❴❇✺✝P❘❜☎❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨ s ❋■❨Ò❙◗❨❘❨❛❀✾❲✖❋❣❙❯✽❘✺✼❥⑩➆❭❋➃✽ ❡ ❙
❏◗P❘❀◗❉✯❍✯❥❬❨❛✺✝✽Ò❀◗❂✟⑤⑨➽●➸✚⑤❊➸❯➵❼➳➚➻✬➳✫➸❃➺ ➘ Ù ➘ ➻❷➻✬➽❼➳✵❤✝➶✾➻➒➯✖➵⑦⑥ ➈ s ➍ ❙❃❍♦❥✎❙☎❨●✺✖✽✴❀❃❂
➽●➯✝Ù ➘ ➻❷➳✫➸❯➺ ➘ Ù ➘ ➻❷➻❷➽❼➳✵❤✖➶✾➻◆➯❼➵ ➏ ❙❃❹❣❨❛❀❚❤✈❍❊❀❯➆❭❍✶❙◗❨☎❋➃✽❵❨✎➽●➯★⑧✖➯✝➽●➯✖➺✢➲❵➯✌➵❵Ù■➸❯➻✬➵ ➏
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➜✴❋■❏◗❉❊P❘✺➌á✯Û ➐ P❘❀ ❞ ❙ ❞ ❋■❹❳❋❣❨❛✽●❋❣❲☎P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹✢❆❈❀✾❥✾✺✝❹❷✿

� ➈ s ➍ ✿ ➐ P❘❀◗✻⑨❀❇❨●❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹↕❙❃✽❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺✸❨✂✁ ❙❃P❘✺✍❋❳❍✯❨❛✽❘❙◗❍✯❲✖✺✍❴❯❙❃P❘❋❳❶
❙ ❞ ❹❳✺✸❨ s✭② ✁ P❵❙❃❍✯❏◗❋■❍❊❏➀❀❯❴❇✺✝P✟➓✯❍❊❋❳✽●✺➀❥✾❀◗❆❚❙❃❋■❍✯❨☎✄ ➈ s✭② ✁ ➍ ✿✍❱✈❋■❆✌❶
❋■❹■❙◗P●❹■❜ ➏ P●✺✼❹■❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹✡❙❃✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺✼❨ s✭② ✆ ✺✸❙◗❲ ❡ ❲✖❀◗P❘P❘✺✼❨●✻♦❀❇❍✯❥❒✽❘❀✶❙
❨●✺✖✽➝❀◗❂✛❆❈✺✼❆ ❞ ✺✝P✎❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲✖✽❘❨✎❀◗❂✔❙✶❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨✎❙❃❍✯❥↔✽ ❡ ✺✝P❘✺✖❂❖❀❇P●✺❈P❵❙❃❍❊❏❇✺
❀❯❴◗✺✼P➝✽ ❡ ✺✶❋■❍✯❲✖❹■❉✯❨●❋❳❀❇❍✾❶❷✺✝➂❊❲✖❹■❉✯❨❛❋■❀◗❍ ➈ ✻⑨❀❯➆❅✺✼P❈❨●✺✖✽ ➍ ß✞✝✠✟☎❀◗❂✟❨●❀◗❆❈✺
❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨ s☛✡ ❂❖P❘❀◗❆ ♣✦✿→➄ ❡ ❙❯✽❚❋■❨ ➏ s✭② ✆ P❘✺✝✻❊P❘✺✼❨●✺✝❍❪✽❵❨➝✽ ❡ ✺✶❨❛✺✝✽❚❀❃❂
❆❈✺✝❆ ❞ ✺✼P❘❨❚❀◗❂➌✽ ❡ ✺❾❲✝❀◗❍✯❲✝✺✝✻✾✽♠❲✝❹■❙❇❨●❨ s☛✡ ➏ ❨●❀➬❋➃✽➀❋■❨✧❙➬❨●✺✝❹■✺✼❲✖✽●❀❇P
❂❖❉❊❍✯❲✖✽●❋■❀◗❍ ❞ ✺✖✽❝➆↕✺✝✺✝❍ s ❙❃❍✯❥✍ß✞✝ ✟ ✿✔❰ ❱✾✹❭Ø➧â◗å❃Ñ
×☎❨⑩❙❃❍✶✺✝➂✾❙◗❆❈✻❊❹❳✺➝✺✖➂✈✽●✺✼❍✯❥✾❋■❍❊❏❚✽ ❡ ✺✌✹ Ó ❄❁❶◆×☎❨●❋■❙❚❥✾✺✸❲✖❋❣❨❛❋■❀◗❍✶❍✯✺✖✽❛❶
➆↕❀◗P❘❤▼❙ ❞ ❀❯❴◗✺ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺ ❯ ▲✾✽③◆ ❋ ✼❈✽ ❨❘❲ ❡ ✺✝❆❚❙➙❆❈❋❳❏ ❡ ✽ ❞ ✺➧❉✯❨●✺✼❥✣❋■❍
✽●❀✣P❘✺✝✻❊P❘✺✼❨●✺✝❍❪✽➇✻✯❙◗P❛✽❘❋■❙◗❹➀❀❇P➇✽❘❀❃✽❵❙❃❹➁✻✯❙❯✽❘❋❳✺✼❍❇✽✑P❘✺✼❲✖❀❇P❘❥✯❨ ➏ ➆❭❋➃✽ ❡
❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨●✺✼❨➅❲✝❀◗P❘P●✺✸❨❛✻⑨❀◗❍✯❥❊❋❳❍❊❏➌✽❘❀✎❋■❍✾❂❖❀◗P❘❆❚❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍✧❙ ❞ ❀❇❉✾✽↕❙✎✻✯❙❯✽❘❋❳✺✼❍❇✽✌☞ ❨
✻❊❉❊❹■❆❈❀◗❍✯❙◗P●❜❽❆❈✺✸❥✾❋■❲✼❙❃❹ ❡ ❋❣❨❝✽❘❀◗P❘❜ ➏ ❨●❆✗❀❇❤✈❋❳❍❊❏ ❡ ❋❣❨❝✽❘❀◗P❘❜ ➏ ✽●P❵❙✃❴◗✺✼❹
❋❳✽●❋■❍❊✺✝P❵❙❃P❘❜ ➏ ❙❃❍♦❥✧❏◗P❘❀◗❉✯✻✯❨❁❀◗❂➑✻⑨✺✝❀◗✻✯❹❳✺❬❲✖❀❇❍❪✽❘❙◗❲✖✽●✺✸❥q✿✦➄ ❡ ✺⑩✻✯P●❀❇✻♦❀◗❶
❨●❋➃✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹✛❙❯✽●✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉❊✽●✺✼❨✌❀❃❂❭✽ ❡ ✺♠❆❈✺✸❥✾❋■❲✼❙❃❹ ❡ ❋❣❨❝✽❘❀◗P❘❜➎❋■❍✯❲✖❹■❉✯❥✾✺➀✽ ❡ ✺
✻✯❙❃✽●❋■✺✝❍❪✽✍☞ ❨✔❙❃❏❇✺ ➏ ✻❊P❘✺✝❴✈❋■❀◗❉✯❨❭❲✝❀◗❍❪✽❘❙◗❏◗❋■❀◗❉✯❨↕✻❊❉❊❹■❆❈❀◗❍✯❙◗P●❜✧❥❊❋■❨●✺✼❙❇❨❛✺✸❨
❲✖❀❇❍❪✽●P❵❙◗❲❼✽❘✺✼❥ ➏ ❙◗❍✯❥➩❲✖❉❊P❘P●✺✼❍❪✽●❹■❜➧✺✖➂✈✽❘❙◗❍❪✽❾❥✾❋■❨●✺✼❙❇❨❛✺✸❨❍✩✌✽ ❡ ✺➬P●✺✼❹■❙❃❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹➑❙❃✽❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺✸❨✔❆❈❋■❏ ❡ ✽☎❋■❍✯❲✖❹■❉✯❥✾✺❬✽ ❡ ✺✎✻✯❙❃✽●❋■✺✝❍❪✽✍☞ ❨✔❆❈✺✼❆ ❞ ✺✝P●❶
❨ ❡ ❋❳✻➁❋■❍➀❙✗❹❳❋❣❨❛✽↕❀◗❂✴❮❪❉✯❙❃P❵❙❃❍❪✽❘❋❳❍❊✺✟❨❛❉ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲✖✽❘❨❭❙❃❍♦❥❒Ù ➳➚➺✾➾✃➵ ❞ ✺✖✽❝➆↕✺✝✺✼❍
✻✯❙❃✽●❋■✺✝❍❪✽❘❨❭❥✾✺✼❍❊❀❃✽❘❋❳❍✯❏✗❨●✻♦✺✸❲✖❋❳➓♦❲✟✺✖➂✾✻⑨❀❇❨●❉❊P●✺⑩❋❳❍♦❲✖❋❣❥✾✺✝❍❪✽❘❨❭❙◗❍✯❥➁❲✖❀◗❍❊❶
✽●✺✝➂✈✽❘❨✼✿✳Ú☎❀❃✽❘✺✧✽ ❡ ❙❯✽❚❨❛❀❇❆✗✺➀❀❃❂❭✽ ❡ ✺✼❨●✺➁❙◗P●✺➀❨❝✽❵❙❯✽●❋❣❲♠❙◗❍✯❥➇❨●❀◗❆❈✺ ➏
❨●❉✯❲ ❡ ❙◗❨✎❲✝❹❳❉✯❨❛✽●✺✼P❘❨➌❀◗❂✛❙❃✽❛❶➒P●❋❣❨●❤❾❥✾✺✼❨❛✽●❋■❍✯❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❨✎❙◗❍✯❥↔❏◗P❘❀◗❉❊✻♦❨➌❀❃❂
✻⑨✺✝❀◗✻✯❹❳✺ ➏ ❆❚❙✃❜ ❞ ✺✎❥❊❜❪❍♦❙❃❆❈❋■❲✟P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹q❙❯✽●✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺✸❨✝✿
×✔❍à➳➚➺❊➵❼➻ ➘ ➺✯➻❷➳ ➘ ➻❷➳✫➸❯➺➁❀❃❂↕❙♠❨❘❲ ❡ ✺✝❆❚❙❚❋❣❨➌❙♠❨●✺✖✽⑩❀◗❂❁❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲❼✽❵❨ ➏ ✺✸❙◗❲ ❡
❞ ✺✝❹■❀◗❍❊❏❇❋❳❍❊❏♠✽●❀✍❨❛❀❇❆❈✺✌❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨ s ✿ ♣ ➏ ➆ ❡ ✺✝P❘✺➝✺✼❴◗✺✼P●❜✍❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲❼✽✟❋■❨
❨●✻♦✺✸❲✖❋❳➓✯✺✼❥✶❉♦❨❛❋■❍❊❏❚❹■❋■❨❛✽❘❨⑩❀❃❂✦❋❳✽❘❨✔✻✯P●❀❇✻♦❀❪❨❛❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹➑❙❃❍♦❥✍P●✺✼❹■❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹
❙❯✽●✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺✸❨❁❙❃❍♦❥❈✽ ❡ ✺✼❋❳P❅❍❊✺✼❨❛✽●❋■❍❊❏➝❙❇❲✝❲✝❀◗P❵❥✾❋❳❍✯❏➌✽●❀❬✽ ❡ ✺ ➈ ✻♦❀❪❨●❨●❋ ❞ ❹❳❜
❡ ❋■✺✝P❵❙❃P❵❲ ❡ ❋❣❲✝❙❃❹ ➍ ❨●❲ ❡ ✺✝❆❚❙❊✿➙➜❊❀◗P❚✺✝➂❊❙❃❆❈✻❊❹■✺ ➏ ❙❃❍➣❋■❍✯❨❛✽❘❙❃❍❪✽❘❋■❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍
❀❃❂✟✽ ❡ ✺ ❯ ▲✾✽③◆ ❋❨✼✾✽ ❨●❲ ❡ ✺✼❆❚❙✳❆✗❋■❏ ❡ ✽ ❞ ✺❾❙✳✻✯❙◗P❛✽❘❋■❲✝❉❊❹■❙◗P❚✻✯❙❯✽❘❋❳✺✼❍❪✽
❲✝❙❇❨❛✺ ❡ ❋❣❨❝✽❘❀◗P❘❜ ➏ ➆❭❋❳✽ ❡ ❙❃❹■❹✟❙✃❴❯❙❃❋■❹❣❙ ❞ ❹■✺❾❥✾✺✸❨●❲✝P●❋■✻✾✽●❋■❴◗✺↔❥❊❙❯✽❵❙➇❙◗❍✯❥
✽●✺✸❨❝✽✔P❘✺✼❨●❉❊❹❳✽❘❨❭❨●✻♦✺✸❲✖❋❳➓✯✺✼❥✐✿
× ⑤✢➽●➸ ❤ ➘ ❤✝➳➚Ù ➳❣➵❼➻❷➳✫➲❭➽●➯✝Ù ➘ ➻❷➳✫➸❯➺ ➘ Ù ➷ ➸✼➭❇➯✖Ù ✐✵❣❧❦✭♠✯♥✴✺✼❍✯❲✖❀✾❥✾✺✸❨➑❙✛✻❊P❘❀ ❞ ❶
❙ ❞ ❋❳❹■❋➃✽❝❜↔❥✾❋❣❨❝✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘❋❳❀❇❍↔❀❯❴❇✺✝P✟✽ ❡ ✺✧❨❛✺✝✽✎❀❃❂✛✻♦❀❪❨●❨●❋ ❞ ❹❳✺❚❋■❍✯❨❛✽❘❙❃❍❪✽❘❋■❙❃❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❨✏✎➌❀❃❂q❨❛❀❇❆❈✺✛❨❘❲ ❡ ✺✼❆❈❙❈❰ ➜ ➊ ❩ ➐ Ð◗Ð✸Ñ➒✿✡➄ ❡ ✺➝➸ ❤✒✑✝➯❘➲✝➻✴➵●➾◗➯✝Ù❳➯✝➻➒➸❃➺
❀❃❂✢❙❃❍✗❋❳❍♦❨❝✽❵❙❃❍❪✽●❋❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍➝❋❣❨✴✽ ❡ ✺✔❨●✺✖✽✦❀❃❂⑨❋➃✽❵❨✡❆❈✺✝❆ ❞ ✺✝P✦❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲✖✽❘❨ ➏ ❙ ❞ ❶

❨❛✽●P❵❙◗❲❼✽❘✺✼❥✶❀❯❴❇✺✝P⑩✻❊P●❀❇✻♦❀❪❨❛❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹Ò❙❃✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺✼❨ ➈ ❋❷✿ ✺❇✿ ➏ ➆❭❋❳✽ ❡ ✽ ❡ ✺✼❋❳P
❴❯❙❃❹■❉❊✺✼❨✎❉❊❍✯❨●✻♦✺✸❲✖❋❳➓✯✺✼❥ ➍ ✿➁➄ ❡ ✺✶➽●➯✖Ù ➘ ➻❷➳✫➸❯➺ ➘ Ù❁➵●➾❇➯✖Ù■➯✖➻◆➸❯➺❒❀◗❂✛❙◗❍✳❋❳❍✾❶
❨❛✽❘❙❃❍❪✽❘❋■❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍➇❋❣❨❈✽ ❡ ✺✶❨❛✺✝✽❈❀◗❂⑩❋❳✽❘❨❚❆❈✺✼❆ ❞ ✺✝P❚❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲❼✽❵❨❈➆❭❋➃✽ ❡ ❙◗❹❳❹
P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹✾❙❯✽●✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉❊✽●✺✼❨✦❨●✻⑨✺✼❲✖❋❳➓✯✺✸❥➝❂❖❀❇P➅❙✔✓⑨✩✖✕⑨t✈✇❒❨❛✺✝✽✦❀❃❂♦✻✯P●❀❇✻♦❀◗❶
❨●❋➃✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹✐❙❃✽❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺❬❴❯❙◗❹❳❉❊✺✸❨✝✿✡▲◆❍➁✽ ❡ ✺➌❲✼❙◗❨●✺➌❀❃❂ Ô ❤✈❍❊❀❯➆❭❍➁❨❛✽●P❘❉✯❲✖❶
✽●❉✯P●✺✸Õ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺✟P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹q❨●❤◗✺✼❹❳✺✝✽●❀◗❍➀❋■❨✔✻❊P●❀❯❴✈❋❣❥✾✺✼❥➀❙◗❨↕❋■❍❊✻❊❉✾✽☎❙◗❍✯❥
✽ ❡ ✺ ➐❁➉✔➋ ❨❛✻⑨✺✼❲✝❋➃➓♦✺✼❨❚❙➎❂❖❉❊❹■❹☎❲✖❀❇❍✯❥✾❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹✔❥✾❋■❨❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●❋■❀◗❍→❂❖❀❇P
✺✝❴❇✺✝P❘❜→❙❃✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺✗✁❺❀◗❂✎✺✝❴❇✺✝P❘❜à❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨ s ❉✯❨❛❋■❍❊❏➬✽ ❡ ❋❣❨➀❨●❤◗✺✼❹❳✺✝❶
✽●❀❇❍✐✿✧➄ ❡ ✺❈❉❊❍✯❥❊✺✝P❘❹❳❜✈❋■❍❊❏✍❏◗P❘❀◗❉❊❍✯❥➎❍❊✺✝✽❝➆❅❀❇P●❤❒❲✝❀◗❍✯❨●❋■❨❛✽❘❨➌❀◗❂↕❙◗P❘❲✼❨
❋■❍❇✽❘❀➬❙❃❍➣❙❯✽●✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉❊✽●✺✶❋■❍ s ❙❃❍♦❥➇✻✯❙◗P●✺✼❍❪✽❚❨●✺✖✽❵❨❚❲✖❀❇❍✯❨❛❋❣❨❛✽●❋■❍❊❏✳❀❃❂
❙❯✽●✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺✸❨✔❀❃❂ s ❙◗❍✯❥✍❀❃✽ ❡ ✺✝P☎❲✝❹■❙❇❨●❨●✺✼❨✼✿✛➄ ❡ ✺➝✺✼❹❳❋■❏◗❋ ❞ ❹■✺✎❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨❛✺✸❨
✽ ❡ ❙❯✽➀❆❚❙✃❜✑❲✖❀❇❍❇✽❵❙❃❋■❍➣✻✯❙❃P❘✺✝❍❪✽❵❨✧❀❃❂✎❙➇❍❊❀✾❥✾✺❾❋■❍ s ❙❃P❘✺✍✽ ❡ ❀❇❨●✺
P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽●✺✸❥ ❞ ❜✳❨●❀◗❆❈✺✶➵❼Ù❳➸❃➻✎➲③✦ ➘ ➳➚➺ ➏ ❋✬✿ ✺◗✿ ➏ ❙❒❲✖❀❇❆❈✻♦❀❪❨❛❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍➬❀◗❂✔P●✺✝❶
❹❣❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹Ò❙❃✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺✼❨✼✿☎▲◆❍❒❀❇P❘❥✾✺✼P❭✽●❀➀❋❳❆❈✻❊❹■✺✝❆❈✺✼❍❇✽⑩✽ ❡ ❋❣❨✟❙❃❏◗❏❇P●✺✝❶
❏❇❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍ ➏ ❙✍❂❖❉❊❍♦❲❼✽●❋■❀◗❍➇❆❈❙◗✻❊✻❊❋■❍❊❏❒❆✌❉❊❹➃✽❘❋❳✻✯❹❳✺➁❙❯✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺✧❴❯❙❃❹■❉❊✺✼❨
❋■❍❇✽❘❀✍❀◗❍❊✺❈❋❣❨❬P●✺✸❮❪❉❊❋❳P❘✺✼❥✐✿✗×☎❏◗❏◗P❘✺✝❏❪❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✶❂❖❉❊❍✯❲✖✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❨✎❲✝❀◗❉❊❹❣❥➎❋❳❍✾❶
❲✖❹■❉✯❥✾✺✛❥✾✺✸❨●❲✝P●❋■✻✾✽●❋■❴◗✺↕❨❝✽❵❙❯✽❘❋■❨❛✽●❋❣❲✝❨✴❨❛❉♦❲ ❡ ❙◗❨Ò❆❈❀✈❥❊✺✼❨ ➏ ❆✗✺✸❥✾❋❣❙❃❍ ➏ ❙◗❍✯❥
❆❈❀◗❆❈✺✝❍❪✽❵❨ ➈ ❆❈✺✸❙❃❍♠❙◗❍✯❥❈❴❯❙❃P❘❋■❙◗❍✯❲✖✺ ➍ ❀❃❂qP❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹✯❙❃✽❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺✸❨✝✿
▲◆❍➀✽ ❡ ✺➌✺✖➂❊❙◗❆✗✻✯❹❳✺⑩❂❖P●❀❇❆ ✽ ❡ ✺✟✻✯P●✺✼❴❪❋■❀◗❉♦❨↕❨●✺✼❲✖✽●❋■❀◗❍ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺✟✽●❀❃✽❵❙❃❹q❀❇P
✻⑨✺✝P➝❲✼❙❃✻❊❋❳✽❘❙✶❙✃❴❇✺✝P❵❙❃❏◗✺✗❀❃❂❭❥✾❋❣❙❃❏❇❍❊❀❇❨●✺✼❥↔❨❛✺✼❴◗✺✼P●✺❚❙◗❲✝❉✾✽●✺❚P❘✺✼❨●✻❊❋■P❘❙❃❶
✽●❀❇P●❜➁❨❛❜✈❍✯❥❊P●❀❇❆✗✺ ➈ ❱✾× ➉ ❱ ➍ ❲✝❙❇❨❛✺✸❨✛❋❳❍❒❲✝❀◗❉❊❍❪✽❘P●❋■✺✼❨✛❴✈❋❣❨❛❋❳✽●✺✸❥ ❞ ❜➁❙
✻⑨✺✝P❵❨❛❀❇❍➀❋❣❨❭❙❃❍✍✺✖➂❊❙◗❆✗✻✯❹❳✺➌❀❃❂✡❙❃❍✶❙❃❏❇❏◗P❘✺✝❏❪❙❯✽●✺❇✿
×☎❨✶❙à❂❖❉❊P●✽ ❡ ✺✝P❒✺✝➂✾❙◗❆❈✻❊❹❳✺↔✽❘❀→❋■❹■❹❳❉✯❨❛✽●P❵❙❯✽❘✺➬❨❛❹■❀❃✽❒❲ ❡ ❙◗❋❳❍✯❨ ➏ ➜✴❋❳❏◗❶
❉❊P❘✺➇á➩❥✾✺✝✻✯❋■❲✖✽❘❨✳❙ ➐❅➉✔➋ ❂❖❀❇P❾✽ ❡ ✺→❥❊❀◗❆❚❙❃❋■❍▼❀◗❂➀❲✖❀❇❆✗✻✯❉✾✽❘❙❃❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹❁❏❇✺✝❍❊❀❇❆❈❋■❲✼❨ ➏ ✻✯❙❃P●✽●❋❣❲✖❉❊❹❣❙❃P➝❏◗✺✝❍✯✺✧✺✖➂✾✻❊P❘✺✼❨❘❨❛❋■❀◗❍↔❆❈❀✾❥✾✺✝❹■❋❳❍✯❏
❂❖P❘❀◗❆ ✹⑩Ú⑩× ❡ ❜ ❞ P●❋❣❥✾❋■➔✼❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍ ❆❈❋■❲✝P●❀❪❙❃P❘P❘❙✃❜✾❨✼✿ ❱✈❹■❀❃✽à❲ ❡ ❙◗❋❳❍♦❨
❲✝❙◗❍ ❞ ✺➝✽❘P❘❙❇❲✖✺✸❥✶❉✯❨●❋❳❍❊❏➀✽ ❡ ✺✌P❘✺✖❂❖✺✼P●✺✼❍✯❲✖✺✌❤◗✺✝❜✾❨ ➈ ❥✾❀◗✽❛✽❘✺✼❥➎❹❳❋■❍❊✺✼❨ ➍ ✿
➄ ❡ ❋❣❨ ➐❁➉☎➋ ❲✝❀◗❍❪✽❘❙◗❋❳❍✯❨✟✽❵❙ ❞ ❹■✺✼❨✟❂❖❀❇P✎❋■❍✯❥✾❋■❴❪❋❣❥✾❉✯❙◗❹➅❆❈❋■❲✝P●❀❪❙❃P❘P❘❙✃❜✾❨
❀◗P✗❏◗✺✼❍❊✺➀❲ ❡ ❋❳✻✯❨ ➈ ❙◗❥✾❆❈❋❳✽❛✽●❋■❍❊❏✳❙❃❏❇❏◗P❘✺✝❏❇❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✳❀❃❂✟❲ ❡ ❋❳✻à❀ ❞ ①❝✺✸❲❼✽❵❨
❋■❍❇✽❘❀♠❲✖❹❣❙◗❨❘❨●✺✼❨ ➍❼➏ ✻❊❉❊✽❘❙❯✽❘❋❳❴❇✺✎❏◗✺✼❍❊✺❬❂❖❉❊❍♦❲❼✽●❋■❀◗❍ ➈ ➆ ❡ ✺✼P●✺✎❤✈❍❊❀❯➆❭❍✍❀❇P
❡ ❜✈✻♦❀◗✽ ❡ ✺✸❨❛❋■➔✝✺✸❥ ➍❼➏ ✻❊❉✾✽❵❙❯✽❘❋❳❴❇✺✧✻✯❙❯✽ ❡ ➆↕❙✃❜❒❆❈✺✼❆ ❞ ✺✝P❵❨ ❡ ❋■✻ ➈ ➆ ❡ ✺✝P❘✺
❤✈❍❊❀❯➆❭❍❿❀❇P ❡ ❜✈✻⑨❀❃✽ ❡ ✺✼❨●❋❳➔✼✺✼❥ ➍✖➏ ❙❃❍✯❥➛✻❊P❘❀❃✽●✺✼❋❳❍➙✻❊P❘❀✾❥✾❉✯❲❼✽❘❋❳❀❇❍ ➈ ❙
✽❘❙◗P●❏❇✺✖✽✔❙◗❨●✻⑨✺✼❲❼✽❭❀◗❂✡❥✾❋❣❨❘❲✖❀❯❴◗✺✼P●✺✸❥❈❂❖❉❊❍✯❲✖✽●❋■❀◗❍ ➍ ✿
× ➐❅➉✔➋✙✘ ❂❖❀❇P⑩❙♠P●✺✼❹■❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹➑❨●❲ ❡ ✺✝❆❚❙✛✚→❋❣❨☎❥✾✺✝➓✯❍❊✺✼❥❾❙◗❨❭❂❖❀❇❹➃❶
❹■❀❯➆✔❨✝✿✑➜❊❀❇P✗✺✼❴◗✺✼P●❜s❲✝❹■❙❇❨●❨ s ❙❃❍✯❥à✺✝❴❇✺✝P❘❜➬✻❊P●❀❇✻♦❀❪❨❛❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹❭❙❯✽●❶
✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●✺☎✁ ✿ ⑥ ➈ s ➍❼➏ ➆❅✺ ❡ ❙✃❴❇✺◗Û

�◗✿❭×❽❨●✺✖✽❭❀❃❂ ⑤ ➘ ➽●➯✝➺✯➻✬➵✢✜✤✣ ➈ s✭② ✁ ➍ r✦✥✌✜✤✣ t✣✈ ✜✤✣ ①❨✈❍②❈②❍②●✈ ✜✤✣★✧✪✩ ➏
➆ ❡ ✺✼P●✺✍✺✸❙◗❲ ❡ ✜✤✣★✧ ❡ ❙❇❨✗✽ ❡ ✺➁❂❖❀◗P❘❆ s✭② ✫ ❀◗P✭✬ ➈ s✭② ✮✻② ✫ ➍❼➏
➆ ❡ ✺✼P●✺ ✮ ❋■❨⑩❙♠❨●❹❳❀◗✽⑩❲ ❡ ❙◗❋❳❍❒❙◗❍✯❥✯✬ ➈✬➍ ❋❣❨✟❙❃❍❒❙❃❏❇❏◗P❘✺✝❏❪❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍
❂❖❉❊❍♦❲❼✽●❋■❀◗❍➑✿

ß✾✿❭×✙➲❵➸❯➺✢➭❯➳➚➻❷➳✫➸❯➺ ➘ Ù❥⑤⑨➽●➸✫❤ ➘ ❤✝➳➚Ù ➳➚➻★✧ ⑧❵➶✾➺✢➲✖➻❷➳✫➸❯➺❺➸❃➽➛➻ ➘ ❤✝Ù❳➯→❂❖❀❇P
✜ ➈ s✭② ✁✭✰ ✜✤✣ ➈ s✭② ✁ ➍●➍ ✿

✲✐✺✝✽✲✱ ❞ ✺✛✽ ❡ ✺✔❨●✺✖✽➅❀◗❂⑨❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲✖✽❘❨✡❋■❍✌✽ ❡ ✺❭P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹✾❨❛❤❇✺✝❹■✺✖✽❘❀◗❍✗❀❃❂
✘ ✿✡➄ ❡ ✺✛✻❊P❘❀ ❞ ❙ ❞ ❋■❹❳❋❳✽❝❜❬❥✾❋■❨❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●❋■❀◗❍✌❀❯❴◗✺✼P➑✽ ❡ ✺✛❋❳❍✯❨❛✽❘❙◗❍❪✽●❋❣❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❨
✎❚❀◗❂✳✚ ➏ ❀❯❴❇✺✝P↕➆ ❡ ❋❣❲ ❡ ✽ ❡ ✺ ✘ ❙ ❞ ❨❝✽❘P❘❙❇❲❼✽❘❨ ➏ ❋■❨✼Û
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➄ ❡ ❋❣❨➛❙◗❹❳❹■❀❯➆✔❨❿❙ ➐❁➉✔➋ ✽●❀ ❞ ✺Ü➮♦❙❯✽●✽●✺✝❍✯✺✼❥❺❋■❍❪✽●❀❻❙Þ❹❣❙❃P❘❏◗✺
➱✛❙✃❜◗✺✸❨❛❋❣❙❃❍➛❍❊✺✖✽❝➆↕❀◗P❘❤❿❲✖❀❇❍❪✽❘❙❃❋■❍❊❋■❍❊❏➣❏◗P❘❀◗❉✯❍✯❥ ➈ ✻❊P❘❀◗✻⑨❀❇❨●❋➃✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹ ➍
❲ ❡ ❙◗❍✯❲✖✺❬❍❊❀✾❥✾✺✸❨ ➏ ➆❭❋➃✽ ❡ ❀◗❍❊✺❬❴❯❙❃P❘❋❣❙ ❞ ❹■✺✟❂❖❀◗P✔✺✼❴◗✺✝P❘❜➀❙❃✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺❬❀❃❂
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✺✝❴❇✺✝P❘❜♠❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲✖✽✔❋❳❍✶✽ ❡ ✺✎P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹✐❨●❤◗✺✼❹❳✺✝✽●❀◗❍✍❀◗❂ ✘ ❙❃❍✯❥ ❞ ✺✝❹■❋❳✺✝❂
❂❖❉❊❍✯❲✖✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❨ ➈ ❉✯❨●❉✯❙◗❹❳❹■❜à❥✾✺✝✽●✺✼P●❆❈❋■❍❊❋■❨❛✽●❋❣❲ ➍ ❂❖❀◗P❚✽ ❡ ✺❾❙❃❏❇❏◗P❘✺✝❏❪❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍
❀◗✻⑨✺✝P❵❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❨✼✿➫➄ ❡ ✺❾❹❣❙❯✽●✽●✺✝P✍❙❃P❘✺❒❀❇✻♦✺✼❍✾❶❷✺✼❍✯❥✾✺✸❥➣❋❳❍➧❂❖❀◗P❘❆ ❙◗❍✯❥
❀◗❆❈❋❳✽❛✽❘✺✼❥➀❂❖P●❀❇❆ ✽ ❡ ✺➌❂❖❀◗P❘❆➝❉❊❹❣❙✌❂❖❀◗P ❞ P❘✺✝❴✈❋❳✽❝❜◗✿
×☎❨ ➊ ✺✖✽❘❀✈❀◗P✣➯✝➻ ➘ Ù✁� ❰ ➊ ➜✡❩❬➄❭â❪ß✸Ñ✳❙◗❍✯❥❺❱✾❙◗❍❊❏ ❡ ❙◗❋→➯✝➻ ➘ Ù✁�
❰ ❱✾✹❭Ø➧â◗å❃Ñ▼❍❊❀◗✽●✺ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺ ❆✗❀❪❨❝✽❸❏◗✺✝❍✯✺✝P❵❙❃❹➫❲✝❙❇❨❛✺ ❲✝❉❊P❘P●✺✼❍❇✽❘❹❳❜
❙❃❆❈✺✼❍✯❙ ❞ ❹■✺✶✽❘❀➇❹■✺✼❙❃P❘❍❊❋■❍❊❏➬❋❣❨♠➆ ❡ ✺✼P●✺➎❙❃❍➣❀ ❞ ①❝✺✼❲❼✽➁❨❛❤❇✺✝❹■✺✖✽●❀❇❍➣❋■❨
✻❊P❘❀❯❴✈❋■❥✾✺✸❥❒❙❃❍♦❥❾❨❛✽●P❘❉✯❲❼✽❘❉❊P●✺✗❙❃❍✯❥❾✻✯❙❃P❵❙❃❆❈✺✝✽●✺✝P⑩❹❳✺✸❙❃P❘❍❊❋■❍❊❏♠✻❊P❘❀ ❞ ❶
❹■✺✝❆❚❨➁❆➝❉✯❨❛✽ ❞ ✺✳❨❛❀❇❹❳❴❇✺✼❥➣❋■❍➙❀◗P❵❥✾✺✝P➀✽●❀✑❨❛✻⑨✺✼❲✝❋➃❂❖❜➧❙→❥✾❋❣❨❝✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍➬❀❯❴❇✺✝P✎P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹❅❙❯✽❛✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘✺✼❨✼✿✍▲◆❍➬✽ ❡ ✺➀✹ Ó ❄❁❶➒×⑩❨❛❋❣❙❒❥✾❀◗❶
❆❚❙❃❋■❍ ➏ ❙ ➐❁➉✔➋ ❆❈❋■❏ ❡ ✽❚❨❛✻⑨✺✼❲✝❋➃❂❖❜s❙➎❥✾❋■❨❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●❋■❀◗❍à❀❯❴◗✺✼P➝✻⑨❀❇❨❛❶
❨●❋ ❞ ❹■✺❚✽❘P❘❙◗❍✯❨❛❆❈❋❣❨●❨●❋■❀◗❍✳❴◗✺✸❲❼✽●❀❇P❘❨✎❀❃❂✔❙❾❱✾× ➉ ❱❪❶➒❋❳❍✾❂❖✺✸❲❼✽❘✺✼❥s✻⑨✺✝P❵❨●❀◗❍
➈ ✽ ❡ ✺❚❋❳✽●❋■❍❊✺✝P❵❙❃P❘❜ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺❚❹❳❀✾❲✼❙❃❹■✺✗❀◗❂↕❲✝❀◗❍❪✽❘❙◗❆✗❋■❍✯❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺✧❨❛✺✝✽❬❀❃❂
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♣✍✌ r s✏✎✒✑✣✈✚s✓✎✕✔ ✈❍②❍②❈②❍✈✚s✓✎✕✖ ➏ ♣✘✗ r s✏✙✒✑✣✈✚s✏✙✚✔✫✈❍②❈②❍②●✈✚s✏✙✚✛ ➏
❙❃❍♦❥ ♣ ✺ r s✏✜✢✑✇✈✚s✏✜✣✔❨✈❍②❈②❍②●✈✚s✏✜✥✤ ➏ ➆ ❡ ✺✼P●✺❬✺✼❴◗✺✝P❘❜➀❲✝❹■❙❇❨●❨ s ✎ ❋■❨
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✑✓✒✷r ✥✔✑ t✖✕ ✒ ✈ ✑ ①✗✕ ✒ ✈❍②❈②❍②❍✈ ✑✏✘ ✕ ✒ ✩❚➄ ❡ ✺❈❨❝✽❵❙❯✽❘✺✌❙❯✽✟✽●❋■❆❈✺✙✎☎❋■❨✟❥✾✺✖❶
✻⑨✺✝❍✯❥✾✺✼❍❪✽➝❀◗❍➎✽ ❡ ❀✈✺✸❨✎❙❯✽✎✻❊P❘✺✝❴✈❋■❀◗❉✯❨✟✽❘❋❳❆❈✺✧❨❛✽●✺✼✻✯❨✝✿ Ó ❙◗❲ ❡ ❨❝✽❵❙❯✽❘✺
❋■❍❈✽ ❡ ✺☎❨●❜✾❨❝✽❘✺✝❆✣❋■❨❅❙◗❨❘❨❛❉✯❆✗✺✸❥✌✽●❀✎❥✾✺✼✻♦✺✼❍✯❥❚❀◗❍✯❹❳❜✌❀◗❍❈✽ ❡ ✺✔❋❳❆❈❆❈✺✖❶
❥✾❋❣❙❯✽❘✺✝❹■❜➎✻❊P❘✺✼❲✝✺✼❥✾❋■❍❊❏❒❨❛✽❘❙❃✽●✺ ➈ ❋✬✿ ✺◗✿ ➏ ✽ ❡ ✺➁❨❛❜✾❨❛✽●✺✝❆✒❀ ❞ ❨❛✺✼P●❴❇✺✼❨✟✽ ❡ ✺
➋ ❙◗P●❤❇❀❯❴❚✻❊P●❀❇✻♦✺✼P❛✽❝❜♠❋❳❍➁✽ ❡ ✺➌➓✯P❘❨❛✽☎❥✾✺✼❏◗P❘✺✝✺ ➍ ✿➅➄ ❡ ✺❬P❘✺✝✻❊P❘✺✼❨●✺✝❍❪✽❘❙❃❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍❚❆✌❉✯❨❛✽➅✽ ❡ ✺✼P●✺✝❂❖❀◗P❘✺✔❲✝❙◗✻✾✽●❉❊P❘✺✛✽ ❡ ✺✔✽●P❵❙❃❍♦❨❛❋❳✽●❋■❀◗❍❚❥✾❋❣❨❝✽❘P●❋ ❞ ❉✾✽❘❋❳❀❇❍
✜ ➈ ✑ ✒ ä t ✰ ✑ ✒ ➍ ✿✟➄ ❡ ❋❣❨⑩❲✼❙❃❍ ❞ ✺✌❥✾❀❇❍❊✺➝❉✯❨●❋■❍❊❏♠❙❈✽❝➆↕❀❃❶❷✽●❋■❆❈✺✖❶◆❨❛❹■❋■❲✝✺➱✛❙✃❜◗✺✸❨❛❋❣❙❃❍✶❍❊✺✝✽❝➆❅❀❇P●❤➁❂❖P❵❙❃❏❇❆✗✺✼❍❪✽ ➈ ß◗➄❭➱✛Ú ➍ ✫ ✒ ä t ➏ ❲✖❀❇❍❇✽❵❙❃❋■❍❊❋■❍❊❏❴❯❙❃P❘❋■❙ ❞ ❹■✺✼❨✛❂❖P❘❀◗❆✚✑✛✒ ä t ➆ ❡ ❀❇❨●✺✎✻✯❙◗P●✺✼❍❪✽❘❨✔❙◗P●✺❬❴❯❙❃P❘❋❣❙ ❞ ❹■✺✼❨↕❂❖P❘❀◗❆✑✓✒☎❀❇P✜✑✛✒ ä t ➏ ❙◗❍✯❥↔❴❯❙❃P❘❋■❙ ❞ ❹❳✺✸❨⑩❂❖P●❀❇❆✢✑✓✒☎➆❭❋❳✽ ❡ ❀❇❉✾✽➝❙❃❍✈❜❒✻♦❙❃P●❶
✺✝❍❪✽❵❨✝✿✍➄ ❡ ✺✧✻❊P❘❀✾❲✖✺✸❨●❨❬❋❣❨➝❙◗❹■❨●❀✍❉✯❨●❉✯❙❃❹■❹❳❜✳❙◗❨❘❨●❉❊❆❈✺✼❥➎✽●❀ ❞ ✺♠❨❛✽❘❙❃❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃P❘❜ ➏ ❨●❀❒✽ ❡ ❙❯✽➝✽ ❡ ✺➀✽●P❵❙❃❍✯❨●❋➃✽❘❋❳❀❇❍s✺✼❮❪❉✯❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❨➝❂❖❀◗P❈❙❃❹■❹↕✽●❋■❆❈✺
❨●❹❳❋❣❲✖✺✸❨➁❙◗P●✺↔❋❣❥✾✺✝❍❪✽●❋❣❲✝❙◗❹✬Û ✫ t r ✫ ① r ②❍②❈② r ✫ ✒ r ✫✤✣ ✿
➄ ❡ ❉✯❨♠❙➇✹⑩➱✛Ú❺❍✯✺✖✽❝➆↕❀◗P❘❤➇❋❣❨❚❂❖❉❊❹■❹❳❜✑❨●✻♦✺✸❲✖❋❳➓✯✺✼❥➣❉♦❨❛❋■❍❊❏➇❙➬✻♦❙❃❋■P
❀❃❂✎➱✛❙✃❜◗✺✸❨❛❋❣❙❃❍✑❍❊✺✝✽❝➆❅❀❇P●❤✾❨ ➈ ✫✦✥✫✈❃✫✍✣ ➏ ➆ ❡ ✺✼P●✺ ✫✧✥ P❘✺✝✻✯P●✺✸❨❛✺✼❍❇✽❵❨
✽ ❡ ✺♠❋■❍❊❋➃✽❘❋■❙◗❹↕❥❊❋■❨❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉✾✽●❋■❀◗❍ ✜ ➈ ✑ ✥ ➍ ❙❃❍✯❥ ✫✍✣ ❋❣❨➝❙✶✽❝➆↕❀❃❶❷✽●❋■❆❈✺
❨●❹❳❋❣❲✖✺❚➱✛❙✃❜◗✺✸❨❛❋❣❙❃❍➎❍❊✺✖✽❝➆↕❀◗P❘❤ ➏ ➆ ❡ ❋■❲ ❡ ❙❇❨❬❥✾❋■❨❘❲✖❉♦❨●❨●✺✼❥↔❙ ❞ ❀❯❴◗✺❈❥✾✺✖❶
➓✯❍❊✺✸❨✛✽ ❡ ✺➌✽●P❵❙❃❍✯❨●❋➃✽❘❋❳❀❇❍➀❥✾❋❣❨❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉❊✽●❋■❀◗❍ ✜ ➈ ✑ ✒ ä t ✰ ✑ ✒ ➍ ✿

☛ ✲❇✴ ✕➀♣✐✇✴✭❊✮s✩✵✖✡★ ✛❯❧♦♥✴✭✾♥✡✩✫✪✬✩✫✵❈✘✼✩★✖➀❦➀t❪✪✬✭✟✘✼✩✬❧♦✇✴✭❊✪✪✩➫❧✥▼✴t❪✪✬✵

❱✾❙◗❍❊❏ ❡ ❙◗❋▼➯✖➻ ➘ Ù✁� P❘✺✼❲✖✺✼❍❪✽●❹■❜ ❥✾✺✝❴❇✺✝❹■❀◗✻⑨✺✼❥ ❙ ❡ ❜ ❞ P●❋❣❥ ❀❃❂
➐❁➉☎➋ ❨➌❙❃❍✯❥➎✹⑩➱✛Ú☎❨✟❂❖❀❇P❬❥✾✺✼❲✝❋■❨●❋❳❀❇❍✾❶❷✽ ❡ ✺✼❀◗P❘✺✖✽●❋❣❲❬✽❘P●❀❇❉ ❞ ❹■✺✼❨ ❡ ❀✈❀❃✽●❶
❋■❍❊❏ ➏ ➆ ❡ ❋❣❲ ❡ ❙◗P●✺➀❲✝❙❃❹■❹■✺✼❥➛➭❨✧❯➺ ➘❃➷ ➳✫➲❀⑤✢➽●➸ ❤ ➘ ❤✖➳➚Ù ➳❣➵❼➻❷➳✫➲❒➽❘➯✖Ù ➘ ➻✬➳✫➸❃➺ ➘ Ù
➷ ➸✼➭❇➯✖Ù ➵❡✐ ✶✭❣❘❦✭♠✍➵✬♥❯✿✎➄ ❡ ✺✗❤◗✺✼❜✍❋❳❍❊❍✯❀❯❴✃❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍❒❀◗❂➅✽ ❡ ❋■❨➌P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘✺✼❥
➆↕❀◗P❘❤↔❋❣❨✌✽ ❡ ❙❃✽❚❋➃✽❈❋■❨✗✽ ❡ ✺➀➓✯P❘❨❛✽❈P●✺✼✻❊P●✺✸❨❛✺✼❍❪✽❘❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍➬✽●❀✳❨●❉❊✻❊✻⑨❀◗P●✽
P❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽●❋■❀◗❍♦❙❃❹❬❙❃❏❇❏◗P❘✺✝❏❇❙❃✽●✺✸❨✧❋■❍➙❙à✽●✺✼❆❈✻♦❀❇P❘❙◗❹❬❆✗❀✾❥✾✺✼❹✬✿ ➄ ❡ ❋❣❨✍❋■❨
❙◗❲ ❡ ❋❳✺✼❴◗✺✼❥ ❞ ❜❾✺✝➂❪✽❘✺✝❍✯❥❊❋❳❍❊❏❒✽ ❡ ✺♠ß◗➄❭➱↕ÚÞP●✺✼✻❊P●✺✸❨❛✺✼❍❪✽❘❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍❒✽❘❀❒❙
ß❃➄ ➐❅➉✔➋ ➆ ❡ ✺✝P❘✺➝✺✼❙❇❲ ❡ ✽❘❋❳❆❈✺❚❨❛❹■❋❣❲✖✺❈❲✖❀◗❍❪✽❵❙❃❋■❍✯❨⑩❙ ➐❁➉☎➋ ✿q➄ ❡ ❋■❨
✺✖➂✈✽❘✺✝❍✯❨●❋❳❀❇❍✧❋❣❨↕❨❛✽●P❵❙❃❋■❏ ❡ ✽●❂❖❀◗P❘➆↕❙◗P❘❥ ➏ ➆❭❋➃✽ ❡ ✽ ❡ ✺✟❨●❹■❋❳❏ ❡ ✽✛❲✖❀❇❆✗✻✯❹❳❋❣❲✝❙❃❶
✽●❋■❀◗❍❾✽ ❡ ❙❃✽✟❋■❍❒➮⑨❙❯✽❛✽❘✺✝❍❊❋■❍❊❏ ➈ ❀❇P Ô ❉❊❍❊P❘❀◗❹■❹❳❋■❍❊❏❇Õ ➍ ❙ ➐❅➉✔➋ ❋■❍❪✽●❀➁❙
❏◗P❘❀◗❉✯❍✯❥♠P❘✺✝✻✯P●✺✸❨❛✺✼❍❇✽❵❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✐✿

✹ ➉ Ú☎❨✦❙❇❥✾❆❈❋➃✽✦❨❝✽❘P❘❙◗❋❳❏ ❡ ✽❛❂❖❀◗P❘➆✛❙❃P❵❥⑩✺✝➂✈✽●✺✝❍♦❨❛❋■❀◗❍❬✽❘❀✟❥❊❜❪❍♦❙❃❆❈❋■❲↕❥✾❀◗❶
❆❚❙❃❋■❍✯❨✟❉✯❨●❋❳❍❊❏♠✽ ❡ ✺✧ß❚✽●❋■❆✗✺❈❨●❹❳❋❣❲✖✺❈❥✾❜✈❍✯❙❃❆❈❋❣❲ ➐❅➉✔➋ P❘✺✝✻✯P●✺✸❨❛✺✼❍✾❶
✽❘❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍➁✻❊P❘✺✼❨●✺✝❍❪✽●✺✸❥ ❞ ❜➁❱❊❙❃❍❊❏ ❡ ❙❃❋✢✺✖✽☎❙◗❹✬✿■✿

✫ ➨s➤➇➠❽➨ ✎✌➦✍✞↕➟❊➤➇➠☞✞ ② ➠➙➥ ✌❚➦➧➡↔➦➣➢✓✝
✠ ➤s➢✄☛

Ø↔✺ ❡ ❙✃❴❇✺♠❥✾✺✼❨❘❲✖P❘❋ ❞ ✺✸❥s❙❒❍❊✺✼➆ P●✺✼✻❊P❘✺✼❨●✺✝❍❪✽❘❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍↔❂❖❀◗P❈❥✾✺✼❲✝❋■❨●❋■❀◗❍
❍❊✺✝✽❝➆❅❀❇P●❤✾❨♠✽ ❡ ❙❃✽❾❲✖❀◗❆ ❞ ❋■❍❊✺✼❨➀✽ ❡ ✺s❲✖❀◗❆❈✻✯❙❇❲❼✽✶❙ ❞ ❨❛✽●P❵❙◗❲✖✽●❋■❀◗❍➛❀❃❂
➐❁➉☎➋ ❨✳➆❭❋➃✽ ❡ ❉✾✽●❋■❹❳❋❳✽❝❜❽✽ ❡ ✺✝❀❇P●✺✝✽●❋❣❲à❏❇P❘❙◗✻ ❡ ❋❣❲✝❙◗❹✗❆❈❀✾❥✾✺✼❹✬✿ Ø↔✺
❡ ❙✃❴❇✺⑩❲✖❀❇❍✯❨●❋■❥✾✺✼P●✺✸❥♠❨●✺✝❴❇✺✝P❵❙❃❹✢❲✖❀◗❍❪✽❘❋❳❍✈❉✯❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❨❅❀❃❂✐✽ ❡ ❋❣❨✛P●✺✸❨❛✺✸❙❃P❵❲ ❡ ➏
❏◗P❘❀◗❉✯✻♦✺✸❥➀❋■❍❪✽●❀❈❂❖❀❇❉❊P☎❲✝❙❃✽●✺✼❏◗❀◗P❘❋■✺✼❨✼Û➅❙❃✻❊✻❊❹■❋❣❲✝❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❨ ➏ ❨●❲✼❙❃❹❣❙ ❞ ❋■❹■❋➃✽❝❜ ➏
❲✖❀❇❆❈✻✯❙❃P❘❋■❨●❀◗❍➛✽●❀➣❀◗✽ ❡ ✺✼P❾❥✾✺✸❲✖❋❣❨❛❋■❀◗❍➙❆❈❀✈❥❊✺✝❹❣❨ ➏ ❙◗❍✯❥➙❋❳❆❈✻❊P❘❀❯❴◗✺✝❶
❆❈✺✝❍❪✽❘❨✔✽●❀❈✽ ❡ ✺➝❀❇P❘❥✾✺✼P●❋■❍❊❏❚❙❃❹■❏◗❀❇P●❋❳✽ ❡ ❆➁✿↕✹ ➉ Ú☎❨☎❙◗P●✺✎❲✝❉❊P❘P●✺✼❍❇✽❘❹❳❜
❞ ✺✝❋■❍❊❏♠❋■❆❈✻❊❹❳✺✼❆❈✺✝❍❪✽●✺✸❥✍❂❖❀◗P⑩❉✯❨❛✺✌❋❳❍➎➱↕❙✃❜❇✺✼❨●❋■❙◗❍➁Ú☎✺✖✽❝➆↕❀◗P❘❤♠✽❘❀✈❀◗❹❣❨
❋■❍✍Ï❪❙✃❴❯❙ ➈ ➱✛Ú☎Ï ➍ ✿

②➣⑧✭✬✯✮✦✰✲✱✴✳✶✵✲✷✹✸✺✵✲✻✼✵✲✮❅⑤✾④

➄ ❡ ❋❣❨➑➆↕❀◗P❘❤✟➆↕❙❇❨✐✻✯❙◗P❛✽❘❋■❙◗❹❳❹■❜❬❨❛❉❊✻✯✻♦❀❇P❛✽❘✺✼❥ ❞ ❜✟✽ ❡ ✺✛Ú☎❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✯❙◗❹❪❱✾❲✝❋➃❶
✺✝❍♦❲✖✺❬➜❊❀❇❉❊❍✯❥❊❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍✍❉❊❍✯❥✾✺✼P✔❙❈❲✖❀✈❀◗✻⑨✺✝P❵❙❯✽❘❋❳❴❇✺✟❙◗❏◗P❘✺✝✺✝❆❈✺✼❍❇✽✸✿

➢ ✵✾✽✿✵✐⑥✭✵✲✮⑩⑧❀✵➑④

❰ ❄↕✹⑩â❇â❯Ñ Ï♦✿✈❄ ❡ ✺✼❍❊❏✎❙❃❍✯❥ ➋ ✿❪Ï♦✿❇✹⑩P●❉✯➔✼❥✾➔✼✺✝❹❷✿✢×☎▲❛❱❪❶◆➱↕Ú➝Û❪×☎❍
❙◗❥✯❙❃✻✾✽❘❋❳❴❇✺→❋■❆❈✻♦❀❇P❛✽❵❙❃❍✯❲✝✺➣❨●❙◗❆✗✻✯❹❳❋■❍❊❏❽❙❃❹■❏◗❀❇P●❋❳✽ ❡ ❆
❂❖❀◗P✗✺✝❴✈❋❣❥✾✺✝❍❪✽❘❋■❙◗❹❅P❘✺✼❙❇❨❛❀❇❍❊❋❳❍✯❏❒❋❳❍à❹■❙◗P●❏❇✺♠➱✛❙✃❜◗✺✸❨❛❋❣❙❃❍
❍❊✺✝✽❝➆❅❀❇P●❤✾❨✼✿❂❁✾➸❯➶✾➽❼➺ ➘ Ùq➸❳⑧✯❃⑩➽❼➻✬➳ ✳↕➲✖➳ ➘ Ù✭❄❼➺✯➻◆➯✝Ù➚Ù ➳ ➴ ➯✝➺⑨➲❵➯
❦☎➯✖➵✝➯ ➘ ➽●➲✚✦ ➏ �✸å❊Û � ❀ ❀❆❅ � ✤ ✤❊➏ ß❃â❇â◗â❊✿

❰ ❄↕✹✳✲✴❱✾Ð◗Ð❃Ñ ➉ ✿ ➊ ✿◗❄❅❀❯➆❅✺✼❹❳❹ ➏ ×✎✿ ➐ ✿❯✹✟❙✃➆❭❋■❥ ➏ ❱✢✿✇✲➅✿❨✲➑❙◗❉❊P❘❋➃✽❘➔✝✺✝❍ ➏
❙❃❍♦❥✶✹➝✿✢Ï✯✿✢❱✈✻❊❋■✺✝❏❇✺✝❹ ❡ ❙❃❹❳✽●✺✼P✼✿✹❣↕➽●➸✫❤ ➘ ❤✝➳➚Ù ➳❣➵❼➻✬➳✫➲ ✸➝➯✝➻✬➹
➼❁➸❯➽●➾❯➵ ➘ ➺⑨➭✏❇ ❂●⑤❊➯✝➽❼➻❉❈✜✧✃➵❼➻◆➯ ➷ ➵❼✿☎❱✈✻❊P❘❋❳❍❊❏❇✺✝P ➏ Ú☎✺✝➆
❊➅❀◗P❘❤ ➏ �✼Ð◗Ð❇Ð❊✿

❰ ❄❅❀❯➆✔Ð❃á❃Ñ ➉ ❀ ❞ ✺✼P❛✽ ➊ ✿↕❄❅❀❯➆↕✺✝❹■❹❷✿❿✹☎✺✸❲✖❋❣❨❛❋■❀◗❍✑❍❊✺✝✽❝➆❅❀❇P●❤✾❨✼Û✶❙
❍❊✺✼➆ ❂❖❀◗P❘❆➝❉✯❹■❙❃✽●❋■❀◗❍ ❂❖❀◗P➣❆➝❉✯❹➃✽❘❋■❨❛✽❘❙◗❏◗✺❽❥✾✺✼❲✝❋■❨●❋■❀◗❍
✻❊P❘❀ ❞ ❹■✺✝❆❚❨✼✿✶➄➑✺✸❲ ❡ ❍❊❋❣❲✝❙❃❹ ➉ ✺✝✻⑨❀◗P●✽ �✸å❇ß ➏ ✹⑩✺✝✻✯❙◗P❛✽●❶
❆❈✺✝❍❪✽❭❀❃❂✴❱✈✽❘❙❯✽❵❨❝✽❘❋■❲✼❙❃❹➑❱✾❲✝❋❳✺✼❍✯❲✖✺ ➏ ❫✔❍❊❋■❴◗✺✼P❘❨●❋❳✽❝❜➀❄❅❀◗❹❳❶
❹■✺✝❏◗✺ ✲➑❀◗❍✯❥✾❀❇❍ ➏ �✼Ð❇Ð❃á♦✿

❰ ➜ ➊ ❩ ➐ Ð❇Ð❯Ñ✧Ú✔❋■P✡➜❊P❘❋❳✺✸❥✾❆❚❙❃❍ ➏ ✲➑❋■❨●✺ ➊ ✺✝✽●❀✈❀◗P ➏ ✹⑩❙◗✻ ❡ ❍❊✺✛❩➌❀◗❹■❹■✺✝P ➏
❙❃❍♦❥✚×✔❴✈❋ ➐ ❂❖✺●❋✢✺✝P✸✿ ✲➑✺✼❙◗P●❍❊❋■❍❊❏✂✻❊P❘❀ ❞ ❙ ❞ ❋■❹❳❋❣❨❛❶
✽●❋❣❲sP❘✺✝❹❣❙❯✽❘❋❳❀❇❍✯❙❃❹➝❆✗❀✾❥✾✺✼❹■❨✼✿ ▲◆❍ ❣↕➽●➸✸➲❘➯❵➯❵➭❯➳➚➺ ➴ ➵à➸ ⑧
➻❴✦❊➯✍❄❼➺♦➻➒➯✝➽❼➺ ➘ ➻✬➳✫➸❃➺ ➘ Ù❂❁✾➸❯➳➚➺✯➻✤❍➅➸❯➺✾⑧✖➯✖➽●➯✝➺⑨➲❵➯❚➸❃➺■❃⑩➽❼➹
➻❷➳ ✳❅➲✝➳ ➘ Ù❏❄❼➺♦➻➒➯✝Ù➚Ù ➳ ➴ ➯✖➺✢➲❘➯ ✐❑❄✗❁▲❍✲❃✦❄❼➹✶▼❖◆✁◆P◆●♥ ➏ ✻✯❙◗❏◗✺✸❨
�✼å❇â◗â◗❅ �✼å❇â◗Ð ➏ �✼Ð❇Ð◗Ð❊✿

❰ ➊ ➜✴❩❬➄❭â❪ß✃Ñ ✲✐❋❣❨●✺ ➊ ✺✖✽❘❀✈❀◗P ➏ Ú✔❋■P✴➜✯P●❋■✺✼❥✾❆❚❙◗❍ ➏ ✹⑩❙◗✻ ❡ ❍❊✺✛❩➌❀◗❹■❹■✺✝P ➏
❙❃❍♦❥➫➱↕✺✝❍Ü➄✴❙◗❨●❤❯❙❃P✸✿ ✲➑✺✼❙❃P❘❍❊❋■❍❊❏❿✻✯P●❀ ❞ ❙ ❞ ❋■❹■❋■❨❛✽●❋❣❲
❆❈❀✾❥✾✺✝❹❣❨➝❀◗❂✔❹❳❋■❍❊❤➬❨❛✽●P❘❉✯❲❼✽❘❉❊P●✺❇✿✴❁✾➸❯➶✾➽❼➺ ➘ Ù❭➸❳⑧ ♠ ➘ ➹
➲✚✦✈➳➚➺⑨➯❙❘➑➯ ➘ ➽❼➺♦➳➚➺ ➴ ❦⑩➯❼➵✝➯ ➘ ➽●➲✚✦ ➏ å ➈ �✸ß ➍ Û �❯❚ Ð◗❅ ❚ â ❚✈➏
ß❃â❇â❇ß❊✿
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❰ ã⑩➊ Ï❪ä✦â◗å❯Ñ✑Ø➣❋■❹❳❹■❋■❙◗❆ ã ✿ ã ❨●❉ ➏qã ❙❃❋■✻⑨✺✝❍❊❏ ➊ ❉✯❀ ➏q➉ ❀ ❞ ❜✍Ï◗❀✈✺✝❶
❡ ❙◗❍❊✺✼❨ ➏ ➱↕✺✝❍❯①❛❙◗❆✗❋■❍➫➱✟✿ ➐ ✺✼P●P❘❜ ➏ ❙◗❍✯❥❽Ï◗❉✯❹❳❋■✺➇×✎✿
➄ ❡ ❀❇P●❍❪✽●❀❇❍✐✿ ➱✛❙✃❜❇✺✼❨●❋■❙◗❍✒❍✯✺✖✽❝➆↕❀◗P❘❤❸✽❘❀✈❀◗❹❣❨▼❋■❍
①❛❙✃❴❯❙ ➈ ❞ ❍❯① ➍ ❴❊ß✾✿ ✹☎❋❣❨❛✽●P❘❋ ❞ ❉❊✽●✺✼❥ ❂❖P❘❀◗❆ ❫ ➉ ✲➅Û
❡ ✽❛✽❘✻✐Û ✁✂✁ ❞ ❍♦❥✾✺✝❴✢✿ ❨❛❀❇❉❊P❘❲✝✺✖❂❖❀❇P●❏❇✺◗✿ ❍❊✺✖✽ ➏ ß◗â◗â◗å✯✿

❰ ã☎➋✥✤ �✖Ñ ➉ ✿ ×✎✿ ã ❀❯➆✛❙❃P❵❥➣❙❃❍✯❥❿Ï✯✿ Ó ✿ ➋ ❙❯✽ ❡ ✺✼❨●❀◗❍✐✿Ü▲◆❍✾➮✯❉✾❶
✺✝❍♦❲✖✺✧❥✾❋❣❙❃❏❇P❘❙◗❆❈❨✼✿✧▲◆❍ ➉ ✿ ×✎✿ ã ❀❯➆✛❙❃P❵❥➎❙◗❍✯❥➬Ï♦✿ Ó ✿
➋ ❙❃✽ ❡ ✺✸❨❛❀❇❍ ➏ ✺✼❥✾❋❳✽●❀❇P❘❨ ➏ ❦☎➯ ➘ ➭❯➳➚➺ ➴ ➵✔➸❯➺✧➻❴✦❊➯❄❣↕➽❼➳➚➺⑨➲✝➳➚➹
⑤⑨Ù■➯❼➵ ➘ ➺✢➭✦❃ ⑤✫⑤⑨Ù ➳✫➲ ➘ ➻❷➳✫➸❯➺✯➵⑩➸❳⑧✒✶✗➯❵➲✖➳❣➵❼➳✫➸❯➺✓❃⑩➺ ➘ Ù❖✧✃➵❵➳❣➵ ➏
❴◗❀❇❹❳❉✯❆✗✺❚▲●▲ ➏ ✻✯❙◗❏◗✺✸❨ ❚ ß✟�●❅ ❚❖� ß✾✿q❱❪✽❘P❘❙❃✽●✺✝❏❇❋■❲❚✹⑩✺✼❲✝❋➃❶
❨●❋❳❀❇❍✯❨ ➊ P●❀❇❉❊✻ ➏✯➋ ✺✼❍❊❹■❀ ➐ ❙◗P●❤ ➏ ❄↕× ➏ �✼Ð ✤ �◗✿

❰ Ï❇➄❭Ð❇Ð❯Ñ Ó ✿➌Ï❇❀◗P❘❏◗✺✝❍♦❨❛✺✼❍➫❙❃❍✯❥ÜÚ✎✿✎➄Ò❀❃❂➚✽✼✿ × ➱✛❙✃❜◗✺✸❨❛❋❣❙❃❍
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Abstract

In many real-world probabilistic reasoning
problems, one of the questions we want to
answer is: how many objects are out there?
Examples of such problems range from multi-
target tracking to extracting information
from text documents. However, most prob-
abilistic modeling formalisms — even first-
order ones — assume a fixed, known set of ob-
jects. We introduce a language called Blog

for specifying probability distributions over
relational structures that include varying sets
of objects. In this paper we present Blog

informally, by means of example models for
multi-target tracking and citation matching.
We discuss some attractive features of Blog

models and some avenues of future work.

1. Introduction

In many probabilistic reasoning problems, from multi-
target tracking to extracting information from text
documents, our task is to infer facts about the real-
world objects that generated our data. The set of real-
world objects involved is seldom known in advance.
Thus, we need a probabilistic modeling formalism that
allows for uncertainty about what objects exist.

Existing formalisms that combine probability with
logic programming (Kersting & De Raedt, 2001; Sato
& Kameya, 2001) make both the unique names as-

sumption — that each term in the logical language
refers to a distinct object — and the domain closure

assumption — that the only objects are those denoted
by the terms of the language. Thus, these formalisms
only allow a fixed, known set of objects. Probabilis-
tic relational models (PRMs) have been extended in
several ways to allow unknown objects. PRMs may
include number variables which specify the number of
objects that stand in a given relation to an existing
object (Koller & Pfeffer, 1998). A PRM may also in-

clude existence variables, which specify, for instance,
whether a role exists for a given actor in a given movie
(Getoor et al., 2002). Finally, PRMs have been ex-
tended to allow uncertainty about the total number
of objects of a given type (Pasula et al., 2003). But
there has been no unified syntax for describing all these
kinds of uncertainty.

In this paper, we present a language called Blog

(Bayesian Logic) which is designed for reasoning about
unknown objects. A Blog model defines a probabil-
ity distribution over model structures of a first-order
logical language, which may include varying sets of
objects. In (Milch et al., 2004), we discuss Blog for-
mally and prove that if a Blog model satisfies certain
acyclicity conditions, it defines a unique probability
distribution. In this paper, we take a more informal
approach, introducing the language by example. We
also discuss how to assert evidence about unknown ob-
jects, and highlight some attractive features of Blog

models for information extraction tasks.

2. The aircraft domain

In this section, we describe one domain that we will
use as a running example. Consider the problem of
tracking an unknown number of aircraft, over an area
that contains an unknown number of air bases. At
each time step, an aircraft is either on the ground at
some base, or flying with some position and velocity.
Aircraft that are on the ground have some probability
of beginning a flight to some destination at each step.

Suppose we observe the world through radar. For each
time step t we receive a set of blips, each of which has
an (x, y, z) location. A blip either is generated by some
aircraft, in which case the location depends noisily on
the aircraft’s position, or is a false detection (resulting
from clouds, etc.) We do not observe the true set of
aircraft or airbases that exist, nor the identity of the
aircraft generating a particular blip.

Here are some questions that we might be interested
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Table 1. Language Lair for the aircraft domain.

Functor symbol Type signature Return type
Location (AirBase) R2Vector

HomeBase (Aircraft) AirBase

CurBase (Aircraft, NaturalNum) AirBase

State (Aircraft, NaturalNum) R6Vector

Dest (Aircraft, NaturalNum) AirBase

TakesOff (Aircraft, NaturalNum) Boolean

Lands (Aircraft, NaturalNum) Boolean

BlipTime (RadarBlip) NaturalNum

BlipSource (RadarBlip) Aircraft

ApparentPos (RadarBlip) R3Vector

in, given a set of observations:

• Did the blip at position (3.3, 6.2, 9) at time 5 come
from an aircraft, and if so, what is its destination?

• How many airbases exist?
• Are the blip at (2, 4, 1) at time 3 and the blip at

(6,−1, 4) at time 9 from the same source?

3. Possible worlds

Our modeling approach is to specify a probability dis-
tribution over a set of possible worlds. A possible
world for the aircraft domain consists of:

• a set of air bases, each with a location in R
2;

• a set of aircraft, each with a home base;
• a function that maps each (a, t) pair to the air

base where aircraft a is located at time t, or a
null value if a is in the air at time t;

• a function that maps each (a, t) pair to aircraft
a’s state vector (position and velocity) in R

6 at
time t;

• a function that maps each (a, t) pair to the base
that is aircraft a’s current destination at time t;

• for each time t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, a set of radar blips
observed at that time, each with an apparent
source position;

• a function that maps each radar blip to its source
aircraft, or a null value if it is a false detection.

We use first-order logic to describe such sets of possi-
ble worlds in a formal way. A typed first-order lan-
guage (Enderton, 2001) L consists of a set of type
symbols and a set of functor symbols (i.e., function
and predicate symbols). Each functor symbol has a
type signature (s1, . . . , sk), where each si is a type sym-
bol. Such a functor is known as a k-ary functor sym-
bol; if k = 0, it is also known as a constant symbol.
Each functor symbol also has a return type s, which is
Boolean for predicate symbols. We also allow functors
to take on the special value null. Table 1 shows the

functors for the aircraft domain.

As model structure ω of a typed first-order language
includes an extension [s]

ω
for each type, which is the

set of objects of that type in ω. Also, for each functor
symbol f with signature (s1, . . . , sk) and return type
s, it includes an interpretation [f ]

ω
, which is a func-

tion from [s1]
ω × · · · × [sk]ω to [s]ω ∪ {null}. We will

use model structures of a language to represent pos-
sible worlds formally.1 For example, model structures
of Lair correspond to possible worlds in the aircraft
domain. The syntax and semantics of terms and for-
mulas of a typed first-order language are as in standard
first-order logic, except that terms have types and the
arguments to a functor must be of the appropriate
types.

4. The probabilistic model

To describe a probability distribution over possible
worlds, it is often useful to imagine a generative pro-

cess that samples a possible world. For the aircraft do-
main, we generate a possible world ω as follows. First,
create some number (chosen according to a prior) of
AirBase objects, and sample a location for each one.
For each base b, create some number of aircraft having
b as home base. For each time step t (starting at 0),
and each aircraft a, sample values for a’s attributes at
time t. Specifically, if a is in flight at time t−1, decide
whether a lands at time t. If so, the base that used
to be a’s destination becomes its current base. Oth-
erwise, sample a’s state vector at time t conditioning
on its state at time t − 1 and the location of a’s des-
tination. If a is on the ground at time t − 1, decide
whether it takes off at time t, and if so, sample a new
destination and initial state for a. Finally, for each a
in flight at time t, choose whether to create a radar
blip corresponding to a. Also, create some number of
false detections at time t.

This generative process induces a probability distribu-
tion over possible worlds. We now present Blog, a
formal language for specifying such distributions. A
Blog model begins by specifying a typed first-order
language L. A type can either be user-defined or
be chosen from a library of standard types such as
NaturalNum. The functor symbols of L are divided into
two sets : random and nonrandom. The model then
specifies, for each type s, a set of guaranteed objects

GM(s) which exist in every possible world, and the
value of each nonrandom functor f on each tuple of
guaranteed objects. In the aircraft domain, for ex-

1Strictly speaking, we only allow structures over a par-
ticular universe of discourse. See (Milch et al., 2004) for
details.
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#{AirBase}:
∼ NumBasesDistrib()

Location(b):
∼ UniformLocation()

#{Aircraft : HomeBase 7→ b}:
∼ NumAircraftDistrib()

TakesOff(a, t):
if Greater(t, 0) ∧ ¬InFlight(a, Pred(t))

then ∼ TakeoffBernoulli()
Lands(a, t):

if Greater(t, 0) ∧ InFlight(a,Pred(t))
then ∼ LandingDistrib(State(a, Pred(t)),

Location(Dest(a, Pred(t))))
CurBase(a, t):

if t = 0 then = HomeBase(a)
elseif TakesOff(a, t) then = null
elseif Lands(a, t) then = Dest(a,Pred(t))
else = CurBase(a,Pred(t))

InFlight(a, t):
= (CurBase(a, t) = null)

State(a, t):
if TakesOff(a, t)

then ∼ InitState(Location(CurBase(a,Pred(t))))
elseif InFlight(a, t)

then ∼ StateTransition(State(a, Pred(t)),
Location(Dest(a, t)))

Dest(a, t):
if TakesOff(a, t)

then ∼ UniformChoice({AirBase b})
elseif InFlight(a, t)

then = Dest(a, Pred(t))
#{RadarBlip : BlipSource 7→ a, BlipTime 7→ t)}:

if InFlight(a, t) then
∼ NumDetectionsDistrib()

#{RadarBlip : BlipSource 7→ null, BlipTime 7→ t}:
∼ NumFalseAlarmsDistrib()

ApparentPos(r):
if BlipSource(r) = null

then ∼ FalseDetectionDistrib()
else ∼ ObsDistrib(State(BlipSource(r),BlipTime(r)))

Figure 1. Blog model for the aircraft domain.

ample, there are guaranteed objects for the natural
numbers, and the nonrandom functor Pred(x) denotes
the standard predecessor function.

The main part of the BLOG model consists of state-
ments specifying conditional probability distributions.
The generative process described above includes two
types of sampling operations. The first type involves
sampling the value of some functor applied to some
objects. The second type involves creating a set of ob-
jects having a certain property (e.g. aircraft with a
given home base), where the number of newly created
objects is sampled from some distribution. BLOG has
a statement type for each of these operations.

4.1. Dependency statements

A BLOG model includes a dependency statement for
each random functor, that describes how to sample the
value of that functor applied to each tuple of objects.
Consider, for example, the dependency statement for
State in Figure 1. Suppose we are in the process of sam-
pling a world ω and are about to sample a value for
State(a, t) for some particular objects a and t. We first
check whether the condition after the if statement —
TakesOff(a, t) — holds in ω (thus, our sampling process
needs to have already chosen the value of TakesOff(a, t)
at this point). Suppose it is false. We then check
the condition InFlight(a, t) in ω. Suppose this condi-
tion does hold. We then compute State(a, Pred(t)) and
Location(Dest(a, t)) and pass them to the conditional

probability distribution (CPD) StateTransition, which we
assume is defined elsewhere by the user using a lan-
guage such as Java. This function samples a value for
State(a, t) from the return type of State.

In general, the lefthand side of a dependency state-
ment specifies the functor symbol being sampled, and
provides variable names that will be used to refer to
the arguments of the functor. The righthand side con-
sists of an if-then-else statement. The sampling pro-
cess checks the clauses of this if-then-else statement
until it finds one that is true. It then instantiates the
arguments for the CPD and calls it. The CPD is ei-
ther defined by the user or part of a library of standard
distributions, such as Gaussian. If none of the clauses
of the if statement are satisfied, then the value is null

by default.

In the dependency statement for State, the arguments
to the CPD were just the values of certain functors.
However, BLOG also allows passing a set of values
into a CPD. There are two situations where this is
necessary. First, we might want to select one element
of the set. For example, the first clause for the Dest

functor in Figure 1 results in a uniform choice over
the set of all air bases. The second situation where
we need to pass in a set is when the values have to
be aggregated in some way by the CPD. For example,
when reasoning about movies, the success of a movie
might depend on the sum of the Fame variables of each
actor in the movie.

4.2. Number statements

The probability distributions governing the number of
objects satisfying a particular property are specified
using number statements. Consider the third state-
ment in Figure 1. The lefthand side indicates that
this statement determines the number of aircraft hav-
ing a particular home base b. The righthand side has
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the same form as in dependency statements, except
that it must sample from a distribution over natural
numbers.

There can in general be multiple number statements
for each type. The lefthand side of each number state-
ment contains a set of conditions, which form a poten-

tial object pattern. In the example, this set consisted of
the single condition HomeBase(a) = b. Our semantics
require that each nonguaranteed object in a possible
world satisfy exactly one potential object pattern, and
so when a value n is sampled for a given number state-
ment, exactly n new objects are created.

5. Evidence and Queries

A BLOG model specifies a probability distribution
over possible worlds of a language L. Therefore,
we can in principle introduce evidence simply by
conditioning on a first-order sentence of L. However,
this approach runs into problems. Suppose, for
example, that we have observed a blip at time 8 at
position (9.6, 1.2, 32.8), and condition on the sentence
∃r (BlipTime(r) = 8 ∧ ApparentPos(r) = (9.6, 1.2, 32.8)).
We now want to query the destination air base of the
aircraft that generated this blip. Unfortunately, we
can’t do this, because we don’t have a way of referring
to the blip outside the existential quantifier.

This problem is handled in logical reasoning systems
using Skolem constants. Instead of asserting an exis-
tentially quantified sentence, one extends the language
to include a new constant symbol, known as a Skolem
constant. In the example, we might introduce the
new constant symbol R1 and condition on the sentence
BlipTime(R1) = 8 ∧ ApparentPos(R1) = (9.6, 1.2, 32.8).

However, our observation process is often such that
we observe all objects generated by certain instances
of number statements. For example, at time t we ob-
serve all the radar blips generated by the two number
statements for RadarBlip in Figure 1 for that value of
t. The fact that our observations are exhaustive can
significantly affect our beliefs. For example, the prob-
ability that there are 10 aircraft in flight might be high
given that there is a blip on the screen, but low given
that there is only one blip on the screen.

We therefore use a syntax that allows us to state this
exhaustiveness property. Suppose that, in addition to
the previously mentioned blip, we observed only one
other blip at time 8, at (2, 1.6, 3). We first write {b :
BlipTime(b) = 8} = {B1, B2}. This asserts that the
constant symbols B1 and B2 refer to all the blips b such
that BlipTime(b) = 8. We also make a local unique-
names assumption, that B1 and B2 refer to different

objects. The precise probabilistic semantics of such
evidence statements is given in (Milch et al., 2004).

We then assert our observations as evidence, with the
statements ApparentPosition(B1) = (9.6, 1.2, 32.8) and
ApparentPosition(B2) = (2, 1.6, 3). We may now use
the symbols B1 and B2 in our queries. For exam-
ple, we might ask about the posterior distribution of
Dest(BlipSource(B1)).

6. Using BLOG Models for Information

Extraction

In (Marthi et al., 2003), we argued that information
extraction (IE) – the task of inferring facts from text
documents – is a promising application for first-order
probabilistic models that allow unknown objects. In
this section, we give a Blog model for the citation
matching domain discussed in (Pasula et al., 2003;
Marthi et al., 2003), and highlight some attractive fea-
tures of Blog models for IE.

6.1. BLOG Model for Citation Matching

In the citation matching task, we are given some cita-
tions taken from the “works cited” lists of publications
in a certain field. We wish to recover the true sets of
researchers and publications in this field. For each
publication, we want to infer the true title and author
list; for each researcher, we want to infer a full name.

We use the following generative model for this domain.
First, some number of researchers are generated, and
a name is chosen for each one. Then a number of
publications are generated, depending on the number
of researchers (we do not assume the publications are
generated by individual researchers). For each pub-
lication, we choose a number of authors, then choose
the specific authors by sampling uniformly without re-
placement from the set of researchers. The title of the
publication is chosen independently.

We choose not to model how the given list of citations
is generated; instead, we just treat the citations as
guaranteed objects. For each citation, the publication
cited is chosen uniformly at random from the set of
publications. The author names and title that appear
in the citation are sampled according to some string
corruption models (we assume the citation does not
drop, add, or reorder authors). Finally, we construct
the whole citation string, given the corrupted names
and title.

A Blog model for this domain is shown in Fig. 2.
This model illustrates how Blog allows us to de-
fine sets of objects that are passed as arguments to
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#{Researcher r}:
∼ NumResearchersDistrib()

Name(r):
∼ NamePrior()

#{Publication p}:
∼ NumPubsDistrib({Researcher r})

NumAuthors(p):
∼ NumAuthorsDistrib()

Author(p, i):
if Less(i, NumAuthors(p))

then ∼ SampleUnused({Reseacher r},
{Author(p, j) : Less(j, i)})

Title(p):
∼ TitlePrior()

PubCited(c):
∼ UniformChoice({Publication p})

NameAsCited(c, i):
if Less(i, NumAuthors(PubCited(c)))

then ∼ NameObs(Name(Author(PubCited(c), i)))
TitleAsCited(c):

∼ TitleObs(Title(PubCited(c)))
CitString(c):

∼ CitDistrib({i, NameAsCited(c, i) :
Less(i, NumAuthors(PubCited(c)))},

TitleAsCited(c))

Figure 2. Blog model for citation matching.

a CPD, such as {Author(p, j) : Less(j, i)}. We can
even pass sets of pairs, such as {i, NameAsCited(c, i) :
Less(i, NumAuthors(PubCited(c)))}. An interesting issue
is how to represent arbitrary-length sequences, such as
a publication’s author list. The model in Fig. 2 illus-
trates one representation, where we have an infinite
sequence of variables Author(p, i) for each publication
p, but Author(p, i) = null for i ≥ NumAuthors(p).

6.2. Attractive features of BLOG models

We will now discuss several attractive properties that
follow naturally from the Blog modeling approach,
but are lacking in many other approaches to IE.

6.2.1. Reasoning about objects not

mentioned in the text

In (Marthi et al., 2003), we discussed how a citation
matching system should handle a query such as, “Did
Mike Jordan have a paper in UAI ’97?” if it has not
seen any citations to such a paper. We considered
a system that may have access to documents, such
as Mike Jordan’s home page, which it can identify as
exhaustive lists of the papers with a certain property.
If the system has seen Mike Jordan’s home page and
noted that it does not contain a UAI ’97 paper, then
the probability that such a paper exists is very low.
On the other hand, if it has not seen any exhaustive

lists, it should return a higher probability.

We are not aware of any existing IE systems that sup-
port reasoning about unmentioned objects. However,
the ability to do such reasoning arises almost unavoid-
ably in Blog models. Even in the simple model of
Fig. 2, which does not include any notion of an ex-
haustive list, our possible worlds can include uncited
publications. Since we assume that the target of each
citation is chosen uniformly at random, we can make
inferences about the number of uncited publications:
for instance, if every cited publication has been cited at
least 10 times, then the probability that there is also
an uncited publication out there is low. Of course,
reasoning about unmentioned object may entail extra
complexity in inference. The point is that in a Blog

model, a query about unmentioned objects has well-
defined semantics.

6.2.2. Representing attributes once per

object

A Blog model like the one in Fig. 2 distinguishes
an object’s true attributes (e.g., Title(p)) from the
attributes associated with individual mentions (e.g.,
TitleAsCited(c)). This means that we can reconstruct
an object’s true attributes using clues from many sep-
arate mentions. There is also a more subtle advan-
tage: when we compute the probability of a possible
world, probabilities for object attributes are multiplied
in only once per object, not once per mention.

This point is worth noting because defining object
attributes on a per-mention basis might seem like a
good way to avoid reasoning about unknown objects.
Indeed, that is the approach taken in (McCallum &
Wellner, 2003), which defines three unified probabilis-
tic models for IE. Model 1 uses the same variables that
we would use in a Blog model: a set of attribute vari-
ables for each object, plus a variable for each mention
that specifies the object it refers to. Model 2, on the
other hand, avoids any explicit representation of ob-
jects, and associates a set of object attribute variables
with each mention. The object attribute variables for
co-referring mentions are constrained to be equal.

To see how this simplifying step can be harmful, con-
sider the task of inferring attributes for people men-
tioned in documents. For example, suppose we have a
document where the first name “Dana” occurs many
times, and the probability that all these occurrences
of “Dana” refer to the same person is close to 1. Now
suppose we want to infer Dana’s sex. According to
U.S. Census data, the probability that a person named
“Dana” is female is around 0.75. So Model 2 would in-
clude a potential giving weight 0.75 to Sex(x) = female
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and weight 0.25 to Sex(x) = male when FirstName(x) =
”Dana”. But this potential would be multiplied into
the joint probability once per mention. So with n men-
tions, the posterior probability that the occurrences
of “Dana” refer to a female would be approximately
(0.75)n/((0.75)n + (0.25)n), which approaches 1 as n
increases. In a document with a large number of men-
tions, this duplication of potentials might outweigh
contextual clues about Dana’s sex (such as pronouns),
leading to incorrect results.

6.2.3. Reasoning about coreference: Beyond

pairwise compatibilities

In the Blog model of Fig. 2, we can ask for the poste-
rior probability that three citations are coreferent —
that is, they have the same PubCited value. This proba-
bility depends on the chance that a single publication,
with some attributes, would yield the three observed
citation strings. Most existing methods for corefer-
ence resolution do not attempt to approximate this
probability. Instead, they use pairwise compatibility
scores representing the probability that two mentions
corefer. This simplification is made, for instance, in
the transition from Model 2 to Model 3 in (McCallum
& Wellner, 2003). Model 3 does not include any at-
tribute variables; it just includes a Boolean coreference
variable for each pair of mentions (with constraints to
enforce transitivity of the coreference relation).

This simplification can lead to incorrect coreference
resolution, even if we are not interested in the at-
tribute values for their own sake. For example, sup-
pose we are given a news article with mentions of
“Stuart”, “Jones”, and “Alice”, and some grammat-
ical cues suggest these mentions are all coreferent. If
we only look at pairwise compatibilities, we will not
realize that this three-way coreference is very unlikely
(even if we enforce transitivity). There could easily
be a person named “Stuart Jones”, “Alice Jones”, or
“Alice Stuart”. But it is very unlikely that a person
would be referred to sometimes as “Stuart”, sometimes
as “Jones”, and sometimes as “Alice”, all in the same
news article. This problem arises because there is am-
biguity about which attribute of a person (first or last
name) is being specified by the mention “Stuart”.

7. Future Work

The obvious question at this point is how to do infer-
ence (and parameter estimation, which requires infer-
ence if our data are only partially observed) in Blog

models. There are really two questions here. The first
is under what conditions the inference problem is even
decidable, given that a Blog model may permit an

unbounded number of objects. We hope to define a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that
is guaranteed to converge to the correct probability
for a Blog query under certain broad conditions.

The other question is: when can we do approximate
inference efficiently in practice? It is worth noting
that approximate inference is NP-hard even for stan-
dard Bayesian networks (Dagum & Luby, 1993), but
this has not prevented Bayesian networks from being a
popular representational formalism. Researchers have
developed a toolbox of approximate inference algo-
rithms that are accurate and efficient on some practical
problems. We plan to build upon this work to develop
approximate inference algorithms for Blog models.

With this goal in mind, there are two major ap-
proaches to explore. The first is to place some up-
per bound on the number of potential objects that
exist, so we can represent the distribution over pos-
sible worlds with a large but finite Bayesian network.
For some queries, we may not even need to impose an
upper bound, because only a finite number of objects
may be relevant. We can then apply an approximate
inference algorithm such as loopy belief propagation
(Murphy et al., 1999).

The other approach is to use a stochastic sampling
technique such as MCMC, where we allow different
states of our Markov chain to include different numbers
of objects. MCMC algorithms of this type have been
implemented for Bayesian mixture modeling (Neal,
2000) and for the citation matching task described in
Sec. 6.1 (Pasula et al., 2003). However, we would like a
general algorithm that applies to any probability dis-
tribution defined as a Blog model. In some of the
MCMC algorithms mentioned above, the states of the
Markov chain are not fully specified possible worlds,
but rather partial descriptions that leave out (for ex-
ample) the uncited publications. We believe that such
query-specific simplifications of the MCMC state space
can be applied to Blog models in general, and may
lay the foundation for practical approximate inference.

We are also interested in extending Blog to repre-
sent undirected and conditional models, such as those
used in (McCallum & Wellner, 2003). The Blog mod-
els we have described in this paper can be thought of
as extending probabilistic relational models (Friedman
et al., 1999) to handle unknown objects; we should
also be able to extend their undirected analogues, re-
lational Markov networks (Taskar et al., 2002). The
main technical problem is ensuring that the normal-
ization constant in an undirected model remains finite,
even when we have an unbounded number of objects
and hence an infinite set of possible outcomes.
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Abstract

Autocorrelation, a common characteristic of
many datasets, refers to correlation between
values of the same variable on related ob-
jects. It violates the critical assumption of in-
stance independence that underlies most con-
ventional models. In this paper, we provide
an overview of research on autocorrelation in
a number of fields with an emphasis on im-
plications for relational learning, and outline
a number of challenges and opportunities for
model learning and inference.

1. Introduction

Autocorrelation refers to correlation between values of
the same variable on related objects. More formally,
it is defined with respect to a set of related instance
pairs (zi, zj) ∈ Z and a variable X defined on these
instances, and is the correlation between the values
of X on these instance pairs. Autocorrelation is a
common characteristic of many datasets. For exam-
ple, hyperlinked web pages are more likely to share
the same topic than randomly selected pages (Taskar
et al., 2002), and proteins located in the same place in
a cell (e.g., mitochondria or cell wall) are more likely
to share the same function (e.g., transcription or cell
growth) than randomly selected proteins (Neville &
Jensen, 2002).

The prevalence of autocorrelation is not unexpected—
a number of widely occurring phenomena give rise to
such dependencies. Temporal and spatial locality very
often result in autocorrelated observations, due to tem-
poral or spatial dependence of measurement errors, or
the existence of a variable whose influence is correlated
among instances that are located closely in time or
space (Mirer, 1983; Anselin, 1998). Social phenomena
such as social influence (Marsden & Friedkin, 1993),
diffusion processes (Doreian, 1990), and the princi-

ple of homophily (McPherson et al., 2001) give rise
to autocorrelated observations as well, through their
influence on social interactions that govern the data
generation process.

Presence of autocorrelation is a strong motivation for
relational learning and inference. It is well known
that in relational domains, joint inference over an en-
tire dataset results in more accurate predictions than
conditional inference over each instance independently
(Macskassy & Provost, 2003; Chakrabarti et al., 1998;
Taskar et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002; Neville & Jensen,
2003). Recent work has shown that the improvement
over conditional models increases with increased auto-
correlation (Jensen et al., 2004)—autocorrelation al-
lows inferences on one object to be useful for inferences
on related objects.

The presence of autocorrelation, however, also
presents additional challenges for learning. A major
difficulty is that the assumption of independent data
instances that underlie most conventional models is
no longer valid. For instance, in models constructed
from temporal and spatial datasets, autocorrelation
has long been recognized as a source of increased bias
and variance (Anselin, 1998). These problems are only
more severe in relational data that do not exhibit the
regularities of temporal and spatial datasets. For ex-
ample, linkage—a measure of the number of related
instances—can be far greater and can vary dramati-
cally throughout the dataset, and it is known that link-
age interacts with autocorrelation to increase variance
and such variance can bias feature selection toward
features with the least amount of evidence (Jensen &
Neville, 2002).

Datasets exhibiting autocorrelation are common in
many fields including sociology, economics, geography,
and physics (Doreian, 1990). Social network analysis
often examines networks of social interactions which
exhibit homophily. For example, in elementary school
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friendship networks, same-gender ties are more likely
than different-gender ties (Anderson et al., 1999).
Economic analysis often examines datasets with re-
peated measures of the same variable over time, which
typically exhibit temporal autocorrelation (e.g., stock
prices). As a consequence, researchers in these fields
have investigated the effects of autocorrelation in pa-
rameter estimation, hypothesis testing, and structure
search.

A common finding in these disparate fields is that de-
partures from independence cannot be ignored—they
may cause unduly complex models, and biased, in-
consistent, or inefficient estimators. One possible ap-
proach is to design new statistical procedures that are
robust to autocorrelation. A second one is to model
dependencies explicitly.

In this paper, we provide an overview of research on
autocorrelation in these fields with an emphasis on im-
plications for machine learning. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: First, we provide an
overview of work in temporal sequence analysis focus-
ing on work in econometrics. This field has a long
history of analyzing the effects of autocorrelation. We
next discuss research in spatial statistics that extend
one-dimensional temporal models to address the needs
of higher-dimensional spatial data, and continue with
work in social network analysis on general network
data. We then briefly outline models in relational
learning and discuss the utility and implications of
work in related fields for relational learning models.

2. Temporal Sequential Models

Linear regression models are commonly employed in
both natural and social sciences to model the depen-
dence of a single response variable Y on a set of pre-
dictor variables X = {X1, . . . , Xm}. The conventional
linear regression model is specified as follows:

Yi = βXi + ǫi (1)

where β is a vector of weights, ǫ is a normally-
distributed error term with mean 0, and i is an in-
dex over data instances. The weight vector β is usu-
ally estimated using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS),
which is known to be the Best Linear Unbiased Esti-
mator (BLUE)—the minimum variance estimator for
the class of linear unbiased estimators.

One of the implicit assumptions underlying these mod-
els is that instances are independent. However, this
assumption is violated in many datasets consisting of

observations over time. For example, the daily closing
price of a stock market index (e.g., S&P500) can be
represented as a time series. It is well known that stock
prices exhibit autocorrelation over time—the best pre-
diction of tomorrow’s stock prices is based on today’s
prices (Wooldrige, 2003). 1

If a conventional linear regression model is used to
model autocorrelated data, the residuals of the model
will be autocorrelated. This violates the modeling as-
sumption of independent and identically distributed
errors. For example, if equation 1 is used to regress
a number of market indicators X (e.g. unemployment
rate, federal interest rate) on the index price Y , errors
will be similar for instances close in time due to the
autocorrelation of Y . Serially correlated errors can
be detected using a variety of statistics. The most
widely-used is the Durbin-Watson statistic, which is a
normalized sum of the squared differences of successive
terms in a time series (Kennedy, 1998).

When the errors are autocorrelated, OLS esti-
mators are unbiased, but they are no longer
BLUE (Wooldrige, 2003). That is, there exist other
unbiased linear estimators with lower variance. Not
accounting for the autocorrelation structure results in
larger sampling errors for the β estimates. Typically,
this increased variance will bias hypothesis tests in the
direction of increased Type I errors (rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is true) and will result in incorrect
conclusions of significance. Furthermore, the amount
of bias will increase as the level of autocorrelation in-
creases.

Autocorrelated errors typically arise in one of two sit-
uations. First, autocorrelated errors may be due to
correlated measurement errors. For example, trading
patterns can produce serially correlated estimates of
stock returns even when there is no serial correlation
for returns in general. Returns are measured using
the price of the stock on the last trade in a given time
period; if the measurement time period is short and
the stock is sparsely traded, the estimates of return
values will exhibit autocorrelation. Models that rep-
resent such autocorrelation dependencies among error
terms are known generally as disturbances models, but
are also referred to as heterogeneity models in spatial
analysis, or as serial correlation models in temporal
analysis. Second, autocorrelated errors may be due
to correlation of the response values. For example, as
was mentioned above, the price of an index today may

1Unfortunately, this characteristic cannot be used for
accurate prediction because the chance of a stock’s future
price going up is the same as it going down. The overall
process is is a random walk.
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influence the price tomorrow. This case is typically
modeled by including a lagged value of the response
variable as a regressor. Models that represent these
dependencies are known generally as effects models,
but are also referred to as autoregressive models or as
dependence models in spatial and social network anal-
ysis. Below we discuss each of these in turn.

2.1. Disturbances Model

Serial correlation implies that there is systematic de-
pendence among the error terms of individual in-
stances. The most common form is first-order serial
correlation, in which the error term in one period in-
cludes a proportion of the error term in the previous
period. The is commonly referred to as an AR(1) dis-
turbance model:

Yi = βXi + µi, where µi = ρµi−1 + ǫi (2)

where ρ is a parameter called the autocorrelation co-
efficient, whose absolute value is constrained to be less
than 1. When ρ = 0, this model reduces to the stan-
dard linear model of equation 1.

When serial autocorrelation is present, analysts gen-
erally abandon OLS in favor of Generalized Least
Squares (GLS) estimators that are BLUE. Unfortu-
nately, knowledge of the correlation structure is needed
for exact GLS estimates and in general this is not
known apriori. Alternative Estimated Generalized
Least Squares (EGLS) methods estimate ρ and β

iteratively or jointly. EGLS estimators are neither
linear nor unbiased but Monte Carlo studies have
shown that EGLS is preferable to OLS in many sit-
uations (Kennedy, 1998). In particular, for the AR(1)
disturbances model, EGLS is equal, or superior, to
OLS when ρ > 0.3. The most frequently used EGLS
methods are Cochrane-Orcutt iterative least squares,
Durbin’s two-stage method, Hildreth-Lu search proce-
dure, and maximum likelihood. These four methods
mainly differ in how they estimate ρ and are asymp-
totically equivalent if ǫ is distributed normally. Recent
studies have shown that Bayesian estimation, which
averages over a number of ρ estimates, is far superior
to methods that use a single estimate (Kennedy, 1998).

2.2. Effects Model

Effects models take into account dependencies among
the response values by including a lagged value of the
response variable as one of the regressor variables.
When lag equals 1 (e.g. first-order autocorrelation),
the underlying model is referred to as an AR(1) effect

model:

Yi = ρYi−1 + βXi + ǫi (3)

When the underlying process is correctly modeled with
equation 3, OLS estimators are biased but consistent
as long as the errors are contemporaneously uncor-
related. This means that the nth regressor term is
not correlated with the nth error term; it may be
correlated with other error terms. In this case, an-
alysts consider OLS to be the most appropriate esti-
mator (Kennedy, 1998). In small samples, the OLS
estimate for ρ is downward-biased, and the OLS esti-
mate for β is upward-biased. In general however, there
are no other estimators with superior small-sample
properties so analysts prefer OLS for its asymptotic
properties. Research has focused on obtaining un-
biased OLS estimates for a range of specific autore-
gressive models, with recent work proposing a Monte
Carlo based approach for models with non-normal er-
ror terms, higher-order autocorrelations, and exoge-
nous variables (Tanizaki, 2000).

If, on the other hand, the errors are contemporane-
ously correlated, OLS estimators are biased and in-
consistent. A two-step EGLS (as described in section
2.1) is not feasible in this situation because the resid-
uals are correlated with the exogenous variables. The
most common approach to take in this situation is in-
strumental variable (IV) estimation, which introduces
extra instument variables to decouple the correlation
between the regressors and the error terms to produce
consistent estimators.

Autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH)
models extend the basic AR models described above
to model volatility clustering with non-constant vari-
ance that depends on past information (Engle, 1995).
If the model does not include lagged-dependent vari-
ables, OLS estimators are BLUE, but non-linear max-
imum likelihood estimators are more efficient. If the
model includes lagged-dependent variables then the
OLS standard errors will not be consistent. In this
case, EGLS estimators are asymptotically efficient and
standard errors are asymptotically valid.

3. Spatial Models

Spatial datasets are analyzed in a number of fields
including geography, biology, and economics. These
datasets are typically represented in discrete or con-
tinuous two-dimensional space. For example, a spatial
dataset may record soil properties throughout a spatial
region. Equation 1 may also be used to model these
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data, for example to model the effects of soil proper-
ties on ground water contamination. In this case each
vector index i indicates a point in space. We will focus
on (simpler) models for discrete space where the data
are represented as a lattice—each point in space corre-
sponds to a node in the graph and is linked to a fixed
number of other nodes that are closest with respect to
a distance measure.

Tests for the presence of residual spatial autocorrela-
tion are based on either OLS or ML estimates, includ-
ing tests based on Moran’s I statistic, and Wald, Like-
lihood Ratio, and Lagrange Multiplier tests (Anselin,
1998). If spatial data exhibit autocorrelation, the qual-
ity of OLS parameter estimates are affected in the
same manner as was discussed for temporal data—
OLS estimators are unbiased but they are no longer
BLUE (Anselin, 1998). Again this results in biased
hypothesis tests, with the amount of bias depending
on the level of autocorrelation.

Dependencies among instances occur in the same man-
ner as in the temporal model discussed above. Auto-
correlated errors may be due to spatially correlated
measurement errors. For example, a severe weather
event may affect only part of the region, resulting in
a cluster of correlated errors. On the other hand, au-
tocorrelated errors may be due to spatial autocorre-
lation in the response variable itself—contamination
levels are likely to correlated with the levels at nearby
locations.

3.1. Disturbances Model

When the data exhibit autocorrelated disturbances,
the error term of one instance influences the error
terms of neighboring instances. A spatial disturbances
model subsumes the first-order serial correlation model
(equation 2) by allowing more general dependencies
among the error terms:

Yi = βXi + µi, where µi = ρWµ + ǫi (4)

Here W is an n × n weight matrix specifying the na-
ture of dependencies among the disturbances, and ρ is
the autocorrelation parameter. When ρ = 0 or W is
uniformly 0, this model reduces to the standard lin-
ear model of equation 1. The matrix W is designed
to represent the influence processes present in the net-
work. Each entry wij denotes the influence node j has
on node i. For example, in a first-order spatial distur-
bances model, row i has a value of 1 for each neighbor
j of node i and all other entries are 0.

Spatial autocorrelation among error terms has been
shown to affect the quality of OLS parameter esti-
mates (Anselin, 1998). The effects are similar to those
reported for temporal models—OLS estimators will be
unbiased but inefficient and GLS estimators are BLUE
but are of academic interest only because the correla-
tion structure is generally unknown. Futhermore, the
multidirectional nature of spatial dependencies limits
the types of EGLS methods that will produce consis-
tent estimates. Approaches based on ML or IV re-
sult in consistent estimates of ρ and therefore retain
the asymptotic properties of consistency and efficiency.
However, in small samples, OLS may sometimes per-
form equivalently, or better than EGLS, in terms of
bias and mean squared error—though finite sample
analysis is limited (Anselin, 1998).

3.2. Effects Model

The second type of dependency is again due to auto-
correlation of the regressor values. The spatial effects
model represents these dependencies with the follow-
ing:

Yi = ρWY + βXi + ǫi (5)

Again, when ρ = 0 or W is uniformly 0, this model
reduces to the standard regression model (equation 1).

If the response variable is autocorrelated, OLS estima-
tors will be biased, inconsistent, and inefficient regard-
less of the properties of the error term (Anselin, 1998).
In temporal effects models (equation 3), the OLS esti-
mates will be unbiased if the error terms show no serial
correlation. The multidirectional nature of spatial de-
pendencies however, introduces added complexity to
the OLS estimates so the conditions for consistency
are only met when autocorrelation is not present, when
ρ = 0. This means that no consistent estimates can
be obtained for OLS procedures, so spatial analogues
of EGLS methods are not appropriate.

Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation does not suffer
from the same effects that plague OLS estimation so it
is the preferred method of estimation among analysts
for both the disturbances and the effects model. ML
estimators have attractive asymptotic properties—
consistency, efficiency, normality—but are more com-
plex and computationally intensive than OLS. We
should also note here that the attractive asymptotic
properties of ML estimation do not hold uniformly,
but are valid under the following conditions: the exis-
tence of the log-likelihood function for the parameters,
continuous differentiability of the log-likelihood func-
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tion, boundedness of partial derivatives, positive defi-
niteness and/or non-singularity of covariance matrices,
and the finiteness of quadratic forms (Anselin, 1998).
Typically, these conditions are satisfied if the spatial
interaction structure (ρW) is non-explosive (i.e., the
correlation between yi and yi+d goes to zero sufficiently
”quickly” as d → ∞, where d is graph distance).

Depending on the model form, ML estimation may
involve a normalizing constant that is difficult to com-
pute in closed form. For the models discussed above,
this involves computing the log-determinant of an n×n

matrix, which requires O(n3) operations for dense ma-
trices. Research has focused on techniques to make
ML estimation more tractable, including pseudolike-
lihood estimation (Besag, 1975), approximate ML es-
timation with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods (Geyer & Thompson, 1992), and closed-form
ML methods that avoid direct computation of the de-
terminant (LeSage & Pace, 2001).

Hypothesis tests for ML estimates include the Wald
test, the Likelihood Ratio test, and the Lagrange Mul-
tiplier test, all of which are based on the optimal
asymptotic properties of the ML estimator. The tests
are asymptotically equivalent but care must be taken
when interpreting the tests on finite samples because
some have higher Type I errors and others have higher
Type II errors. The relative power of the tests for
spatial data is yet to be investigated (Anselin, 1998).

4. Network Models

Spatial models have been applied extensively in the
field of social network analysis where data consist of
a network of interactions among entities (e.g., people,
institutions). Social network datasets are represented
as general graphs and differ from temporal and spatial
data representations in that they are not restricted to
a uniform structure. For example, to model the effects
of socio-economic status on voting behavior in a com-
munity, income and status would be measured along
with friendship ties to other members in the commu-
nity. A set of nodes representing people and a set of
edges representing their friendships forms the network
graph. The graph structure varies as each person has a
different number of friends. Again equation 1 may be
used to model network data. In this case each vector
index i indicates a node in the graph.

Spatial autocorrelation models are expressive enough
to use as network autocorrelation models. Equation 4
represents a network disturbances model and equation
5 represents a network effects model (Marsden & Fried-
kin, 1993). In social network models, the weight ma-

trix W specifies the social influence patterns present
in the network and it can affect virtually all of the
conclusions drawn from autocorrelation models (Leen-
ders, 2002). Therefore, correct specification of W is
crucial to the utility of the models. In practice, social
network analysts do not estimate W. Instead, they
specify a W manually to model specific theories of so-
cial influence such as communication and comparison.

Social network models share the same challenges as
spatial models—OLS parameter estimates of autocor-
related data will be inefficient and/or biased and in-
consistent, and although ML estimates are more ro-
bust, they are computationally intensive (Doreian &
K. Teuter, 1984). Simulation studies have demon-
strated the superiority of ML estimates over a wide
range of conditions (Doreian & K. Teuter, 1984). Al-
though social network datasets are not restricted to a
uniform structure, unfortunately there appears to be
little work in social networks that examines the impact
of varying graph structure on parameter estimation
and hypothesis tests.

5. Models in Relational Learning

Datasets with more general dependencies than are seen
in temporal, spatial, and social network data are com-
monplace in relational learning. For example, rela-
tional data for citation analysis can be represented
as a typed, attributed graph, with nodes representing
authors, papers and journals, and edges representing
citation and published-in relationships. A model of
paper topic may include attributes of related authors
(e.g., speciality) and journals (e.g., prestige). How-
ever, an important characteristic of these data is that
topic is autocorrelated—the topic of a paper is not
independent of the topics of papers that it cites.

Relational data pose a number of additional challenges
for model learning and inference. First, relational data
often consider more than one type of entity in the same
dataset (e.g., papers, authors and references). Second,
relational data have complex dependencies, both as
a result of direct relations (e.g., research paper ref-
erences) and through chaining multiple relations to-
gether (e.g., papers published in the same journal).
Third, relational data have varying structure (e.g., pa-
pers have different numbers of authors, references and
citations).

Recent research in relational learning has pro-
duced several novel types of models to address
these issues, including relational Markov network
(RMNs) (Taskar et al., 2002), relational Bayesian
networks (RBNs) (Friedman et al., 1999), and re-
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lational dependency networks (RDNs) (Neville &
Jensen, 2004). These three models have the ability
to represent and reason with autocorrelation; however,
only RMNs and RDNs can reason with arbitrary forms
of autocorrelation—RBNs can only reason with acyclic
forms of autocorrelation, such as relationships that are
structured by temporal constraints (Friedman et al.,
1999).

There are two major findings that relate autocorre-
lation to learning and inference in relational models:
that autocorrelation improves joint inference, and that
autocorrelation may bias feature selection. We discuss
each of these below.

First, several studies have shown that joint inference

can significantly reduce classification error (Macskassy
& Provost, 2003; Chakrabarti et al., 1998; Taskar
et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002; Neville & Jensen, 2003).
Joint inference refers to procedures that make simul-
taneous statistical judgments about the same vari-
ables for a set of related data instances. By mak-
ing inferences about multiple data instances simulta-
neously, joint inference can exploit autocorrelation in
the data—judgments about one instance can be used
to improve inferences about related instances. Re-
cent work has shown that the improvement over con-
ditional models, which make inferences in isolation,
increases with increased autocorrelation, and in gen-
eral, a joint inference procedure performs better when
higher-order autocorrelation is present or when few la-
bels are known with certainty (Jensen et al., 2004). In
conditional models, the utility of modeling autocorre-
lation depends on whether the values of the autocorre-
lated attributes are known. Partially labeled datasets
are common, but if the known labels do not exhibit
autocorrelation, they cannot be used to seed the in-
ferences. Related work shows that the relative advan-
tage of a joint inference procedure over a conditional
procedure reduces as the percentage of labeled data
increases (Macskassy & Provost, 2003).

Second, recent research has shown that autocorre-
lation may bias feature selection (Jensen & Neville,
2002). Concentrated linkage and autocorrelation re-
duce the effective sample size of a data set, thus in-
creasing the variance of parameter estimates (e.g., fea-
ture scores) estimated using that set. This reduction
in effective sample size parallels the inefficiencies in
temporal and spatial estimators. As a consequence,
the probability of Type I errors is increased—features
formed from objects with high linkage and autocorrela-
tion may be selected as the best feature, even when the
features are random. To our knowledge, few current
relational learning algorithms adjust for the increased

variance in estimation. Specifically, the current instan-
tiation of RDNs use an underlying conditional model
which adjusts for this bias, but the current instantia-
tions of RBNs and RMNs do not. Inefficient param-
eter estimates will impact both selective (e.g., RBN,
RDN) and non-selective (e.g., RMN) models. For both
types of models, the increased variance may result in
overfitting. In addition, the interpretation of feature
weights/scores may be more difficult for non-selective
models and structure learning may be biased in selec-
tive models.

6. Summary and Discussion

Autocorrelation effects have been studied extensively
in other fields and it is clear that they cannot be ig-
nored in relational learning. In particular, if the data
exhibit autocorrelation, either autocorrelated mea-
surement errors or an autocorrelated response vari-
able, then conventional parameter estimates will be
unbiased but will have increased variance. This has
implications for (1) model performance, (2) feature
rankings, and (3) feature selection. When the model
is learned from “small” samples, the increased vari-
ance may lead to overfitting and result in lower perfor-
mance. Although, we typically have “large” datasets
in relational learning, as the level of autocorrelation
increases so does the variance—the amount of data
needed to offset the increased variance may be be
larger than we expect. Increased variance will also im-
pact feature rankings (by feature weights/scores), and
consequently feature selection. Non-selective models
often use feature weights for interpretation (e.g., to
identify the most important features), and selective
models use feature weights to learn the structure of the
model. Both these endeavors will be adversely affected
by the increased variance due to autocorrelation.

How can we adjust for autocorrelation in relational
models? Below, we summarize past research and dis-
cuss options for model representation, learning and in-
ference.

6.1. Representation

The first decision is how to include autocorrelation
in the model representation—whether to model auto-
correlation directly through variables or indirectly in
the error term. This choice corresponds to selection
of the effects model, the disturbances model, or some
combination of the two, and may be based on the re-
searcher’s hypothesis about the dependencies present
in the data. Explicit representation may result in more
interpretable models, since the influence of an autocor-
related response variable is clear. However, implicit
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representation in the error term may be more broadly
applicable. This approach could allow the use of ex-
isting models without a change of representation, but
with only an adjustment for the effects of autocorrela-
tion.

The second decision is how to encode the autocorre-
lation dependencies. This decision corresponds to the
functional form of autocorrelation (e.g., first-order).
For the spatial and network models discussed above,
this refers to the specification of the weight matrix.
For relational models, this usually refers to specifica-
tion of autocorrelation features. For example, to pre-
dict the topic of a web page, we may include a feature
that encodes the topics of other hyperlinked pages.
While considerable attention has been paid to accu-
rate parameter estimation in temporal and spatial au-
tocorrelation models, it appears that researchers are
less concerned with model/feature selection. However,
one could imagine searching over a space of autocor-
relation specifications to learn the correct structure.

6.2. Learning

The effect of autocorrelation on parameter estimation
has been studied extensively. Below is a summary of
the findings in temporal, spatial and network analysis:

1. If autocorrelation is ignored:

• Parameter estimates are computationally ef-
ficient.

• Parameter estimates are unbiased but have
increased variance.

• Hypothesis tests and confidence intervals
may be biased.

2. If autocorrelation is modeled:

• Parameter estimates are computationally
complex, but more tractable approximate
methods exist.

• Parameter estimates are asymptotically opti-
mal but may be biased in finite samples.

• Finite sample comparison is limited. More
complex estimation techniques may not al-
ways be justified.

• Hypothesis tests are asymptotically unbiased
but the relative power of various tests may
vary on finite samples.

Some examples of model parameters in relational
learning include clique potentials and feature weights.
Results for temporal and spatial analysis indicate that

there may be a tradeoff between computational ef-
ficiency and accurate parameter estimation. Under-
standing the effect of varying levels of autocorrelation
on parameter estimation for finite samples is an im-
portant area for research for the relational learning
community.

The effects on parameter estimation will also impact
structure learning. Structure learning typically in-
volves feature selection, which corresponds to either
explicit or implicit hypothesis testing. It has been
shown that autocorrelation can lead to increased Type
I errors in hypothesis tests, which may lead to a un-
fair comparison among different features. The impact
of these errors has not been fully explored in rela-
tional learning. Initial results indicate that they lead
to overly complex models with excess structure, and
may degrade model performance (Neville et al., 2003).

6.3. Inference

The literature on spatial, temporal, and social net-
work autocorrelation models does not provide much
guidance for inference because it focuses on accurate
model learning rather than prediction of unobserved
variables. There has, however, been preliminary work
in relational learning that suggests joint inference can
significantly reduce classification error, and that this
reduction increases with autocorrelation. Clearly, this
is an area with many open questions—e.g., Can au-
tocorrelation be exploited to improve inference effi-
ciency? How does autocorrelation interact with var-
ious inference procedures? How does the amount of
labeled data interact with the level of autocorrelation
in the dataset to determine the improvement in accu-
racy obtained by joint inference?

7. Conclusions

Autocorrelation is ubiquitous—datasets exhibiting au-
tocorrelation are found in a range of fields including
sociology, economics, geography, and physics—and has
been studied extensively. In this paper we presented
findings from econometrics, spatial statistics, and so-
cial network analysis. A common finding is that ig-
noring autocorrelation may result in unduly complex
models, and biased, inconsistent, or inefficient estima-
tors. The effects of autocorrelation are sometimes ad-
dressed by modeling the autocorrelation explicitly, and
sometimes by using statistical procedures that are ro-
bust to these effects.

For reasons we stated earlier, we expect autocorrela-
tion to have greater impact on relational models than
on temporal, spatial, and network models. Although
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the presence of autocorrelation has been widely re-
ported for relational datasets, there has been little fo-
cus on the impact of autocorrelation on model learning
and inference. The results we discuss here reveal that
this is an important area for future research.
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Abstract

This paper applies Probabilistic Relational Mod-
els (PRMs) to the Collaborative Filtering task,
focussing on the EachMovie data set. We first
learn a standard PRM, and show that its per-
formance is competitive with the best known
techniques. We then define hierarchical PRMs,
which extend standard PRMs by dynamically re-
fining classes into hierarchies. This represne-
tation is more expressive that standard PRMs,
and allows greater context sensitivity. Finally,
we show that hierarchical PRMs achieve state-
of-the-art results on this dataset.

1. Introduction

Personalized recommender systems, which recommend
specific products (e.g., books, movies) to individuals, have
become very prevalent — see the success of widely used
systems like Amazon.com’s book recommender and Ya-
hoo!’s LAUNCHcast music recommender system. The
challenge faced by these system is predicting what each
individual will want.

A pure content-based recommender will base this on only
facts about the products themselves and about the individ-
ual (potential) purchaser. This enables us to express each
possible purchase as a simple vector of attributes, some
about the product and others about the person. If we also
know who previously liked what, we can view this as a
standard labelled data sample, and use standard machine
learning techniques (Mitchell, 1997) to learn a classifier,
which we can later use to determine whether a (novel) per-
son will like some (novel) item.

To make this concrete, consider a movie recommenda-
tion system that tries to determine whether a specified
person will like a specified movie — e.g., will John like
Star Wars (SW)? A content-based system could use a large
People×Movies database, where each tuple lists facts
about a person, then facts about a movie, together with a

vote (e.g., a number between 1 and 5). We could use this
dataset to learn a classifier that predicts this vote, based
on facts about a person and movie — here about John
and about SW. There have been a number of such sys-
tems based on clustering (Breese et al., 1998) and Bayesian
Models (Chickering et al., 1997), among other technolo-
gies.

Notice this prediction does not consider other people (e.g.,
people “similar” to John) or other movies (similar to SW).

The other main type of recommender system, collabora-

tive filtering, addresses this deficiency, by using associa-
tions: If person P1 appears similar to person P2 (perhaps
based on their previous “liked movies”), and P2 liked X,
then perhaps P1 will like X as well. A pure collaboration-
only system would use only a matrix, whose 〈i, j〉 element
is the vote that person i gives to movie j, which could be
unknown. The challenge, then, is using this matrix effec-
tively, to acquire the patterns that will help us predict future
votes. While there are a number of other techniques that
have proven effective here, such as clustering, PCA, and
K-nearest-neighbor (Ungar & Foster, 1998b; Ungar & Fos-
ter, 1998a), notice classical Machine Learning techniques
do not work here, as there is no simple way to map this
matrix into a simple fixed-size vector of attributes.

Of course, we would like to use both content and col-
laborative information — i.e., include, as training data,
facts about the people, facts about the movies, and a set
of 〈P, M, V〉 records, which specifies that person P gave
movie M the vote of V. The challenge is how to use all
of this information to predict how John will vote on SW.
Here, we want to use facts about John and about SW, and
also find and exploit collaborative properties, that deal with
people similar to John (in terms of liking similar movies),
and movies similar to SoM (in terms of being liked by sim-
ilar people).

Stepping back, the challenge here is learning a distribution
over a set of databases, here descriptions of sets of people
and sets of products, as well as their votes. This is quite
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different from the classical machine learning challenge of
learning distributions over tuples (i.e., individual rows of
a single relational database), which are iid. That is, while
standard techniques seek relationships within a row, (e.g.,
relating a.vote to a.gender and a.movieType), our
collaborative system needs to reason across rows — e.g.,
to decide that John (described in one row) is sufficiently
like George (described in another row) that we use facts
about George to make inferences about John. Another nat-
ural inter-row application is based on sets of rows: e.g., we
might use the fact that the set of people with some charac-
teristic (e.g., Age=teenage, gender=male) typically
like members of a set movies with some other characteris-
tic (e.g., Genre=action).

Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) (Koller & Pfef-
fer, 1198) were designed to address exactly this type of
relational learning and inference problem. This paper
shows that PRMs can be successfully applied to this learn-
ing scenario, in the context of the Recommendation task.
We examine the effectiveness of standard PRMs applied
to the recommendation task on the EachMovie (Each-
Movie, ) dataset, then evaluate the effectiveness of an
extended version of PRMs called “hierarchical PRMS”
(hPRMs) (Getoor, 2002). Our empirical results show that
standard PRMs can achieve competitive results on the rec-
ommendation task, and then that hPRMs can outperform
standard PRMs here.

As PRMs can be viewed as a relational extension of Be-
lief Nets, Section 2 describes standard PRMs by showing
how they extend Bayesian Networks; in particular, we pro-
vide both inference and learning algorithms here. It then
presents our application of the PRM framework to the Rec-
ommendation task. Section 3 describes some limitations of
standard PRMs for this task; addressing these limitations
leads naturally to hierarchical PRMs. We introduce our
implementation of hierarchical PRMs, and show how an
hPRM can provide a more expressive model of the Each-
Movie dataset. Finally, Section 4 demonstrates the overall
effectiveness of PRMs as a recmmendation system, and in
particular the superiority of hPRMs over standard PRMs.

2. Probabilistic Relational Models

A PRM can encode class-level dependencies that can sub-
sequently be used to make inferences about a particular
instance of a class. For example, we might connect (the
class of) teenage boys to (the class of) action movies, then
use that to infer that the teenage boy John will like the
action movie SW. Of course, we could do something like
that in a standard Belief Network, by first transforming this
relational information into a non-structured, proposition-
alized form. However, by performing this transformation
we lose the rich relational structure and introduce statisti-

cal skews (Getoor, 2002). A PRM can be learned directly
on a relational database, thereby retaining and leveraging
the rich structure contained therein.

We base our notation and conventions for PRMs on those
used in (Getoor, 2002). In general, a PRM is a pair
〈S, θS〉 defined over a Relational Schema R, where S is
the qualitative dependency structure of the PRM and θS is
the set of associated parameters. The Relational Schema

R contains two fundamental elements: a set of classes,
X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, and a set of reference slots {ρi} that
define the relationships between the classes.

Each class X ∈ X is composed of a set of descriptive

attributes A(X), which in turn take on a range of val-
ues V (X.A). For example, consider a schema describ-
ing a domain describing votes on movies. This schema
has three classes: Vote, Person, and Movie. For
the Vote class, the single descriptive attribute is Score
with values {0, . . . ,5}; for Person the two descriptive
attributes are Age and Gender, which take on values
{young, middle-aged, old} and {Male, Female}
respectively; and for Movie the single descriptive attribute
is Rating which takes on values {G, PG, M, R}. Fur-
thermore, a class can be associated with a set of refer-

ence slots, R(X) = {ρ1, . . . , ρk}. A particular refer-
ence slot, X.ρ, describes how objects of class X are re-
lated to objects in other classes in the relational schema.
Continuing our example, the Vote class would be asso-
ciated with two reference slots: Vote.ofPerson, which
describes how to link Vote objects to a specific Person;
and Vote.ofMovie, which describes how to link Vote

objects to a specific Movie object. A sequence of one or
more reference slots can composed to form a reference slot

chain, τ = ρ1 ◦ · · · ◦ ρℓ, and attributes of related objects
can be denoted by using the shorthand X.τ.A, where A is
a descriptive attribute of the related class. For example,
Vote.ofPerson.Gender refers to the gender attribute
of the Person associated with a given Vote.

The dependency structure for a PRM defines the par-
ents Pa(X.A) for each attribute X.A. The parent for
an attribute X.A is a descriptive attribute, which can be
within the class X, or within another class Y that is reach-
able through a reference slot chain. For instance, in
the above example, Vote.Score could have the parent
Vote.ofPerson.Gender.

In many cases, the parent of a given attribute will take on
a multiset of values S in V (X.τ.A). For example, there
could be discover a dependency of a Person’s age on their
rating of movies in the PRMclassChildren genre. However,
we cannot directly model this dependency since the user’s
ratings on Children’s movies is a multiset of values, say
{4, 5, 3, 5, 4}. For such a numeric attribute, we may
choose to use the Median database aggregate operator to
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reduce this multiset to a single value, in this case 4. In this
paper we reduce S to a single value using various types of
aggregation functions.

The following definition summarizes the key elements of a
PRM:

Definition 1 ((Getoor, 2002)) A probabilistic relational
model (PRM) Π = 〈S, θS〉 for a relational schema R =
〈X ,A〉 is defined as follows. For each class X ∈ X and

each descriptive attribute A ∈ A(X), we have a set of

parents Pa(X.A), and a conditional probability distribution
(CPD) that represents PΠ(X.A|Pa(X.A)),

2.1. Applying Standard PRMs to the EachMovie

Dataset

PRMs provide an ideal framework for capturing the kinds
of dependencies a recommender system needs to exploit.
In general, model-based collaborative filtering algorithms
try to capture high-level patterns in data that provide some
amount of predictive accuracy. For example, in the Each-
Movie dataset, one may want to capture the pattern that
teenage males tend to rate Action movies quite highly, and
subsequently use this dependency to make inferences about
unknown votes. PRMs are able to model such patterns as
class-level dependencies, which can subsequently be used
at an instance level to make predictions on unknown ratings
— i.e., how will John vote on SW.

In order to use a PRM to make predictions about an un-
known rating, we must first learn the PRM from data. In
our experiments we use the PRM learning produce de-
scribed in (Friedman et al., 1999), which provides an al-
gorithm for both learning a legal structure for a PRM and
estimating the parameters associated with that PRM. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows a sample PRM structure learned from the
EachMovie dataset.

With the learned PRM in hand, we are left with the task
of making an inference about a new, previously unseen
Vote.score. To accomplish this task, we leverage the
ground Bayesian Network (Getoor, 2002) induced by a
PRM. Briefly, a Bayesian Network is constructed from a
database using the link structure of the associated PRM’s
dependency graph, together with the parameters that are
associated with that dependency graph. For example, for
the PRM in Figure 1(a), if we needed to infer the Score
value for a new Vote object, we simply construct a ground
Bayesian Network using the appropriate attributes retrieved
from the associated Person and Movie objects; see Fig-
ure 1(b). The PRM’s class-level parameters for the various
attributes are then tied to the ground Bayesian Network’s
parameters, and standard Bayesian Network inference pro-
cedures can be used on the resulting network (Getoor,
2002).

3. Hierarchical Probabilistic Relational

Models

3.1. Motivation

The collaborative filtering problem reveals two major limi-
tations of PRMS, which in turn motivate hPRMs. First, in
the above model, Vote.Score can depend on attributes
of related objects, such as Person.Age, but it is not pos-
sible to have Vote.Score depend on itself in any way.
This is because the class-level PRM’s dependency struc-
ture must be a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in order to
guarantee that the instance-level ground Bayesian Network
forms a DAG (Friedman et al., 1999), and thus quality as
a well-formed probability distribution. Without the abil-
ity to have Vote.Score depend probabilistically on it-
self, we lose the ability to have a user’s rating of an item
depend on his rating of other items or on other user’s rat-
ings on this movie, which is critical for a collaborative sys-
tem. For example, we may wish to have the user’s ratings
of Comedies influence his rating of Action movies,
or his rating of a specific Comedy movie influence his
ratings of other Comedy movies; or Collaborative Filter-
ing: use person A’s rating on a movie to predict person
B’s rating. Second, in the above model, we are restricted
to one dependency graph for Vote.Score; however, de-
pending on the type of object the rating is for, we may wish
to have a specialized dependency graph to better model
the dependencies. For example, the dependency graph
for an Action movie may have Vote.Score depend on
Vote.PersonOf.Gender, whereas a Documentary

may depend on Vote.PersonOf.Age.

3.2. Overview

To address the problems described above, we introduce a
class hierarchy that applies to our dataset, and modify the
PRM learning procedure to leverage this class hierarchy in
making predictions. In general, the class hierarchy can ei-
ther be provided as input, or can be learned directly from
the data. We refer to the class hierarchy for class X as
H[X]. Figure 2 shows a sample class hierarchy for the
EachMovie domain. H[X] is a DAG that defines an IS-A
hierarchy using the subclass relation ≺ over a finite set of
subclasses C[X] (Getoor, 2002). For a given c, d ∈ C[X],
c ≺ d indicates that Xc is a direct subclass of Xd (and
Xd is a direct superclass of Xc). The leaf nodes of H[X]
represent the basic subclasses of the hierarchy, denoted
basic(H[X] ). In this paper we assume all objects are
members of a basic subclass, although this is not a fun-
damental restriction of hPRMs. Each object of class X has
a subclass indicator X.Class ∈ basic(H[X]), which can
either be specified manually or learned automatically by
a supplementary algorithm. By defining a hierarchy for a
class X in a PRM, we also implicitly specialize the classes
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Figure 1. (a) Standard PRM learned on EachMovie dataset (b) Ground Bayesian Network for one Vote object

Figure 2. Sample class hierarchy

that are reachable from X via one or more reference slots.
For example, if we specialize the Movie class, we implic-
itly specialize the related Vote table into a hierarchy as
well. For example, in Figure 3, the Vote class is refined
into four leaf classes, each associated with one of the hier-
archy elements in basic(H[X]).

Definition 2 The components of a Hierarchical Probabilis-
tic Relational Model (hPRM) ΠH are:

• A class hierarchy H[X] = (C[X],≺)

• A set of basic, leaf-node elements basic(H[X]) ⊂
H[X]

• A subclass indicator attribute X.Class ∈
basic(H[X])

• For each subclass c ∈ C[X] and attribute A ∈
A(X) we have a specialized CPD for c denoted

P (Xc.A|Pac(X.A))

• For every class Y reachable via a reference slot chain

from X we have a specialized CPD for c denoted

P (Y c.A|Pac(Y.A))

The algorithm for learning an hPRM is very similar to the
algorithm for learning a standard PRM. Instead of dealing
with the standard set of classes X when evaluating structure
quality and estimating parameters, our hPRM algorithm

dynamically partitions the dataset into the subclasses de-
fined by H[X]. For inference, a similar technique is used,
as for any given instance i of a class, i’s place in the hi-
erarchy is flagged through X.Class; using this flag it is
possible to associate the proper CPD with a given class in-
stance.

3.3. Applying hPRMs to the EachMovie Dataset

Applying the hPRM framework to the EachMovie dataset
first requires a hierarchy to be defined, which is then used to
build an hPRM that is ultimately used to make predictions
for unknown votes.

In our experiments we automatically learn a hierarchy to
be used in the learning procedure. In the EachMovie
database, a movie can belong to zero or more of the
following genre categories: { action, animation,
art foreign, classic, comedy, drama, family,
horror, romance, thriller }.

We let G(χ ) denote the set of genres that the movie χ be-
longs to. For example, G(WhenHarryMetSally ) =
{comedy, drama, romance}. To build our hierarchy
dynamically, we first enumerate all combinations of gen-
res that appear in the EachMovie database, and denote this
set G. Of course, this set is significantly smaller than the
entire 2ℓ power-set of all possible subsets of the ℓ genres.
We also store the number of movies associated with each
element of G. We then proceed to greedily partition G based
on this quantity, until reaching a predefined limit of k par-
titions. (Here, we used k = 11.) We define one additional
partition that is used for movies that do not fall into one
of the predefined partitions. This partition, together with
the other k partitions, are used to create a k + 1-element
hierarchy.

Given this hierarchy, the hPRM learning algorithm is ap-
plied to the EachMovie dataset, using the same algorithm
used for learning standard PRMs (Section 2.1), with the ex-
ception that the learning procedure is modified as outlined
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Figure 3. Example hPrm for EachMovie dataset

above.

4. Experimental Results

This section outlines our results in applying both stan-
dard PRMs and hPRMs to the recommendation task for the
EachMovie dataset. We also compare our results to other
recommendation algorithms.

4.1. Experimental Design

One of the main challenges in designing an experiment to
test the predictive accuracy of a PRM model is in avoid-
ing resubstitution error. If a PRM is learned on the entire
EachMovie database, and subsequently used to make pre-
dictions on objects from the same database, we are using
the same data for testing as we used for training.

The standard learning paradigm typically splits the data
into n subsets, and trains on (n− 1)/n of the data, and test
of the remaining 1/n subset. This simple approach does
not apply here, as it is not trivial to divide the data into “in-
dependent” compartments, as the movies and people are
intertwined

We address this issue by applying a modified cross-
validation procedure to the dataset. While the traditional
method of dividing data into cross-validation folds cannot
be applied directly to a relational database, we extend the
basic idea to a relational setting as follows. For n-fold cross
validation, we first create n new datasets {D1, . . . , Dn}
with the EachMovie data schema. We then iterate over
all the objects in the Person table, and randomly allo-
cate the individual to one of Di ∈ {D1 . . . Dn}. Finally,
we add all the Vote objects linked to that individual, and
all the Movie objects linked to those V ote objects, to Di.
This procedure, when complete, creates n datasets with

Algorithm Absolute Deviation
CR 1.257
BC 1.127
BN 1.143

VSIM 2.113
PRM 1.26

Table 1. Absolute Deviation scoring results for EachMovie
dataset, using “Two Non-Active Votes” (Breese et al., 1998)

roughly balanced properties, in terms of number of individ-
uals, number of votes per person, etc. In our experiments
we use 5-fold cross validation.

4.2. Evaluation Criteria

In this paper we adopt the Absolute Deviation met-
ric (Miller et al., 1997; Breese et al., 1998) to assess the
quality of our recommendation algorithms. We divide the
data into a training and test set using the method described
above, and build a PRM (resp., hPRM) using the training
data. We then iterate over each user in the test set, allowing
each user to become the active user. For the active user we
then iterate over his set of votes, Pa, allowing each vote
to become the active vote; each of the remaining votes are
used in the PRM model. We let pa,j denote the predicted
vote for the active user a on movie j, and va,j denote the
actual vote. The average absolute deviation, over the ma

vote predictions made, is:

Sa =
1

ma

∑

j∈Pa

|pa,j − va,j | (1)

The absolute deviation for the dataset as a whole is the av-
erage of this score over all the users in the test set of users.
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Algorithm Absolute Deviation
CR 0.994
BC 1.103
BN 1.066

VSIM 2.136
hPRM 1.060

Table 2. Absolute Deviation scoring results for EachMovie
dataset, using “All-But-One Votes” (Breese et al., 1998)

4.3. Standard PRMs

In our experiments, we were able to achieve an abso-
lute deviation error of 1.26. For comparison, Table 1
includes the results from (Breese et al., 1998): corre-
lation (CR), Bayesian Clustering (BC), a Bayesian Net-
work model (BN), and Vector Similarity (VSIM). We have
elected to include the results from (Breese et al., 1998)
where algorithms were given two votes out of the non-
active votes to use in making the prediction, since the stan-
dard PRM model does not have any direct dependency on
other Votes.

In this experiment, standard PRMs are able to outper-
form the VSIM algorithm, and is competitive with the
correlation-based algorithm. However, both Bayesian
Clustering and the Bayesian Network model have superior
results in this context.

4.4. Hierarchical PRMs

The first part of the experiment for hPRMs was con-
structing a class hierarchy from the EachMovie
dataset. In our experiment we set the size of the
hierarchy to be 12. Our greedy partitioning algo-
rithm arrived at the following basic classes: { drama,
comedy, classic, action, art-foreignDrama,
thriller, romance-comedy, none, family,
horror, actionThriller, other }.

By applying hPRMs to the EachMovie dataset, we are able
to reduce the absolute deviation error from 1.26 (with stan-
dard PRMs) to 1.06. Again, for comparison Table 2 in-
cludes results from (Breese et al., 1998); however, since
hPRMs are able to leverage other votes the user has made
in making predictions, we use the All-But-One results pre-
sented in (Breese et al., 1998), where the prediction algo-
rithm is able to use all of the active user’s votes (except for
the current active vote) in making a prediction. Compar-
ing Table 1 to Table 2, We see that including the additional
voting information results in a substantial reduction in error
rate for most of the other four algorithms.

hPRMs not only provide a significant performance advan-
tage over standard PRMs, but are also able to outperform

all but one of the other four algorithms.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we outlined a framework for using PRMs to
model the recommendation task. We first use a standard
PRM, then extend this representation to hPRMs, to account
for hierarchical relationships that are present in the data.
hPRMs improve the expressiveness and context-sensitivity
of standard PRMs, and also realize real-world performance
benefits.
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s✉➏❁♣✝❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃s❞⑨⑦t❞♣●✈①✇▲s✉➏❁♣✣➌✺✈✳➊✳❻➋➽☎➏⑦⑧⑥④➆➏✬④☛➅①r✡➌✺♣❿⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❥s✙➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✬➅①r
②qÖ✖➦➀⑤⑥⑧⑥➾❷♣✣➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈❷t✉⑧❚s❞➏❁❶✖↕✟×★➅①➌▼♣☛⑤⑥⑤⑥⑧❚r❁➤✧➅①r⑦➊✡④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹➄⑧❚➫✺④❣➅❵s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✮✈①✇▲✇➈♣✾➅❵➦
s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹q⑧⑥❹q➅❷④➆➏❁⑧⑥♣☛➑✼♣❣➊✧s❞➏⑦t❞✈✼⑨❁➤❷➏❽❶❽➅❵③✳⑧⑥❶❸⑧⑥❹❞⑧❚r⑦➤✝s❞➏❁♣❿⑤⑥⑧❚➾✼♣☛⑤⑥⑧❚➏❁✈◆✈✳➊❸✈①✇
s✉➏❁♣✮➊❁➅①s✉➅✬➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣❣r➼s❞➏❁♣➋➊✳♣✾④✗✈✼❶✧➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✂t❞♣❣➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊❮➌◆❻➭s✉➏❁♣
s✉t❞⑧➍➅①r⑦➤❷⑨❁⑤➍➅❵s✉♣❣➊✬➤❷t➆➅①➢❁➏✺❹☛↕q❰Ïr❨✈❷⑨❁t⑩➅❷➢❁➢❁t✉✈✼➅✼④➆➏▲➂✳t✉➅①s❞➏❁♣❣t☎s❞➏✺➅①r❨⑤➍➅❵➦
➌▼♣☛⑤⑥⑤⑥⑧❚r❁➤✝♣✾➅❷④➆➏➚✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣➇✇➈t❞✈✼❶✏➅①r❸♣☛③◆⑧➍❹➄s❞♣☛r❥s✭❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t➆➅①⑤✳❶❸✈✳➊✳♣☛⑤➀➂
➽✙♣❸➫⑦t➆❹❼s➩④☛⑤❚⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣❣t✝✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹➩⑨⑦❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤✬s❞➏⑦♣➋②✭ÖØ➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏❁❶➯➅①r⑦➊
s✉➏❁♣☛r❸⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r➚s❞➏❁♣●❹❼s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t➆➅①⑤✳❶❸✈✳➊✳♣❣⑤❁➌◆❻✝➫⑦r⑦➊✳⑧⑥r❁➤➩④☛✈❷t✉t❞♣❣⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹
➌▼♣✗s❼➽✙♣☛♣❣r➩④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹❣↕★➉❁♣✾➅❵s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✾❹★➅①t✉♣❖♣✗③◆s✉t✉➅✼④➃s❞♣✾➊●✇➈t❞✈✼❶Ô➅♦❹➄s❞t✉♣❣➅❷❶
✈❷✇❆✇➈t✉➅❷❶✧♣✾❹❖➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❸s❞➏⑦♣⑩Ð✝×✳➎Ñ➅❷⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶Ù❾Ó➎★✈✼❶❽➅❷❹❞⑧⑦ÚÛÐ✝➅❷r⑦➅❷➊❁♣❷➂
Ü✾Ý❷Ý⑦Ü ➁❦➅❷r⑦➊✬④✗✈❷r❥s➆➅①⑧⑥r✡➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹➇➅①r⑦➊✡➑❷♣❣⑤❚✈✳④☛⑧❈s✉⑧❚♣✾❹☛↕❖➎➇➏❁♣❣r▲➂✳②✭Ö
⑧➍❹➇⑨⑦❹❞♣❣➊➋s❞✈❽④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t✙s✉➏❁♣❣❹❞♣❿✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹✙⑨❁r⑦➊✳♣❣t➇s❞➏❁♣✝➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸➢✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r
s✉➏⑦➅❵s❖➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❖➅①r✺➊✒➑✼♣☛⑤⑥✈◆④☛⑧❈s✉⑧❚♣✾❹✟➅①t✉♣q⑧⑥r⑦➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣☛r❥s❦➤✼⑧❚➑✼♣☛r➩s✉➏❁♣
④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❣↕♦❰Ïr➭✈❷s❞➏❁♣❣t⑩➽✙✈❷t➆➊❁❹❣➂✺➅✮➒●➅①⑧⑥➑❷♣✒➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹♦④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❞⑧❈➫✺♣☛t✒❾Ó➉❁t✉⑧❚♣✾➊◆➦
❶❽➅❷r➋♣✗s➥➅①⑤➀↕⑥➂ Ü✾Ý❷Ý◆Þ ➁➃➂✼t❞♣❣➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊❽➅❷❹✙➅✒➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r❽r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾❆➂
⑧➍❹➚⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r✼s✧➽☎⑧❈s✉➏➳s✉➏❁♣✬④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹✒➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤❚♣✮➌✺♣❣⑧❚r❁➤➼➏❁⑧➍➊❁➊✳♣❣r▲↕❂ß●r⑦④✗♣
s✉➏❁♣✖➢⑦➅①t➆➅①❶❸♣☛s❞♣☛t➆❹✧➅①t✉♣✡⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❥s❣➂❦s❞➏❁♣❨④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹❞⑧❈➫⑦♣❣t✧④❣➅①rÑs❞➏❁♣❣rÑ➌▼♣
➅❷➢❁➢❁⑤⑥⑧❚♣✾➊✮⑧⑥r✬✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹➇⑧⑥r❨➊✳⑧❈➻❆♣☛t✉♣☛r❥s☎✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣❣❹❣➂◆❶❽➅①➾◆⑧❚r⑦➤➚s✉➏❁♣➩➅❷❹➄➦
❹❞✈✳④✗⑧➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r✮s➆➅❷❹❞➾✮❹❼s✉t✉➅❷⑧❚➤✼➏❥s➄✇➈✈❷t✉➽➇➅①t➆➊❱↕
➓à⑧❚s❞➏➼✇➈♣✾➅❵s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✾❹●⑤➍➅①➌▼♣☛⑤⑥⑤⑥♣❣➊❒⑧❚r➼♣☛➑✼♣☛t✉❻✡✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✼➂▲⑧❈s✝⑧➍❹●s❞➏❁♣❣r➼➢▼✈✼❹➄➦
❹❞⑧⑥➌❁⑤❚♣✙s✉✈❿⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r✧➊✳♣☛➢▼♣☛r✺➊✳♣☛r⑦④☛⑧❚♣✾❹❖➅①❶❸✈❷r⑦➤❿④☛⑤❚⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣❣t✉❹❣➂❷❹❞✈●➌⑦⑨❁⑧❚⑤➍➊✳⑧⑥r❁➤
➅✮➲✙➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r✡r⑦♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾✮❶❸✈✳➊✳♣☛⑤✪✈①✇✟s❞➏⑦♣✒❶❸✈①s✉⑧❚✈✼r▲↕☎❰Ïr❮④✗✈✼❶❸➢❁⑤❚♣☛③
❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹❣➂✤➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣❣r⑦④✗⑧⑥♣❣❹➚④☛➅①r✂➌▼♣➋r❁✈✼r✳➦➀⑤⑥⑧⑥r❁♣❣➅❷t❣➂▲⑧➀↕ ♣❷↕✬➑❏➅❷t❞⑧❚➦
➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❿❶❽➅❏❻✬➌▼♣✧✇➈⑨❁r⑦④✗s❞⑧⑥✈❷r❮✈❷✇q➅✡r❁✈❷r✳➦➧⑤⑥⑧❚r❁♣✾➅①t✣④✗✈✼❶✒➌❁⑧⑥r⑦➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r➭✈①✇
⑧❚s✉❹✡➊✳♣❣❹✉④✗♣❣r⑦➊❁➅❷r✼s➆❹☛↕➸➐♦r❁✇➈✈❷t❞s❞⑨❁r⑦➅①s❞♣❣⑤❚❻✼➂✙⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r⑦⑧❚r❁➤➳➅✸➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r
r⑦♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾❭➽☎⑧❚s❞➏Ô④✗✈✼r✼s✉⑧❚r◆⑨❁✈✼⑨⑦❹✡r❁✈✳➊✳♣❣❹✖➅①r✺➊➥r❁✈✼r✳➦➀⑤⑥⑧⑥r❁♣❣➅❷t✮t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❨➌▼♣✗s❼➽✙♣☛♣❣rÛ➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❣➂●♣❣➑❷♣❣r➸➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸⑧⑥r❁➤❂s✉➏❁♣❣❹❞♣✂s❞✈à➌▼♣
á ➅❷⑨⑦❹✉❹➄⑧➍➅①râ➊✳⑧➍❹❼s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉♣❣➊❱➂➋⑧➍❹➳➅➸④✗⑨⑦❶✒➌▼♣☛t➆❹➄✈✼❶✧♣❭s➆➅❷❹❞➾✏➽☎➏❁♣❣t❞♣
Ö➭✈❷r❥s❞♣ã♥✙➅①t✉⑤⑥✈Ô➅❷⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶❽❹✂❶✒⑨⑦❹➄s✸➤❷♣☛r⑦♣☛t➆➅①⑤⑥⑤❚❻ä➌▼♣➥➅①➢❁➢⑦⑤❚⑧⑥♣❣➊
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❾Óå⑩✈✼⑨⑦④✗♣☛s❿♣☛sâ➅❷⑤Ó↕⑥➂▲➔①➣✼➣ Ü ➁✗↕⑩❰➧s✣⑧⑥❹❿❹❞➏❁✈❵➽☎r➭➏❁✈❵➽➸s✉✈➋s✉➅✼④➆➾◆⑤❚♣✒s❞➏❁⑧➍❹
➢⑦t❞✈✼➌❁⑤❚♣❣❶æ➌◆❻✮t✉♣☛➢⑦t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r✼s✉⑧❚r⑦➤✧r⑦✈❷r✳➦➧⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣✾➅①t⑩➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣❣r⑦④✗⑧⑥♣❣❹●➅❷❹♦➅
❹❞♣✗s✧✈①✇♦r❁♣☛s✧❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹❣➂✪➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❂⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣❣➅❷t á ➅❷⑨⑦❹❞❹❞⑧➍➅①r⑦❹➩➊❁⑧⑥❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌⑦⑨✳➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❣↕➳➉❁✈❷t❸♣✾➅❷④➆➏✸✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣❷➂q➅❮r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾✂❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t❞♣✬⑧➍❹➚⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❥s
➅❷⑤❚✈✼r❁➤⑩➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✧⑧❚s✉❹✟④✗✈✼t❞t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹▲➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✒s❞➏❁♣➇➢❁t✉♣☛➑◆⑧⑥✈❷⑨⑦❹★✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣❷↕✤❧●❹
❶❸✈❷s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹☎➅❷t❞♣❿⑨⑦❹❞⑨⑦➅①⑤⑥⑤❚❻❽➢▼♣☛t✉⑧⑥✈◆➊❁⑧⑥④❷➂◆s❞➏❁♣✝⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❁⑧⑥r❁➤✧➢❁t✉✈◆④☛♣❣❹✉❹➇④☛➅①r
❹➄s❞✈✼➢✖➽☎➏❁♣☛r✖s✉➏❁♣✒❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹➇➏⑦➅❏➑❷♣❿s✉➏❁♣✒❹✉➅①❶❸♣➩➊✳♣☛➢▼♣☛r✺➊✳♣☛r⑦④☛⑧❚♣✾❹
➅✼❹✙s❞➏❁✈❥❹➄♣✣➢❁t✉♣☛➑◆⑧⑥✈❷⑨⑦❹❞⑤⑥❻❽⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r✼s✾↕
➎➇➏⑦⑧⑥❹ã➢⑦➅①➢▼♣☛tÛ⑧⑥❹ã✈❷t✉➤✼➅①r⑦⑧⑥❹❞♣❣➊ç➅❷❹➜✇➈✈✼⑤❚⑤⑥✈❵➽♦❹❣èé⑧⑥rê❺◆♣❣④✗s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➯➔
➽✙♣✸➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❨✇➈✈❷t✉❶❽➅①⑤➩➊✳♣☛➫⑦r❁⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹❒➅①r⑦➊➸➅➜➌❁t✉⑧⑥♣✗✇❽t❞♣❣➑◆⑧❚♣❣➽ê✈①✇
➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r❭r⑦♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾◆❹❣↕ë❺◆♣❣④✗s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➥ÕÑ❹➄➏❁✈❵➽♦❹➋➏❁✈❵➽çs❞✈Ñ④☛⑤❚⑨✺❹❼s✉♣☛t
✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹❿⑧❚r➼➅①r❮⑨⑦r⑦❹➄⑨⑦➢✺♣❣t❞➑◆⑧➍❹➄♣✾➊❨✇✶➅❷❹❞➏❁⑧⑥✈❷r❒⑨⑦❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤✡s❞➏❁♣❸②✭Ö✔➅①⑤❚➦
➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶✖↕✂❺✳♣❣④➃s✉⑧❚✈✼r❂ì❒➢❁t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r❥s✉❹✒s❞➏❁♣✖❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✬➅①r⑦➊❂➢⑦➅①t➆➅❵➦
❶❸♣☛s❞♣☛t➆❹✬⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r❁⑧⑥r❁➤❭➅❷⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶❽❹✡➅❷⑤❚✈✼r❁➤❂➽☎⑧❚s❞➏ä❹❞✈❷❶❸♣➼♣✗③✳➢✺♣❣t❞⑧❚➦
❶❸♣❣r✼s➆➅①⑤✤t❞♣✾❹➄⑨❁⑤❚s✉❹❣↕➇➓❒♣✧④✗✈✼r⑦④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦➊✳♣✝⑧⑥r❒❺◆♣✾④➃s❞⑧⑥✈❷r❮í➋➅①r⑦➊✖➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s
❹❞✈❷❶❸♣✣⑧➍➊✳♣❣➅✼❹✙✇➈✈❷t➇✇➈⑨✳s✉⑨❁t❞♣✝➽✙✈❷t✉➾❆↕

î☎➹❿ï ➟❁ð★ñ❞➱➄òâ➱ ➴ ➠✪➟✺➱❼ð★➝
➎➇➏⑦⑧⑥❹✙❹➄♣✾④➃s✉⑧❚✈✼r❽➌❁t❞⑧⑥♣✗ó✺❻➚t✉♣☛➑◆⑧⑥♣☛➽♦❹❦➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r❸r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾✳❹❦➅❷r⑦➊❸⑧⑥r✳➦
s✉t❞✈✳➊✳⑨✺④✗♣❣❹♦r❁♣❣④☛♣❣❹✉❹❞➅❷t❞❻➋r⑦✈①s✉➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲↕⑩♥✙➅❷➢❁⑧❈s➆➅①⑤▲⑤⑥♣✗s❞s❞♣❣t✉❹➚❾

X, Y, Z
➁

➅❷t❞♣✝⑨✺❹➄♣✾➊✖s❞✈✮➊❁♣☛r❁✈❷s❞♣✒r✺➅①❶❸♣❣❹⑩✈①✇❖t✉➅❷r⑦➊✳✈✼❶æ➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❣➂⑦⑤⑥✈❵➽q♣❣t➄➦
④❣➅❷❹❞♣✣⑤❚♣☛s➄s❞♣❣t✉❹✒❾

x, y, z
➁✭s✉✈➋➊✳♣☛r❁✈❷s❞♣➩❹❞➢✺♣✾④✗⑧❚➫✺④✣➑❵➅①⑤⑥⑨❁♣❣❹✙s➆➅①➾✼♣☛r✬➌❥❻

s✉➏❁✈✼❹❞♣❨➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❣➂q➌▼✈❷⑤➍➊◆✇✶➅❷④☛♣➭④☛➅❷➢❁⑧❈s➆➅①⑤☎⑤⑥♣✗s❞s❞♣☛t➆❹➭❾
X,Y,Z

➁➚s✉✈
➊❁♣☛r❁✈❷s❞♣q❹❞♣✗s➆❹✪✈①✇❁t➆➅①r⑦➊✳✈✼❶➸➑❏➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌⑦⑤❚♣✾❹★➅①r✺➊✝➌✺✈✼⑤⑥➊✳✇✶➅❷④✗♣✙⑤⑥✈❵➽q♣❣t✉④❣➅❷❹❞♣
➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹☎❾

x,y, z
➁✪s✉✈✝➊✳♣☛r❁✈❷s❞♣☎➑❵➅①⑤⑥⑨❁♣✾❹✟s✉➅❷➾❷♣☛r✧➌◆❻➩s✉➏❁✈✼❹❞♣☎❹➄♣☛s✉❹❣↕

❧à✃❼✈❷⑧⑥r✼s●➢❁t❞✈✼➌⑦➅①➌⑦⑧❚⑤⑥⑧❈s❼❻✮✈❵➑❷♣☛t♦➅❽❹❞♣✗s
X = {X1, X2, ..., Xn}

⑧➍❹
➊❁♣☛r❁✈❷s❞♣✣➌◆❻

P (X)
↕

❧Ù➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹❞⑧➍➅①r➼r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾❮⑧➍❹➚➊❁♣✗➫⑦r❁♣✾➊➳➅❷❹➚➅✖s❞⑨⑦➢❁⑤❚♣
B = 〈G, Θ〉➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣

G
⑧⑥❹❒➅➥➊✳⑧⑥t❞♣✾④➃s❞♣✾➊ä➅❷④☛❻◆④☛⑤❚⑧➍④✂➤❷t➆➅①➢⑦➏ä➽☎➏❁✈✼❹❞♣✸➑❷♣❣t➄s✉⑧⑥④☛♣❣❹

t✉♣☛➢⑦t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r✼s☎t➆➅①r⑦➊❁✈❷❶ô➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹♦➅❷r⑦➊
Θ
➅❷t❞♣❿s✉➏❁♣➩➢⑦➅❷t✉➅❷❶✧♣☛s❞♣❣t✉❹

s✉➏⑦➅❵s✮➊❁♣✗➫⑦r❁♣✖s✉➏❁♣➭➊✳⑧➍❹❼s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❣↕➜➎➇➏⑦♣❨❶❸➅❷⑧❚rà➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸➢✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r
♣❣r⑦④✗✈✳➊✳♣✾➊❸➌◆❻➚➅➩➲➇➒à⑧➍❹❖s✉➏⑦➅❵s✭♣✾➅❷④➆➏❸➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣

Xi

⑧⑥❹q④✗✈❷r✺➊✳⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r✳➦
➅❷⑤❚⑤⑥❻➭⑧⑥r⑦➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣☛r❥s➩✈❷✇✙⑧❚s✉❹✣r❁✈✼r✳➦➧➢⑦➅①t✉♣☛r❥s✉❹❿➤✼⑧❚➑✼♣☛r➼⑧❈s➆❹✣➢⑦➅①t✉♣☛r❥s✉❹❣↕
➎➇➏⑦♣➇✃❼✈❷⑧⑥r✼s☎➢❁t✉✈❷➌✺➅①➌❁⑧⑥⑤❚⑧❚s❼❻➋⑧➍❹☎➊✳♣✗➫✺r❁♣❣➊✬➌◆❻❆è

P (X) =
∏

i

P (Xi|Pa(Xi))
➂

➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣
Pa(Xi)

t✉♣☛➢⑦t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r✼s✤s❞➏❁♣✙➢⑦➅❷t❞♣❣r✼s➆❹✪✈①✇❁s✉➏❁♣q➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣
Xi

↕
❰Ïr✂s✉➏❁⑧➍❹✒➢⑦➅❷➢✺♣❣t❣➂✪➽✙♣➋⑨⑦❹❞♣✮➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹❞⑧➍➅①r➼r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾✳❹❿✇➈✈❷t➩s❼➽✙✈➭➊✳⑧❚✇õ➦
✇➈♣❣t❞♣❣r❥s☎s✉➅❷❹❞➾✳❹☛è Ü ➁➇⑨❁r✺❹➄⑨❁➢▼♣☛t✉➑◆⑧⑥❹❞♣❣➊✖④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❞⑧❈➫▼④☛➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r✡✈❷✇✟✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹
➅❷r⑦➊❨➔❷➁✙⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❁⑧⑥r❁➤❽➅①r✺➊✡t✉♣☛➢⑦t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r✼s➆➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r✮✈①✇✪s❞➏⑦♣✒❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✣✈①✇
s✉➏❁♣✧❶✧✈❷s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲↕✝②❦③✳④☛♣☛➢✳s✣✇➈✈✼t⑩s✉➏❁♣❽④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹⑩➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣✒✈❷✇❦s❞➏❁♣❸④✗⑤➍➅❷❹➄➦
❹❞⑧❚➫⑦♣☛t✾➂❦➅①⑤⑥⑤✭✈❷s❞➏❁♣❣t➚➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹➚➅①t✉♣✮➅❷❹✉❹➄⑨⑦❶✧♣✾➊➼s❞✈❒➏⑦➅❏➑❷♣✮➅❮r❁✈❷t❞➦
❶❽➅❷⑤▼❾ á ➅①⑨⑦❹✉❹➄⑧➍➅①r▼➁❱➊✳⑧➍❹❼s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r➩➽☎⑧❈s✉➏➩➢⑦➅❷t✉➅❷❶✧♣☛s❞♣❣t✉❹

µ
➅①r⑦➊

σ2
➂

➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✖s✉➏❁♣✒➊✳⑧➍❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌❁⑨❁s❞⑧⑥✈❷r❨➊✳♣☛r⑦✈①s❞♣✾➊✖➌◆❻
N

(

X ; µ, σ2
) ↕➇➎➇➏❁♣❣r▲➂

➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸⑧⑥r❁➤✣⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣❣➅❷t❖t❞♣❣⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➚➌✺♣☛s❼➽q♣❣♣☛r á ➅①⑨⑦❹✉❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r⑦❹✟➅①r⑦➊❸➅①r✧✈❷t❞➦
➊❁♣☛t

X1, . . . , Xn

✈❷✇▲➑❏➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌⑦⑤❚♣✾❹☛➂✼⑧❈s✭⑧➍❹q➢✺✈❥❹❞❹❞⑧❚➌⑦⑤❚♣☎s✉✈✒➊✳♣☛➫⑦r❁♣⑩⑤⑥⑧⑥r✳➦
♣✾➅①t♦④☛✈❷r⑦➊✳⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✺➅①⑤ á ➅①⑨⑦❹✉❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r✬➊✳⑧➍❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌❁⑨❁s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹☎➅✼❹☛è

P (Xi|X1, . . . , Xi−1) = N



Xi; βi,0 +

i−1
∑

j=1

βi,jXj , σ
2
i





➂

➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣
βi,0

➅①r⑦➊
βi,j

➊✳♣❣❹✉④✗t✉⑧⑥➌✺♣✣s✉➏❁♣➩⑤⑥⑧❚r❁♣✾➅①t⑩④☛✈❷❶➚➌❁⑧❚r✺➅❵s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✬✈①✇
s✉➏❁♣✝➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣

Xi

➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣❣r✡⑧❚s✉❹➇➢✺➅①t✉♣☛r❥s✉❹
X1, . . . , Xi−1

↕❖➓à➏❁♣☛r
βi,j 6= 0

➂❦s❞➏⑦♣☛t✉♣✡⑧➍❹❸➅①r❂♣✾➊✳➤❷♣✡✇➈t✉✈❷❶
Xj

s✉✈
Xi

✇➈✈❷t✉❶❸⑧❚r⑦➤➼➅
➤✼t✉➅❷➢❁➏▲↕â➎➇➏◆⑨⑦❹☛➂⑩s❞➏❁⑧➍❹✖➊✳♣✗➫✺r❁⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼rã➌❁t✉⑧⑥r❁➤✼❹✡⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣✾➅①t á ➅①⑨⑦❹✉❹➄⑧➍➅①r
➊❁⑧⑥❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌⑦⑨✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹✒⑧❚r❥s✉✈❒➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r➼r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾✳❹☛↕❨❰➧✇

βi,j = 0
✇➈✈✼t

♣❣➑❷♣❣t❞❻
i
➅❷r⑦➊

j
➂✟s❞➏❁♣➋➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣

Xi

⑧➍❹➚➅➭t❞✈◆✈①s➩r⑦✈◆➊❁♣✮➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❂➅
⑨⑦r❁⑧❚➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅❵s✉♣ á ➅❷⑨⑦❹✉❹➄⑧➍➅①r➜➊✳⑧➍❹❼s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r▲↕ã➎➇➏❁♣❸✃❼✈✼⑧❚r❥s➋➢❁t✉✈❷➌⑦➅❷➌✳➦
⑧⑥⑤⑥⑧❈s❼❻✂➊✳⑧➍❹❼s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r➼➽☎⑧❚s❞➏➳➅❷⑤❚⑤q➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤❚♣✾❹✣➌✺♣❣⑧❚r⑦➤ á ➅①⑨⑦❹✉❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r❒⑧➍❹
s✉➏❁♣☛r

N (X; µ, Σ)
➂⑦➊✳♣☛➫⑦r❁♣✾➊✡➅✼❹☛è

P (X) = 1
(2π)n/2|Σ|1/2

exp
(

− 1
2 (x− µ)

T
Σ−1 (x− µ)

) ➂
➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣

µ
⑧➍❹➋➅➼➑❷♣❣④✗s❞✈✼t❽✈①✇✝❹➄⑧⑥ö☛♣

n
➅①r⑦➊

Σ
⑧➍❹➋➅✂❹➄❻◆❶❸❶❸♣✗s✉t❞⑧➍④

➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❚s❞⑧⑥➑❷♣✗➦Ï➊✳♣☛➫⑦r❁⑧❚s❞♣✣❶❽➅❵s❞t✉⑧❚③✮✈①✇❖❹➄⑧⑥ö☛♣
n× n

↕
Ö❮➅①➾◆⑧❚r⑦➤✝⑧❚r✳✇➈♣❣t❞♣❣r⑦④✗♣✾❹❦⑧⑥r➋➅➩➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r✧r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾➩⑧➍❹❖s✉➏❁♣♦s➆➅❷❹❞➾✒✈①✇
④☛✈❷❶❸➢❁⑨✳s✉⑧❚r⑦➤✝➢✺✈❥❹❼s✉♣☛t✉⑧❚✈✼t✪➢⑦t❞✈✼➌⑦➅①➌❁⑧⑥⑤⑥⑧❈s✉⑧❚♣✾❹✟➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣☛r❸❹❞✈❷❶❸♣➇✈❷➌⑦❹❞♣☛t✉➑❷♣✾➊
➑❵➅❷⑤❚⑨❁♣✾❹☛↕✪➎➇➏⑦➅❵s✟⑧➍❹☛➂❵➤✼⑧❚➑✼♣☛r✒➅●❹➄♣☛s✪✈❷✇✪÷✗ø⑦ù☛ú➃û✣➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤❚♣✾❹

Xq

➅❷r⑦➊✒➅
❹❞♣✗s☎✈❷✇☎ù☛ü❣ý✶þ✼ù✗ÿ✁�➆ù

Xe = xe ✂ ➽q♣✝④☛✈❷❶❸➢❁⑨✳s✉♣ P (Xq|Xe = xe)➽☎➏⑦⑧⑥④➆➏▲➂❖➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❭④✗✈✼r✼s✉⑧❚r◆⑨❁✈✼⑨⑦❹✒➊❁⑧⑥❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌⑦⑨✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹❣➂❦⑧➍❹✒➢⑦t❞✈✼➢✺✈✼t➄s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦➅①⑤
s✉✈às❞➏⑦♣➳❶❽➅①t✉➤❷⑧⑥r⑦➅①⑤⑥⑧⑥❹✉➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼rã✈❷✇✧s✉➏❁♣❨✃❼✈✼⑧❚r❥s❮➢❁t✉✈❷➌✺➅①➌❁⑧⑥⑤❚⑧❚s❼❻ã✈❵➑✼♣☛t
➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹

Xz

➂✳➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣
Xz = X \ (Xq ∪Xe)

è

P (xq|xe) ∝

∫

∏

i

P (xi|Pa(xi)) dxz

↕

❧⑩⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶❽❹❖✇➈✈✼tq⑧⑥r✳✇➈♣☛t✉♣☛r✺④✗♣⑩⑧⑥r❽s✉➏❁♣❣❹❞♣⑩❶❸✈✳➊✳♣☛⑤➍❹✙➅①t✉♣⑩➊✳⑧➍❹❞④☛⑨⑦❹❞❹❞♣❣➊
⑧⑥r ❾✶×★➅❷⑨❁t✉⑧❈s✉ö☛♣☛r★➂ Ü✾Ý❷Ý ➔☎✄✖Ö❨⑨❁t✉➢❁➏◆❻❷➂ Ü❣Ý✼Ý✝✆ ✄✬×▲♣❣t❞r❁♣❣t❣➂➋➔❷➣❷➣✼➔✼➁➃↕
➎➇➏⑦♣❣❹❞♣➋➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈❷t✉⑧❚s❞➏❁❶❽❹✝➊✳♣✾❹❞④☛t❞⑧⑥➌✺♣ á ➅❷⑨⑦❹✉❹➄⑧➍➅①r✂➊✳⑧➍❹❼s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹✝⑨⑦❹➄➦
⑧⑥r❁➤✞�✠✟❵ÿ✁✡❵ÿ⑦ý☛�✠✟✌☞✍�✏✎✑✟❵ú✒✟✓�✕✔Ïù✗ú➃ý✗✖✘✔➀ý☛�✘✖Ô➅①r⑦➊➵➢✺♣❣t➄✇➈✈✼t❞❶ ❶✧♣✾❹❞❹✉➅①➤✼♣✗➦
➢⑦t❞✈✼➢⑦➅①➤❥➅❵s❞⑧⑥✈❷rä⑧⑥r➵➅✚✙➃ø✑�✛✔Óý☛✡①ÿ✜✔➀ú❞ù➆ùÔ❾✶Ò⑩⑨⑦➅①r❁➤➸Ú å❿➅①t✉➽☎⑧⑥④➆➏⑦♣❷➂
Ü✾Ý❷Ý ↔✼➁❆s✉✈❿④❣➅①⑤➍④✗⑨❁⑤➍➅❵s✉♣q❶❽➅❷t❞➤✼⑧❚r⑦➅❷⑤❥➊❁⑧⑥❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌⑦⑨✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹❣↕✟❧Ñ⑤⑥⑧⑥❶✧⑧❚s✉➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r
♣☛③✳⑧⑥❹➄s✉❹❿➽☎➏❁♣❣r❮s✉➏❁♣☛t✉♣✧➅❷t❞♣❸➊✳♣☛s❞♣☛t✉❶❸⑧❚r⑦⑧⑥❹➄s❞⑧➍④✧t❞♣❣⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹●➌✺♣☛s❼➽q♣❣♣☛r
➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❿❹❞⑧❚r⑦④☛♣✧s❞➏❁♣❸④✗✈❵➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①r⑦④☛♣✒❶❽➅❵s✉t❞⑧❚③

Σ
⑧➍❹✣r❁✈①s✣⑧❚r◆➑✼♣☛t❞s➄➦

⑧⑥➌❁⑤⑥♣❷➂✪➅①r⑦➊❒s❞➏⑦♣➋④☛➅①r⑦✈❷r❁⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤✟✇➈✈❷t✉❶êr❁♣❣♣❣➊❁❹❿s✉✈❨⑧❚r◆➑❷♣❣t➄s✣s✉➏❁♣➋④✗✈❵➑❥➦
➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①r✺④✗♣✝❶❽➅❵s✉t❞⑧❚③✡s✉✈✮④☛➅❷⑤⑥④☛⑨❁⑤➍➅❵s❞♣✒✈❷r❁♣➩✈❷✇❖⑧❈s➆❹♦s✉♣☛t✉❶❸❹❣↕♦➎✤✈➋✈❵➑❷♣❣t➄➦
④☛✈❷❶❸♣➭s✉➏❁⑧➍❹✮➢❁t✉✈❷➌⑦⑤❚♣❣❶✬➂●⑧❈s✬⑧⑥❹✬➢▼✈✼❹✉❹➄⑧⑥➌❁⑤⑥♣❨s❞✈❭⑨⑦❹❞♣❒④☛✈❷r⑦➊✳⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✺➅①⑤
✇➈✈✼t❞❶❽❹❿❾✶×✤➅①⑨❁t✉⑧❈s✉ö☛♣❣r➋Ú✣✢❷♣❣r⑦❹➄♣❣r▲➂ Ü❣Ý❷Ý✼Ý ➁✟➽☎➏⑦⑧⑥④➆➏✮➅❷t❞♣●➅①⑤➍❹➄✈➩❶❸✈✼t❞♣
r◆⑨❁❶❸♣❣t❞⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤❚⑤⑥❻✮❹➄s✉➅①➌⑦⑤❚♣❿s❞➏✺➅①r❨④☛➅❷r❁✈❷r❁⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤▼✇➈✈❷t✉❶❸❹➇➽☎➏⑦♣☛r✬s❞➏❁♣✝r⑦♣✗s
➏✺➅❷❹♦➌▼✈①s✉➏❮➊✳⑧➍❹❞④☛t❞♣☛s❞♣✧➅①r⑦➊❨④☛✈❷r❥s❞⑧⑥r◆⑨❁✈❷⑨⑦❹⑩➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷➌❁⑤❚♣✾❹☛↕♦❧➵➊✳♣☛♣❣➢✺♣❣t
➊❁⑧⑥❹✉④✗⑨⑦❹✉❹❞⑧❚✈✼r❒✈❷✇✙⑧⑥r✳✇➈♣☛t✉♣☛r✺④✗♣❽➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✂⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣✾➅①t á ➅①⑨✺❹❞❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r➼➊❁⑧⑥❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌⑦⑨✳➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹➇⑧➍❹☎➌✺♣❣❻❷✈✼r⑦➊➋s✉➏❁♣➩❹✉④✗✈❷➢▼♣✣✈①✇✪s❞➏❁⑧➍❹➇➢⑦➅❷➢✺♣❣t❣↕
❰Ïr➯➅â✇➈t❞♣✾➨❥⑨❁♣☛r❥s❞⑧➍❹➄sÛ➅①➢❁➢⑦t❞✈❥➅❷④➆➏▲➂❒s❞➏❁♣➵➢⑦➅①t➆➅①❶❸♣☛s❞♣☛t➆❹à✈❷✇✂⑤⑥⑧⑥r✳➦
♣✾➅①t á ➅①⑨⑦❹✉❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r❂❶❸✈✳➊✳♣☛⑤➍❹❸④☛➅①rÑ➌✺♣✬⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❥s✧⑨✺❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤✂Ö➭➅❵③✳⑧⑥❶✒⑨❁❶✧➦
×★⑧❚➾✼♣☛⑤⑥⑧❚➏⑦✈❥✈✳➊✡s❞♣✾④➆➏❁r❁⑧➍➨❥⑨❁♣❣❹❣↕q❺◆♣❣♣✮❾✶Ö❨⑨⑦t❞➢❁➏◆❻✼➂✺➔①➣✼➣✼➔☎✄❁×✤➅①⑨❁t✉⑧❚s❞ö☛♣❣r▲➂
Ü✾Ý❷Ý ↔✼➁❦✇➈✈❷t♦➊✳♣☛s✉➅①⑧⑥⑤➍❹☛↕

✤☎➹✦✥ã➴ ➝◆➮★✧✝ð▲➟✪✩☎➱❞➝❥ð★➬✬✫☎ð▲➠✪➞❁➮♦➟❁ð✮✭➼ñ➄➠❖➝❥➝◆➱✰✯❿➡❆➠✪➞❁➱❼➷ ➴
➓➼♣❽❹❼s➆➅①t❞s●✈✼⑨❁t✝➊✳⑧⑥❹✉④✗⑨✺❹❞❹❞⑧❚✈✼r❮➅①➌▼✈❷⑨❁s✣⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r⑦⑧❚r❁➤✡❶❸✈①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➼❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃➦
s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹➇➌◆❻✡➅❷r⑦➅①⑤⑥❻✳❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤➚s❞➏❁♣✝➢❁t✉✈❷➌⑦⑤❚♣❣❶æ✈①✇✤✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣➩➅❷❹✉❹➄✈✳④☛⑧⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲↕
á ⑧⑥➑❷♣❣r❨➅✧❹❞♣✗s●✈①✇★✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹☎♣✗③◆s✉t✉➅✼④➃s❞♣✾➊✮➌◆❻✬➅①r❨➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏❁❶➪⑤⑥⑧⑥➾❷♣
Ð✝×✳➎✣➂①s❞➏❁♣⑩➫⑦t✉❹➄s✭❹➄s❞♣☛➢❸s✉✈❵➽✙➅❷t✉➊⑦❹❖❹❼s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣☎t✉♣❣④✗✈✼r⑦❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑧❚✈✼r➚⑧➍❹
s✉✈✮➅❷❹✉❹❞✈◆④☛⑧⑥➅①s❞♣✣✇➈♣✾➅❵s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✾❹☎✇➈t✉✈❷❶ ➊✳⑧❈➻❆♣☛t✉♣☛r❥s♦✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✾❹☛↕➇❰Ïr❮➅➋④☛✈❷❶✧➦
➢⑦⑤❚♣☛③Ñ♣☛r◆➑◆⑧⑥t❞✈✼r❁❶❸♣☛r❥s❽➽☎⑧❈s✉➏➜④➆➏✺➅①r❁➤✼♣❣❹❸⑧⑥r❭⑤⑥⑨❁❶❸⑧⑥r❁✈✼❹❞⑧❈s❼❻✼➂➇✈◆④❣④✗⑤⑥⑨✳➦
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❹❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹❣➂➇t❞✈❷s✉➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❽➅①r✺➊❂s✉t✉➅❷r⑦❹❞⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹❸✈❷✇✣✈✼➌✳✃❼♣❣④✗s✉❹❣➂✙✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹
④❣➅①rÔ➅①➢❁➢▼♣❣➅❷t✬➅❷r⑦➊➥➊✳⑧➍❹❞➅❷➢❁➢▼♣❣➅①t✡✇➈t✉✈❷❶Ø✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣➭s✉✈❂✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣❷↕➪❰➧✇
s✉➏❁♣☛t✉♣➋⑧➍❹✒r⑦✈➭➢❁t✉♣❣➊✳♣☛➫⑦r❁♣❣➊✸➊❁❻❥r✺➅①❶❸⑧⑥④✮❶❸✈◆➊❁♣☛⑤q➊❁♣❣❹✉④✗t✉⑧❚➌❁⑧⑥r❁➤❨s✉➏❁♣
➌▼♣☛➏✺➅❏➑❥⑧⑥✈❷⑨⑦t⑩✈①✇✙❹➄⑨⑦④➆➏❮✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹❣➂⑦s✉➏❁♣❸➢❁t✉✈❷➌❁⑤⑥♣☛❶ ✈①✇❦➢⑦t❞♣✾➊✳⑧⑥④✗s❞⑧⑥r❁➤
s✉➏❁♣✧➢✺✈❥❹➄⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➭✈❷✇✭➅➋➢⑦➅❷t➄s✉⑧⑥④☛⑨❁⑤➍➅①t♦✈✳④☛④☛⑤❚⑨✺➊✳♣❣➊➭✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣✒➌▼♣❣④✗✈✼❶❸♣❣❹
➑✼♣☛t✉❻➳④✗✈✼❶✧➢⑦⑤❚♣☛③❆↕➜❰Ïr❭s❞➏⑦♣➭❹❞➅❷❶✧♣✖➽➇➅❏❻❷➂✙➅❷❹✉❹➄✈✳④✗⑧➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r➳✈①✇❿s❞➏✺➅❵s
✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣❿✇✶➅❷⑧❚⑤➍❹☎➊✳⑨❁♣❿s❞✈❽⑤➍➅❷④➆➾❽✈❷✇✤✈✼➌⑦❹➄♣❣t❞➑❵➅❷➌❁⑧❚⑤⑥⑧❚s❼❻❷↕✟❰Ïr✮s✉➏❁⑧➍❹➇➽q✈✼t❞➾❆➂
⑧⑥r⑦❹➄s❞♣✾➅❷➊✣✈①✇◆s✉t❞❻◆⑧⑥r❁➤➇s❞✈➇s✉t✉➅✼④➆➾⑩⑧⑥r⑦➊✳⑧⑥➑❥⑧➍➊✳⑨⑦➅❷⑤①✇➈♣✾➅❵s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✾❹❆➫❁③✳♣❣➊✣⑧⑥r➩➅①r
✈✼➌✳✃❼♣❣④✗s❣➂❵✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹❖➅①t✉♣✙④☛⑤❚⑨✺❹❼s✉♣☛t✉♣❣➊➚⑨⑦❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤✣➢❁t✉✈❷➌⑦➅❷➌❁⑧⑥⑤❚⑧➍❹❼s✉⑧⑥④q❶❸♣✗s✉➏✳➦
✈✳➊❁❹☎➅❷r⑦➊✬✈❷r❁⑤⑥❻❽s✉➏❁♣➩④✗t✉♣❣➅①s❞♣❣➊✡④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹☎➅①t✉♣❿s❞t➆➅❷④➆➾✼♣❣➊❱↕✪➓❒♣➩➅✼➊◆➦
➑✼✈✳④☛➅❵s✉♣✭s✉➏⑦➅❵s❖s✉➏❁⑧➍❹✟❶✧♣☛s❞➏❁✈✳➊✧⑧➍❹✟❶✧✈✼t❞♣✙t✉✈❷➌❁⑨⑦❹➄s❖⑧❚r❸➊✳♣✾➅①⑤⑥⑧❚r❁➤✣➽☎⑧❚s❞➏
✈✳④❣④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄⑧⑥✈❷r✺❹★➅①r✺➊✝⑧❚r✺➅❷④☛④☛⑨❁t➆➅❵s❞♣✭⑧❚r✳✇➈✈✼t❞❶❽➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✝✇➈t✉✈❷❶Ôs❞➏⑦♣❦✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣
♣☛③◆s❞t➆➅❷④➃s✉⑧❚✈✼r❨➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈❷t✉⑧❚s❞➏❁❶Ùs❞➏⑦➅❷r❨❶❸♣✗s❞➏⑦✈◆➊⑦❹♦s✉➏⑦➅❵s♦s✉t❞❻❨➅✼❹❞❹❞✈✳④✗⑧➍➅❵s❞♣
✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹➇⑧❚r✺➊✳⑧❚➑◆⑧➍➊✳⑨⑦➅❷⑤❚⑤⑥❻❷↕
➎✤✈❸④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹➄⑧❚✇➈❻❽➅①r⑦➊✡④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛tq✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹✙➽✙♣⑩⑨⑦❹❞♣⑩s✉➏❁♣✣➽q♣❣⑤❚⑤❚➦➧➾❥r⑦✈❵➽☎r
➒●➅①⑧⑥➑❷♣➥➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹✸④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹➄⑧❚➫⑦♣❣t❣↕ ➎➇➏❁♣ã➒⑩➅❷⑧❚➑✼♣➥➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹✸④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❞⑧❚➫⑦♣☛t
❾Ó➉❁t✉⑧❚♣✾➊✳❶❽➅①r➳♣☛s ➅❷⑤Ó↕⑥➂ Ü❣Ý✼Ý❥Þ ➁✣➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸♣❣❹➩s❞➏⑦➅①s✒s✉➏❁♣✡➅①s➄s❞t✉⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s❞♣✾❹
➅❷t❞♣❒④✗✈❷r✺➊✳⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦➅①⑤⑥⑤⑥❻Ñ⑧⑥r⑦➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣☛r❥s✬➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣☛r➜s✉➏❁♣❒④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❣↕ë➎➇➏❁⑧➍❹
➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸➢✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r❮⑧➍❹❿➨❥⑨❁⑧❚s❞♣❸t✉♣❣➅✼❹➄✈✼r⑦➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣➩⑧⑥r❮✈✼⑨❁t✣➢❁t❞✈✼➌❁⑤⑥♣☛❶❡➽☎➏❁✈❥❹➄♣
➅①s➄s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉♣❣❹♦➅❷t❞♣✝➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹☎➅①r✺➊✖➑❷♣☛⑤⑥✈✳④✗⑧❚s❞⑧⑥♣❣❹✙✇➈✈✼t☎s❞➏❁♣➩✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹
♣☛③◆s❞t➆➅❷④➃s✉♣❣➊❱↕➭➒⑩✈①s✉♣➋s❞➏✺➅❵s✧➅①s✒s✉➏❁⑧⑥❹➚➢▼✈❷⑧⑥r✼s✾➂✪s❞➏❁♣❣t❞♣✡⑧⑥❹✒r❁✈❒➅✼❹❞❹❞✈①➦
④☛⑧⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✡➌✺♣☛s❼➽q♣❣♣☛r➋✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹✭⑧⑥r✖④✗✈❷r✺❹➄♣✾④✗⑨✳s✉⑧❚➑✼♣♦✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣❣❹✙❹➄✈➚s❞➏✺➅❵s
➑✼♣☛⑤⑥✈✳④✗⑧❚s❞⑧⑥♣❣❹✙➅①r⑦➊✮➢✺✈❥❹➄⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹✙➅①t✉♣⑩⑧⑥r⑦➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣❣r✼s✾↕❖❰Ïr➋s✉➏❁♣❿➒●➅①⑧⑥➑❷♣
➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹✟❶❸✈✳➊✳♣☛⑤➀➂❷s✉➏❁♣⑩➢⑦t❞✈✼➌⑦➅①➌❁⑧⑥⑤⑥⑧❈s❼❻➚✈①✇▲➅➩❹❞➢✺♣✾④✗⑧❚➫✺④☎⑤➍➅①➌▼♣☛⑤

c
➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣☛r

s✉➏❁♣✝✈❷➌✺❹➄♣❣t❞➑✼♣❣➊✮➅①s➄s✉t❞⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s✉♣❣❹➇⑧➍❹☎➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣❣r✮➌◆❻❆è

P (c|x, y, ẋ, ẏ) = P (x|c)P (y|c)P (ẋ|c)P (ẏ|c)P (c) .

❧ë✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣➩➽☎⑧⑥⑤❚⑤✪➌✺♣❣⑤❚✈✼r❁➤➋s✉✈❽s❞➏⑦♣✒⑤➍➅①➌▼♣☛⑤✤s❞➏⑦➅①s●❶❽➅❵③✳⑧⑥❶✧⑧➍❹❞♣❣❹☎s✉➏❁♣
➢▼✈✼❹➄s❞♣❣t❞⑧⑥✈❷t★➢❁t❞✈✼➌⑦➅①➌⑦⑧❚⑤⑥⑧❈s❼❻✼↕★➉✪⑧❚➤✼⑨❁t✉♣ Ü ❹❞➏❁✈❵➽♦❹❆s❞➏⑦♣q➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r❿r❁♣✗s❞➦
➽✙✈❷t✉➾✸t✉♣☛➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞⑧⑥r❁➤❒s❞➏❁♣➭➒●➅①⑧⑥➑❷♣✖➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹❸④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❞⑧❈➫✺♣☛t❸⑨⑦❹❞♣❣➊❂s❞✈
④☛⑤❚⑨✺❹❼s✉♣☛t➇✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹❣↕
❧⑩r➥➅①⑤❚s❞♣❣t❞r⑦➅①s❞⑧⑥➑❷♣❨➽➇➅❏❻➳s✉✈❂④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹➄⑧❚✇➈❻➳✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹❽⑧➍❹❽s❞➏⑦t❞✈✼⑨❁➤❷➏➥➅
➊❁❻❥r✺➅①❶❸⑧⑥④✮➒⑩➅①⑧⑥➑❷♣➋➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹✝④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹❞⑧❈➫⑦♣❣t❣↕✬❰Ïr✂s❞➏⑦⑧⑥❹✧④☛➅✼❹➄♣❽⑧❚s✒⑧➍❹✒➅❷❹➄➦
❹❞⑨❁❶❸♣❣➊Ûs✉➏⑦➅❵s❨s✉➏❁♣➳④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹✖➊✳♣❣❹✉④✗t✉⑧❚➌▼♣❣❹❨➅à❹➄s❞✈✳④➆➏⑦➅✼❹❼s✉⑧⑥④❒➢❁t✉✈✳④✗♣❣❹✉❹
{C (t) , t ∈ T }

➽☎➏❁♣❣t❞♣
t
⑧➍❹❽➅❮s✉⑧❚❶❸♣❨❹❞⑤❚⑧➍④✗♣✬➦✝✈❷t❽➅❒✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣✮➦

⑧⑥r➥s✉➏❁♣❒❹➄s❞t✉♣❣➅❷❶✖↕➵❰➧✇✒➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸♣❣➊➜s✉➏⑦➅❵s✬s❞➏⑦⑧⑥❹✡➢❁t✉✈◆④☛♣❣❹✉❹✮⑧➍❹✬❹❼s➆➅❵➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦➅①t✉❻❷➂✪s✉➏❁♣✡➊✳❻◆r⑦➅❷❶❸⑧⑥④✡④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹➄⑧❚➫⑦♣☛t✧④☛➅❷r➳➌✺♣✡t❞♣❣➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊✸➅❷❹
➅✒➊✳❻◆r⑦➅①❶❸⑧➍④♦➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹❞⑧➍➅①r❸r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾➩➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❽s✉t✉➅❷r⑦❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❦➤✼⑧❚➑✼♣☛r❸➌◆❻
P (C (t) |C (t− 1))

↕
❰Ïr➋s❞➏❁♣●⑨❁r⑦❹❞⑨❁➢✺♣❣t❞➑◆⑧➍❹➄♣✾➊❽➅①➢❁➢⑦t❞✈❥➅❷④➆➏▲➂❷➅✒➒⑩➅①⑧⑥➑❷♣●➲✙➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❦④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❞⑧❚➫⑦♣☛t
④❣➅①rä➌▼♣Ñ⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❥s➭⑨⑦❹❞⑧⑥r❁➤ã❶❽➅❵③✳⑧⑥❶✒⑨❁❶✧➦➧⑤❚⑧⑥➾❷♣❣⑤❚⑧⑥➏❁✈◆✈✳➊Ûs❞♣❣④➆➏⑦r❁⑧⑥➨❥⑨❁♣✾❹

✱✁✲✴✳✶✵✸✷✒✹❆❳✌✼✿❨❬❩❄❂✏❭✓❅✽❪❴❫✶❑✴❂❵❙✽❱✓❅❛❍▼❂✘❜❝❚✶❂✏❩✶■✠❂❵❙✽❱✝❱❞P❡❅✛❪❴❂✠❍✪❱❞P✰❙✸❪❢❅❛❫☎❂✏P✰❍▼❙✸❩
❣ ❅✽❑✴❤✌❇✴❩✶✐✦❱❥P✰❙✸❪❦◗✰❀✶❂❬P✰❇▲✐✽❀❝◗❘◗✰❙✻◗✰❀✶❂❆❑✴❂✏❱❥◗❬❍▼❇▲❧✝❂♠❙✽❱♥◗✰❀✶❂❄❍▼■✠❂✠❩✶❂✽❲

❹❞⑨⑦④➆➏➭➅✼❹☎s❞➏⑦♣➩②✭Öé➅❷⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶➯❾Óå⑩♣❣❶❸➢⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t❿Ú➺♠♦⑨❁➌❁⑧⑥r▲➂ Ü❣Ý❥Þ✼Þ ✄
➒⑩♣❣➅❷⑤✭ÚæÒ⑩⑧❚r❥s❞✈✼r▲➂ Ü❣Ý❷Ý Õ✼➁✗↕❸➎➇➏⑦♣❽❶❸➅❷⑧❚r✂⑧➍➊✳♣❣➅✬✈❷✇qs✉➏❁♣❽②✭Ö ➅①⑤❚➦
➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶❡⑧➍❹❿s❞✈❨➅①➢❁➢⑦⑤❚❻❨s✉➏❁♣♦✢❷♣❣r⑦❹❞♣☛r❵♣ ❹✣⑧❚r⑦♣❣➨❥⑨⑦➅①⑤⑥⑧❚s❼❻➳❾➀♥q✈❵➑❷♣❣t❿Ú
➎➇➏⑦✈❷❶❽➅❷❹❣➂ Ü❣Ý✼Ý❁Ü ➁▲s✉✈✒❹❞⑧❚❶❸➢❁⑤⑥⑧❈✇➈❻➚s❞➏⑦♣⑩④✗✈✼❶✧➢⑦⑨✳s✉➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r❸✈①✇▼s❞➏❁♣⑩⑤❚✈✼➤①➦
⑤⑥⑧⑥➾❷♣☛⑤⑥⑧⑥➏❁✈◆✈◆➊▲↕✭❧✙s♦♣❣➅✼④➆➏✡⑧⑥r❥s❞♣☛t➆➅❷④✗s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲➂❁s❞➏❁♣✝②✭Ö ④☛✈❷❶❸➢❁⑨✳s✉♣❣❹➇s✉➏❁♣
♣☛③✳➢✺♣✾④➃s❞♣✾➊❮➑❵➅❷⑤❚⑨❁♣❸✈❷✇❦s❞➏❁♣❸➏❁⑧➍➊❁➊✳♣❣r✂➑❏➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①➌⑦⑤❚♣✾❹⑩➤✼⑧❚➑✼♣☛r➭s✉➏❁♣❽④✗⑨❁t❞➦
t✉♣☛r❥s❦➊❁➅①s✉➅✣➅①r⑦➊➚➢⑦➅❷t✉➅❷❶✧♣☛s❞♣❣t✉❹✙❾➈②❖➦❼❺❥s✉♣☛➢✺➁✗↕✟➎➇➏⑦♣☛r▲➂✼⑧❈s❖➫⑦r✺➊❁❹✟r❁♣☛➽
➑❵➅❷⑤❚⑨❁♣✾❹✪✇➈✈❷t✟s✉➏❁♣➇➢⑦➅①t➆➅①❶❸♣✗s✉♣☛t➆❹✤s❞➏⑦➅①s✟❶❽➅①③◆⑧⑥❶❸⑧⑥❹❞♣✙s❞➏❁♣☎⑤⑥⑧⑥➾❷♣☛⑤⑥⑧⑥➏❁✈◆✈◆➊
❾ÓÖ✖➦❼❺❥s❞♣❣➢✺➁➃↕☎➎➇➏❁♣✝✈✼r❁⑤❚❻✡➢⑦➅①t➆➅①❶❸♣☛s❞♣☛t➇s✉➏⑦➅❵s●➏⑦➅❷❹➇s✉✈➋➌▼♣✒➊✳♣✗➫✺r❁♣❣➊
✟❆q▼ú➃ý☛✡①ú➃ý✤⑧➍❹✪s❞➏❁♣☎r◆⑨❁❶➚➌✺♣❣t❖✈①✇❆④☛➅❵s✉♣☛➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❚♣✾❹▲s✉➏⑦➅❵s❖s✉➏❁♣♦④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹✪➑❏➅❷t❞⑧❚➦
➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣✧④❣➅①r❮➏✺➅❏➑❷♣❷↕➩➎➇➏⑦⑧⑥❹✣➑❵➅①⑤⑥⑨❁♣✧⑧⑥❹❿♣✾➨✼⑨✺➅①⑤✟✈❷t✣⑤➍➅①t✉➤❷♣☛t⑩s❞➏⑦➅❷r❮s✉➏❁♣
r◆⑨❁❶➚➌✺♣❣t✣✈①✇q④☛⑤❚⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣❣t✉❹●⑧➍➊✳♣☛r❥s❞⑧❚➫⑦♣✾➊❮➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❒②✭Ö ➦☎⑧❚s❿⑧➍❹❿⑤⑥➅❷t❞➤✼♣☛t❿⑧❈✇
②qÖ✔➫⑦r⑦➊❁❹✒r❁✈❨✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❸✇➈✈❷t➚➅❨➢⑦➅①t❞s❞⑧➍④✗⑨⑦⑤⑥➅❷t➩④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t✾↕ Ü ➣❨④☛➅①s➄➦
♣❣➤❷✈✼t❞⑧⑥♣❣❹➇➅①t✉♣❿⑨⑦❹➄♣✾➊✬⑧❚r✖✈❷⑨⑦t✙♣☛③✳➢✺♣❣t❞⑧⑥❶❸♣☛r❥s✉❹❣↕
➐●❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤❒②✭ÖØs❞➏⑦♣✡④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹❞⑧❈➫⑦♣❣t➚④❣➅①r✸➌▼♣✮s✉t✉➅❷⑧❚r❁♣✾➊✂➽☎⑧❈s✉➏✸s❞➏⑦♣✮✇➈♣✾➅❵➦
s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹▲♣☛③◆s❞t➆➅❷④➃s✉♣❣➊❿➌◆❻⑩s✉➏❁♣✭Ð✝×✳➎✂➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏⑦❶ã➽☎➏❁✈❥❹➄♣❦➅①s➄s❞t✉⑧⑥➌❁⑨✳s❞♣✾❹
➅❷t❞♣❖➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹✤➅①r⑦➊✝➑✼♣☛⑤⑥✈✳④✗⑧❚s❞⑧⑥♣❣❹❆✇➈✈✼t✤➅①⑤⑥⑤✼✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹▲➊✳♣☛s❞♣✾④➃s❞♣✾➊❱➂❵t✉♣✗➦
➤❥➅①t➆➊✳⑤⑥♣❣❹✉❹☎✈①✇❖➽☎➏❁⑧➍④➆➏❨✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✝s❞➏⑦♣☛❻❨④✗✈✼❶✧♣➩✇➈t❞✈✼❶✬↕●➎★✈✮➊❁✈✮❹➄✈✺➂✺⑧❚s
⑧➍❹✝r❁♣✾④✗♣✾❹❞❹✉➅①t✉❻✖s❞✈✖t✉♣☛❶❸✈❵➑❷♣❸➢▼✈✼❹✉❹➄⑧⑥➌❁⑤⑥♣➚s✉t✉➅❷r⑦❹❞⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹●✇➈t✉✈❷❶ s✉➏❁♣
➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➋➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❣↕✪➉⑦✈❷t✙♣✗③❁➅①❶❸➢❁⑤⑥♣❷➂◆❹❞⑨❁➢❁➢▼✈✼❹❞♣♦s❞➏✺➅❵s✙s❞➏❁♣❿❶❸✈①➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r✒t✉♣❣④☛✈❷t➆➊✳♣❣➊✝⑧⑥r➚➅●➑◆⑧⑥➊❁♣☛✈⑩⑧➍❹✪✈①✇✺➅●➢▼♣☛t➆❹➄✈✼r➩➽✙➅❷⑤❚➾◆⑧⑥r❁➤♦✇➈t✉✈❷❶➸s✉➏❁♣
⑤⑥♣✗✇õsqs❞✈✒s❞➏❁♣●t❞⑧⑥➤❷➏❥s✭❹❞⑧⑥➊✳♣●✈①✇❆s❞➏⑦♣●❹✉④✗t✉♣☛♣☛r★➂✼➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❽s✉➏❁♣●④❣➅①❶❸♣☛t➆➅✣t✉♣✗➦
❶❽➅❷⑧❚r❁⑧⑥r❁➤✣➫❁③✳♣✾➊❽➊✳⑨❁t✉⑧❚r❁➤✣s✉➏❁♣♦➽☎➏❁✈✼⑤❚♣☎➑◆⑧➍➊✳♣☛✈➩➅✼④☛➨❥⑨❁⑧➍❹➄⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r★↕✪➉✪⑧⑥➤①➦
⑨⑦t❞♣➚➔➋❹➄➏❁✈❵➽♦❹♦➫⑦➑❷♣➩✇➈t✉➅❷❶✧♣✾❹♦✈❷✇✪s✉➏❁⑧➍❹⑩♣☛③✳➅❷❶❸➢❁⑤❚♣✒➤❷t➆➅①➌❁➌▼♣❣➊✖➽☎⑧❚s❞➏
➅❽④❣➅①❶❸♣☛t➆➅➚✈①✇❖Õ✼➔①➣✒③✖➔①ì✼➣✧➢❁⑧❚③✳♣☛⑤▲t✉♣❣❹❞✈❷⑤⑥⑨✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r★↕❦❧⑩❹➇s✉➏❁♣✝➢✺♣❣t✉❹❞✈❷r
➽➇➅①⑤⑥➾✳❹☛➂◆s✉➏❁♣

x
➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✖✈①✇✪s❞➏❁♣➩➊❁♣✗s❞♣✾④➃s✉♣❣➊✬✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹⑩④➆➏⑦➅①r❁➤✼♣❣❹

➅✼④☛④☛✈❷❶❸➢⑦➅①r◆❻◆⑧⑥r❁➤✝s❞➏⑦♣❿➌▼✈✳➊✳❻❽❶❸✈①s✉⑧❚✈✼r▲↕✟❰Ïr✡✈✼t✉➊✳♣❣t❦s✉✈➚❶❽➅①➾✼♣⑩s✉➏❁♣
á ➅❷⑨⑦❹✉❹➄⑧➍➅①r❽➅❷❹✉❹❞⑨❁❶❸➢✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r❽t✉♣❣➅✼❹➄✈✼r⑦➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❷➂①s❞➏❁♣⑩s❞t➆➅①r⑦❹❞⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r❸⑧➍❹❦t✉♣✗➦
❶❸✈❵➑✼♣❣➊➭➌◆❻❮❹❞⑨❁➌✳s✉t✉➅✼④➃s✉⑧❚r❁➤✬s✉➏❁♣❸❶✧♣✾➅①r✂✈①✇qs❞➏❁♣

x
➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹✣✈①✇

➅❷⑤❚⑤✤✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹●➊✳♣✗s✉♣❣④✗s❞♣❣➊❮⑧❚r❒➅❽➢⑦➅①t❞s❞⑧➍④✗⑨⑦⑤⑥➅❷t♦✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣➩✇➈t✉✈❷❶Ùs❞➏❁♣
x➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✒✈❷✇❁♣❣➅✼④➆➏✝✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣q⑧⑥r➩s✉➏⑦➅❵s✪✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣❷↕✪➉❁✈❷t✪♣❣➅✼④➆➏✝✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣

i
➊❁♣✗s❞♣✾④➃s✉♣❣➊➋⑧⑥r✡s❞➏❁♣●✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣

t
⑧❚s✉❹☎④☛✈❷t✉t❞♣✾④➃s✉♣❣➊

xi(t)
➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r✮⑧➍❹

➤✼⑧❚➑✼♣☛r✬➌◆❻▼è

xi(t) = xi(t)− µx(t),
➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣

µx (t)
⑧⑥❹▲s❞➏❁♣q❶✧♣✾➅①r✝✈❷✇✳s❞➏❁♣

x
➢▼✈✼❹❞⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r✝✈①✇⑦➅①⑤⑥⑤①✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹

➊❁♣✗s❞♣✾④➃s✉♣❣➊✬⑧❚r✬✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣
t
↕

➎➇➏⑦♣♦➊❁➅❵s➆➅✝❹➄♣☛s❖✇➈✈❷t✟s❞➏⑦♣⑩➒⑩➅❷⑧❚➑✼♣➇➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❖④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹❞⑧❈➫⑦♣❣t✟⑧⑥❹✟s✉➏◆⑨⑦❹❦➅✝❹❞♣✗s
D = {d1,1,d1,2, . . . ,d1,N1

, . . . ,dT,1,dT,2, . . . ,dT,NT }
➂
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➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣
T
⑧⑥❹✭s❞➏❁♣⑩r❥⑨⑦❶✒➌▼♣☛t✭✈❷✇❱✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣❣❹❖⑧⑥r❽s❞➏⑦♣●❹➄s❞t✉♣❣➅①❶➺➅①r⑦➊

Ni⑧➍❹✙s❞➏⑦♣❿r◆⑨❁❶➚➌✺♣❣t➇✈①✇★✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹➇➊✳♣✗s✉♣❣④➃s✉♣❣➊✬⑧⑥r✮s✉➏❁♣❿✇➈t✉➅❷❶✧♣
i
➽☎⑧❚s❞➏

♣✾➅❷④➆➏✖❹❞➅❷❶❸➢❁⑤❚♣
di,j ∈ R

4
➅①r⑦➊

di,j = {x, y, ẋ, ẏ}T
↕

➓à⑧❚s❞➏✧➅①⑤⑥⑤◆➢⑦➅①t➆➅①❶❸♣✗s✉♣☛t➆❹★➊✳♣☛s❞♣❣t❞❶❸⑧⑥r❁♣❣➊❱➂❏✇➈♣✾➅❵s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹✤➅❷t❞♣✙④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t✉♣❣➊
➌◆❻ô❶❽➅❷➾❥⑧⑥r❁➤➺⑧❚r❁✇➈♣☛t✉♣☛r⑦④☛♣❣❹❭✈❷rÙs❞➏❁♣ä➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹❂r⑦♣✗sà✈①✇✂➉✤⑧⑥➤❷⑨⑦t❞♣
Ü ↕Û♠☎♣✾❹➄⑨⑦⑤❈s✉⑧❚r❁➤Ñ④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t✉♣❣➊Ñ✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹✮➅①t✉♣➭④✗⑤➍➅❷❹✉❹➄⑧❚➫⑦♣❣➊Ñ➽☎⑧❚s❞➏ã➅
⑨⑦r❁⑧⑥➨❥⑨❁♣✖⑤➍➅①➌▼♣☛⑤➀↕Ñ➉✪⑧⑥➤❷⑨❁t✉♣✬Õ➼❹❞➏❁✈❵➽♦❹➩s✉➏❁♣✖t❞♣✾❹➄⑨⑦⑤❈s❽✈①✇⑩s❞➏❁⑧➍❹❸➢❁t✉✈①➦
④☛♣❣❹✉❹✣✈❷r➼s❞➏⑦♣➋❹➄♣✾➨✼⑨⑦♣☛r⑦④☛♣✧✈❷✇➇➉✪⑧⑥➤❷⑨❁t✉♣➋➔✳↕✮➒⑩✈①s✉♣❸s❞➏⑦➅①s✝✇➈♣❣➅❵s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹
➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✸➑✼♣☛⑤⑥✈✳④✗⑧❚s❞⑧⑥♣❣❹➩④☛⑤❚✈❥❹➄♣❽s✉✈❨r❁⑧⑥⑤q➅①t✉♣❽t✉♣☛➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊➼➽☎⑧❈s✉➏✸⑤❚⑧⑥➤❷➏❥s
➤✼t✉➅❏❻●⑨❁r✳➫⑦⑤⑥⑤⑥♣❣➊✒❹✉➨❥⑨⑦➅①t✉♣❣❹❣↕★➎➇➏❁♣❣❻✣❶✧✈❵➑✼♣❖s❞✈⑩s❞➏❁♣✭✇➈✈◆✈①s✤⑧⑥r➚④☛✈❷r❥s✉➅✼④➃s
➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✧s✉➏❁♣♦➤❷t✉✈❷⑨⑦r⑦➊➚❹❞⑧⑥r⑦④✗♣➇➑❷♣❣⑤❚✈✳④☛⑧❈s✉⑧❚♣✾❹✟⑧❚r❸s✉➏❁⑧⑥❹❦t❞♣❣➤❷⑧⑥✈❷r➚➅❷t❞♣➇ö❣♣☛t✉✈⑦↕
❧⑩r❁✈①s✉➏❁♣☛t✒⑧❚r❥s❞♣❣t❞♣✾❹❼s✉⑧❚r⑦➤➭④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t➩⑧➍❹✣s✉➏❁♣❽✈❷r❁♣❽t✉♣☛➢⑦t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r✼s✉♣❣➊❒➌◆❻
➊⑦➅①t✉➾➚➤✼t✉➅❏❻✧⑨❁r✳➫⑦⑤⑥⑤⑥♣❣➊➋❹✉➨❥⑨⑦➅①t✉♣❣❹❣↕✪➉⑦♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹✭✈①✇▲s✉➏❁⑧⑥❹✙④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣❣t✙➅❷t❞♣
➅✼❹❞❹❞✈✳④✗⑧➍➅❵s✉♣❣➊❸➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❽s✉➏❁♣●❶❸✈❵➑✼♣☛❶❸♣☛r❥s✭✈❷✇❱s❞➏❁♣●➏❁♣❣➅✼➊➋➅①r⑦➊➋t❞♣❣❶❸➅❷⑧❚r
➅✼④☛④☛✈❷❶❸➢⑦➅①r◆❻◆⑧⑥r❁➤➚⑧❚s⑩➊✳⑨❁t✉⑧⑥r❁➤✧s❞➏❁♣✝➽☎➏❁✈✼⑤❚♣✝❹❞♣❣➨❥⑨❁♣❣r⑦④✗♣✼↕
➲✙❻✡❶❸➅❷➾◆⑧❚r❁➤❸⑧⑥r✳✇➈♣☛t✉♣☛r✺④✗♣❣❹♦➽☎⑧❈s✉➏✬♣❣➑◆⑧⑥➊✳♣❣r⑦④✗♣✣✇➈t✉✈❷❶æ✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹☎➊✳♣☛➦
s✉♣❣④✗s❞♣❣➊❸➅✼④✗t✉✈✼❹✉❹★✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✾❹☛➂✼⑧❈s❦⑧➍❹❖➢▼✈✼❹✉❹➄⑧⑥➌❁⑤⑥♣qs✉✈➩➅❷❹✉❹➄✈✳④☛⑧⑥➅①s❞♣☎④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹
⑧⑥rÛs❞➏❁♣✸➽☎➏❁✈✼⑤❚♣✂❹➄s❞t✉♣❣➅①❶✖↕ ➎➇➏❁♣✸❹❞➅❷❶❸➢❁⑤❚♣✾❹✬⑧❚rÛs❞➏❁♣➳➊⑦➅❵s✉➅❭❹❞♣✗s
➅❷t❞♣❂s❞➏❁♣❣r➵❶❸✈✳➊✳⑧❚➫⑦♣❣➊✏s❞✈➸⑧⑥r⑦④✗✈✼t❞➢▼✈❷t➆➅❵s✉♣➳✈❷r⑦♣Ñ❶❸✈❷t✉♣➜➊✳⑧❚❶❸♣❣r✳➦
❹❞⑧⑥✈❷r➜t❞♣❣➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞⑧⑥r❁➤❒s❞➏❁♣❣⑧❚t➋⑤➍➅①➌▼♣☛⑤➍❹❣↕ã➎➇➏◆⑨⑦❹☛➂

di,j ∈ R
5
➅①r⑦➊

di,j = {x, y, ẋ, ẏ, c}T
➽☎➏❁♣❣t❞♣

c
⑧➍❹✤s❞➏❁♣✙⑤⑥➅❷➌✺♣❣⑤◆✈❷t✟④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t✪s❞➏✺➅❵s

s✉➏❁♣✣✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣✣➌✺♣❣⑤❚✈✼r❁➤✼❹❣↕

①⑩➹✦② ð▲➠✟➟ ➴ ➱ ➴★③ ➞✪④♦ð✣⑤ ➷❖➞❁➱❼➷ ➴✬⑥ ➞◆➟✺➮⑩➡▼➞❁➮♦➟❁ð
➓à⑧❚s❞➏❸➅♦➤✼t❞✈✼⑨❁➢✝✈①✇▼❹❞➅❷❶✧➢⑦⑤❚♣✾❹▲✇➈✈✼t✤♣✾➅❷④➆➏✒④☛⑤❚⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣❣t❣➂❵⑧⑥r✒♣✾➅❷④➆➏✝✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣
❾➈s❞⑧⑥❶❸♣✮❹➄⑤⑥⑧➍④✗♣✾➁●s✉➏❁♣❽❶❸✈①s✉⑧❚✈✼r✂❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣❽④☛➅①r✂➌▼♣❽⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r❥s✣⑨✺❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤
❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣✡⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r⑦⑧❚r❁➤✂➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏⑦❶❸❹✒✇➈✈❷t❽➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r❂r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾✳❹☛↕
Ò⑩✈❵➽q♣❣➑❷♣❣t❣➂☎④✗✈✼❶❸➢❁⑤❚♣☛③à❶✧✈❷s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹✡❶❽➅❏❻Ñ➏✺➅❏➑❷♣➭r❁✈✼r✳➦➧⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣❣➅❷t✡➊✳♣☛➦
➢▼♣☛r✺➊✳♣☛r⑦④☛⑧❚♣✾❹☛➂❥➅①r⑦➊❸➅❿⑤⑥⑧❚r❁♣✾➅①t á ➅❷⑨⑦❹❞❹❞⑧➍➅①r✧r❁♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾✝❶❽➅❏❻➩r❁✈①s❦➌▼♣
➊❁⑧❚t✉♣❣④✗s❞⑤⑥❻➭➅①➢❁➢❁⑤⑥⑧➍④☛➅①➌⑦⑤❚♣✼↕✧ß●⑨❁t✝❹❼s✉t✉➅①s❞♣❣➤❷❻✬s❞✈✡s✉➅✼④➆➾❥⑤⑥♣➩s✉➏❁⑧➍❹✣➢❁t❞✈✼➌✳➦
⑤⑥♣☛❶ ⑧➍❹✡s❞✈➜➅①➢❁➢⑦t❞✈❏③✳⑧⑥❶❸➅①s❞♣➭r⑦✈❷r✳➦➧⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣✾➅①t✬t❞♣❣⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹✮s❞✈❭⑤❚⑧⑥r❁♣✾➅①t
t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❣➂★⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❁⑧⑥r❁➤❨➅❨➊✳⑧❚➻▼♣❣t❞♣❣r✼s✧❹❼s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣❸✇➈✈❷t✒♣❣➅❷④➆➏➼s✉⑧❚❶❸♣
❹❞⑤⑥⑧⑥④☛♣❷➂❥⑨❁r❥s❞⑧⑥⑤✺❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹❦❹➄s✉➅①t❞s❦t✉♣☛➢▼♣❣➅❵s✉⑧❚r⑦➤⑦↕❦ß●⑨❁tq➅✼❹❞❹❞⑨❁❶❸➢✳s❞⑧⑥✈❷r
⑧➍❹✝s✉➏⑦➅❵s✾➂✟♣☛➑❷♣❣r✸⑧❚r➳④☛✈❷❶❸➢❁⑤⑥♣✗③✂❶❸✈①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✺❹✝⑤❚⑧⑥➾❷♣✡➅❨➏◆⑨❁❶❽➅①r✸➌▼✈◆➊❁❻
➽➇➅①⑤⑥➾◆⑧❚r⑦➤⑦➂✪s❞➏❁♣❣t❞♣✡♣✗③✳⑧➍❹❼s➆❹➚➅❮➢⑦➅❵s❞s❞♣☛t✉r✸s✉➏⑦➅❵s❸⑧⑥❹➚t✉♣☛➢▼♣❣➅❵s✉♣❣➊✸✈❵➑✼♣☛t
❹❞✈❷❶❸♣❨❾➈⑨⑦r❁➾◆r❁✈❵➽☎r✺➁❿s✉⑧❚❶❸♣❽⑧⑥r✼s✉♣☛t✉➑❵➅①⑤➀↕✮➎➇➏❁♣❽⑧➍➊✳♣❣➅✖⑧➍❹✣s❞✈✬s✉t❞❻❮s❞✈
⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r✬s✉➏❁⑧⑥❹⑩➢⑦➅❵s❞s❞♣❣t❞r➭➅❷r⑦➊✡s❞➏❁♣❣r❮④✗✈✼r⑦❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃s⑩➅❽➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r✬r❁♣✗s❞➦
➽✙✈❷t✉➾✖s❞✈➭➊❁♣❣❹✉④✗t✉⑧❚➌▼♣❽⑧❈s✾↕✮❧⑩❹✒④✗✈❷r✺➊✳⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦➅①⑤❖➢⑦t❞✈✼➌⑦➅①➌❁⑧⑥⑤⑥⑧❈s✉⑧❚♣✾❹✝➅①r⑦➊

➊❁♣☛➢▼♣☛r⑦➊✳♣❣r⑦④✗⑧⑥♣❣❹❸④➆➏⑦➅❷r❁➤❷♣✮➽☎⑧❈s✉➏➳s❞⑧⑥❶❸♣❷➂✙➅❮➊✳❻◆r⑦➅❷❶✧⑧➍④✮➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r
r⑦♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾▼➂❵➅✼❹✤⑧❚s❖⑧⑥❹✪r❁✈✼t❞❶❽➅❷⑤❚⑤⑥❻✝➊✳♣✗➫⑦r⑦♣❣➊❱➂①➽✙✈❷⑨⑦⑤⑥➊✒r❁✈①s❖➌▼♣➇➅❷➢❁➢❁t✉✈①➦
➢⑦t❞⑧➍➅❵s✉♣➩s❞✈✬t✉♣☛➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s⑩s✉➏❁♣✧❶✧✈✳➊✳♣❣⑤Ó↕✝➒⑩✈❷r❁♣☛s❞➏❁♣❣⑤❚♣✾❹❞❹❣➂❱⑧❈s✣⑧➍❹●➢▼✈✼❹➄➦
❹❞⑧⑥➌❁⑤❚♣⑩s❞✈✧④✗✈❷r✺❹➄⑧➍➊✳♣☛tqs❞➏⑦♣⑩➽☎➏❁✈✼⑤❚♣●❶✧✈❷s❞⑧⑥✈❷r➋➢✺➅❵s➄s✉♣☛t✉r➋⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❥sq➽☎⑧❚s❞➏
➅✧➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r➋r⑦♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾➋➅❷❹qs❞➏❁♣✝❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t✉♣●t✉♣☛➢▼♣❣➅①s❞♣❣➊✡⑧⑥r✬➅✧➊✳❻❥➦
r✺➅①❶❸⑧⑥④q➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹❞⑧➍➅①r✝r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾❆↕★➎➇➏◆⑨⑦❹❣➂❵➽☎⑧❈s✉➏➚➅●❹➄⑤⑥⑧❚➤✼➏❥s✪④➆➏⑦➅❷r❁➤❷♣q⑧❚r
s✉➏❁♣✒➊✳♣☛➫⑦r❁⑧❚s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✖✈①✇❖å❿➲✙➒●❹☛➂⑦s❞➏❁♣✝➢⑦t❞✈✼➌❁⑤❚♣❣❶Ù④❣➅①r✖➌✺♣➩➊❁♣❣❹✉④✗t✉⑧❚➌▼♣❣➊
⑧⑥r✬s❞➏❁♣✣✇➈✈✼t❞❶æ✈①✇❖å●➲➇➒ä❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t❞♣✣⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❁⑧⑥r❁➤✺↕
á ⑧⑥➑❷♣❣r➪s❞➏⑦♣Û➊❁➅①s✉➅ë❹❞♣✗s❭➽☎⑧❈s✉➏æ⑤➍➅①➌▼♣☛⑤⑥⑤❚♣✾➊ô❹❞➅❷❶❸➢❁⑤❚♣✾❹☛➂✮s❞➏❁♣➸➅①⑤❚➦
➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶❡➽✙✈❷t✉➾◆❹❿➅❷❹●✇➈✈✼⑤❚⑤⑥✈❵➽♦❹☛↕❸❺◆⑨❁➢❁➢▼✈✼❹❞♣✧s❞➏⑦➅①s✝⑧❚r❒s❞➏❁♣❸✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣
t
s✉➏❁♣☛t✉♣❮➅❷t❞♣

n
④☛⑤❚⑨✺❹❼s✉♣☛t➆❹☛➂

C1
t , . . . Cn

t

➂⑩⑧⑥➊✳♣❣r❥s❞⑧❚➫⑦♣❣➊à➽☎⑧❚s❞➏Û➅❵s
⑤⑥♣❣➅✼❹❼s

m
✇➈♣❣➅①s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹✝➢▼♣☛t✧④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t✾➂★⑨✺❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤❨s✉➏❁♣➋➢❁t✉✈✳④✗♣❣➊❁⑨❁t❞♣❽➊✳♣☛➦

❹✉④✗t✉⑧⑥➌✺♣✾➊➥⑧⑥rÔ❺◆♣✾④➃s❞⑧⑥✈❷rÔÕ❁↕ô❰Ïrãs❞➏❁♣✂r❁♣☛③◆s✡✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣
t + 1

➂⑩s✉➏❁♣
❹✉➅①❶❸♣

n
④☛⑤❚⑨✺❹❼s✉♣☛t➆❹✙➅❷t❞♣❿⑧➍➊✳♣☛r❥s❞⑧❚➫⑦♣✾➊❱➂

C1
t+1, . . . , C

n
t+1

➂✳➽☎⑧❚s❞➏
m❹✉➅①❶❸➢❁⑤⑥♣❣❹✣➢▼♣☛t➚④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t✕⑦✾↕✮➎➇➏❁♣✧➫⑦t➆❹➄s✒❹❼s✉♣☛➢✂✈①✇qs❞➏❁♣➋➅❷⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶

⑧➍❹❸s✉✈✸⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉rÑs✉➏❁♣➭❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t❞♣❨t✉♣☛➢⑦t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r✼s✉♣❣➊Ñ➌◆❻➳s❞➏⑦♣❮④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹
⑧⑥r✂s❞➏⑦♣❽➫⑦t➆❹❼s➩✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✼↕✬❺❥s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣➋⑤⑥♣❣➅❷t❞r❁⑧⑥r❁➤✖⑧⑥r➳➅➭➲➇➅❏❻❷♣❣❹✣r⑦♣✗s
⑧⑥r◆➑❷✈✼⑤❚➑✼♣❣❹✝➅❨❹❞♣❣➅①t➆④➆➏➼✈❵➑❷♣☛t✣s✉➏❁♣✮❹❞♣✗s➩✈❷✇☎➅❷⑤❚⑤✭➢✺✈❥❹❞❹❞⑧❚➌⑦⑤❚♣➋➊✳⑧⑥t✉♣❣④➃s✉♣❣➊
➅✼④✗❻✳④✗⑤⑥⑧➍④❽➤❷t➆➅①➢❁➏✺❹☛➂✟❹❞④☛✈❷t✉♣❣➊✂➌◆❻✂➅❮➊✳♣☛s❞♣☛t✉❶❸⑧❚r⑦♣❣➊➳❹✉④✗✈✼t❞⑧⑥r❁➤✖✇➈⑨❁r⑦④✗➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r▲↕❽❧⑩❹❿s✉➏❁♣❽r◆⑨❁❶✒➌▼♣☛t✝✈❷✇q➢▼✈✼❹✉❹➄⑧⑥➌❁⑤⑥♣✧➤✼t✉➅❷➢❁➏⑦❹●➤❷t✉✈❵➽♦❹✣❹➄⑨❁➢▼♣☛t❞➦
♣☛③✳➢✺✈✼r❁♣☛r❥s❞⑧➍➅①⑤⑥⑤⑥❻✝➽☎⑧❈s✉➏➚s✉➏❁♣☎r◆⑨❁❶✒➌▼♣☛t❖✈❷✇✺➑❵➅①t✉⑧➍➅①➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❣➂①➅⑩➏⑦♣☛⑨❁t✉⑧⑥❹➄s❞⑧➍④
❹➄s❞t➆➅❵s✉♣☛➤✼❻✧❶➚⑨⑦❹➄s✙➌▼♣✣⑨⑦❹➄♣✾➊❱↕✟❰Ïr✮s✉➏❁⑧➍❹q➽✙✈❷t✉➾❆➂❥s❞➏❁♣✣❹❞④☛✈❷t✉⑧❚r⑦➤➩✇➈⑨❁r⑦④✗➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r✮⑨⑦❹❞♣❣➊➋⑧⑥❹qs❞➏⑦♣●➽✙♣☛⑤⑥⑤✺➾◆r❁✈❵➽☎r✡➲✙➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❞⑧⑥➅❷r❽❰Ïr✳✇➈✈❷t✉❶❽➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r✬♥qt❞⑧❚➦
s✉♣☛t✉⑧❚✈✼rä❾✶➲✙❰❞♥➇➁➭❾ÓÒ♦♣❣④➆➾✼♣☛t✉❶❽➅①r▲➂ Ü❣Ý✼Ý ↔✼➁✧➽☎➏⑦⑧⑥④➆➏à⑧➍❹❽♣❣➨❥⑨❁⑧⑥➑❵➅①⑤⑥♣☛r❥s
s✉✈✒s✉➏❁♣✣Ö❨⑧❚r⑦⑧❚❶➚⑨❁❶ôå⑩♣✾❹❞④☛t❞⑧⑥➢✳s✉⑧❚✈✼r✡×▲♣❣r❁➤①s✉➏❮❾✶Ö❮å●×✪➁q➅❷➢❁➢❁t✉✈✼➅✼④➆➏
❾➀❺◆⑨❁ö❣⑨❁➾◆⑧Ó➂ Ü❣Ý✼Ý✝✆ ➁➃↕★②q❹❞❹❞♣☛r❥s❞⑧➍➅①⑤⑥⑤⑥❻✒s✉➏❁♣●➲✙❰❞♥Ñ➏⑦➅✼❹❦✈❷r⑦♣☎s❞♣❣t❞❶➺s❞➏✺➅❵s
⑧➍❹▲♣☛③❁➅❷④➃s✉⑤❚❻●s❞➏⑦♣✭⑤⑥⑧❚➾✼♣☛⑤⑥⑧❚➏❁✈◆✈✳➊❱➂✾❶❸♣❣➅❷❹❞⑨❁t✉⑧❚r⑦➤☎➏❁✈❵➽✂➽q♣❣⑤❚⑤❷s❞➏❁♣q❶✧✈✳➊✳♣❣⑤
➢⑦t❞♣✾➊✳⑧⑥④✗s✉❹●s❞➏⑦♣✧➊❁➅①s✉➅⑦➂▲➅①r⑦➊❮✈❷r❁♣✒s❞♣☛t✉❶ s❞✈✬➢▼♣☛r⑦➅❷⑤❚⑧➍❹➄♣➚s❞➏⑦♣❸④☛✈❷❶✧➦
➢⑦⑤❚♣☛③◆⑧❚s❼❻➋✈❷✇✤s✉➏❁♣✝❶❸✈◆➊❁♣☛⑤➀è

BIC (G) =
∑

i

∑

n

log P
(

Xi|Pa (Xi) , θ̂i, D
n
)

−
npi

2
log N,

➽☎➏⑦♣☛t✉♣
npi

⑧➍❹✟s❞➏❁♣⑩r❥⑨⑦❶✒➌▼♣☛t❦✈❷✇▼➢⑦➅❷t✉➅❷❶❸♣✗s❞♣❣t✉❹✪⑧⑥r❸s❞➏❁♣♦➊❁⑧⑥❹➄s❞t✉⑧❚➌⑦⑨✳➦
s✉⑧❚✈✼r✖✈①✇

Xi

➅❷r⑦➊
N
⑧➍❹➇s✉➏❁♣✝r◆⑨❁❶✒➌▼♣☛t♦✈❷✇✪❹✉➅①❶❸➢❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❣↕❦❧➸➤❷t✉♣☛♣✾➊✳❻

❹❞♣❣➅❷t✉④➆➏❂⑧⑥❹❸⑨⑦❹❞♣❣➊❂s❞✈➼➫⑦r✺➊➳s✉➏❁♣❨➤❷t➆➅①➢❁➏➳s❞➏⑦➅①s➋❶❸➅①③✳⑧❚❶❸⑧➍❹➄♣✾❹✒s✉➏❁♣
❹✉④✗✈✼t❞⑧⑥r❁➤✬✇➈⑨❁r⑦④✗s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲↕✬➎➇➏❁♣➋❹❞♣❣➅①t➆④➆➏✂❹❼s➆➅①t❞s✉❹✣➽☎⑧❚s❞➏➳➅✬✇➈⑨❁⑤⑥⑤❚❻✂④✗✈✼r✳➦
r⑦♣❣④➃s✉♣❣➊✬➤❷t➆➅①➢⑦➏✬➅❷r⑦➊✬✈❷➢▼♣☛t➆➅❵s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✺❹q✈❷✇✟➅✼➊❁➊✳⑧⑥r❁➤⑦➂⑦t❞♣❣❶✧✈❵➑◆⑧⑥r❁➤❸➅①r⑦➊
t✉♣☛➑✼♣☛t❞s❞⑧⑥r❁➤➋♣✾➊✳➤❷♣✾❹●➅❷t❞♣➩➢▼♣☛t❞✇➈✈❷t✉❶❸♣❣➊❨⑨⑦r✼s✉⑧❚⑤❖➅✮⑤❚✈✳④☛➅❷⑤✤❶❽➅①③◆⑧⑥❶✒⑨⑦❶
⑧➍❹➇✈❷➌❁s✉➅①⑧⑥r❁♣✾➊❱↕
Ò●➅❏➑◆⑧❚r❁➤➚⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r❥sqs✉➏❁♣✝❹❼s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣●✇➈✈❷t✙✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣

t
➂◆s✉➏❁♣❿❹✉➅①❶❸♣❿➢❁t✉✈①➦

④☛♣❣➊✳⑨⑦t❞♣✝⑧➍❹☎t✉♣☛➢▼♣❣➅❵s✉♣❣➊✡✇➈✈❷t➇✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣
t + 1

➂✺➅❷r⑦➊✖➅①r❁✈❷s❞➏❁♣❣t♦❹❼s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗➦
s✉⑨❁t✉♣➋⑧⑥❹✒⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r❥s❣↕✖➓à⑧❈s✉➏✸s❼➽✙✈➭④✗✈❷r✺❹➄♣✾④✗⑨✳s✉⑧❚➑✼♣➋❹❼s✉t❞⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣❣❹❣➂✟④✗✈❷t❞➦
t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❿➌✺♣☛s❼➽q♣❣♣☛r✂④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹✣⑧⑥r➼➊✳⑧❚➻❆♣☛t✉♣☛r❥s✝✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣❣❹✣➅①t✉♣✧➊❁⑧⑥❹➄➦
④☛✈❵➑❷♣❣t❞♣✾➊❱↕ê➎➇➏❁⑧➍❹❮④❣➅①r➸➌✺♣Ñ➊✳✈❷r❁♣❂⑨⑦❹➄⑧⑥r❁➤➜s✉➏❁♣❂❹✉➅①❶❸♣✸➤❷t✉♣☛♣✾➊✳❻
❹❞♣❣➅❷t✉④➆➏❨➏⑦♣☛⑨❁t✉⑧⑥❹➄s❞⑧➍④①➂▼⑨❁r⑦➊❁♣☛t●s❞➏❁♣❸④✗✈✼r⑦❹❼s✉t✉➅❷⑧❚r❥s♦s✉➏⑦➅❵s✣④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹●⑧❚r
✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣

t + 1
④☛➅❷r❁r❁✈❷s✖➌▼♣✸➢⑦➅❷t❞♣❣r✼s➆❹✬✈①✇❽④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹❼s✉♣☛t➆❹✖⑧❚rÔ✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣

t
↕ ➎➇➏⑦⑧⑥❹➼♣☛r✺❹➄⑨❁t✉♣❣❹➼➅ãÖ❮➅①t✉➾❷✈❵➑➸➅❷❹✉❹➄⑨❁❶❸➢✳s✉⑧❚✈✼rë➽☎➏❁♣❣t❞♣Ñ➑❏➅❷t❞⑧❚➦
➅❷➌❁⑤⑥♣❣❹❸➅①t✉♣✮⑧⑥r⑦➊✳♣❣➢✺♣❣r⑦➊✳♣☛r❥s➋✈❷✇♦s❞➏❁♣✖➢⑦➅✼❹❼s❸➤❷⑧⑥➑❷♣❣r➳s✉➏❁♣✖➢❁t❞♣✾❹➄♣❣r❥s❣↕

⑧▼⑨ ❩t◗✰❀✶❂❄■✘❅✽❍▼❂❆◗✰❀✶❅✛◗❏❪❴❙✽P✰❂❘◗✰❀✿❅✛❩
m

❱✗❂✘❅✕◗✰❚✓P✰❂✠❍ ❣ ❂✒P✰❂❆❇▲❧✓❂✠❩❝◗✰❇❖◆✿❂✘❧✪⑩❍▼❙✸❪❴❂♠❙✽❱♥◗✰❀✓❂✠❪❦■✘❅✛❩❶✈☎❂♠❂✏❭✝■✠❑✴❚✿❧✝❂✘❧❷✈❝●❷❍▼❂✠❑✴❂✠■✏◗✰❇✴❩✶✐✦◗✰❀✓❂
m

❱❞❂✘❅✛◗✰❚✝P✰❂✠❍
◗✰❀✿❅✛◗❵❀✶❅✘❈❉❂❋❀✓❇▲✐✽❀✶❂✏P❵❫✝P✰❙✸✈✶❅✽✈✶❇✴❑✴❇❖◗❸●❹❙✽❱✿✈☎❂✠❑✴❙✸❩✶✐✽❇✴❩✶✐❄◗✰❙❘◗✰❀✿❅✛◗❵❫✶❅✛P▼◗✰❇✴■✠❚✓❑❥❅✕P
■✠❑✴❚✶❍❯◗✰❂✏P✘❲
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❺❼❻ ❩▼✵⑦❴❵✴✶✽❣❬✪❀❾❽ ❧❭➢⑦❹❞♣☛⑨⑦➊❁✈①➦Ï④✗✈✳➊✳♣❦✇➈✈✼t❖Ö❨✈①s✉⑧❚✈✼r❸❺❥s✉t❞⑨✺④➃s❞⑨⑦t❞♣➇❧♦⑤❚➦
➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶✖↕
❰Ïr⑦➢❁⑨✳s✉❹❣è❦❧ä❹❞♣✗s♦✈①✇✪⑤⑥➅❷➌✺♣❣⑤❚⑤⑥♣❣➊✡✇➈♣✾➅❵s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✾❹

D
✄

Ð✝×❒s❞➏⑦t❞♣✾❹➄➏❁✈✼⑤⑥➊▲➂
k
↕

ß●⑨❁s❞➢❁⑨✳s✾è❦×▲♣✾➅①t✉r✼s♦➲➇➒➸♣☛r✺④✗✈✳➊✳⑧⑥r❁➤✧s❞➏❁♣✝❶❸✈①s✉⑧❚✈✼r✡➢✺➅❵s➄s✉♣☛t✉r▲➂
B
↕

➓à➏⑦⑧❚⑤⑥♣
stop > k

➊❁✈
Bt ←

➤❷t✉♣☛♣❣➊❁❻➀❿♦❹❞♣❣➅❷t✉④➆➏✤❾
D, t

➁
Bt+1 ←

➤✼t❞♣❣♣❣➊✳❻✁❿♦❹❞♣❣➅❷t✉④➆➏★❾
D, t + 1

➁
Bt+1

t ←
➤✼t❞♣❣♣❣➊✳❻✁❿♦❹❞♣❣➅❷t✉④➆➏★❾

D, t
➂
t + 1

➁❆➁✓➁❏⑧⑥r❥s❞♣☛t♦➊❁♣☛➢▲↕
B ← B +

〈

Bt, Bt+1, B
t+1
t

〉

t← t + 1
stop← KL(Bt; Bt0)②✭r⑦➊

➉✪⑧⑥➤❷⑨❁t✉♣✬ì✂❹❞➏❁✈❵➽♦❹✧➅①r❭♣✗③❁➅①❶❸➢❁⑤⑥♣✬✈①✇❿➅❒⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❥s❸❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣✬✇➈✈❷t
s❼➽✙✈➳④✗✈✼r⑦❹❞♣❣④✗⑨❁s❞⑧⑥➑❷♣✖✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣❣❹❣↕ä➒♦✈①s✉♣❨s❞➏✺➅❵s✮⑧⑥rã④✗✈✼r❥s❞t➆➅❷❹➄s❽s❞✈❂➅
å●❻◆r⑦➅①❶❸⑧➍④Ñ➲➇➅❏❻✼♣❣❹❞⑧⑥➅❷rë➒♦♣✗s❼➽✙✈❷t✉➾➸➽☎➏❁♣☛t✉♣➳s✉➏❁♣➜r❁♣✗s✂➏⑦➅✼❹❮s✉➏❁♣
❹✉➅①❶❸♣❂❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣➳✇➈✈✼t❮♣☛➑✼♣☛t✉❻ãs✉⑧❚❶❸♣❭❹❼s✉♣☛➢

t
➽☎⑧❚s❞➏

t 6= t0
➂

s✉➏❁♣❨r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾❂❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④✗s❞⑨❁t✉♣✖✈①✇✝➉✤⑧⑥➤❷⑨⑦t❞♣✖ì➳➊✳⑧❚➻▼♣❣t✉❹❸⑧⑥r➜s❞➏⑦♣✖s❼➽q✈
④☛✈❷r⑦❹❞♣❣④☛⑨✳s❞⑧⑥➑❷♣❮✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣❣❹❣↕➺➎➇➏❁♣✂➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏⑦❶✔④☛✈❷r❥s❞⑧⑥r◆⑨❁♣❣❹✡⑤❚♣✾➅①t✉r✳➦
⑧⑥r❁➤✖❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃s❞⑨⑦t❞♣✾❹●➅❷r⑦➊➭⑧⑥r❥s❞♣☛t❞➦➀✇➈t✉➅❷❶✧♣➚➊✳♣☛➢▼♣☛r⑦➊❁♣☛r⑦④☛⑧❚♣✾❹●⑨⑦r✼s✉⑧❚⑤✟s✉➏❁♣
r⑦♣☛➽à⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❥sq❹➄s❞t✉⑨⑦④➃s✉⑨❁t❞♣✾❹q❹➄s✉➅❷t➄sq➌✺♣❣⑧❚r❁➤❼✖➃ý➃➂➚ý➃☞❞✟❵ú✣s❞✈✒s❞➏❁✈❥❹➄♣●➢❁t✉♣✗➦
➑◆⑧⑥✈❷⑨⑦❹❞⑤⑥❻❮⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❥s❣➂✤⑧❚r⑦➊❁⑧⑥④❣➅❵s❞⑧⑥r❁➤❨s✉➏⑦➅❵s✝s✉➏❁♣✮④☛❻◆④☛⑤❚♣✮➏⑦➅❷❹✣➫✺r❁⑧⑥❹❞➏❁♣✾➊❱↕
➄ ý➃➂➚ý➃☞❞✟❵ú❮⑧⑥r➳s✉➏❁⑧➍❹❽④☛➅❷❹❞♣✬⑧⑥❹✧⑨❁r⑦➊❁♣☛t➆❹❼s✉✈❥✈✳➊Ñ⑧❚r❂s❞♣❣t❞❶❽❹❸✈①✇●t❞♣❣⑤⑥➅①s➄➦
⑧⑥➑❷♣✡♣☛r❥s❞t✉✈❷➢◆❻➼✈❷t❸Ð✣⑨❁⑤⑥⑤❚➌⑦➅✼④➆➾❥➦➧×★♣☛⑧⑥➌❁⑤❚♣❣t✒➊✳⑧⑥➑❷♣❣t❞➤✼♣☛r⑦④☛♣❮❾➀♥q✈❵➑✼♣☛t➚Ú
➎➇➏⑦✈❷❶❽➅❷❹❣➂ Ü❣Ý✼Ý❁Ü ➁✗↕★➎➇➏◆⑨⑦❹❣➂❵s❞➏❁♣✙⑤⑥♣❣➅①t✉r❁⑧⑥r❁➤❿➢❁t❞✈✳④☛♣❣❹✉❹✤❹➄s❞✈✼➢⑦❹✪➽☎➏❁♣☛r
➅❮➊✳♣✗➫⑦r⑦♣❣➊✸s✉➏❁t✉♣❣❹❞➏❁✈❷⑤➍➊✂✈①✇⑩Ð✝×➥➊❁⑧❚➑✼♣☛t✉➤❷♣☛r✺④✗♣❽⑧➍❹➚➅✼④➆➏❁⑧❚♣❣➑❷♣✾➊❱↕❮❧
❹❞➾❷♣☛s✉④➆➏✬✈①✇✤s❞➏❁♣➩➅❷⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶ô⑧➍❹☎❹➄➏❁✈❵➽☎r✬⑧⑥r✖❧⑩⑤❚➤✼✈❷t✉⑧❈s✉➏❁❶ Ü ↕
♠♦♣❣❹❞⑨❁⑤❈s➆❹☎✇➈t✉✈❷❶Ùs❞➏❁♣➚④✗✈❷❶❸➢❁⑤⑥♣✗s✉♣✒➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏⑦❶Ù➅①t✉♣✝➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊✬⑧❚r
➉✪⑧⑥➤❷⑨❁t✉♣Ñí❭✇➈✈✼t❨s❞➏⑦♣➳➫⑦t➆❹❼s❮➫⑦➑❷♣✸✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✾❹❨✈①✇✮➅➜❶❸✈①s✉⑧❚✈✼rä➢⑦➅❵s❞➦
s✉♣☛t✉r▲↕✤➎➇➏⑦♣❦❶❸✈①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✣➢⑦➅①s➄s✉♣☛t✉r✝➏⑦➅❷❹ Ü✾Ý ⑧❚r❥s✉♣☛t❞➦➧④☛✈❷r❁r❁♣✾④➃s✉♣❣➊✣❹❼s✉t❞⑨✺④➃➦
s✉⑨❁t✉♣❣❹☎t✉♣☛➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s✉⑧❚r❁➤✧s✉➏❁♣➩➽☎➏❁✈✼⑤❚♣➩④☛❻◆④☛⑤❚♣✝✈❷✇✟➅✧s❼❻◆➢❁⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤▲➏◆⑨❁❶❽➅①r
➤❥➅①⑧❚s❣↕✣②✭➊✳➤✼♣❣❹❿t✉♣☛➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊❨➽☎⑧❚s❞➏❒❹❞✈❷⑤⑥⑧➍➊➭⑤⑥⑧❚r❁♣✾❹❿⑧❚r⑦➊❁⑧⑥④❣➅❵s❞♣❸④✗✈✼r✳➦
➊❁⑧❈s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦➅①⑤❸➊✳♣☛➢▼♣☛r✺➊✳♣☛r⑦④☛⑧❚♣✾❹❮➌▼♣✗s❼➽✙♣☛♣❣rë④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹➭⑧⑥rës✉➏❁♣Ñ❹✉➅①❶❸♣
✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✼➂❦➽☎➏❁⑧⑥⑤❚♣✖♣❣➊❁➤❷♣❣❹➚t✉♣☛➢❁t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s❞♣✾➊✸➽☎⑧❚s❞➏➜➊❁➅❷❹❞➏❂⑤⑥⑧❚r⑦♣❣❹❸❹➄➏⑦✈❵➽
s✉➏❁♣✝⑧⑥r✼s✉♣☛t❞➦Ó✇➈t➆➅①❶❸♣✝④✗✈✼t❞t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r▲↕✟➉❁t✉✈❷❶ôs✉➏❁⑧➍❹➇➫⑦➤❷⑨⑦t❞♣✣⑧❚s♦⑧⑥❹☎➢▼✈✼❹➄➦
❹❞⑧⑥➌❁⑤❚♣❸s✉✈❨r❁✈①s✉♣✧s❞➏⑦➅①s➚④✗⑤⑥⑨⑦❹➄s❞♣☛t➆❹✝➅❷❹✉❹❞✈◆④☛⑧⑥➅①s❞♣✾➊➭➽☎⑧❚s❞➏✂s❞➏⑦♣❸s❞t✉⑨❁r❁➾❆➂
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✈❷s❞➏❁♣❣t✧④☛⑤❚⑨✺❹❼s✉♣☛t➆❹➚⑧⑥r❂⑧⑥r❥s❞♣❣t➄➦➀✇➈t✉➅❷❶❸♣✡④✗✈✼t❞t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r⑦❹❣↕➼➎➇➏❁♣❣❻✸t❞♣❣➢✳➦
t✉♣❣❹❞♣☛r❥s♦s✉➏❁♣❸④✗♣☛r❥s✉t❞♣➚✈①✇❖s❞➏⑦♣✒➌▼✈◆➊❁❻❨➽☎➏❁♣☛t✉♣✝s❞➏⑦♣➚❶❸✈❵➑❷♣❣❶❸♣☛r❥s⑩✈①✇
✈❷s❞➏❁♣❣t✝➢⑦➅①t❞s✉❹✝➅❷t❞♣❸➌⑦➅✼❹➄♣✾➊❮✈✼r✸➅①r⑦➊❮s❞➏❁♣❣t❞♣☛✇➈✈❷t✉♣❷➂❱s✉♣☛r⑦➊➼s✉✈✖➏⑦➅❏➑❷♣
❶❸✈✼t❞♣❿④✗✈❷t✉t✉♣☛⑤➍➅❵s❞⑧⑥✈❷r✺❹☛↕★➲✙♣✾❹➄⑧➍➊✳♣❣❹❣➂✼s❞➏❁♣●s❞t✉⑨❁r❁➾❸➏⑦➅✼❹q➅✒❶✧✈❵➑✼♣☛❶❸♣☛r❥s
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④☛✈❷t✉t❞♣❣⑤⑥➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r⑦❹q➌▼♣✗s❼➽✙♣☛♣☛r✬s✉➏❁♣☛❶❽❹❞♣☛⑤⑥➑❷♣❣❹❣↕
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➤❷✈✼t❞⑧❚s❞➏⑦❶✬↕✜➡☎✡❵ø✳ú➃ÿ➀✟✌☞✻✡✰→➢✔↔✎❁ù➥➤❹✡①û✝✟❝☞ ➄ ✔▼✟❝✔➀ý✗✖✠✔➀ý☛�✠✟❝☞ ➄ ✡✽�☛ý✶ù✛✔Óû✝➦
➄ ù☛ú➃ý✶ù✕✖❹➧✞➨❸➩❮ù✕✔↔✎✪✡✾þ✝✡✌☞❥✡✒➫❷ý☛�✠✟❝☞ ➭❵➂❛➯✝➲❷➂ Ü✕➳ Õ ✆ ↕

å●✈❷⑨✺④✗♣✗s✾➂❱❧➩↕⑥➂❆➊❁♣➚➉❁t✉♣☛⑧❚s✉➅✼❹☛➂❆➒➩↕⑥➂❱Ú á ✈❷t➆➊✳✈❷r▲➂❆➒➩↕✟❾Ó➔❷➣❷➣ Ü ➁➃↕ ➄ ù✕➵
÷☛ø⑦ù✗ÿ➸✔Óý☛✟✌☞✇➩➺✡❵ÿ➸✔➧ù✣➻❛✟①ú✘☞❥✡➇➂❽ù✕✔↔✎✪✡✾þ❉✖❭ýõÿ➇q▼ú✒✟✓�✕✔➀ý☛�➆ù✗↕✍➒♦♣☛➽
↕❦✈❷t✉➾❆è❦❺◆➢❁t✉⑧❚r❁➤✼♣☛t❞➦❸➼❖♣❣t❞⑤➍➅①➤✺↕

➉⑦t❞⑧⑥♣❣➊❁❶❸➅❷r▲➂❖➒➩↕⑥➂ á ♣☛⑧⑥➤❷♣❣t❣➂✟å✒↕⑥➂❦Ú á ✈❷⑤➍➊❁❹❞ö☛❶❸⑧⑥➊✳s❣➂❦Ö✸↕✙❾ Ü❣Ý✼Ý❥Þ ➁➃↕
➲➇➅❏❻❷♣✾❹➄⑧➍➅①r❽r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾❽④☛⑤⑥➅✼❹❞❹❞⑧❈➫✺♣☛t➆❹☛↕❛➩➺✟✓�✏✎✳ýõÿ▼ù✦➽★ù✠✟❵ú➃ÿ✺ýõÿ✶➫❷➂♥➾✓➲❷➂
Ü Õ Ü✘➳❆Ü ↔❷Õ⑦↕

Ò⑩♣❣④➆➾✼♣☛t✉❶❸➅❷r▲➂⑩å➚↕✝❾ Ü❣Ý✼Ý ↔❥➁➃↕✞➚➪✔➀ø☎✔❯✡①ú➃ý☛✟❝☞❴✡❵ÿ❦☞❚ù✠✟❵ú➃ÿ✺ýõÿ✶➫❢➶❖ý➃✔↔✎
➧✻✟❵û❷ù✕✖➆ý☛✟①ÿ❂ÿ❆ù✕✔❸➶❘✡❵ú✒➹❝✖✒❾✶➎✤♣❣④➆➏❁r⑦⑧⑥④❣➅①⑤✟♠☎♣☛➢▼✈❷t❞s✣Ö❒❺✳♠➇➦Ï➎☎♠➇➦ Ý í❏➦
➣❷↔❥➁➃↕✟❧☎➊✳➑❵➅①r⑦④☛♣❣➊✬➎★♣✾④➆➏❁r❁✈✼⑤❚✈✼➤❷❻❽å⑩⑧⑥➑◆⑧⑥❹❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲➂❁Ö❨⑧➍④✗t✉✈✼❹❞✈①✇õs⑩♥q✈❷t❞➦
➢▼✈❷t➆➅❵s❞⑧⑥✈❷r★➂❁♠☎♣❣➊✳❶❸✈✼r⑦➊❱➂✳➓❮❧ Ý✓✆ ➣✼í✼➔✳↕

Ò⑩⑨⑦➅①r⑦➤⑦➂✭♥●↕❚➂❦Ú❡å❿➅①t✉➽☎⑧➍④➆➏❁♣❷➂❖❧➩↕➇❾ Ü✾Ý❷Ý ↔✼➁➃↕❨❰Ïr❁✇➈♣☛t✉♣☛r⑦④☛♣✮⑧⑥r➳➌✺♣☛➦
⑤⑥⑧❚♣☛✇✧r❁♣☛s❼➽q✈✼t❞➾✳❹❣è❭❧❐➢⑦t❞✈✳④✗♣✾➊✳⑨❁t➆➅①⑤✣➤❷⑨⑦⑧⑥➊✳♣✼↕➴➘➃ÿ✑✔Ïù☛ú➃ÿ➀✟❝✔➀ý☛✡❵ÿ✁✟❝☞
➡☎✡❵ø✳ú➃ÿ✁✟❝☞➜✡✰→❹➚❄q✝q❆ú✒✡✛➷✼ý➃➂♦✟❝✔Ïù✻➤●ù✏✟❝✖✛✡❵ÿ⑦ýõÿ✿➫①➂❋➬✝➮☎➨▼➯✕➭❏➂▼➔❷➔❷í ➳ ➔❷↔❷Õ❁↕

×✤➅①⑨❁t✉⑧❚s❞ö☛♣❣r▲➂▲❺❆↕❱×❦↕✟❾ Ü✾Ý❷Ý ➔✼➁➃↕✉➛❦t✉✈❷➢⑦➅❷➤✼➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r✖✈①✇✭➢❁t✉✈❷➌✺➅①➌❁⑧⑥⑤❚⑧❚s❞⑧⑥♣❣❹❣➂
❶❸♣❣➅❷r⑦❹☛➂✼➅①r⑦➊✧➑❵➅①t✉⑧⑥➅❷r⑦④✗♣✾❹✪⑧❚r❸❶❸⑧❈③✳♣✾➊➚➤✼t✉➅❷➢❁➏❁⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤◆➅✼❹❞❹❞✈✳④✗⑧➍➅❵s✉⑧❚✈✼r
❶❸✈✳➊✳♣☛⑤➍❹☛↕❄➡☎✡❵ø✳ú➃ÿ➀✟✌☞❵✡✰→✉✔➃✎⑦ù✻➚✻➂❽ù✗ú➃ý☛�✠✟①ÿ ➄ ✔▼✟❝✔➀ý✗✖✠✔➀ý☛�✠✟❝☞➸➚✦✖✏✖✛✡✸�✗ý➃➵
✟❝✔➀ý☛✡❵ÿ✺➂➜➱✪✃❣➂ Ü ➣ Ý✝✆❝➳▼Ü✼Ü ➣ ✆ ↕

×✤➅①⑨❁t✉⑧❚s❞ö☛♣❣r▲➂☎❺❆↕q×✭↕⑩❾ Ü✾Ý❷Ý ↔❥➁➃↕✞❐➇ú✒✟✠q✪✎✳ý☛�✏✟✌☞❹➂♦✡❣þ✼ù✕☞✴✖➆↕ëß⑩③◆✇➈✈❷t➆➊❱è
♥q⑤➍➅①t✉♣☛r⑦➊✳✈✼r✍➛❦t✉♣❣❹✉❹❣↕

×✤➅①⑨❁t✉⑧❚s❞ö☛♣❣r▲➂❿❺❱↕♦×❦↕⑥➂❿Ú❾✢❷♣❣r⑦❹➄♣❣r▲➂●➉✙↕➩❾ Ü❣Ý❷Ý✼Ý ➁✗↕ ➄ ✔▼✟✝❒✛☞❚ù❮☞❥✡✸�✠✟❝☞
�✠✡❝➂❹q▼ø☎✔▼✟❝✔➀ý☛✡❵ÿ❾➶❖ý➃✔➃✎❾�✠✡❵ÿ▼þ①ý➃✔Óý☛✡①ÿ➀✟✌☞❰❐★✟❵ø✿✖✠✖➃ý☛✟❵ÿ þ❵ý✗✖✘✔➀ú➃ý☛❒✗ø☎➵
✔➀ý☛✡❵ÿ✪✖✂❾✶➎✤♣❣④➆➏❁r⑦⑧⑥④❣➅①⑤➩♠☎♣❣➢✺✈✼t➄s➭♠➇➦ Ý❷Ý ➦Ï➔❷➣ Ü ì◆➁➃↕æå●♣☛➢✺➅①t❞s❞❶❸♣☛r❥s
✈①✇❦Ö➭➅①s❞➏❁♣❣❶❽➅❵s❞⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤✪❺✳④☛⑧❚♣❣r⑦④✗♣✾❹☛➂❆❧⑩➅❷⑤❚➌▼✈❷t✉➤➋➐♦r⑦⑧❚➑✼♣☛t➆❹➄⑧❚s❼❻❷➂▼❧⑩➅①⑤❚➦
➌▼✈❷t✉➤⑦➂❁å●♣☛r❁❶❽➅①t✉➾❆↕

×★♣☛t✉r❁♣☛t✾➂❖➐➩↕✟➒➩↕➇❾Ó➔❷➣❷➣✼➔✼➁➃↕ÐÏ➩û✝❒✗ú➃ý✶þ➓➧✻✟❵û❷ù✕✖➃ý☛✟❵ÿ➥ÿ❆ù✕✔❸➶❘✡❵ú✒➹❝✖❹→✕✡❵ú
ú❞ù✠✟❉✖✛✡①ÿ⑦ýõÿ✶➫Ñ✟✓❒✠✡❵ø☎✔✇�✠✡❝➂❹q➀☞❚ù✏➷Ò✖➃û❉✖✘✔➧ù✛➂❷✖➆↕✂å●✈◆④✗s❞✈✼t✉➅❷⑤q➊✳⑧➍❹❞❹❞♣☛t❞➦
s✉➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲➂✤å⑩♣❣➢⑦➅①t❞s❞❶❸♣☛r❥s✝✈①✇♦♥q✈❷❶❸➢❁⑨✳s✉♣☛t✒❺✳④☛⑧❚♣❣r⑦④✗♣✼➂✪❺❥s➆➅①r✳✇➈✈✼t✉➊
➐♦r⑦⑧❚➑✼♣☛t➆❹➄⑧❚s❼❻❷↕

Ö➭⑨❁t❞➢⑦➏❥❻✼➂①Ð❸↕❉➛✪↕✳❾ Ü❣Ý❷Ý✓✆ ➁✗↕✿➘✗ÿ✽→✗ù☛ú❞ù✗ÿ✁�➆ù★✟❵ÿ❆þ✦☞❚ù✠✟❵ú➃ÿ✺ýõÿ✶➫✒ýõÿ❷✎◆û✝❒☛ú➃ý✶þ
➧✻✟❵û❷ù✕✖➆ý☛✟①ÿ➵ÿ❆ù✕✔❸➶❘✡❵ú✒➹❝✖✸❾✶➎✤♣❣④➆➏❁r❁⑧➍④☛➅❷⑤➚♠☎♣❣➢✺✈✼t➄s❮➐✣♥✙➲★➁❷♥➇❺✳å⑩➦
Ý✝✆ ➦ Ý✼Ý ➣❥➁➃↕✡♥q✈❷❶❸➢❁⑨❁s❞♣☛t✧❺✳④✗⑧⑥♣☛r⑦④☛♣✮å●⑧❚➑◆⑧➍❹➄⑧⑥✈❷r▲➂✟➐♦r⑦⑧❚➑✼♣☛t➆❹➄⑧❚s❼❻➭✈①✇
♥✙➅①⑤⑥⑧❚✇➈✈❷t✉r❁⑧⑥➅⑦➂✳➲q♣❣t❞➾✼♣☛⑤⑥♣☛❻✼➂❁♥✙❧ Ý ì Þ ➔①➣❁↕

Ö➭⑨❁t❞➢⑦➏❥❻✼➂❖Ð❸↕➏➛✟↕➇❾Ó➔①➣✼➣✼➔✼➁➃↕➺Ó✒û❵ÿ➀✟❝➂✧ý☛�Ô➧✻✟❵û❷ù✕✖➆ý☛✟①ÿàÿ▼ù✛✔➔➶❘✡①ú✒➹❉✖✛Õ
➤⑩ù▼q▼ú✉ù✘✖☛ù☛ÿ✑✔▼✟❝✔➀ý☛✡❵ÿ ✂ ýõÿ✽→✗ù☛ú❞ù☛ÿ➀�➆ùÖ✟❵ÿ❆þ➙☞❚ù✠✟❵ú➃ÿ✺ýõÿ✶➫❷↕ å●✈✳④➃s✉✈❷t➆➅①⑤
➊✳⑧➍❹❞❹❞♣☛t❞s✉➅①s❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲➂❁♥q✈❷❶❸➢❁⑨❁s❞♣☛t☎❺✳④☛⑧❚♣❣r⑦④✗♣✣å⑩⑧⑥➑◆⑧⑥❹❞⑧⑥✈❷r▲➂✳➐♦r⑦⑧❚➑✼♣☛t➆❹➄⑧❚s❼❻
✈①✇✭♥✙➅①⑤⑥⑧❚✇➈✈❷t✉r❁⑧⑥➅⑦➂✳➲q♣❣t❞➾✼♣☛⑤⑥♣☛❻✼↕

➒⑩♣❣➅❷⑤Ó➂♦♠✝↕✙Ö✸↕⑥➂♦Ú➯Ò⑩⑧❚r❥s❞✈✼r▲➂ á ↕✭②⑩↕❿❾ Ü❣Ý❷Ý Õ✼➁✗↕Û❧❡r❁♣❣➽ ➑❥⑧⑥♣☛➽
✈①✇✭s❞➏❁♣❸②✭Ö ➅①⑤⑥➤❷✈❷t✉⑧❚s❞➏❁❶çs❞➏✺➅❵s✙✃❼⑨⑦❹❼s✉⑧❈➫✺♣❣❹✣⑧⑥r⑦④✗t✉♣☛❶❸♣☛r❥s➆➅①⑤✟➅①r⑦➊
✈①s✉➏❁♣☛t☎➑❵➅❷t❞⑧➍➅①r❥s✉❹❣↕ ➄ ø✑❒✛➂➚ý➃✔❸✔➧ù➆þ❶✔▼✡❷➧♦ý☛✡❝➂❽ù✛✔Óú➃ý❥➹✓✟❵↕

❺✳✈❷r❁➤✺➂✁↕➚↕⑥➂ á ✈❷r⑦④❣➅①⑤⑥➑❷♣✾❹☛➂❱×❦↕⑥➂★Ú×➛✟♣❣t❞✈✼r⑦➅❁➂✁➛✟↕✭❾Ó➔❷➣❷➣✼Õ✼➁➃↕➩➐⑩r⑦❹❞⑨✳➦
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Abstract

We use clustering to derive new relations
which augment database schema used in au-
tomatic generation of predictive features in
statistical relational learning. Clustering im-
proves scalability through dimensionality re-
duction. More importantly, entities derived
from clusters increase the expressivity of fea-
ture spaces by creating new first-class con-
cepts which contribute to the creation of
new features. For example, in CiteSeer, pa-
pers can be clustered based on words or ci-
tations giving “topics”, and authors can be
clustered based on documents they co-author
giving “communities”. Such cluster-derived
concepts become part of more complex fea-
ture expressions. Out of the large num-
ber of generated features, those which im-
prove predictive accuracy are kept in the
model, as decided by statistical feature selec-
tion criteria. We present results demonstrat-
ing improved accuracy and scalability when
predicting publication venues using CiteSeer
data.

1. Introduction

Statistical relational learning and related methods
search a space of database queries or logic expressions
to find those which generate new predictive features. A
given schema, describing background data, is used to
structure a search over database queries. Each query
generates a table, which in turn is aggregated to pro-
duce scalar feature candidates. The process produces
a stream of features, from which statistically signifi-
cant predictors are selected. The expressivity of the
generated features is determined by the set of central
relational entities participating in the search.

Considerably more powerful models can be built when
the original schema is augmented with new relations
which are derived via clustering (cluster-relations).

Clustering can be used to create first-class relational
concepts which are not derivable otherwise from the
original relations. The addition of cluster-relations
to the schema results in the creation of richer, more
expressive, feature spaces, resulting in more accurate
models than those built from the original relational
concepts. Perhaps surprisingly, this approach can also
lead to the more rapid discovery of predictive fea-
tures. In addition to summarizing information (e.g.
“Is this document on a given topic?”), cluster de-
rived concepts participate in more complex relation-
ships (e.g., “Does the database contain another doc-
ument on the same topic and published in the same
conference?”). The creation of these new high-level
concepts allows more accurate and robust modeling
from complex data sources not simply through infor-
mation reduction, but, more importantly, through the
increased expressivity of the language used to describe
patterns in the data (0).

2. Methodology

We use a form of statistical relational learning which
integrates regression with feature generation from re-
lational data. In this paper we use logistic regression,
giving a method we call Structural Logistic Regression
(SLR). SLR combines the strengths of classical statis-
tical modeling with the high expressivity of features
automatically generated from a relational database.

Cluster-relations enter the formulation of the search
space used to generate predictive features exactly as
the original relations. The original database schema
is used to decide which entities to cluster and what
sources of attributes to use, for example documents
clustered by words or by citations create alternative
clusterings of the same objects. Once the schema is
expanded by adding derived cluster relations to it, the
underlying statistical relational learning methodology
is repeated, i.e. database queries of the feature gener-
ation search space are evaluated, and the resulting ta-
bles per observation are aggregated to produce scalar
feature columns, Figure 1. The new relations added
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are treated exactly the same as the original relations.

Section 2.1 briefly presents SLR; the reader is referred
to (0) for a more detailed description.

2.1. Structural Logistic Regression

SLR is an extension of logistic regression to model-
ing relational data. It combines the strengths of clas-
sical statistical models with the higher expressivity
of features automatically generated from a relational
database. SLR dynamically couples two main com-
ponents: generation of feature candidates from rela-
tional data and their selection using statistical model
selection criteria. Relational feature generation is a
search problem. It requires formulation of the search in
the space of, possibly complex, queries to a relational
database. At each search node, feature candidates are
constructed and considered for model inclusion. Thus,
the process incrementally learns predictive data pat-
terns, possibly encoding complex regularities in a do-
main. The process results in a statistical model where
each selected feature is the evaluation of a database
query encoding a predictive data pattern.

As mentioned above, relational feature generation is
a search problem. We use top-down search of refine-
ment graphs (?; ?) as our main search space speci-
fication method. Each node in the refinement graph
is a database query. The search starts with simpler
queries about learning examples and progresses by re-
fining its nodes, i.e. adding more relation instances
and conditions to a parent query. Since we are building
statistical models, rather than logic clauses as is the
case in inductive logic programming where refinement
graphs are used, we are not limited to searching in the
space of binary logic-valued clauses. In our case, each
node of the graph is a query evaluating into a table
of all satisfying solutions. Within each node we ap-
ply a number of aggregate operators to produce both
boolean and real-valued features. Thus, each node of
the refinement graph produces multiple feature can-
didates. Although there is no limit to the number of
aggregate operators one may try, e.g. square root of
the sum of column values or logarithm of their prod-
uct, we find count, ave, max, min, and empty to be
particularly useful. Aggregations can be applied to a
whole table or to individual columns, as appropriate
given type restrictions, e.g. ave cannot be applied to
a column of a categorical type.

The use of aggregate operators in feature generation
makes pruning of the search space more involved. Cur-
rently, we use a hash function of partially evaluated
feature columns to avoid fully recomputing equivalent
features. In general, determining equivalence among

relational expressions is known to be NP-complete.
Polynomial algorithms exist for restricted classes of
expressions, e.g. (?; ?). Equivalence determination
based on the homomorphism theorem for tableau query
formalism, essentially the class of conjunctive queries
we look at before aggregation, is explained in detail
in (0), page 115. However, deciding the equivalence
of two arbitrary queries is different from the simpler
problem we face of avoiding duplicates when we have
control over the way we structure the search space.

Top-down search of refinement graphs allows a number
of optimizations, e.g. i) the results of queries (prior to
applying the aggregations) at a parent node can be
reused at the children nodes, ii) a node resulting in an
empty table for each observation should not be refined
any further as its refinements will also be empty.

3. Task and Data

We explore the task of classifying CiteSeer documents
into their publication venues, conferences or journals.
The target concept pair is <Document, Venue>. The
value of the response variable is one if the pair’s venue
is a true publication venue of the corresponding doc-
ument and, it is zero otherwise. The search space
contains queries based on several relations about doc-
uments and publication venues, such as citation in-
formation, authorship and word content of the docu-
ments. Modeling of latent structure of entities in this
domain, such as topics of documents or communities of
authors, is capable of producing more accurate predic-
tive models that the original relational representation.
Clusters can be derived by clustering entities in the
domain based on the variety of alternative sources of
attributes.

Publication venues were extracted by match-
ing information with the DBLP database,
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/. Publication venues
are known for 60,646 CiteSeer documents.We use
these documents and information about them in the
experiments described below. Table XXX shows the
basic relations we use,

• PublishedIn(doc:Document, vn:Venue).
60,646 (60,646, 1,560)

• Author(doc:Document, auth:Person). 131,582
(53,660, 26,740)

• Citation(from:Document, to:Document).
There are 173,410( 42,749,31,603)

• HasWord(doc:Document, word:Word. 6,894,712
(56,104, 1,000) (The vocabulary was limited to
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Figure 1. Cluster-relations augment database schema used to produce feature candidates.

the top 1,000 count words in the collection after
Porter stemming and stop word removal).

We use k-means to derive cluster relations; any other
hard clustering algorithm can be used for this purpose.
The results of clustering are represented by binary re-
lations
<ClusteredEntity, ClusterID>.

The original database schema contains several entities
which can be clustered based on a number of alterna-
tive criteria. Each many-to-many relation in the orig-
inal schema presented above can produce two cluster
relations. Three out of four relations are many-to-
many (with the exception of PublishedIn), this re-
sults in six new cluster-relations. The following is the
list of these six cluster relations which we add to the
relational database schema:1

• Author(doc:Document,auth:Person) produces:

ClusterDocsByAuthors(doc:Document,clust:Clust0)
53,660 documents are clustered based on the
identity of their 26,740 authors.

ClusterAuthorsByDocs(auth:Person,clust:Clust1)
26,740 authors are clustered based on 53,660
documents they wrote.

• Citation(from:Document,to:Document) pro-
duces:

1See Future Work section for the discussion of how the
expressivity of the cluster types can be further increased
when attribute vectors of clustered entities are derived
from compound relationships.

ClusterDocsByCitingDocs(doc:Document,clust:Clust2)
31,603 documents are clustered based on 42,749
documents citing them.

ClusterDocsByCitedDocs(doc:Document,clust:Clust3)
42,749 documents are clustered based on 31,603
documents cited from them.

• HasWord(doc:Document,word:Word produces:

ClusterDocsByWords(doc:Document,clust:Clust4)
56,104 documents are clustered based on the
vocabulary of top 1,000 words they contain.

ClusterWordsByDocs(word:Word,clust:Clust5)
The vocabulary of 1,000 words is clustered based
on their occurrence in this collection of 56,104
documents.

Throughout the experiments in this paper we use k-
means clustering algorithm (e.g. (?)) with vector-
space cosine similarity (0), a widely used similarity
measure in text analysis. The search can be extended
to include more similarity measures and a search over
k, the number of groups in clustering. These simply
results in more features tested in the regression. If
needed, on-the-fly optimization using subsampling and
efficient linear time clustering algorithm could be used,
but in this paper we did not find them necessary.

An important aspect of optimizing cluster utility in
general, and of the use of cluster relations in our set-
ting in particular, is the choice of k, the number of
groups into which the entities are clustered. In our
case, for each potential value of k we would ideally
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compute separate clusters. For simplicity and speed
in the experiments presented here we fix k to be equal
to 100 in all cluster relations except for the last one,
ClusterWordsByDocs, where the number of clusters is
10. The latter is clustered into fewer groups because
there is roughly an order of magnitude fewer objects,
words, to be clustered; we selected the vocabulary of
size 1,000 to make the size of HasWord relation smaller
and more manageable.

4. Results

The results presented below demonstrate the advan-
tages of including cluster relations in the statistical
relational learning framework. First, including cluster
relations in the search space increases the expressivity
of the feature space and achieves higher classification
accuracy. Second, cluster-based features are cheaper
to generate since cluster relations contain fewer tuples
than the original relations from which they were de-
rived.

The training set contains 1,000 observations: 500 posi-
tive examples of <Document, Venue> target pairs uni-
formly sampled from the PublishedIn relation, and
500 negative examples where document is uniformly
sampled from the remaining documents and the venue
is uniformly sampled from the domain of all venues,
such that the sampled venue is not a true venue of the
corresponding document. Sampled positive pairs are
removed from the background relation PublishedIn,
as well as the tuples involving documents sampled for
the negative set. The test set contains 2,000 exam-
ples: 1,000 positive and 1,000 negative, sampled and
removed from PublishedIn in the same manner as the
training set examples. We know the citation structure,
authorship and content of the documents for which we
are learning to predict publication venues.

To demonstrate the utility of using cluster relations
within our statistical relational learning framework
we compare two models. One model is learned from
the feature space generated from four original non-
cluster relations, PublishedIn, Author, Citation and
HasWord. The other model is learned from the orig-
inal four relations plus six derived cluster relations,
DocsByAuthors, AuthorsByDocs, DocsByCitingDocs,
DocsByCitedDocs, DocsByWords and WordsByDocs.
Models are learned with sequential BIC feature selec-
tion, i.e. as each feature is generated it is added to the
model permanently if the BIC statistic improves, or
is permanently dropped otherwise. Sequential feature
selection is different from standard step-wise model se-
lection. Standard step-wise model selection is infeasi-
ble within this framework because it is not known in
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Figure 2. Learning curves show test set (Ntest=2,000) ac-
curacy changing with the number of features generated and
selected from the training set (Ntrain=1,000). Balanced
positive/negative priors.
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Table 1. Six features in each model which improve test accuracy by at least 1.0 percentage point after being selected.
Target: publishedIn

′

(D, V )

Feature Model

size[publishedIn( , V )] both
exists[citation(D, D1), publishedIn(D1, V )] both
exists[citation(D1, D), publishedIn(D1, V )] both
exists[citation(D, D2), citation(D1, D2), publishedIn(D1, V )] both
exists[author(D, A), author(D1, A), publishedIn(D1, V )] both
exists[citation(D, D3), citation(D3, D2), citation(D1, D2), publishedIn(D1, V )] clusterNO

exists[publishedIn(D1, V ), docsByWords(D, C), docsByWords(D1, C)] clusterYES

advance which features will be generated next in the
feature stream; it is also computationally much more
demanding for very large feature streams. Step-wise
feature selection needs to check all available feature
candidates before adding/dropping one; sequential fea-
ture selection re-trains only one additional model per
one generated feature.

We learn two models (clusterNO and clusterYES)
using sequential feature selection from the feature
streams of size 3,500 of numerically unique features
each. A numeric signature of partially evaluated fea-
tures is maintained to avoid fully generating numer-
ically equivalent (or rather, at least, nearly collinear
within hashing error bound) features; note that this is
different from avoiding syntactically equivalent nodes
of the search space: two different queries can produce
numerically equivalent feature columns, e.g. all ze-
ros, which is a common case as feature generation pro-
gresses deeper in the search space.

Figure 2 presents learning curves for the two models,
learned with and without cluster relations. The curves
show test set accuracy changing with the number of
features generated and sequentially selected from the
training set. The x-axis is the number of features
generated from the background relations; points on
the curves correspond to the selected features. The
model with clusters, clusterYES, contains 31 features
at the end of the process; 24 features are selected
into clusterNO from equally many feature candidates
(3,500). The number of positive and negative exam-
ples is equal in both cases; the curves start from the
first added non-intercept feature. Empty models, i.e.
only with an intercept, would be 50% accurate. The
test set accuracy of the cluster based model after ex-
ploring the entire feature stream is 87.55%, which is
3.0 percentage points higher than the accuracy of the
model not using cluster relations. The figure suggests
that there is no significant overfitting, represented by
a decrease in test accuracy when adding a new fea-
ture. The largest single drop in accuracy after adding

next feature is 0.45 percentage points. Thus, the
clusterYES model achieves a significant improvement
in accuracy and with fewer resources, as the genera-
tion of the same number of features for the cluster-
based model is cheaper, as the size of cluster relations
is smaller that the size of the original relations from
which they were derived.

Not all of the cluster relations are equally useful. As
Figure 2 shows, the improved accuracy of the cluster-
based model comes mostly from a single cluster-based
feature, 1540-th in the stream, which made test set
accuracy jump by 3.75 percentage points. This fea-
ture is a binary feature involving latent document top-
ics, i.e. the cluster relation of documents clustered by
their word content. The feature is ON for target docu-
ment/venue pair <D,V>, if there exists a document D1
in the cluster where D belongs such that D1 is published
in the same venue as D.

Table 1 shows the most significant features learned.
Post factum, these features are fairly obvious, which is
good news for the purposes of validating the method-
ology and its potential application to less well under-
stood domains. The last item in the table shows the
most important cluster-based feature, which translates
to English as “if there exists another document which
is on the same latent topic as D and is published in V.”

4.1. Cluster-First Search

The cost of database query evaluation used in fea-
ture generation dominates the complexity of the SLR
methodology. Up to this point we presented models
learned when searching the feature space in breadth-
first manner. In this section we explore an alterna-
tive search strategy which places cluster-based fea-
tures earlier in the stream. In our venue prediction
setting, this strategy achieves the same accuracy as
the breadth-first clusterYESmodel with far fewer fea-
tures tested.

To test the cluster-first search strategy we split the
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Figure 3. Learning curves show test set (Ntest=2,000) ac-
curacy changing with the number of features generated and
selected from the clusterYES training set (Ntrain=1,000)
following two search strategies: breadth-first and cluster-
first. The latter pushes cluster-based features earlier in the
stream. Balanced positive/negative priors.

stream of 3,500 features generated by breadth-first
traversal of the clusterYES search space into two con-
secutive substreams. The features of the first “clus-
ter” substream are presented for statistical feature se-
lection first, followed by the features from the second
substream. The features in each substream appear in
the same relative order as in the original breadth-first
stream.

The first stream includes features which involve only
cluster-relations and the PublishedIn relation. The
second stream includes all other features, some of
which are based only on Citation, Author and
HasWord relations, and others involve cluster relations
and PublishedIn relation together with Citation,
Author and HasWord relations. The PublishedIn re-
lation is pushed earlier in the stream together with
cluster-based relations because of its special status -
this relation serves as a structural core background re-
lation being of the same type as the response concept.
It provides background reference essential for learning,
similarly to the role of the Citation relation when
learning models for link prediction (0; ?). Because it
is not a many-to-many relation there are no “proxy”
cluster-relations derived from PublishedIn.

Figure 3 presents learning curves for two search strate-
gies, and show test set accuracy a function of the num-
ber of features generated and tested in the model.

5. Related Work and Discussion

Clustering and other latent space modeling methods
such as PCA often used in propositional predictive
modeling as a means for dimensionality reduction. Di-
mensionality reduction is achieved by replacing the
original flat features with the identifiers of clusters
they are elements of, or by the coordinates of their pro-
jections onto a lower dimensional space. For example,
words can be clustered into groups which replace in-
dividual words for document classification. structure
together with the flat features resulting in more accu-
rate predictive models, for example in the context of
maximum entropy modeling (0).

One research direction in relational learning addresses
clustering of relational entities with novel distance
metrics defined over the interlinked relational repre-
sentation. Many people have address clustering from
relational representation (see e.g. (0)).

It is not our goal to find a single “best” data par-
titioning. Instead, we identify a number of alterna-
tive clusterings which are involved in more complex
features improving predictive accuracy of statistical
models. Objects may be clustered based on different
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attributes, usin different similary measures, and with
different numbers of clusters found The usefulness of
a grouping can be assessed only in relation to a par-
ticular set of predictions being made.

Cluster-based concept and relation invention, as de-
scribed in this paper, differs importantly from using
aggregation, in a sense commonly used in databases,
as a means of summarization. Aggregation is essen-
tial in statistical relational learning and is also used to
create new, rich types of features from relational repre-
sentation (?). Using aggregates creates richer features
than modeling a boolean, table empty/non-empty fea-
ture as is the case in classical logic-based relational
learning approaches (0). The need for aggregates in
relational learning comes from the fact that the cen-
tral type of relational representation is a table (set);
the data is represented by a number of tables, and
database queries result in tables. Statistical models,
on the other hand, work with scalar values, real num-
bers, integers, or categorical variables. Aggregation
allows summarizing information in a table per given
observation into a scalar value which can be included
in a statistical model, for example, average of a word
count in all cited documents, or a citing document with
max number of incoming links. Aggregates are essen-
tial to our approach; each node in our search space
evaluates into a table, which in turn is aggregated to
produce a number of scalar feature candidates. The
advantage of clusters comes at another level to create
central relational entities from which features are gen-
erated; aggregates are applied at the next step to the
tables resulting from queries which can involve both
the cluster relations and the original relations, for ex-
ample, the number of documents in the same cluster
and published in the same conference is a count or size
aggregate of a corresponding derived view.

The idea of augmenting the existing representation
with new relations or predicates is, of course, not new.
In inductive logic programming it is known as “predi-
cate invention”. For example, Statistical Predicate In-
vention (0) which was proposed for learning in hyper-
text domains, represents classifications produced by
Naive Bayes as a new predicate added to FOIL (?).
Statistical Predicate Invention preserves FOIL as the
central modeling component and calls statistical mod-
eling from within the inner structure navigation loop
to supply new predicates. Our approach differs in that
we use statistics rather than logic as a modeling com-
ponent, and more importantly in this context, we ad-
vocate the use of cluster-based relation invention as a
means to enrich feature spaces by adding to schema
many types of clusters, not only those of a response
concept, thus creating first-class relational concepts,

such as “topics” or “communities”, which have a clean
“identity” as the world representation entities.

Concept invention could also, in theory be done in
other types of relational learning, such as in those
using graphical models, e.g. Probabilistic Relational
Models (PRMs) (?; 0), which are generative models
of joint probability distribution capturing probabilis-
tic influences between entities and their attributes in
a relational domain. However, such generative models
are not condusive to searching for complex features, as
is done in ILP and in this paper.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a framework for learning predictive
statistical models from relational data where new
concepts and relations are derived by clustering
items in the original database schema. Adding
these new relations to the database schema (as
opposed to just using them as aggregates to derive
new features) allows a more efficient search of a
richer feature space. Including new relations such as
docsByWords allows discovery of new features such as
exists[publishedIn(D1, V ), docsByWords(D, C), docsByWords(D1, C

We applied cluster-relation invention to the task of
predicting the publication venue of scientific papers
from the CiteSeer database, which contains citations,
paper authorship, and word content. We used cluster-
ing to derive new first class relational entities reflecting
hidden topics of papers, author communities and word
groups. New cluster relations included into the feature
generation process, in addition to the original rela-
tions, resulted in the creation of richer cluster-based
features, where clusters enter into more complex re-
lationships with existing background relations rather
than only provide dimensionality reduction. Using re-
lation invention gives more accurate models than those
built only from the original relational concepts.

Two models, with and without cluster relations, were
compared on feature streams of 3,500 unique fea-
tures. Relation invention gave accuracy improvement
of about 3.0 percentage points over the non cluster-
based model. Enriching the schema with more com-
pact cluster relations can also lead to a more rapid
discovery of predictive features. Cluster relations are
smaller than the original relations from which they are
derived; this translates into lower costs of generating
cluster-based features. Focussing search on relations
containing clusters, we get high accuracy in fewer than
100 features, in contrast to the breadth-first strategy
which achieved the same accuracy only after consider-
ing more than 1,500 features. This is important, as the
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most computationally demanding process in the SLR
methodology is database query evaluation for feature
generation.

We envision several improvements to the relation in-
vention methodology. Richer types of clusters can be
derived from more complex sets of attributes than
those immediately available in a single relation. For
example, publication venues and authorship data are
in two separate relations which both can be used to
cluster publication venues based on the authors who
publish in them. Also, clustering can be performed
lazily as a corresponding depth in the feature search
space is reached by the feature generation process. In
contrast to “propositionalization” (?), which implies a
decoupling of relational feature generation and mod-
eling, SLR is dynamic and allows for a more natural
introduction of this extension.
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♠③❸❬❸⑨➚✯↔❆❥✾♠♦❸➂❼✑➣✈⑧❬♣q❷✠❸➂♠♦♥⑤➉③❥✥✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥➵❼q❥✤♣❽❼✫⑩❲⑧P♣✥❼❾❥✾❥✫r➓❼✈➣❢✉③♥q♣q❷✳➣✈❷❆⑧⑨❸❬❥
♣⑤✉s⑧❬t✳❻③❥✼❼➀♣⑤⑧❬➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥❦➣✈❷❆❥✫♣q❷❆❥✾♥✑♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆rÖ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼➾❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤r×➣❢❥✫❸⑨❸❋⑧❬t
♣⑤❷❆⑧➂❼✗⑦✤✉③t❇♣⑤❥✤➘✳♣✾➽s⑥✳❥✾⑦✫✉③t✸↔❋⑩❋④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉✞♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rØ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✷♠♦❸⑨❸❬✉❴➣✑❼✥♠♦t
❥✫➘✳♣q❥✫t❲❼❾⑧⑨✉③t➪✉③✇✪♣q❷✸❥☛✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥▲❼❾❧❲♠③⑦✤❥☛➟✳➚✠⑧❬t✸⑦✫❸❬④❲↔❤⑧❬t✸➉❱♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥
✇➫④✸t✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✫⑩❀❧❏✉◆❼⑤❼❾⑧⑨➟❆❸⑨➚✥⑦✫✉③r☛➟❆⑧❬t✸❥✾↔✷➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➵❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✗⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✾➽
⑥❤✉✻✇✴♠③♥✾⑩❏♣q❷✸⑧⑨❼✷⑦✤✉◆r➵➟❆⑧⑨t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✻❷❲♠③❼✥➟❲❥✾❥✫t➎⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✫♥⑤❥✾↔➷♠✻↔❤⑧❬ÙÚ⑦✤④❆❸❬♣
♣❽♠③❼q❹ Ó ➈❢❸⑨✉❤⑦❽❹③❥✫❥✾❸✓ÛÜ➈❢♥⑤④❆➚✳t❆✉✳✉③➉◆❷❆❥③⑩❆➃♦➄◆➄③➆❇Ô➹⑩❤➟❏❥✾⑦✫♠③④✸❼q❥❦♣⑤❷❆❥✗✇➫❥✼♠❴➶
♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✣❼❾❥✫♣✙➉③♥⑤✉❴➣✑❼✎Ý❇④❆⑧➂⑦❽❹❇❸⑨➚③⑩❇♠♦t✸↔s➟❏❥✾⑦✾♠♦④✸❼q❥➾♣q❷✸❥❦❼q❥✾♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷s❼❾❧✸♠◆⑦✤❥✈⑧➂❼
❸⑨❥✾❼⑤❼☛➣②❥✾❸❬❸❬➶Þ➟❏❥✫❷❲♠❀❻③❥✾↔➍↔❆④❆❥Ú♣⑤✉➪♣q❷✸❥✯t❆✉◆t❤➶ßr▲✉◆t❆✉♦♣⑤✉③t❆⑧➂⑦✤⑧❬♣➀➚➎❧❆♥q✉◆➟❤➶
❸⑨❥✫r Ó ❶✷t❆✉◆➟❆➟❏❥✥❥✫♣✣♠♦❸Þ➽❬⑩❏➃♦➄③➄❇➃③Ô✤➽
↕➾❷✸❥❱❧❲♠♦❧❏❥✫♥s⑧⑨❼▲✉◆♥q➉❇♠♦t❆⑧⑨➛✫❥✼↔✩♠③❼☛✇➫✉③❸⑨❸⑨✉❴➣✑❼✫➽✩➜➝t➢⑥✳❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✹➃❤⑩✪➣❢❥
↔❆⑧⑨❼⑤⑦✤④✸❼⑤❼❢♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rÜ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✫➽✪⑥✳❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✯➆☛⑧❬❸⑨❸❬④❲❼➀♣⑤♥⑤♠♦♣q❥✾❼②♣⑤❷❆❥✷❧❆♥q✉◆➟❤➶
❸⑨❥✫rà✉♦✇✛⑦✫✉③r☛➟❆⑧❬t✸⑧❬t❆➉➓♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✪➣✈⑧❬♣q❷✠❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✞⑦✤✉③t❲↔❤⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼

⑧⑨t➓♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲♠♦❸❤❸⑨❥✾♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✸➽✎á❦④❆♥✪rs❥✤♣⑤❷❆✉❤↔❋⑩③➣✈❷✸⑧⑨⑦❽❷➓⑧➂❼✪♠✷♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣✗♠♦❧✸❧❆♥q✉❇♠③⑦❽❷✞♣⑤✉✯♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸✛❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✸⑩▼⑧➂❼❦❧✸♥q❥✼❼❾❥✾t◆♣⑤❥✾↔➷⑧❬t
⑥❤❥✾⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t❜â❲➽❜➜➝tã⑥✳❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➢ä❆⑩✙➣❢❥❱❥✫➘❤❧❲❥✾♥q⑧⑨rs❥✫t❇♣⑤♠③❸❬❸⑨➚✩❥✫❻❴♠③❸❬④✸♠♦♣q❥
✉◆④❆♥➓rs❥✤♣⑤❷❆✉❤↔❜⑧⑨t➢➟❲✉③♣q❷ã♠➺❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦➹♣⑤④❆♥⑤♠③❸❬❸⑨➚➻⑦✫✉③rs❧❆❸⑨❥✤➘❜↔❤✉◆r➓♠♦⑧⑨t✓⑩
♠③t✸↔➪♠ Ó ❷❆⑧⑨➉③❷✸❸❬➚✞t❆✉◆t❤➶ß↔❆❥✤♣q❥✾♥qrs⑧⑨t✸♠❴♣⑤❥✼Ô✑➟❆④✸❼q⑧❬t❆❥✼❼q❼✷↔❤✉◆r➓♠♦⑧⑨t✓➽✥Ð✛⑧❬➶
t❲♠♦❸⑨❸❬➚◆⑩❤➣②❥❦✇➫✉③♥⑤r➵④❆❸➂♠❴♣⑤❥✥⑦✫✉③t✸⑦✫❸❬④❲❼❾⑧⑨✉③t✸❼➾♠③t✸↔✯❼q✉③rs❥✥⑧⑨↔❆❥✾♠③❼②✇➫✉◆♥➾✇➫④❤➶
♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✗♥q❥✼❼❾❥✼♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷Ú⑧❬t➪⑥✳❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t❱å✸➽

æ✈➱✥ç ➧ ❐ ❮✣❒✙è é✈❒✙➦❆ê❃➤◆➥❆➤

➩✣♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆rë✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣✯⑧⑨t✸↔❤④✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t Ó ➈②♥⑤❥✫⑧⑨r➓♠♦t✓⑩✥➃♦➄③➄✸➇✼Ôs⑧➂❼❱♠♦tã❥✾t❤➶
❼q❥✫r☛➟❆❸⑨❥✗r▲❥✫♣q❷❆✉❤↔❋➽➾➅✑t✠❥✾t✸❼q❥✫r➵➟✸❸❬❥✗❸⑨❥✾♠③♥qt❆⑧⑨t❆➉Ú♠③❸❬➉◆✉③♥⑤⑧P♣⑤❷❆rà⑦✤✉◆t❤➶
❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦✤♣⑤❼❢♠➵❼q❥✤♣②✉③✇❃⑦✤❸➂♠③❼⑤❼❾⑧❬ì✸❥✾♥⑤❼✾⑩◆♠③t✸↔s♣q❷✸❥✫t✻⑦✫❸⑨♠◆❼q❼q⑧Pì❲❥✾❼✪t✸❥✫➣í↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠
❧❏✉③⑧⑨t❇♣⑤❼②➟✳➚☛♣❽♠♦❹✳⑧⑨t❆➉➵♠✆❻◆✉♦♣⑤❥✑✉♦✇❋♣⑤❷❆❥✣❧❆♥⑤❥✾↔❆⑧⑨⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼②✉♦✇✓❥✼♠③⑦❽❷Ú⑦✤❸➂♠③❼❾➶
❼q⑧❬ì✸❥✫♥✼➽✗➅Üt✸❥✾⑦✤❥✼❼q❼⑤♠♦♥⑤➚✞♠♦t✸↔➼❼❾④❤ÙÚ⑦✫⑧❬❥✾t◆♣✗⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✠✇➫✉◆♥✗♠♦t➪❥✾t❤➶
❼q❥✫r☛➟❆❸⑨❥✙✉♦✇❏⑦✤❸➂♠③❼⑤❼❾⑧❬ì✸❥✫♥❽❼❋♣⑤✉❦➟❏❥❢r▲✉◆♥q❥❢♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥❽♠❴♣⑤❥✎♣q❷✸♠③t☛♠③t❇➚✷✉③✇✸⑧P♣❽❼
⑧⑨t✸↔❤⑧⑨❻✳⑧⑨↔❆④✸♠♦❸❆rs❥✾r➵➟❏❥✫♥❽❼✫⑩◆⑧⑨❼→♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣✙♣q❷❆❥✑⑦✫❸⑨♠◆❼q❼q⑧Pì❲❥✫♥❽❼✎♠♦♥⑤❥➾♠◆⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥⑤♠♦♣q❥
♠③t✸↔➷↔❆⑧❬❻◆❥✫♥❽❼❾❥ Ó✴î ♠③t✸❼q❥✫t➺Ûà⑥❤♠♦❸➂♠♦rs✉◆t✓⑩→➇✾➞③➞◆➄◆Ô✤➽✆➅✑t➼♠◆⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥⑤♠♦♣q❥
⑦✫❸⑨♠◆❼q❼q⑧❬ì✸❥✫♥✎↔❤✉✳❥✾❼✪➟❲❥✫♣❾♣q❥✾♥✎♣q❷❲♠♦ts♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rÕ➉③④❆❥✼❼q❼q⑧⑨t❆➉❦✉◆tst❆❥✫➣★❥✤➘✳➶
♠③rs❧❆❸❬❥✼❼✫➽→↕➾➣❢✉➵⑦✤❸➂♠③❼⑤❼❾⑧❬ì✸❥✾♥⑤❼✪♠③♥q❥❦↔❤⑧❬❻◆❥✫♥❽❼❾❥✈⑧❬✇❋♣q❷✸❥✫➚sr➓♠♦❹③❥✑↔❆⑧Pï▼❥✫♥q➶
❥✾t❇♣✰❥✫♥⑤♥⑤✉③♥❽❼❋✉③t✗t❆❥✾➣✩↔❆♠❴♣❽♠✑❧❏✉③⑧⑨t❇♣⑤❼✾➽✰↕➾❷❆❥✾♥q❥❢♠♦♥⑤❥✙↔❤⑧❬ï❏❥✾♥q❥✾t◆♣✛➣❢♠❀➚❤❼
✇➫✉◆♥✆⑦✤✉◆t✸❼➀♣⑤♥q④❲⑦➹♣q⑧⑨t❆➉✞❥✫t❲❼❾❥✾r➵➟❆❸⑨❥✾❼✾ð✷➟✸♠♦➉◆➉③⑧⑨t❆➉ Ó ➈②♥⑤❥✫⑧⑨r➓♠♦t✓⑩②➇✾➞◆➞③å◆Ô
♠③t✸↔✞➟❏✉❇✉❇❼➀♣⑤⑧❬t✸➉ Ó Ð✸♥q❥✾④❆t✸↔➪Ûñ⑥❤⑦❽❷❲♠♦❧❆⑧⑨♥q❥◆⑩❃➇✼➞③➞③å❇Ô②✇➫✉③♥❦⑧❬t✸❼❾♣⑤♠③t✸⑦✤❥◆⑩
⑧⑨t❇♣q♥⑤✉❤↔❤④✸⑦✤❥✯↔❤⑧❬❻◆❥✫♥❽❼❾⑧❬♣➀➚➷➟✳➚➼rs♠③t❆⑧⑨❧❆④❆❸➂♠❴♣q⑧⑨t❆➉✠♣⑤❷❆❥Ú♣⑤♥⑤♠③⑧❬t✸⑧❬t❆➉➪❼q❥✤♣✼➽
⑥❤❥✫❻③❥✾♥⑤♠③❸✸✉③♣q❷❆❥✾♥❢♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠③⑦❽❷✸❥✾❼✪♠♦♣❾♣q❥✾rs❧❤♣➾♣q✉➵⑧⑨t✸⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✑❻❴♠♦♥⑤⑧⑨♠③➟❆⑧❬❸❬➶
⑧❬♣➀➚➪➟✳➚➪r➓♠♦t✸⑧❬❧❆④✸❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨t❆➉❱♣q❷❆❥➓⑧⑨t❆❧❆④❤♣✗✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼✷✉③♥✥♣q❷✸❥➓✉③④❤♣⑤❧❆④❤♣
♣❽♠♦♥⑤➉③❥✫♣⑤❼✾⑩❤✉③♥✑➟✳➚✻⑧⑨t❇♣q♥⑤✉❤↔❤④✸⑦✤⑧⑨t❆➉➓♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rst❆❥✾❼⑤❼➾⑧⑨t✯♣⑤❷❆❥✆❸⑨❥✾♠③♥qt❆⑧⑨t❆➉
♠③❸❬➉◆✉③♥⑤⑧P♣⑤❷❆r Ó ✐❦⑧❬❥✫♣❾♣q❥✾♥q⑧➂⑦❽❷✓⑩②➃③➄③➄◆➄◆Ô➹➽➎➩✑♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rò✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✆♣q♥⑤➚➎♣q✉
⑧⑨t✸⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥➵↔❤⑧⑨❻③❥✫♥❽❼q⑧P♣➀➚❱♠♦rs✉③t❆➉Ú♣q❷❆❥▲⑦✤❸➂♠③❼⑤❼❾⑧❬ì✸❥✫♥❽❼✑➟✳➚❱♥q❥✼❼q♠③rs❧❆❸❬⑧⑨t❆➉
♣⑤❷❆❥➪↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠❆⑩➾♠♦t❲↔➻➟✳➚➻⑦❽❷✸♠③t❆➉③⑧⑨t❆➉➼♣q❷❆❥✞✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥➪❼q❥✤♣❽❼s✉❴❻③❥✾♥☛♣⑤❷❆❥
↔❆⑧Pï▼❥✫♥⑤❥✫t❇♣ Ó ♣q♥⑤❥✫❥❀Ô✑rs✉❤↔❤❥✫❸→⑧⑨t✸↔❤④✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t➪❧✸♥q✉❤⑦✤❥✼❼q❼q❥✾❼✾➽❦↕➾❷✸❥☛❥✫➘❤♠◆⑦➹♣
❧✸♥q✉❤⑦✤❥✼↔❤④❆♥⑤❥✷⑧⑨❼✈♠◆❼❢✇➫✉③❸⑨❸❬✉❴➣✑❼✾ð

ó➻ô ❝❲❫➵õ✎ö ➇✷÷ ❝➼ø✻❪✛❝ ð

ù ➟❆④❆⑧⑨❸⑨↔★↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠③❼q❥✤♣➓úsû✥➟❇➚✩❼⑤♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨⑧⑨t❆➉➼➣✈⑧❬♣q❷★♥⑤❥✫❧❆❸➂♠③⑦✫❥✤➶rs❥✫t❇♣✈✇➫♥q✉◆rà↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠③❼q❥✤♣✑ú
ù ❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❜♠➼↔❤❥✾⑦✫⑧⑨❼q⑧❬✉◆t✩♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✯ü❋û✣✇➫♥q✉◆rýú▲û▲þ✳ÿ✁�✄✂✆☎✞✝✠✟✡✂☞☛

✌✎✍✑✏✓✒✕✔ ✝✗✖➹ÿ✁✘✙✝✁�✛✚✜✘✢✖ ✌✤✣ ✖✥✟✡✘Þþ✦✝✗✖✆ÿ✧✖✜✘❯ÿ
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ó rs♠③❹③❥s❧❆♥⑤❥✾↔❤⑧➂⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✆♠◆⑦✫⑦✤✉◆♥⑤↔❆⑧❬t❆➉✯♣q✉✞♣⑤❷❆❥➓r➓♠❴➁➀✉◆♥q⑧❬♣➀➚➪❻③✉③♣q❥
✉♦✇✛♣q❷❆❥✆❼q❥✤♣✈✉♦✇ ø ♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✾❼

↕➾❷✸❥Ú❧✸♠♦♥q♣➵✉③✇✈♣q❷❆❥❱♠♦❸⑨➉③✉③♥⑤⑧❬♣q❷❆r ➣✈❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥Ú♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆rÒ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼➵↔❤⑧❬✇❨➶
✇➫❥✾♥❢✇➫♥q✉◆rÖ♣q❷❆❥✥t❆✉③♥⑤r➓♠♦❸▼➟✸♠③➉③➉③⑧⑨t❆➉✆❧✸♥q✉❤⑦✤❥✼↔❤④❆♥⑤❥✣⑧➂❼❢❥✫rs❧❆❷✸♠◆❼❾⑧⑨➛✫❥✼↔❋➽
➬✹❷✸❥✫t➪⑧⑨t✸↔❤④✸⑦✫⑧❬t✸➉✯♠Ú↔❤❥✼⑦✤⑧➂❼❾⑧⑨✉③t✞♣⑤♥q❥✾❥③⑩✸♣q❷❆❥☛➟❲❥✼❼➀♣❦✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✆⑧⑨❼✥❼q❥✤➶
❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q❥✼↔✹✇➫♥⑤✉③r ♠➻ì❆➘❤❥✾↔í❼q❥✤♣✞✉♦✇➵✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✾❼✁�➳⑧⑨t ❥✼♠③⑦❽❷ãt❆✉❤↔❤❥◆➽
➜➝t➸➟❲♠♦➉③➉◆⑧❬t✸➉✸⑩❦♣q❷❆⑧➂❼➷❼q❥✤♣➷✉③✇☛✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼➪↔❤✉✳❥✾❼➪t❆✉♦♣➪❻❴♠♦♥⑤➚í✉❴❻◆❥✫♥
♣⑤❷❆❥☛↔❆⑧Pï▼❥✫♥⑤❥✫t❇♣✣♥⑤④❆t✸❼✣✉♦✇✎♣q❷✸❥✆⑧❬t❲↔❤④✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➪❧❆♥⑤✉❤⑦✤❥✾↔❆④❆♥q❥◆➽✈➜➝t✠♥⑤♠③t❤➶
↔❆✉③r➲✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼②❷❆✉❴➣❢❥✫❻③❥✾♥✾⑩◆♠➵↔❤⑧❬ï❏❥✾♥q❥✾t❇♣❢♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rÖ❼❾④❆➟❲❼❾❥✫♣②✉♦✇❃❼q⑧⑨➛✫❥
✂ Ó☎✄ � ✄ Ô➵⑧⑨❼s⑦✤✉◆t✸❼q⑧⑨↔❤❥✾♥q❥✼↔➍⑧⑨t➻❥✾♠◆⑦❽❷✩t❆✉❤↔❤❥ Ó ❥◆➽ ➉❲➽ ✂ Ó✝✆ Ô ö ➄✟✞⑨➇ ✆
✉◆♥ ✂ Ó✝✆ Ô ö✡✠ ✆ ⑩❦➽✾➽✫➽⑤Ô✤⑩✈♠♦t✸↔❜♣q❷✸❥✠➟❲❥✼❼➀♣Ú✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥❱✇➫♥⑤✉③r➯♣q❷❆⑧➂❼
❼q④❆➟✸❼q❥✤♣✷⑧➂❼✥⑦❽❷✸✉◆❼q❥✫t✓➽✗↕➾❷❆⑧➂❼✥✉③➟✳❻✳⑧❬✉◆④✸❼❾❸⑨➚❱⑧❬t✸⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✾❼❦❻❴♠♦♥⑤⑧⑨♠③➟❆⑧❬❸⑨⑧❬♣➀➚③➽
➅❦❼q❼q④❆rs❥❱✇➫✉③♥➓⑧⑨t✸❼❾♣⑤♠♦t❲⑦✤❥❱♣q❷✸♠♦♣ ✂ Ó✝✆ Ô ö ✠ ✆ ⑩②♠③t✸↔➻♣q❷✸♠♦♣➓♣➀➣②✉
♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼☞☛✍✌☛♠♦t✸↔✎☛✑✏☛♠③♥q❥▲➟❏✉♦♣q❷➼➉③✉✳✉❤↔✠✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥✼❼✑✇➫✉◆♥❦♣⑤❷❆❥s♥q✉✳✉③♣❦✉♦✇
♣⑤❷❆❥➓♣⑤♥q❥✾❥③⑩→❼q♠❀➚✒☛✍✌s⑧⑨❼✆♣q❷❆❥Ú➟❏❥✾❼❾♣☛♠③t✸↔✓☛✑✏➓⑧⑨❼✆♣q❷❆❥✯❼❾❥✼⑦✤✉③t❲↔➼➟❏❥✾❼❾♣
✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥◆➽➷➬✹⑧❬♣q❷★♠➪♥⑤❥✫➉③④✸❸⑨♠③♥✆➟✸♠♦➉◆➉③⑧⑨t❆➉➷♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠③⑦❽❷✔☛ ✌ ⑧⑨❼▲⑦✤✉◆t❤➶
❼q⑧➂❼➀♣⑤❥✫t❇♣q❸⑨➚✩❼❾❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣⑤❥✾↔➍✇➫✉◆♥➵♣⑤❷❆❥❱♥q✉✳✉♦♣✼⑩✪➣✈❷❆❥✾♥q❥✼♠③❼☛➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷➻♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✥➟❲✉③♣q❷✎☛ ✌ ♠③t✸↔✎☛ ✏ ➣✈⑧⑨❸❬❸✎✉❤⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥✷⑧❬t➷♣q❷❆❥s♥⑤✉✳✉♦♣✷t❆✉❤↔❤❥✾❼✥✉♦✇
♣⑤❷❆❥✷↔❤⑧Pï▼❥✫♥⑤❥✫t❇♣②♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✾❼✙♥q❥✼❼❾❧❏❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨❻③❥✾❸❬➚s➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➓✇➫♥⑤❥✾Ý❇④❆❥✾t✸⑦✤➚✞➇✖✕✟✗ ✄ � ✄
♠③t✸↔Ú➇✘✕ ✗ ✄ � ✄✚✙ ➇✘✕ ✄ � ✄ ➽✛⑥✳✉✛☛✑✏❢➣✈⑧⑨❸❬❸❤✉❤⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥→✉③t✸❸❬➚✗➣✈⑧❬♣q❷s❼❾❸⑨⑧⑨➉③❷❇♣q❸⑨➚
❸⑨✉❴➣❢❥✫♥❢✇➫♥q❥✼Ý❇④❆❥✫t✸⑦✫➚➓♣q❷❲♠♦t✁☛ ✌ ➽
➩✣♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼ñ❷✸♠❀❻◆❥✕❼❾✉◆rs❥✄⑧❬t❇♣q❥✾♥q❥✼❼➀♣⑤⑧❬t✸➉ý❧❆♥⑤✉③❧❏❥✫♥q♣q⑧⑨❥✾❼
Ó ➈❢♥q❥✾⑧❬r➓♠♦t❃⑩✙➃♦➄③➄✸➇✼Ô✤➽➎↕➾❷❆❥✾➚✩♠♦♥⑤❥Úrs✉③♥⑤❥✻❥✫Ù➓⑦✫⑧❬❥✾t❇♣s❼q⑧❬t❲⑦✤❥✻✉◆t❆❸⑨➚
♠s❼⑤♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥✗✉♦✇ ✂ Ó✍✄ � ✄ Ô②✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼➾t❆❥✫❥✼↔❆❼➾♣⑤✉▲➟❏❥✗♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣q❥✾↔❱⑧⑨t✞❥✾♠③⑦❽❷
t✸✉✳↔❆❥③⑩✸⑧⑨t✸❼❾♣q❥✼♠③↔✞✉♦✇✪♠③❸❬❸❋✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼✫➽➾↕➾❷❆❥✾➚❱♠③❸⑨❼q✉➓↔❤✉Út❆✉③♣✑✉❴❻③❥✫♥qì❆♣
♠◆❼➾rs✉③♥⑤❥❦♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼✈♠③♥q❥✗♠③↔✸↔❤❥✾↔❋➽✪Ð✸④❆♥q♣q❷❆❥✾♥qrs✉③♥⑤❥③⑩✳♣⑤❷❆❥✫➚❱♠♦♥⑤❥✷♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣❾➶
⑧⑨❻③❥✾❸❬➚❱♥⑤✉③➟❆④✸❼❾♣✑♣⑤✉Ú✉③④❤♣⑤❸❬⑧⑨❥✫♥❽❼✣♠③t✸↔✞t❆✉◆⑧⑨❼q❥③⑩❏♠♦t✸↔✞♣⑤❷❆❥✫➚✞♠♦♥⑤❥✆❥✼♠③❼q⑧❬❸⑨➚
❧❲♠♦♥❽♠♦❸⑨❸❬❥✾❸❬❸⑨⑧❬➛✾❥✾↔❋➽
↕➾❷✸❥➼❥✫Ù➓⑦✫⑧❬❥✾t✸⑦✤➚✹➉❇♠♦⑧⑨tãr➓♠♦❹◆❥✾❼✯♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③rë✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✻❥✼❼❾❧❏❥✾⑦✫⑧⑨♠③❸❬❸⑨➚
⑧⑨t❇♣q❥✾♥q❥✼❼➀♣⑤⑧❬t❆➉✞✇➫✉◆♥➵♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸✪↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠✠rs⑧⑨t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✸⑩✰✇➫✉③♥☛➣✈❷❆⑧⑨⑦❽❷➍⑧❬♣➵⑧➂❼
♣➀➚✳❧❆⑧➂⑦✫♠③❸▼♣q❷✸♠♦♣✈♣q❷❆❥✾♥q❥✷⑧➂❼✑♠▲❸⑨♠③♥q➉◆❥❦t✳④❆r☛➟❲❥✾♥✈✉♦✇✛✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥✾❼✾⑩❤r➓♠♦t✳➚
✉③✇➓➣✈❷❆⑧⑨⑦❽❷Õ♠③♥q❥➍❥✫➘❤❧❲❥✾t✸❼❾⑧⑨❻③❥➺♣⑤✉í⑦✤✉◆rs❧❆④❤♣q❥◆➽➯á❦t ♣q❷❆❥❜✉♦♣q❷✸❥✫♥
❷❲♠♦t✸↔❋⑩❲♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✓↔❆♠❴♣❽♠srs⑧❬t❆⑧⑨t❆➉➓✉③ï❏❥✾♥⑤❼✑♠③t✞⑧❬t❇♣q❥✾♥q❥✼❼➀♣⑤⑧❬t✸➉s♣q❥✾❼❾♣
❼q④❆⑧❬♣q❥☛✇➫✉③♥✷♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✾⑩❋❥✤➘❆♠③⑦✤♣q❸⑨➚❱➟❏❥✾⑦✾♠♦④✸❼q❥☛♣q❷❆❥➓♠③↔❆❻❀♠③t❇♣❾➶
♠③➉③❥✪✉③✇✸♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆rí✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✓⑧➂❼✛❥✤➘❤❧❲❥✼⑦➹♣⑤❥✾↔✷♣⑤✉✣➟❏❥✾⑦✤✉◆rs❥②rs✉③♥⑤❥✙⑦✫❸❬❥✼♠♦♥
✇➫✉◆♥✷❻③❥✫♥⑤➚✠❸➂♠♦♥⑤➉③❥☛✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥▲❼q❧✸♠③⑦✫❥✾❼✾➽➵➜➝t➎♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✎↔❆♠❴♣❽♠✻rs⑧⑨t❤➶
⑧⑨t❆➉❲⑩✓❼❾④✸⑦❽❷➺↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠❱❼❾❥✫♣⑤❼✷♠♦➟❏✉③④❆t❲↔❋➽✢✜✠✉◆♥q❥✾✉❴❻③❥✾♥✾⑩❏④✸❼q⑧❬t❆➉❱♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼➾♠♦❸⑨❸❬✉❴➣✑❼❢④✸❼❢♣⑤✉☛❥✾❻③❥✫t❱❥✫t✸❸⑨♠③♥q➉◆❥✑♣q❷✸❥✷✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✥❼q❥✤♣✈➟✳➚Ú⑧⑨t❤➶
⑦✫❸❬④❲↔❤⑧❬t✸➉✞♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✗✇➫④❆t✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✾⑩✓❧❏✉◆❼⑤❼❾⑧⑨➟❆❸⑨➚➪♥⑤❥✤ì✸t❆❥✼↔➪➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➍❼q❥✤➶
❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③tÚ⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✫➽✛➬➼❥❦↔❤⑧⑨❼⑤⑦✤④❲❼q❼→♣⑤❷❆⑧➂❼✪⑧⑨ts♣q❷❆❥✑t✸❥✤➘✳♣✙❼❾❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✓➽

✣✈➱ ➠✥✤✦✤✪➦❆ê✧✤✪➧✛➥❤ê❃➤➍➧ ❐ ❮✩★❢ê✫✪❾ê❃➨❏➥❆Ï➀❒ ❐ Ï ❐
ç ê✫✪❾➧✛➥❤Ï❾❒ ❐ ➧✬✪✢✭✆ê✓➧→➦ ❐ Ï ❐ ✤

➬✹❷✸❥✫t ⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✫♥⑤⑧⑨t❆➉❜r☛④❆❸❬♣q⑧❬➶Þ♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸✷❸⑨❥✾♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✸⑩✥❼❾❥✫♣⑤❼ Ó ✉③♥
rs✉◆♥q❥➲➉③❥✾t❆❥✫♥❽♠♦❸Þ⑩✩➟✸♠③➉◆❼❽Ôãt❆❥✾❥✾↔✕♣q✉ ➟❲❥ñ❷❲♠♦t✸↔❤❸⑨❥✾↔✓➽ ↕➾❷❆❥✾➚
♠③♥q❥☛♥q❥✾❧❆♥⑤❥✾❼q❥✫t❇♣q❥✼↔➪➟✳➚✠✉③t❆❥✫➶❯♣⑤✉♦➶ßr➓♠♦t✳➚✯✉◆♥✷rs♠③t✳➚◆➶Þ♣q✉③➶Þr➓♠③t❇➚❱♥⑤❥✤➶
❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼q❷❆⑧❬❧❲❼➻⑧⑨tà✉◆♥❜➟❏❥✤♣➀➣❢❥✫❥✾tà♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✫➽ ➈❢❸❬✉❤⑦❽❹③❥✾❥✫❸❱♠♦t✸↔
➈❢♥⑤④❆➚✳t❆✉✳✉③➉◆❷❆❥ Ó ➃♦➄◆➄③➆◆Ô☛⑦✫♠♦♣q❥✾➉③✉③♥⑤⑧⑨➛✫❥✯⑦✫④❆♥⑤♥q❥✾t◆♣Ú♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠③⑦❽❷✸❥✾❼➵♣q✉
♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸❦❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✩➣✈⑧❬♣q❷ã♥⑤❥✾❼q❧❲❥✼⑦➹♣✯♣q✉➻❷✸✉❴➣Ñ♣q❷❆❥✾➚★❷❲♠♦t✸↔❤❸⑨❥
❼q❥✤♣❽❼✫➽Ü➬✹❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼✻➜➀❿✯✮ Ó ✜➪④❆➉③➉◆❸❬❥✫♣q✉③t❃⑩✆➇✾➞◆➞◆➃③Ô➓⑧⑨❼✯➟❆⑧➂♠③❼q❥✾↔➢♣⑤✉♦➶
➣➾♠♦♥❽↔❆❼②❼❾❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t✯✉♦✇❃❼q❧❲❥✼⑦✤⑧❬ì❲⑦❦❥✫❸⑨❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣⑤❼✾⑩✳✉♦♣⑤❷❆❥✫♥➾♠♦❧❆❧✸♥q✉❇♠③⑦❽❷❆❥✼❼✫⑩

❼q④✸⑦❽❷➍♠③❼✰✮✙➩✱✜✳✲ ❼ Ó ❶✷✉③❸⑨❸❬❥✾♥✾⑩❢➇✾➞◆➞③➞◆Ô❦✉◆♥✗❧❆♥q✉◆❧❲✉❇❼❾⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲♠♦❸⑨⑧⑨❼⑤♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t
♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠◆⑦❽❷❆❥✾❼ Ó ❥③➽ ➉✸➽✓♣⑤❷❆❥✪✉◆t❆❥✪➟✳➚✥❶✷♥⑤✉③➉◆❥✫❸♦♠③t✸↔✷➬➼♥⑤✉③➟❏❥✫❸ Ó ➃③➄③➄❆➇❀Ô❾Ô
④❲❼❾❥✞♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥s✇➫④❆t❲⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✫⑩②➣✈❷❆⑧⑨⑦❽❷★⑦✤✉◆r▲❧✸④❤♣q❥✠♠✠✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥❱✉♦✇
♣⑤❷❆❥➓❼❾❥✫♣✷♣q❷✸♠♦♣✷❼q④❆rsr➓♠♦♥⑤⑧❬➛✾❥✾❼❦♣q❷❆❥➓❼q❥✤♣✼➽☛↕➾❷❆❥s❸➂♠❴♣❾♣⑤❥✫♥✷rs❥✤♣⑤❷❆✉❤↔❆❼
♠③♥q❥✻✉③❧❤♣⑤⑧❬rs⑧⑨➛✫❥✾↔➍✇➫✉③♥➵❷✸⑧❬➉◆❷❆❸❬➚➺t❆✉◆t❤➶➝↔❤❥✤♣⑤❥✫♥⑤r▲⑧⑨t✸♠♦♣q❥ Ó ❥③➽ ➉✸➽➪➟❆④❲❼❾⑧❬➶
t✸❥✾❼⑤❼⑤Ô✈↔❆✉③r➓♠♦⑧⑨t✸❼✾⑩✸➣✈❷❆❥✾♥q❥✼♠③❼❢♣q❷✸❥✆✇➫✉③♥⑤rs❥✫♥✑⑧➂❼✑➉◆❥✾♠③♥q❥✼↔✻rs✉③♥⑤❥✗♣⑤✉♦➶
➣➾♠♦♥❽↔❆❼s❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦➹♣⑤④❆♥⑤♠③❸❬❸⑨➚➻⑦✫✉③rs❧❆❸⑨❥✤➘❜↔❤✉◆r➓♠♦⑧⑨t✸❼✫⑩❢❥③➽ ➉✸➽➢rs✉③❸⑨❥✾⑦✫④❆❸➂♠♦♥
➟✸⑧❬✉◆❸❬✉◆➉③➚③⑩✳❸➂♠♦t❆➉◆④✸♠♦➉◆❥❦❸⑨❥✾♠③♥qt✸⑧❬t❆➉❲⑩❤❥✤♣❽⑦♦➽
✮→❥✾♥q❸⑨⑧➂⑦❽❷➼♠♦t❲↔✴✮✙♥q✉❴❻◆✉◆❼❾♣ Ó ➃③➄③➄③➆❇Ô✑❧✸♥q❥✼❼❾❥✾t◆♣✗♠❱❷❆⑧⑨❥✫♥❽♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷❇➚✞✉③✇②♥⑤❥✤➶
❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸②⑦✤✉③t❲⑦✤❥✫❧❆♣⑤❼✗✉③✇❢⑧⑨t✸⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉✠⑦✤✉◆rs❧❆❸❬❥✫➘❤⑧P♣➀➚◆⑩✰➣✈❷❆❥✾♥q❥s♣⑤❷❆❥
⑦✫✉③rs❧❆❸⑨❥✤➘❤⑧❬♣➀➚í↔❤❥✫❧❏❥✫t❲↔❆❼✠✉③t ♣q❷❲♠❴♣➪✉♦✇s♠♦t✳➚í♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥➪✇➫④❆t✸⑦✤➶
♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✈④✸❼q❥✾↔✓➽✪↕➾❷❆❥✫➚✻♠③♥q➉◆④❆❥✥♣q❷✸♠♦♣✑➜➀❿✫✮★⑧➂❼✑⑦✤④❆♥⑤♥⑤❥✫t❇♣q❸⑨➚s♣q❷❆❥✗✉◆t❆❸⑨➚
♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠◆⑦❽❷✹♣q❷✸♠♦♣➪⑦✫♠♦t ❥✤➘❤❧❆❸⑨✉③♥⑤❥➎♠③❸❬❸✗⑦✫✉③t✸⑦✫❥✫❧❤♣❽❼✞⑧❬t ♣q❷❆❥➺❷❆⑧⑨❥✫♥q➶
♠③♥⑤⑦❽❷✳➚◆➽ î ✉❴➣❢❥✫❻◆❥✫♥✼⑩✪⑦✤✉③r☛➟❆⑧⑨t❆⑧❬t✸➉➎♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼➵♠③t✸↔★❼❾❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t
⑧⑨tÚ➜➀❿✯✮➍⑧⑨❼②t❆✉③♣❢♠✗♣⑤♥q⑧⑨❻✳⑧⑨♠③❸❆♣❽♠③❼q❹❏➽→❺✑t❇♣⑤⑧❬❸▼t❆✉❴➣➢➜➀❿✫✮✪➶Þ❸⑨⑧⑨❹③❥➾✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥
⑦✫✉③t✸❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✠♠♦t✸↔❱♣⑤❷❆❥✆④✸❼q❥✗✉♦✇✪♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆tÚ✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥✾❼✑❷✸♠❀❻③❥
rs✉❇❼➀♣⑤❸❬➚ã➟❏❥✫❥✾t ⑦✫✉③r☛➟❆⑧❬t✸❥✾↔ ⑧❬t ♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨❻③❥✾❸❬➚✹♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣q♥⑤⑧⑨⑦✤♣q❥✼↔í➣➾♠❀➚❤❼✫⑩
❥◆➽ ➉❲➽❬⑩→➣✈⑧❬♣q❷❆✉◆④❤♣▲♠③❸❬❸⑨✉❴➣✈⑧⑨t❆➉➷⑦✤✉◆rs❧❆❸❬❥✫➘➺⑦✫✉③t✸↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✆➣✈⑧❬♣q❷❆⑧⑨t✩♣⑤❷❆❥
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆tÚ✉③❧❏❥✫♥❽♠❴♣⑤✉③♥✼➽
↕➾❷✸❥✫♥⑤❥ ♠③♥q❥➸❼q❥✫❻◆❥✫♥❽♠♦❸✠↔❤⑧❬Ù➓⑦✫④❆❸❬♣q⑧⑨❥✾❼➢♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣í♠③♥q⑧➂❼❾❥◆➽ Ð✰⑧⑨♥❽❼➀♣✹✉♦✇
♠③❸❬❸Þ⑩✩➣✈❷❆⑧⑨❸⑨❥Ö♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠◆⑦❽❷❆❥✾❼ ❼❾④✸⑦❽❷ò♠③❼ ➜➀❿✫✮ ➟✳➚Ñ♣q❷❆❥✾r➓❼❾❥✾❸❬❻◆❥✾❼
♠③❸❬♥⑤❥✾♠◆↔❤➚Ü❼q④❤ï▼❥✫♥➍✇➫♥⑤✉③r ♠➸❸➂♠♦♥⑤➉③❥✹❼q❥✾♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷ñ❼❾❧❲♠③⑦✤❥◆⑩Ú⑧⑨t◆♣⑤❥✫➉◆♥⑤♠♦♣❾➶
⑧⑨t❆➉❱♠♦➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✞✉③❧❏❥✫♥❽♠❴♣⑤✉③♥❽❼✈⑧❬t❇♣⑤✉Ú♣q❷✸❥✫rÑ✇➫④❆♥q♣q❷❆❥✾♥✷⑧❬t✸⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✾❼
♣⑤❷❆❥▲❷❇➚✳❧❏✉♦♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q⑧⑨❼❦❼❾❧❲♠③⑦✤❥ Ó ➈❢❸⑨✉✳⑦❽❹◆❥✫❥✾❸✰ÛÖ➈❢♥q④❆➚✳t❆✉✳✉◆➉③❷❆❥◆⑩▼➃③➄③➄③➆❇Ô➹➽
✜➪✉③♥⑤❥✫✉❴❻③❥✾♥✾⑩✤♣q❷❆❥✪❼q❥✾♠③♥⑤⑦❽❷✷❼❾❧❲♠③⑦✤❥✎⑧➂❼❋❸⑨❥✾❼⑤❼❋➣❢❥✫❸⑨❸P➶ß➟❲❥✾❷✸♠❀❻③❥✼↔✣➟❏❥✾⑦✾♠♦④✸❼q❥
✉③✇✷♣q❷❆❥➪❧✸♥q✉◆➟❆❸❬❥✾r ✉③✇✗t❆✉③t❤➶ßrs✉③t❆✉③♣q✉◆t❆⑧⑨⑦✫⑧P♣➀➚ Ó ❶✷t❆✉◆➟❆➟❲❥➷❥✤♣✯♠③❸❯➽⑨⑩
➃③➄③➄❇➃③Ô➹⑩→➣✈❷❆⑧➂⑦❽❷✩♥⑤❥✫t✸↔❆❥✫♥❽❼✗♣q♥❽♠③↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸②❧❆♥q④✸t❆⑧❬t✸➉➷rs❥✤♣⑤❷❆✉❤↔❆❼▲⑧❬t
➜➀❿✯✮✠⑧⑨t✸♠♦❧❆❧✸❸❬⑧➂⑦✫♠③➟❆❸❬❥◆➽→①②❸⑨❥✾♠③♥q❸⑨➚③⑩✾♣q❷❆❥②⑧⑨↔❆❥✾♠✈✉③✇✳❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤rs⑧❬t✸➉✣♠✑❼q➚✳❼❾➶
♣⑤❥✫r➓♠❴♣⑤⑧⑨⑦s❼q❥✾♠③♥⑤⑦❽❷✠✇➫✉◆♥✆♠✻➉◆✉✳✉✳↔➷❷✳➚❇❧❏✉♦♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q⑧➂❼✷❷✸♠③❼❦♣q✉✞➟❏❥s➉③⑧⑨❻③❥✫t
④✸❧✧✵❤♣q❷✸❥✆❼❾❥✼♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷✻➣✈⑧⑨❸❬❸✓❷❲♠❀❻③❥❦♣q✉➓➟❏❥✗r▲✉◆♥q❥✷❷❆❥✾④❆♥⑤⑧⑨❼❾♣q⑧➂⑦♦➽
❿❃❥✤♣❢④✸❼✙❥✫➘❤❧❆❸⑨♠③⑧❬tÚ♣q❷❆❥❦♥q❥✼↔❤④✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆tÚ⑧⑨t✻❧❆♥⑤④❆t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✆✉◆❧❆❧❲✉◆♥❾♣⑤④❆t❆⑧❬♣q⑧⑨❥✾❼✾➽
⑥❤④❆❧❆❧❏✉◆❼q❥✻♥⑤❥✤ì✸t❆⑧⑨t❆➉➷♠➪❷❇➚✳❧❏✉♦♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q⑧⑨❼✷✶➻⑦✫✉③t✸❼q⑧➂❼➀♣❽❼✆✉♦✇✑♠◆↔❆↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉➷♠
⑦✫✉③t✸↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➪⑧❬t❇♣⑤✉✻⑧❬♣⑤❼❦➟❲✉❤↔❤➚◆➽✥↕➾❷❆❥✾t➷♥⑤❥✤ì✸t✸⑧❬t❆➉✁✶➷⑦✾♠♦t✠✉◆t❆❸❬➚✠↔❤❥✫➶
⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✈⑧P♣❽❼②⑦✫✉❴❻③❥✾♥⑤♠③➉③❥③⑩◆❼❾✉✆⑧❬✇✰♠③t❇➚✸✶➓⑧➂❼②④❆t✸❼q④❆⑧P♣❽♠♦➟❆❸⑨❥✣➟❏❥✾⑦✾♠♦④✸❼q❥✣⑧❬♣
❷❲♠③❼✈♣⑤✉✳✉➓❸❬✉❴➣➸⑦✤✉❴❻◆❥✫♥❽♠♦➉◆❥③⑩❇♣q❷❆❥✾t➷♠♦t✳➚✯♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✫rs❥✾t◆♣❽❼✑✉③✇✹✶➪r➵④✸❼❾♣
➟❏❥s④❆t✸❼q④❆⑧❬♣⑤♠♦➟✸❸❬❥s♠③❼❦➣②❥✾❸❬❸✚✵✓❷❆❥✾t✸⑦✤❥▲➣❢❥▲⑦✾♠♦t➷❧✸♥q④❆t✸❥➵♣⑤❷❆❥➓❼❾❥✼♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷
❼q❧✸♠◆⑦✤❥➵♠♦♣☞✶✓➽✈➜ß✇✪⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✣♠♦♥⑤❥➵♠◆↔❆↔❤❥✾↔✞➣✈⑧❬♣q❷✸⑧❬t➷♠③t➪♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉♦➶
♠♦♣q❥◆⑩✙♣⑤❷❆✉③④❆➉◆❷✓⑩✪♣⑤❷❆❥➪⑦✤✉❴❻◆❥✫♥❽♠♦➉◆❥Ú✉♦✇✥♣q❷❆❥✠❷✳➚✳❧❏✉♦♣q❷✸❥✾❼q⑧⑨❼▲r➓♠❀➚✩⑧⑨t❤➶
⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥❦⑧⑨t✸❼❾♣q❥✼♠③↔❱✉♦✇✎↔❤❥✾⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥③⑩✳❷❆❥✾t✸⑦✤❥✆❼q④✸⑦❽❷❱❧❆♥q④✸t❆⑧❬t✸➉Ú⑦✫♠♦t✸t❆✉♦♣
❼⑤♠❴✇➫❥✾❸❬➚✻➟❲❥✆♠③❧❆❧❆❸⑨⑧❬❥✼↔❱♠③t✳➚➓r▲✉◆♥q❥◆➽
➬➎❥✗⑧⑨❸❬❸⑨④✸❼❾♣q♥❽♠❴♣q❥✥♣⑤❷❆❥✆♠♦➟❏✉❴❻③❥✥➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷➪♠♦t❱❥✤➘❆♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥③ð

✺✼✻✚✽✿✾❁❀✚❂✳❃❅❄❇❆✖❈✖❉❊✻●❋✧❍■❃❑❏▼▲❅◆P❖❊✻✚✽◗❍●❋❘✾✟❍❚❙❯✾✟❍✷❙✘❱✖❲◗❳
♠◆↔❆↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉➓♠▲❸❬⑧❬♣q❥✾♥⑤♠③❸❋⑧❬t✸❼q⑧➂↔❤❥✷♣q❷❆❥✆⑦✫✉③④❆t❇♣✑♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥❦➉③⑧⑨❻③❥✼❼

✺✼✻✚✽✿✾❁❀✚❂✳❃❅❄❇❆✖❈✖❉❊✻●❋✧❍✳✻✑❃❨❏❯▲❅◆P❖❊✻●✽❊❍●❋❘✾✟❍✸❩✘❬❪❭❘✺✖◆❅❬◗✻❫❋❘✾✖✾✟❍❚❙❯✾✟❍✢❙✘❱✖❲◗❳
➣✈❷✸⑧⑨⑦❽❷✩r☛④✸❼❾♣☛❷✸♠❀❻◆❥✻♠❴♣▲r▲✉❇❼➀♣☛♣q❷❆❥❱❼q♠③rs❥✯⑦✤✉❴❻◆❥✫♥❽♠♦➉◆❥ Ó ❧❲❥✾✉③❧❆❸⑨❥
➣✈⑧❬♣q❷ rs✉③♥⑤❥✠♣q❷✸♠③t✹♣➀➣❢✉➻↔❆♠♦④✸➉③❷❇♣q❥✾♥⑤❼✻r➵④✸❼❾♣✯➟❏❥➼♠❜❼❾④❆➟❲❼❾❥✫♣✯✉♦✇
❧❏❥✫✉◆❧❆❸⑨❥✗➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷❱rs✉◆♥q❥❦♣q❷✸♠③t❱♣➀➣②✉➓⑦❽❷❆⑧⑨❸⑨↔❆♥q❥✾t❲Ô➹➽✎➜ß✇→➣②❥✗⑦✫✉③t✸❼q⑧⑨↔❆❥✫♥

✺✼✻✚✽✿✾❁❀✚❂✳❃❅❄❇❆✖❈✖❉❊✻●❋✧❍■❃❑❏▼▲❅◆P❖❊✻✚✽◗❍●❋❘✾✟❍❚❙❯✾✟❍✷❙✘❴❅❵✘❲◗❳
♠③t✸↔✯⑧P♣❽❼✈♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✾r▲❥✾t❇♣
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✺✼✻✚✽✿✾❁❀✚❂✳❃❅❄❇❆✖❈✖❉❊✻●❋✧❍✳✻✑❃❨❏❯▲❅◆P❖❊✻●✽❊❍●❋❘✾✟❍✸❩✘❬❪❭❘✺✖◆❅❬◗✻❫❋❘✾✖✾✟❍❚❙❯✾✟❍✢❙✘❴❅❵✘❲✼❳

♣⑤❷❆❥✫t✻♣q❷❆❥✥❥✤➘❆♠③r▲❧✸❸❬❥✼❼②⑦✫✉❴❻③❥✫♥⑤❥✾↔▲➟✳➚s♣q❷✸❥❦♥⑤❥✤ì✸t✸❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣❢♠③♥q❥❦♠➵❼q④❤➶
❧❏❥✫♥❽❼q❥✤♣→✉♦✇❆♣⑤❷❆❥➾✉③♥⑤⑧❬➉◆⑧❬t✸♠③❸❇❼q❥✤♣ Ó ❧❏❥✫✉◆❧❆❸⑨❥❢➣✈⑧❬♣q❷s♠❴♣→rs✉◆❼❾♣✰♣➀➣❢✉❦⑦❽❷✸⑧❬❸❬➶
↔❆♥q❥✾tÚ⑦✤❥✫♥q♣⑤♠③⑧❬t✸❸❬➚▲❷✸♠❀❻③❥✑♠♦♣✙rs✉◆❼❾♣✪♣➀➣❢✉➵↔❆♠♦④✸➉③❷❇♣q❥✾♥⑤❼✾⑩♦➟❆④❤♣❢❧❲❥✾✉③❧❆❸⑨❥
➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➼♠❴♣✣rs✉◆❼❾♣✑♣➀➣❢✉✻↔❆♠③④❆➉③❷❇♣q❥✾♥⑤❼✑rs♠❀➚❱❷✸♠❀❻◆❥✗r▲✉◆♥q❥✷♣⑤❷✸♠♦t➪♣➀➣②✉
⑦❽❷✸⑧❬❸➂↔❤♥⑤❥✫t❲Ô✤➽
❶✷t✸✉③➟❆➟❏❥✷❥✤♣✣♠♦❸Þ➽ Ó ➃③➄③➄◆➃◆Ô✪❧✸♥q❥✼❼❾❥✾t◆♣✑♠③t❱♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠③⑦❽❷Ú♣q✉Ú⑦✤✉◆r➵➟❆⑧⑨t❆❥
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼▲➣✈⑧❬♣q❷ã♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾✉◆t✸♠♦➟❆❸⑨➚✩⑦✤✉◆rs❧❆❸❬❥✫➘➢❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③tã⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬➶
♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✥➟✳➚✠➉③❥✫t✸❥✫♥❽♠♦❸⑨⑧❬➛✾⑧❬t❆➉Ú♣q❷❆❥➓❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➷➉◆♥⑤♠③❧❆❷➪❧✸♠♦♣❾♣q❥✾♥qt➼❸⑨♠③t❤➶
➉◆④✸♠♦➉◆❥③➽✙⑥✳❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t❱➉◆♥⑤♠③❧❆❷✸❼✈♠③♥q❥✗♠▲➉③♥❽♠♦❧❆❷✸⑧⑨⑦✾♠♦❸✓↔❤❥✼❼q⑦✫♥q⑧⑨❧❤♣q⑧⑨✉③t❱✉♦✇
❼q❥✤♣❽❼➾✉♦✇→✉③➟❤➁➀❥✼⑦➹♣❽❼➾⑧❬t✠♠▲r➵④❆❸❬♣q⑧❬➶ß♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸▼↔✸♠❴♣⑤♠③➟✸♠③❼q❥③➽
➜➝t➵♣q❷❆⑧➂❼✰❧✸♠♦❧❏❥✫♥✛➣②❥②❥✤➘❤❧❆❸⑨✉③♥⑤❥✙♠♦t▲♠♦❸❬♣q❥✾♥qt✸♠♦♣q⑧⑨❻③❥✙♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠◆⑦❽❷✥➣✈❷✸⑧⑨⑦❽❷
⑧➂❼❢➟✸♠③❼q❥✾↔✻✉③t✯♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③r➲✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼❢♠③t✸↔Ú❥✫➘❤❧❆❸❬✉◆♥q❥✼❼✪♣⑤❷❆❥✗❼q♠③rs❥✣✇➫❥✼♠❴➶
♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✆❼❾❧✸♠◆⑦✤❥✷♠③❼✈❶✷t❆✉◆➟❆➟❏❥✗❥✤♣✑♠♦❸Þ➽ Ó ➃③➄③➄◆➃◆Ô➹➽

�✣➱ ➠ ç ➧ ❐ ❮✑❒✙è é✈❒✪➦❆ê❃➤◆➥❜➠✂✁✄✁✣➦❆❒✙➧→➨✆☎ ➥❤❒
ç ê✫✪❾➧✛➥❤Ï❾❒ ❐ ➧✬✪✢✭✆ê✓➧→➦ ❐ Ï ❐ ✤

❶✷t✸✉③➟❆➟❏❥➾❥✤♣✙♠♦❸Þ➽ Ó ➃♦➄◆➄◆➃◆Ô✓❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻✳⑧⑨↔❆❥➾❼q✉③rs❥✈↔❤❥✫ì✸t❆⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✛♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣✙♠③♥q❥
④❲❼❾❥✫✇➫④❆❸✎✇➫✉③♥✗✉◆④❆♥✷❥✤➘❤❧❆❸➂♠♦t✸♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✓➽➓➅✣t ✟ ☎ ☎✎✝✗✖ ☎✆✟✡✘✢✖ ✚ ✍ ✂ ✌ �✄✘✙� ✍ ✂✠⑧➂❼
♠➪♣q♥⑤⑧❬❧✸❸❬❥ Ó ✂✞✝✠✟✡✝☞☛ Ô➵➣✈⑧❬♣q❷ ✂ ➟❲❥✾⑧❬t✸➉➎♠③t➻♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥s✇➫④❆t❲⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t❃⑩
✟ ♠✻⑦✤✉③rs❧✸♠③♥q⑧➂❼q✉③t❱✉③❧❏❥✫♥❽♠❴♣q✉◆♥✣♠♦t❲↔ ☛ ♠➓❻❴♠③❸❬④❆❥➵✉♦✇✎♣q❷✸❥➵↔❤✉③r➓♠③⑧❬t
✉③✇ ✂ ➽ ➅✣tí♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✞⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✹⑧➂❼ ✏ ✍ ✂ ✍ ✘ ✍ ✂ ✖Ú⑧P✇➀⑩✣➉③⑧⑨❻③❥✫t
❼q❥✤♣❽❼✥✉♦✇✙♥⑤❥✾⑦✫✉③♥❽↔❆❼✄✌í♠♦t✸↔✍✌✏✎✴⑩✑✌✒✎✒✓✔✌ ✝☎✂ Ó ✌✏✎⑨Ô ✟✕☛✗✖ ✂ Ó ✌✪Ô ✟
☛ ➽➪↕➾❷❆❥Ú❥✫➘❆♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥➓⑧❬t➍♣⑤❷❆❥Ú❧❆♥⑤❥✫❻✳⑧⑨✉③④✸❼➵❼❾❥✼⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t✩❼q❷❆✉❴➣❢❥✾↔➼♣q❷❲♠❴♣
Ó✙✘ ✟✛✚✞✜ ☛ ✝✣✢✤✝☞☛ Ô✎⑧➂❼❢♠✆rs✉③t❆✉③♣q✉◆t❆❥❦♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥➾⑦✫✉③t✸↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✓⑩✳➣✈❷❆⑧❬❸⑨❥
Ó✙✘ ✟✛✚✞✜ ☛ ✝✣✥✤✝☞☛ Ô②⑧⑨❼✑t❆✉♦♣✼➽
➅❦❼✥r▲❥✾t❇♣q⑧⑨✉③t❆❥✼↔➷⑧⑨t➎⑥✳❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➎➆✸⑩✓❶✷t❆✉③➟❆➟❏❥▲❥✤♣✗♠♦❸Þ➽ Ó ➃③➄③➄◆➃◆Ô✑↔❤❥✫➶
❼⑤⑦✤♥⑤⑧⑨➟❲❥❱♠✠rs❥✤♣q❷✸✉✳↔✩✇➫✉③♥▲⑧❬t❲⑦✤❸⑨④✸↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉➼♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥☛✇➫④✸t✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼▲⑧❬t
❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✩➉◆♥⑤♠③❧❆❷✸❼✾➽✠➜ß✇❦♠♦t✩♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥➓⑦✤✉③t❲↔❤⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✩⑧➂❼➵rs✉③t✸✉♦➶
♣⑤✉③t❆❥◆⑩❏❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✠⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✣✉③t✞♣⑤❷❆❥☛❼q❥✤♣✑♣⑤✉Ú➟❏❥☛♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✼↔
♠③♥q❥✗♠③❸❬❸⑨✉❴➣②❥✼↔❋➽
➬➎❥s⑧❬rs❧❆❸⑨❥✫rs❥✾t◆♣⑤❥✾↔➎♠✯❼q⑧⑨r▲⑧⑨❸➂♠♦♥✷rs❥✤♣q❷✸✉✳↔➼⑧⑨t➼↕➾⑧⑨❸⑨↔❤❥ Ó ➈②❸⑨✉❤⑦❽❹③❥✾❥✫❸
Û ✐✣❥❦➩✑♠♦❥✼↔✳♣✾⑩❆➇✼➞③➞✧✦◆Ô➹⑩③➣✈❷❆⑧⑨⑦❽❷▲⑧➂❼✎⑧❬t❲⑦✤❸⑨④✸↔❤❥✾↔▲⑧⑨t▲♣q❷❆❥✑➅✣①✩★➍↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠
rs⑧⑨t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✻❼q➚✳❼❾♣q❥✾r Ó ➈❢❸❬✉❤⑦❽❹③❥✾❥✫❸✓❥✫♣❦♠♦❸Þ➽⑨⑩❏➃♦➄◆➄◆➃◆Ô➹➽②↕➾⑧⑨❸➂↔❤❥✆⑧➂❼✣♠s♥⑤❥✫❸➂♠❴➶
♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸→♣⑤✉③❧❤➶➝↔❤✉❴➣✈t➎⑧❬t❲↔❤④✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➺✉♦✇✈↔❤❥✾⑦✫⑧⑨❼q⑧❬✉◆t➷♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼ Ó ↕✈✐✣➜➀✐✥↕✑Ô
⑧⑨t✸❼❾♣⑤♠③t◆♣⑤⑧⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✓⑩→♠♦t❲↔✩⑦✫♠③t➎➟❏❥✻❻✳⑧⑨❥✫➣❢❥✾↔➍♠◆❼✆♠✞ì✸♥❽❼➀♣☛✉③♥❽↔❤❥✫♥✆④✸❧❤➶
➉◆♥⑤♠◆↔❤❥✣✉③✇→①②â✸➽❩ä Ó✫✪ ④❆⑧⑨t❆❸⑨♠③t✓⑩▼➇✾➞◆➞③➆◆Ô✤⑩◆④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉▲❸❬✉◆➉③⑧➂⑦✫♠♦❸▼Ý❇④❆❥✫♥⑤⑧⑨❥✾❼②⑧❬t
♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✷t❆✉❤↔❤❥✾❼✾➽
➬➎❥➵❥✫➘❤❧✸♠♦t✸↔❆❥✾↔❱♣q❷✸❥✆✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥☛❼q❥✤♣✥⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✫♥⑤❥✾↔✠♠♦♣✣❥✾♠◆⑦❽❷✠t❆✉❤↔❤❥
⑧⑨t ♣q❷✸❥➍♣q♥⑤❥✫❥➺♣⑤✉í⑦✤✉◆t✸❼❾⑧➂❼❾♣➪✉♦✇▲♣q❷❆❥✩♥⑤❥✫➉◆④❆❸➂♠♦♥✞✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥✾❼ Ó ➣✈⑧❬♣q❷
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✯⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼s⑧❬t✸⑦✫❸❬④❲↔❤❥✾↔✸Ô✤⑩❢♠③④❆➉③rs❥✾t◆♣⑤❥✾↔❜➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷✹♠♦t✳➚
♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣❽❼✣✉③✇②♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥✆⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼ Ó ❼❾④✸⑦❽❷➎♠③❼✣♣q❷❆❥▲✉③t✸❥✾❼
↔❆⑧⑨❼⑤⑦✤④✸❼⑤❼q❥✾↔✹⑧⑨tã♣⑤❷❆❥➼❥✫➘❆♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥➷✉♦✇s⑥✳❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③tí➆❇ÔÚ④✸❼q❥✾↔ã✉③tã♣⑤❷❆❥
❧❲♠❴♣q❷ ✇➫♥⑤✉③r ♣q❷❆❥❜♥q✉✳✉③♣✠♣q✉➢♣q❷✸❥❜⑦✤④✸♥q♥⑤❥✫t❇♣➪t❆✉❤↔❤❥◆⑩✆➣✈❷❆❥✫t ♣⑤❷❆❥
✬ ➚③❥✼❼✮✭♦➶→➟✸♥⑤♠③t✸⑦❽❷✻➣➾♠③❼❢♣❽♠♦❹③❥✾t✓➽

✜➪✉③♥⑤❥✫✉❴❻③❥✾♥✾⑩❱➣❢❥ ➟✸④❆⑧❬❸❬♣ã⑧⑨t ♠Üì✸❸❬♣q❥✾♥➢♣q❷✸♠♦♣✹♠③❸❬❸⑨✉❴➣✑❼★✉③t❆❸⑨➚×♠
♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③r➳❼q④❆➟✸❼q❥✤♣s✉♦✇✑♣⑤❷❆❥❱♣q❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼☛♣⑤✉➼➟❏❥✠⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✫♥⑤❥✾↔➻♠❴♣s❥✾♠③⑦❽❷

t✸✉✳↔❆❥ ✌ ➽➓➅✣♥q✉◆④❆t✸↔➷♣q❷❆⑧➂❼✷❧❆♥⑤✉✳⑦✫❥✾↔❤④✸♥q❥▲➣②❥s➟❆④✸⑧❬❸❬♣➵♠❱➣✈♥⑤♠③❧❆❧❲❥✾♥✷⑧❬t
✉◆♥⑤↔❆❥✫♥②♣q✉s➉③❥✫♣➾➟❲♠♦➉③➉◆⑧❬t✸➉✸➽→↕➾❷❆❥✾❼q❥✣♣➀➣❢✉▲r▲❥✼⑦❽❷✸♠♦t✸⑧⑨❼qr➓❼✙♣⑤✉③➉◆❥✤♣q❷✸❥✫♥
♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣✈⑧❬t✠♠▲♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rñ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣✈⑧❬t✸↔❆④✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t❱rs❥✫♣q❷❆✉❤↔❋➽
➬➎❥s➣❢♠③t❇♣❦♣⑤✉✯❧❏✉③⑧⑨t❇♣✷✉◆④❤♣✥♣q❷✸♠♦♣✥♣⑤❷❆❥s④✸❼q❥☛✉③✇✙♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rÑ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼
♣❽♠③⑦❽❹✳❸⑨❥✾❼✥♣q❷✸❥Ú↔❤⑧PÙÚ⑦✫④❆❸P♣⑤⑧❬❥✼❼✷♣q❷❲♠❴♣➵♠♦♥⑤⑧➂❼❾❥s➣✈❷❆❥✾t➺⑦✫✉③r☛➟❆⑧❬t✸⑧❬t❆➉✠♠③➉♦➶
➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t➍♠♦t✸↔❜❼❾❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✩⑧❬t➻➜➀❿✫✮→➽→Ð✰⑧⑨♥❽❼➀♣✼⑩→♣q❷❆❥✞❼❾⑧⑨➛✫❥✯✉♦✇✑♣⑤❷❆❥
❼q❥✾♠③♥⑤⑦❽❷➸❼q❧✸♠③⑦✫❥✩⑧➂❼➪❸⑨⑧❬rs⑧❬♣q❥✾↔Õ➟❲❥✼⑦✫♠♦④❲❼❾❥✩➣❢❥✩✉◆t❆❸❬➚ ⑦✤✉◆t✸❼q⑧⑨↔❤❥✾♥➷♠
❼q④❆➟✸❼q❥✤♣❦✉♦✇✎♣q❷✸❥✆❧❲✉❇❼q❼q⑧⑨➟❆❸❬❥✆✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✾❼✣♠♦♣✣❥✾♠◆⑦❽❷✠t❆✉❤↔❤❥✆⑧⑨t➪♠s♣q♥⑤❥✫❥◆➽
⑥❤❥✾⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❋⑩♦④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉✗↔❤❥✾⑦✫⑧⑨❼q⑧⑨✉③t☛♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✾❼✾⑩❴♣⑤❷❆❥✈⑦✤✉③rs❧✸♠③♥q⑧➂❼q✉③t➵✉◆❧❲❥✾♥⑤♠♦♣q✉◆♥⑤❼
✬ ✥ ✭✗♠♦t✸↔ ✬ ✢ ✭✗♠♦♥⑤❥✑❥✼Ý◆④✸⑧❬❻❴♠♦❸⑨❥✫t❇♣✙④✸❧➓♣q✉▲❼❾➣✈⑧❬♣⑤⑦❽❷❆⑧⑨t❆➉✆➟✸♥⑤♠③t✸⑦❽❷❆❥✾❼✾➽
↕➾❷✸⑧⑨❼✠rs❥✼♠♦t✸❼❱♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣➪➣❢❥✩⑦✫♠③t ♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣q♥⑤⑧➂⑦➹♣✠✉③④❆♥❽❼q❥✫❸⑨❻③❥✾❼✯♣⑤✉★④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉
rs✉◆t❆✉♦♣⑤✉③t❆❥➓♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥s⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✾➽ î ✉❴➣②❥✾❻③❥✫♥✼⑩✓❥✾❻③❥✫t➺⑧❬✇❢➣❢❥
➣❢✉③④✸❸⑨↔✩♠③❸❬❸⑨✉❴➣Öt❆✉③t❆➶Þrs✉③t✸✉♦♣q✉◆t❆❥✻♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥s⑦✫✉③t✸↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✫⑩→♣⑤❷❆❥
♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣❽❼➾✉♦✇❃♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q❥✆♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✼❼✪➣❢✉③④❆❸➂↔❤t✧✲ ♣✑➟❏❥✆⑦❽❷❆✉◆❼q❥✫t✻♣q✉
❼q❧❆❸⑨⑧P♣❢♠✷t❆✉❤↔❤❥③⑩◆➟❲❥✼⑦✫♠♦④❲❼❾❥➾♣⑤❷❆❥✫➚s↔❤✉③t✫✲ ♣✙♠◆↔❆↔s♠♦t✳➚➵❥✫➘❇♣⑤♥⑤♠✷⑧⑨t❤✇➫✉◆♥qr▲➶
♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✯♣q✉s♣⑤❷❆❥✷♣q♥⑤❥✫❥◆➽
➅✣t❆✉♦♣⑤❷❆❥✫♥➎♠③↔❤❻❴♠③t◆♣❽♠♦➉◆❥➍✉♦✇Ú④✸❼q⑧❬t✸➉ã♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆r ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✠⑧⑨❼➷♣q❷❲♠❴♣
rs✉◆♥q❥✆♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rs❸⑨➚✻➉③❥✾t❆❥✫♥❽♠❴♣⑤❥✾↔❱✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥✼❼✣⑦✫♠③t✠➟❲❥☛⑧❬t❲⑦✤❸⑨④✸↔❤❥✾↔➪⑧❬t
♣⑤❷❆❥❱✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥❱❼q❧✸♠◆⑦✤❥③➽❜↕➾❷❆⑧⑨❼▲⑧⑨t✸⑦✤❸⑨④✸↔❤❥✼❼▲♣q❷❆❥✠⑦✫✉③t✸❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✩✉♦✇
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥❦⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✫⑩❆➣✈❷✸❥✫♥⑤❥❦♣⑤❷❆❥✆♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✷⑦✤❸➂♠♦④❲❼❾❥✗⑦✤✉◆t❤➶
❼q⑧➂❼➀♣❽❼➾✉♦✇✎♠☛t✳④❆r☛➟❲❥✾♥✈✉♦✇✎⑦✤✉◆t❴➁➀④❆t✸⑦✤♣⑤❼✾➽✪↕➾❷❆⑧⑨❼✑➣❢♠❀➚◆⑩◆♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✑♠◆❼

❃❅❄❇❆✖❈✘❉◗✻●❋✧❍✳✻✑❃❑❏▼▲❅◆P❖❊✻✚✽◗❍●❋❘✾✟❍✚❩✖❬❨❭❘✺✖◆❅❬✼✻●❋❘✾✟❍✙✯ ◆✖❄❇❈✘❖✘❬✼✻✚❋❘✾✖✾✟❍ ❙❯✾ ❍ ❙✘❱✱✰
⑦✫✉③④❆❸➂↔ ➟❏❥➻⑧⑨r▲rs❥✼↔❤⑧⑨♠♦♣q❥✾❸❬➚➸⑦✤✉◆t✸❼q⑧⑨↔❤❥✾♥q❥✼↔ ♠❴♣➪♣⑤❷❆❥➻♥⑤✉✳✉♦♣➷t❆✉❤↔❤❥◆⑩
➣✈❷✸⑧❬❸⑨❥➾t❆✉❴➣➺♣q❷❆❥✾➚➵⑦✫♠③t➵✉◆t❆❸❬➚✗➟❏❥❢✇➫✉③④❆t❲↔➵♠③❼→♠❦♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✾r▲❥✾t❇♣✛✉③✇❲♠♦t
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥❢♠③❸❬♥⑤❥✾♠◆↔❤➚✗✉❤⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥q⑧⑨t❆➉✗⑧⑨t▲♣q❷❆❥✈♣⑤♥q❥✾❥③➽✳✲✑✉◆t❤➶Þrs✉◆t❆✉♦♣⑤✉③t❆❥
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✷✇➫④❆t✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✷⑦✤✉◆④❆❸➂↔✞♣q❷❆❥✾t➷➟❏❥☛♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✾↔➷➟❇➚✠↔❤❥✾❸❬❥✫♣q⑧⑨t❆➉
♠st✳④❆r☛➟❲❥✾♥✑✉♦✇✪⑦✫✉③t❴➁➀④❆t❲⑦➹♣⑤❼✾➽②↕➾❷✸⑧⑨❼✣➣②✉◆④❆❸⑨↔❱❸⑨❥✾♠◆↔✻♣⑤✉Ú♠s➟❲✉③♣❾♣⑤✉③r▲➶
④✸❧▲❼q❥✾♠③♥⑤⑦❽❷▲❼➀♣⑤♥⑤♠♦♣q❥✫➉◆➚✷⑧❬t✸⑦✫❸❬④❲↔❤❥✾↔▲⑧⑨t☛✉◆④❆♥✛♣q✉③❧❆➶ß↔❤✉❴➣✈t▲♠♦❧❆❧✸♥q✉❇♠③⑦❽❷✓⑩
♠③t✸↔✆➣❢✉③④✸❸⑨↔✗➟❏❥➾❻③❥✾♥q➚✥⑧❬t❇♣⑤❥✫♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣q⑧⑨t❆➉✑♣⑤✉❦❥✫➘✳❧✸❸❬✉◆♥q❥◆➽ î ✉❴➣❢❥✫❻◆❥✫♥❃♣q❷❆⑧➂❼
⑧➂❼➾t❆✉③♣✑➚③❥✤♣✈⑧⑨rs❧❆❸❬❥✾rs❥✫t❇♣q❥✼↔✞⑧❬t✞✉③④✸♥➾❼q➚❤❼➀♣⑤❥✫r✞➽

✴✈➱✶✵✸✷ ✁✗ê✓➦✸Ïqè➲ê ❐ ➥✳➧✬✪➵➦❆ê❃➤✳❰ ✪➀➥❤➤
↕➾❷✸❥✻♠♦⑧⑨r ✉③✇✈✉③④❆♥✆❥✫➘❤❧❲❥✾♥q⑧⑨rs❥✫t❇♣⑤❼✗⑧➂❼✗♣⑤✉➪⑧⑨t❇❻◆❥✾❼❾♣q⑧⑨➉◆♠♦♣q❥s♣q❷✸❥Ú➟❲❥✫➶
t✸❥✤ì❆♣Ú✉③✇✥♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③r➴✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼s⑧⑨t✹♠➎♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸➾❼q❥✤♣q♣q⑧⑨t❆➉➍➣✈❷❆❥✾♥q❥
♣⑤❷❆❥☛✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥☛❼q❥✤♣✷⑧⑨❼✥❥✤➘❤❧✸♠③t✸↔❤❥✼↔✠➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷➼♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✑♠③t✸↔➪❥✾❻③❥✫t
♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣❽❼❦✉③✇❢♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✾⑩❲➟❏✉♦♣⑤❷➼⑧⑨t➍♠✻➟❆④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆❥✾❼⑤❼✷↔❤✉③r➓♠③⑧❬t
♠③t✸↔➪♠Ú❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦✤♣q④❆♥❽♠♦❸⑨❸❬➚✞⑦✤✉◆rs❧❆❸❬❥✫➘➪↔❆♠❴♣❽♠Ú❼❾❥✫♣✾➽❦➜➝t✠♣q❷❆❥➵✇➫✉③❸⑨❸❬✉❴➣✈⑧⑨t❆➉
❼q❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼➾➣❢❥✷ì✸♥❽❼➀♣✣↔❆❥✾❼⑤⑦✤♥⑤⑧❬➟❏❥✷✉③④❆♥✈❥✫➘✳❧❏❥✫♥⑤⑧⑨r▲❥✾t❇♣⑤♠♦❸✰❼❾❥✫♣q④❆❧✓⑩❲♠♦t✸↔
♣⑤❷❆❥✫t✠❧✸♥q❥✼❼❾❥✾t◆♣✈♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣⑤❼✈✉◆t✯♣➀➣❢✉s➣②❥✾❸❬❸❬➶ß❹❇t✸✉❴➣✈t❱↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠➓❼q❥✤♣❽❼✫ð✎♣⑤❷❆❥
✜➪④❤♣⑤♠③➉③❥✫t✸❥✾❼q⑧⑨❼❢↔❆♠❴♣❽♠☛❼q❥✤♣ Ó ⑥❤♥q⑧⑨t❆⑧⑨❻❀♠◆❼q♠③tÚ❥✤♣✈♠♦❸Þ➽⑨⑩❏➇✼➞③➞◆➞◆Ô✪♠③t✸↔➓♣⑤❷❆❥
Ð✛⑧⑨t✸♠♦t❲⑦✤⑧➂♠♦❸✓↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠s❼❾❥✫♣ Ó ➈❢❥✫♥⑤❹❴♠❆⑩✸➃③➄③➄③➄❇Ô➹➽

✹✻✺✽✼✞✺✿✾✄❀❂❁ ✱❇❫❴❚✽❃✩✱✳✮ ÷ ✶❆✲✙✺✼✱ ÷❅❄ ❁
➅✣❸❬❸✙❥✤➘❤❧❲❥✾♥q⑧⑨rs❥✫t❇♣⑤❼✆➣②❥✾♥q❥s❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤r▲❥✼↔➷④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉➪♠➪ä❀➶Þ✇➫✉③❸➂↔➎⑦✤♥⑤✉◆❼⑤❼➀➶
❻❴♠③❸❬⑧➂↔❆♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t★♠③t✸↔❜➣②❥✾♥q❥✞⑦✫♠③♥q♥⑤⑧❬❥✼↔✩✉◆④❤♣sì✸❻③❥✯♣q⑧⑨rs❥✾❼ Ó ➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷❜♣⑤❷❆❥
❼⑤♠♦rs❥▲✇➫✉③❸➂↔❆❼❽Ô➹➽➓➅✈✇❨♣⑤❥✫♥⑤➣❢♠③♥⑤↔✸❼✣♣⑤❷❆❥s♥q❥✼❼❾④✸❸P♣❽❼✷➣②❥✾♥q❥s♠❀❻③❥✾♥⑤♠③➉③❥✾↔➪⑧❬t
✉◆♥⑤↔❆❥✫♥▲♣q✉➍✉◆➟❤♣⑤♠③⑧❬t➢♠➎r▲✉◆♥q❥✞♥⑤❥✫❸⑨⑧⑨♠③➟❆❸⑨❥❱❥✼❼➀♣⑤⑧❬r➓♠♦♣q❥✞✉♦✇✥♣q❷❆❥✞❧❏❥✫♥q➶
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✇➫✉◆♥qr➓♠③t✸⑦✤❥✗✉③✇✰♣⑤❷❆❥➵♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rñ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✫➽➾✐✣⑧❬ï▼❥✫♥⑤❥✫t❇♣✣❧✸♠③♥⑤♠③r▲❥✫♣q❥✾♥⑤❼
t✸❥✫❥✾↔❆❥✾↔✠♣⑤✉✞➟❲❥s❼❾❥✫♣✾➽➵Ð✛⑧⑨♥⑤❼❾♣✷✉♦✇②♠③❸❬❸Þ⑩▼♣q❷❆❥st✳④❆r☛➟❲❥✾♥✥✉③✇✙♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼▲⑧❬t❜❥✾♠③⑦❽❷❜t❆✉❤↔❤❥③ð✯➣②❥✞⑦❽❷❆✉❇❼❾❥✻♣q✉➺⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✫♥▲♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
❼q④❆➟✸❼q❥✤♣❽❼✪✉③✇→➇✼➄③➄✁�Ú⑩✄✂♦ä☎�Ú⑩❤ä♦➄✁�✻⑩❇➃③ä☎�✻⑩✸➇✾➄✁�✻⑩❇♠③t✸↔▲♣q❷❆❥❦❼qÝ❇④✸♠③♥q❥
♥⑤✉✳✉♦♣✣✉③✇→♣q❷❆❥☛t❇④✸r➵➟❏❥✫♥✣✉③✇→♣q❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✥♠❴♣❦❥✾♠③⑦❽❷✠t✸✉✳↔❆❥✆⑧❬t➪♣q❷❆❥➵♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✾❼✾➽
➬➎❥✠❷✸♠❀❻◆❥❱♠③❸⑨❼q✉➼❥✫➘❆♠♦rs⑧❬t✸❥✾↔➻♣q❷❆❥✞⑧⑨t✄✆✸④❆❥✾t✸⑦✤❥✠✉③✇✣♣q❷✸❥❱t✳④❆r☛➟❲❥✾♥
✉③✇✪♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✼❼✥⑧❬t➼♣q❷❆❥s♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③r ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✾⑩❋❥✤➘❤❧❏❥✫♥⑤⑧❬rs❥✫t❇♣⑤⑧❬t❆➉❱➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➼➆✸⑩
➇◆➇③⑩✙♠③t✸↔➻➆◆➆➪♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼✾➽➻↕✰✉➼⑧⑨t✳❻③❥✾❼❾♣q⑧⑨➉◆♠♦♣q❥✯♣q❷❆❥✞❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤r➓♠♦t✸⑦✫❥✻✉♦✇
♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rÖ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼➾⑧❬t✯♣q❷❆❥✆⑦✫✉③t❇♣q❥✫➘✳♣➾✉③✇✛♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✓⑩③➣❢❥✷❷✸♠❀❻③❥
❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤rs❥✾↔✷❥✫➘✳❧❏❥✫♥⑤⑧⑨r▲❥✾t❇♣⑤❼✰➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷➵♠♦t✸↔✆➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷❆✉③④❤♣✰♣q❷❆❥②④✸❼q❥✙✉♦✇❆♠③➉♦➶
➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✾❼✾⑩✾♠③t✸↔✷♠♦❸➂❼❾✉✈➣✈⑧❬♣q❷✗♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣✓✉③✇❤♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✾⑩✤➣✈❷❆❥✾♥q❥
⑦✫✉③t✸↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼➾✉③t✯♣q❷❆❥✆❼q❥✤♣✈♣⑤✉s➟❲❥✆♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾↔Ú♠③♥q❥✗♠③↔✸↔❤❥✾↔❋➽

✹✻✺✞✝✻✺✠✟ ❄❃÷ ✶☛✡❲✱✳✮✛✱✳✺✾❚❯✺
Ð✸✉③♥✎✉◆④❆♥→ì✸♥❽❼➀♣✎❥✤➘❤❧❏❥✫♥⑤⑧❬rs❥✾t◆♣✪➣❢❥➾④✸❼q❥✾↔☛♣q❷❆❥✱✜➪④❤♣⑤♠③➉③❥✫t✸❥✾❼q⑧⑨❼✎↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠
❼q❥✤♣✼➽✗↕➾❷❆⑧⑨❼✥➜➀❿✯✮ã➟❏❥✫t✸⑦❽❷❆r➓♠③♥q❹✠↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠✻❼q❥✤♣✼⑩❋⑧❬t❇♣⑤♥q✉❤↔❤④✸⑦✫❥✾↔✞♣⑤✉✻♣⑤❷❆❥
➜➀❿✯✮➺⑦✤✉③rsr☛④❆t❆⑧❬♣➀➚✆➟✳➚☛⑥✳♥⑤⑧❬t❆⑧⑨❻❴♠③❼⑤♠♦t☛❥✤♣✙♠♦❸Þ➽ Ó ➇✾➞◆➞③➞◆Ô✤⑩③⑦✤✉◆t✸❼q⑧⑨❼❾♣⑤❼✛✉♦✇
❼❾♣q♥⑤④✸⑦✤♣q④❆♥❽♠♦❸▼↔❤❥✾❼⑤⑦✤♥⑤⑧⑨❧❤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✙✉♦✇✰➃③➆③➄✗rs✉③❸⑨❥✾⑦✫④❆❸⑨❥✾❼✙♣q❷✸♠♦♣➾♠③♥q❥✈♣⑤✉☛➟❏❥
⑦✫❸⑨♠◆❼q❼q⑧❬ì✸❥✾↔✞♠③❼✑r➵④❤♣❽♠♦➉③❥✾t❆⑧➂⑦ Ó å③➄✁�☛Ô✈✉③♥✈t❆✉③♣✾➽➾↕➾❷❆❥➵↔❤❥✼❼q⑦✫♥q⑧⑨❧❤♣q⑧⑨✉③t
⑦✫✉③t✸❼q⑧➂❼➀♣❽❼✙✉③✇✓♣q❷❆❥✷♠❴♣⑤✉③r➓❼❢♠♦t✸↔Ú♣q❷❆❥✥➟❲✉◆t✸↔❆❼②♣q❷❲♠❴♣➾rs♠③❹③❥❦④❆❧✻♣⑤❷❆❥
rs✉◆❸❬❥✼⑦✤④❆❸⑨❥③➽íÐ✸✉③♥s♣⑤❷❆⑧⑨❼✻↔❆♠❴♣❽♠➍❼❾❥✫♣Ú➣②❥✞❥✤➘❤❧❏❥✾⑦✤♣Ú✉③t❆❸⑨➚❜♠➍❼q❸❬⑧⑨➉③❷❇♣
➉❇♠♦⑧⑨t➼⑧⑨t➍♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥❽♠③⑦✫➚✠④✸❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉➪♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✾⑩▼❼q⑧⑨t✸⑦✤❥❚✜✠④❆♣⑤♠♦➉◆❥✫t❆❥✼❼❾⑧➂❼
↔❆✉❇❥✼❼✎t❆✉③♣✙❷✸♠❀❻③❥➾r➓♠♦t✳➚☛t❇④✸r▲❥✾♥q⑧➂⑦✫♠③❸✸♠❴♣q♣q♥⑤⑧❬➟✸④❤♣q❥✼❼✪t❆✉◆♥✪⑧⑨❼✪⑧P♣✙❻◆❥✫♥⑤➚
t✸✉③t❤➶➝↔❤❥✤♣⑤❥✫♥⑤rs⑧❬t✸♠♦♣q❥◆➽
↕✛♠♦➟✸❸❬❥➼➇✻❼❾❷✸✉❴➣✑❼✗♣q❷✸❥✯♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣⑤❼✆✉◆➟❤♣⑤♠③⑧❬t✸❥✾↔➍✉◆t➺♣q❷❆❥✁✜✠④❤♣❽♠♦➉③❥✾t❤➶
❥✼❼❾⑧➂❼✥↔❆♠❴♣❽♠❆➽✷Ð❆✉③♥✥❥✾♠◆⑦❽❷➪⑦✤✉◆❸❬④❆rst➷♣q❷❆❥▲➟❲❥✼❼➀♣✷♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸P♣✥⑧⑨❼❦⑧⑨t➷➟❏✉③❸➂↔❋➽
Ð✸✉③♥☛♣q❷❆❥✯❥✤➘❤❧❏❥✫♥⑤⑧❬rs❥✫t❇♣❽❼➵➣✈⑧❬♣q❷❜♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✾↔➻♠♦➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✾❼✾⑩✛➣②❥✻⑦✾♠♦t
❼q❥✫❥Ú♣q❷✸♠♦♣☛♣⑤❷❆❥✻➟❏❥✾❼❾♣☛♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣☛⑧➂❼➵♠♦❸⑨➣➾♠❀➚✳❼✆✉③t❆❥✯➣✈❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥Ú♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
❼q④❆➟✸❼q❥✤♣❽❼✙✉③✇▼♣q❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼❢♠♦♥⑤❥✑④✸❼q❥✾↔✓➽✛➜➝tÚ✇✴♠③⑦➹♣✼⑩✳➣②❥✣❼q❥✫❥✣♣q❷✸♠♦♣❢♠③❧❆❧❆❸⑨➚❇⑧⑨t❆➉
♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③r➳✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼▲④✸❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉➍♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rý❼⑤♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥✾❼s➣✈⑧❬♣q❷✹↔❤✉❴➣✈t❜♣q✉
➃◆ä☞�➲✉③✇✰♣⑤❷❆❥✗❧❏✉◆❼⑤❼❾⑧⑨➟❆❸⑨❥❦♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✈➉◆⑧❬❻◆❥✾❼❢❥✫⑧❬♣q❷✸❥✫♥✣♠③t✯⑧⑨rs❧❆♥q✉❴❻◆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣
✉◆♥✛♠♦♣✛❸⑨❥✾♠◆❼➀♣✛t❆✉✷❼❾⑧⑨➉③t❆⑧❬ì❲⑦✾♠♦t❇♣✛↔❤❥✼⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾❥✪⑧⑨t☛♠◆⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚✥✉❴❻③❥✾♥❃➟✸♠③➉♦➶
➉◆⑧❬t✸➉ ✏ ⑩✎➣✈❷❆⑧⑨❸⑨❥✻⑧❬♣▲⑦✤❥✾♥❾♣❽♠♦⑧⑨t❆❸⑨➚➷♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸P♣❽❼✆⑧⑨t➻♠♦t➍❥✫ÙÚ⑦✤⑧⑨❥✫t✸⑦✫➚➎➉❇♠♦⑧⑨t✓➽
➅❦❼✈❥✤➘❤❧❏❥✾⑦✤♣q❥✾↔❱⑧❬♣✣♠♦❸➂❼❾✉s⑦✤❸⑨❥✾♠③♥q❸⑨➚Ú✉◆④❤♣q❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤r➓❼❢↕➾⑧⑨❸➂↔❤❥③➽
Ð✸✉③♥☛♣q❷❆❥✯♥q❥✼❼❾④✸❸P♣❽❼➵➣✈⑧❬♣q❷❆✉◆④❤♣▲♣q❷❆❥✯④✸❼❾❥✯✉♦✇✣♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✗➣❢❥✻❼q❥✫❥
♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣✩♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③r ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼➍↔❤✉③t✫✲ ♣➻❼q❥✫❥✾r ♣q✉➸❥✾t❆❷✸♠③t✸⑦✤❥✹♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥q➶
♠◆⑦✤➚✩✉❴❻◆❥✫♥s➟✸♠③➉③➉③⑧⑨t❆➉❲⑩✙➣✈❷❆⑧⑨❸❬❥➪❼❾♣q⑧⑨❸⑨❸✑❧❲❥✾♥❾✇➫✉◆♥qrs⑧⑨t❆➉➺➟❲❥✫♣❾♣⑤❥✫♥➓♣⑤❷✸♠♦t
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❧✸♥q✉③ì❆♣✣✇➫♥⑤✉③rÑ❸➂♠♦♥⑤➉③❥✗✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥▲❼❾❥✫♣⑤❼✾➽❦↕➾❷❆❥✼❼❾❥☛♥q❥✼❼❾④❆❸❬♣⑤❼✥♠♦❸➂❼q✉✻❼❾④✸❧❤➶
❧❏✉③♥q♣✥➈❢♥⑤❥✫⑧⑨r➓♠♦t✧✲ ❼ Ó ➃♦➄③➄✸➇✼Ô➾❼❾♣⑤♠♦♣q❥✫rs❥✾t◆♣❦♣q❷✸♠♦♣❦♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rØ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼
↔❆✉✆t❆✉♦♣✙♣q❥✫t❲↔s♣q✉✆✉❴❻◆❥✫♥qì❆♣✾➽✛↕➾❷❆❥❦♠❀❻◆❥✫♥❽♠♦➉◆❥❢↔❤⑧❬ï▼❥✫♥⑤❥✫t✸⑦✫❥✑➟❲❥✫♣➀➣②❥✾❥✫t
♣⑤♥⑤♠③⑧❬t✸⑧❬t❆➉❜♠♦t✸↔★♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣❱❼q❥✤♣✯❥✾♥q♥⑤✉③♥Ú✇➫✉③♥✻♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③r ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼➓④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉
♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rs❸⑨➚➻➇✾➄✁�✄✉③✇➾♣q❷❆❥✻♣q❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼☛♠❴♣➵❥✼♠③⑦❽❷➺t❆✉❤↔❤❥✯⑧⑨❼☛å☎�Ò➣✈❷❆⑧❬❸⑨❥
✇➫✉◆♥✣↕➾⑧⑨❸⑨↔❤❥ Ó ④✸❼q⑧❬t❆➉Ú♠③❸❬❸✓✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✾❼❽Ô✙⑧❬♣✣⑧➂❼✗➇✾å✁�✻➽✪➅✣❼✈➣➾♠③❼➾❥✫➘✳❧❏❥✾⑦✤➶
♣⑤❥✾↔❋⑩③➣②❥❢♠♦❸➂❼❾✉✣✇➫✉③④❆t✸↔✆♣q❷✸♠♦♣✪♠③↔❆↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉❦r▲✉◆♥q❥✙♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✼❼✓♣⑤✉✣♣⑤❷❆❥❢✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣✾⑩
⑦✫❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤❸❬➚s⑧⑨t✸⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾❥✼❼②♠◆⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚s⑧⑨t❱♠③❸❬❸❋⑦✫♠◆❼❾❥✼❼✫➽✛➜➝t✞Ð✰⑧⑨➉③④✸♥q❥▲➇✣♣⑤❷❆❥
♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣⑤❼✛✇➫✉◆♥✪♠✷♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③rÕ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣→➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➓➆◆➆✣♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼→❥✾⑧P♣⑤❷❆❥✫♥✪r➓♠③❹❇⑧⑨t❆➉
④❲❼❾❥▲✉♦✇❢♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✾↔➼♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥✼❼ Ó ➩✣➅❦Ô❦✉③♥✗♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✼❼✑➣✈⑧❬♣q❷❆✉◆④❤♣
♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣ Ó ➬➷➅✥Ô✓✉◆♥❃④✸❼q⑧❬t✸➉✣t❆✉✣♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼ Ó ✲✣➅❦Ô✛♠③♥q❥✙⑦✫✉③r▲➶
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Ð✛⑧⑨t✸♠♦t❲⑦✤⑧➂♠♦❸❆↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠❆ð✰➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷❆✉③④❆♣→♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rst❆❥✼❼q❼✰♣q❷✸❥✈❧❆♥q❥✼↔❤⑧➂⑦➹♣q⑧⑨❻③❥✈♠◆⑦➹➶
⑦✫④❆♥❽♠③⑦✤➚❱✉♦✇✎♣⑤❷❆❥☛✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✑⑧➂❼✥➟❲❥✾❸❬✉❴➣ ♣⑤❷❆❥☛♠◆⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚❱✉♦✇✙♠③❸❬❸⑨➣❢♠❀➚❤❼
❧✸♥q❥✼↔❤⑧⑨⑦✤♣q⑧⑨t❆➉✈♣⑤❷❆❥❢↔❆❥✤✇✴♠♦④✸❸P♣✛❻❀♠③❸❬④✸❥ Ó ✦◆å☎�▲Ô➹➽✰➬✹❷❆❥✫t▲♠③↔❆↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉✑rs✉◆♥q❥
♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rst❆❥✼❼q❼✾⑩❴❼❾✉◆r▲❥②♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✼❼✰♣q❥✫t❲↔✆♣⑤✉✥♠③❸❬❸⑨➣❢♠❀➚❤❼✰❧❆♥⑤❥✾↔❤⑧➂⑦➹♣✛♣q❷❆❥✈↔❤❥✫➶
✇✴♠③④❆❸❬♣❢❻❴♠♦❸⑨④❆❥◆⑩❇✉◆♥❢♠♦♣②❸⑨❥✾♠◆❼➀♣➾❧❆♥⑤❥✾↔❤⑧➂⑦➹♣➾♠➵❻◆❥✫♥⑤➚▲❼qr➓♠♦❸⑨❸❲❧❆♥⑤✉③❧❏✉③♥q♣q⑧⑨✉③t
✉③✇❋♣q❷❆❥❦❥✤➘❆♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥✾❼✪♣q✉☛➟❲❥❦t❆❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q⑧⑨❻③❥◆➽→⑥❤✉✆♣q❷✸⑧⑨❼②rs⑧❬➉◆❷◆♣❢⑧❬rs❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻③❥
♠◆⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚Ú④✸❧✠♣q✉➓♣⑤❷❆❥➵↔❤❥✫✇✴♠♦④❆❸❬♣✾⑩❏➟❆④❤♣❦♣q❷❆❥✆♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✾❼✣➟❲❥✼⑦✤✉◆r▲❥☛⑦✤❥✫♥q➶
♣❽♠♦⑧⑨t❆❸⑨➚✻❸⑨❥✾❼⑤❼➾⑧❬t❤✇➫✉◆♥qr➓♠♦♣q⑧⑨❻③❥③➽
➅❦↔❆↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉ ♠♦➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✾❼✞♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣q❥✼↔➸⑧❬t➭r➵④✸⑦❽❷Õrs✉◆♥q❥★⑦✤✉③rs❧✸♠◆⑦➹♣
♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼✾⑩❲♠③t✸↔❋⑩❲♠◆❼✑⑦✫♠③t✠➟❲❥☛❼❾❥✾❥✫t✠⑧⑨t➪Ð✰⑧⑨➉③④✸♥q❥☛➃❆⑩✸➚✳⑧⑨❥✫❸➂↔❤❥✾↔✠♠➓❸➂♠♦♥⑤➉③❥
⑧⑨rs❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻③❥✫rs❥✾t◆♣➎✉♦✇✞♠③⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥❽♠③⑦✤➚◆➽ ➅✑❸⑨❸❬✉❴➣✈⑧⑨t❆➉ ♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✫rs❥✾t◆♣❽❼➎⑧❬t
♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q❥✷♠♦➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✾❼✙↔❤⑧⑨↔❆t✧✲ ♣✑❼q❥✫❥✾rÖ♣q✉▲⑧❬rs❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻③❥✥♠③⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥❽♠③⑦✤➚☛✇➫④❆♥q➶
♣⑤❷❆❥✫♥→♣⑤❷❆✉③④✸➉③❷✓➽→↕➾❷❆⑧➂❼✎r➓♠❀➚✆➟❲❥✑↔❆④❆❥❢♣q✉✷♣q❷✸❥➾✇✴♠③⑦➹♣→♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣✎♣⑤❷❆❥➾♣q❷❆❥✫➶
✉◆♥q➚Ú♣q❷✸♠♦♣✣t❆❥✫❥✼↔❆❼✈♣⑤✉➓➟❲❥➵❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❆❥✾↔❋⑩❲⑦✫♠♦t✞➟❏❥✆♥⑤❥✫❧❆♥⑤❥✾❼q❥✫t❇♣q❥✼↔✻❻◆❥✫♥⑤➚
➣❢❥✫❸⑨❸❃➣✈⑧❬♣q❷✸✉③④❤♣❦⑦✫✉③rs❧❆❸⑨❥✤➘✞❼❾❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t✞➣✈⑧❬♣q❷❆⑧⑨t✠♣⑤❷❆❥➵♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✼❼✫➽
➬➎❥✻♠③❸⑨❼q✉❱✇➫✉③④❆t✸↔➎♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣▲♠♦rs✉③t❆➉✞♣⑤❷❆❥➓♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼✆♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼❦➣②❥✾♥q❥
♥❽♠♦♥⑤❥✫❸⑨➚➓♥⑤❥✤ì✸t❆❥✼↔❋➽

✹✻✺■❍✿✺✿✾✄❀❂❁ ✱❇❫❴❚✽❃✩✱✳✮ ÷ ✶❆✲✙✽◆❝❲✮✛✽③✲ ❄ ✺✼❚✴❝❏✮✰✺
Ð✸✉③♥✷♣⑤❷❆❥s❥✤➘❤❧❲❥✾♥q⑧⑨rs❥✫t❇♣⑤❼✷④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉✠♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥✼❼✫⑩❋↔❤❥✼⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠③❼q⑧⑨t❆➉✻♣⑤❷❆❥
t✳④❆r☛➟❲❥✾♥②✉③✇✓♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆r➭♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼➾⑦✤✉◆t✸❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✾♥q❥✼↔s⑧❬t✻♠➵t❆✉❤↔❤❥✑♣⑤✉☛♠☛⑦✤❥✫♥q➶
♣❽♠♦⑧⑨t➷♣⑤❷❆♥⑤❥✾❼q❷❆✉③❸➂↔➼❼q❸⑨⑧❬➉◆❷◆♣⑤❸❬➚➷⑧❬t✸⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✾❼❦♣q❷✸❥➓❧❆♥q❥✼↔❤⑧➂⑦➹♣q⑧⑨❻③❥s♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥q➶
♠◆⑦✤➚◆➽➪➜ß✇✣➣❢❥Ú➉③✉➪➟❏❥✫❸⑨✉❴➣Ö♣q❷❲♠❴♣➵♣⑤❷❆♥⑤❥✾❼q❷❆✉③❸➂↔➺♣q❷✸❥✯♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥❽♠③⑦✫➚➼↔❤❥✫➶
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⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✾❼✥♠♦➉❇♠♦⑧⑨t✓➽ î ✉❴➣❢❥✫❻◆❥✫♥✣⑧❬♣✆❼❾❥✾❥✫r➓❼✷Ý❇④❆⑧P♣⑤❥➓↔❤⑧PÙÚ⑦✫④❆❸P♣✷♣⑤✉❱↔❤❥✫➶
♣⑤❥✫♥⑤rs⑧❬t❆❥✯♠♦t➺✉③❧❤♣⑤⑧❬r➓♠③❸✙❻❴♠♦❸⑨④❆❥s✇➫✉③♥✆♣q❷❆⑧➂❼✗♣⑤❷❆♥q❥✼❼❾❷✸✉③❸➂↔❋➽❱Ð✸✉③♥✗♣⑤❷❆❥
⑦❽❷✸✉◆❼q❥✫t➻↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠➼❼❾❥✫♣⑤❼✾⑩✙❼q♠③rs❧❆❸❬⑧⑨t❆➉➼♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③rs❸⑨➚➎♠③♥q✉◆④❆t✸↔➻➃◆ä☞�✕✉♦✇
♣⑤❷❆❥✑♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼❢♠❴♣✙❥✼♠③⑦❽❷➓t❆✉❤↔❤❥◆⑩◆➉◆⑧❬❻◆❥✾❼✙❥✫⑧❬♣q❷❆❥✾♥②♠♦t✻⑧❬rs❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻③❥✾r▲❥✾t❇♣✪✉③♥
♠♦♣✗❸❬❥✼♠③❼❾♣✷t✸✉✞❼q⑧⑨➉③t❆⑧❬ì❲⑦✫♠③t❇♣✷↔❤❥✼⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾❥▲⑧❬t➍♠◆⑦✫⑦✤④✸♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚③➽▲➈❢♥q❥✾⑧❬r➓♠♦t
Ó ➃♦➄◆➄❆➇✼Ô❋✉③t✗♣⑤❷❆❥②✉③♣q❷❆❥✾♥✰❷❲♠♦t✸↔❋⑩❴✉◆➟❤♣⑤♠③⑧❬t✸❥✾↔✆⑧⑨rs❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻③❥✫rs❥✾t◆♣❽❼✓➣✈⑧❬♣q❷
❥✾❻③❥✾t✠r➵④✸⑦❽❷➪❼qr➓♠♦❸⑨❸❬❥✾♥✑❧❆♥⑤✉③❧❏✉③♥q♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼➾✉③✇✎✇➫❥✾♠❴♣⑤④❆♥⑤❥✾❼✈⑧⑨t✠♣q❷✸❥✆❧❆♥⑤✉♦➶
❧❏✉◆❼q⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✥⑦✾♠③❼q❥③➽Ü➅✣❸⑨❼q✉✩♣⑤❷❆❥➺♠❀❻③❥✫♥❽♠♦➉◆❥✠⑧❬rs❧❆♥⑤✉❴❻③❥✾rs❥✫t❇♣✻➣➾♠③❼
r☛④✸⑦❽❷í❷✸⑧❬➉◆❷❆❥✫♥✼➽×↕➾❷❆⑧➂❼❱↔❆⑧Pï▼❥✫♥⑤❥✫t✸⑦✫❥➺r▲⑧⑨➉③❷❇♣✞➟❲❥➺↔❤④❆❥➎♣⑤✉➻✇✴♠◆⑦➹♣
♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣❢⑧❬t➓✉◆④❆♥②♠③❧❆❧❆♥⑤✉◆♠◆⑦❽❷s♠✆♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③r➲❼❾④✸➟✸❼❾❥✫♣②✉③✇❏♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✙⑧⑨❼✙♣⑤♠③❹③❥✫t
➣✈❷✸⑧❬❸⑨❥②➈❢♥⑤❥✫⑧⑨rs♠③t✗♣⑤♠③❹③❥✼❼❃♠✈♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③r ❼❾④❆➟❲❼❾❥✫♣✛✉③✇❤♣q❷❆❥❢♠❴♣❾♣⑤♥q⑧⑨➟❆④❤♣⑤❥✾❼✾⑩
♠③t✸↔✠❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦➹♣❽❼✈♣⑤❷❆❥➵➟❏❥✾❼❾♣✣♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣❦④✸❼q⑧❬t✸➉➓♣q❷❆❥✼❼❾❥▲♠❴♣q♣q♥⑤⑧❬➟❆④❆♣q❥✾❼✾➽❦á❦♥✣⑧❬♣
rs⑧⑨➉③❷❇♣✣❼q❷❆✉❴➣ã♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣✣⑧⑨t✞♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸❋❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧⑨t❆➉s♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③r×✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼
↔❆✉▲t✸✉♦♣✑➣❢✉③♥⑤❹Ú♠③❼➾➣❢❥✫❸⑨❸✓♠③❼➾⑧⑨t❱❧✸♥q✉◆❧❲✉❇❼❾⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸▼❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧❬t✸➉✸➽
➬➎❥✷♠♦❸➂❼❾✉✗✇➫✉◆④❆t✸↔Ú♣q❷✸♠♦♣②♣⑤❷❆❥❦♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣⑤❼✙➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷❆✉③④❤♣✈♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥✼❼✪↔❤⑧❬✇❨➶
✇➫❥✾♥☛♠✠❸⑨✉♦♣☛✉❴❻③❥✫♥✷♣⑤❷❆❥Ú♣➀➣❢✉➪↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠➪❼q❥✤♣❽❼✫ð▲✉③t ✜✠④❆♣⑤♠♦➉◆❥✫t❆❥✼❼❾⑧➂❼✆↔❤❥✫➶
⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q⑧❬t✸➉②♣⑤❷❆❥✙♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③r ❼q♠③r▲❧✸❸❬❥✎✉③✇❇♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✰↔❤❥✾⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✾❼✓♠◆⑦✫⑦✤④✸♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚
➣✈❷✸⑧❬❸⑨❥✈✉③t▲♣q❷✸❥✑Ð✰⑧⑨t✸♠③t✸⑦✤⑧➂♠♦❸✸↔✸♠❴♣⑤♠✗❼q❥✤♣✎♣⑤❷❆❥✑♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥❽♠③⑦✫➚✆⑧⑨t✸⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾❥✼❼✫➽
↕➾❷✸⑧⑨❼❃❸⑨♠◆❼➀♣✓❥✫ï❏❥✼⑦➹♣❃➣➾♠③❼❋➟❏❥✾⑦✾♠♦④✸❼q❥✎✉♦✇✳♣⑤❷❆❥✙❼q❹③❥✫➣✈t✸❥✾❼⑤❼▼✉♦✇❇♣q❷❆❥❢↔❆♠❴♣❽♠❆➽
➅❦❼✗➣➾♠③❼✷❥✤➘❤❧❏❥✾⑦✤♣q❥✾↔✓⑩✛♠◆↔❆↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉✞r▲✉◆♥q❥▲♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼✷♣⑤✉✯♣⑤❷❆❥➓✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣✗⑧⑨t❤➶
↔❆❥✫❥✾↔✩⑧❬t✸⑦✫♥q❥✼♠③❼q❥✾❼☛♠③⑦✫⑦✫④❆♥❽♠③⑦✤➚◆➽➎á✣✇✣⑦✤✉◆④❆♥❽❼❾❥➓rs✉③♥⑤❥Ú♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼➵r▲❥✼♠♦t
❸⑨✉③t✸➉③❥✫♥✙♥q④❆t❇♣⑤⑧❬rs❥✾❼✾⑩◆❼q✉✗♣⑤❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥✑⑧➂❼✙♠♦❸⑨➣➾♠❀➚✳❼✎♠✗♣q♥❽♠③↔❤❥✫➶Þ✉③ï✻➟❲❥✫♣➀➣②❥✾❥✫t
❥✫ÙÚ⑦✤⑧⑨❥✫t✸⑦✫➚✻♠♦t✸↔✞♠◆⑦✫⑦✤④✸♥⑤♠◆⑦✤➚③➽
①②✉◆t✸⑦✤❥✾♥qt✸⑧❬t❆➉➸♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➭♠♦t✸↔➲❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✓⑩✻♠③❸❬❸⑨✉❴➣✈⑧❬t✸➉ ♠③➉♦➶
➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✈✇➫④❆t❲⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✙⑧⑨tÚ♣⑤❷❆❥✣♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼❢♠♦❸⑨➣❢♠❀➚❤❼✙➉◆♠❀❻③❥❦♠♦tÚ⑧⑨rs❧❆♥q✉❴❻◆❥✤➶
rs❥✾t◆♣✼⑩✳➣✈❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼✙♠③↔✸↔❤⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸❲♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✾r▲❥✾t❇♣②✉♦✇❃♣q❷❆❥✥♠♦➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✾❼
↔❆⑧⑨↔❤t✫✲ ♣✣⑦✫✉③t✸❼q⑧⑨❼❾♣q❥✾t❇♣q❸⑨➚Ú⑧❬t❲⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠③❼q❥✗♠③⑦✾⑦✤④❆♥❽♠③⑦✫➚③➽
➬✹❷✸⑧❬❸⑨❥✙⑧⑨t✆➉③❥✾t❆❥✫♥❽♠♦❸③❧❲❥✾♥❾✇➫✉◆♥qrs⑧⑨t❆➉✣♠❴♣✰❸❬❥✼♠③❼❾♣✰♠③❼❃➣②❥✾❸❬❸✳♠③❼❃➟✸♠♦➉◆➉③⑧⑨t❆➉✸⑩
♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rí✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✓♠③♥q❥✪⑦✫✉③rs❧❆④❤♣❽♠❴♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲♠♦❸⑨❸❬➚✥rs✉③♥⑤❥✎❥✤ÙÚ⑦✤⑧⑨❥✫t❇♣✓♣⑤❷✸♠♦t
➟❲♠♦➉③➉◆⑧❬t✸➉✸➽✥➜ß✇②➣❢❥☛⑦✤✉◆rs❧✸♠♦♥⑤❥➵♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③r ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✾⑩❋⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂❼➀♣⑤⑧❬t✸➉✻✉♦✇
➆◆➆Ú♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✾❼✷♠♦t❲↔➷④✸❼q⑧⑨t❆➉✞➃◆ä☞�Ø✉③✇✙♣q❷✸❥☛✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼✫⑩❋➣✈⑧❬♣q❷➺➟✸♠③➉③➉◆⑧❬t❆➉
④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉➍➆③➆➷♣q♥⑤❥✫❥✼❼✫⑩②➣②❥✯✇➫✉③④❆t❲↔★♠③t❜❥✫ÙÚ⑦✤⑧⑨❥✫t✸⑦✫➚✩➉◆♠③⑧❬t❜✉♦✇✣✇✴♠◆⑦➹♣⑤✉③♥
➃❆➽ å✞✉◆t➺♣q❷❆❥ ✜✠④❤♣⑤♠③➉③❥✾t❆❥✾❼q⑧⑨❼➵↔❆♠❴♣❽♠✠♠♦t✸↔➍♠❱✇✴♠◆⑦➹♣q✉◆♥Ú➇③➽ ➆✞✉③t➺♣⑤❷❆❥
Ð✛⑧⑨t✸♠♦t❲⑦✤⑧➂♠♦❸✈↔❆♠❴♣❽♠❆➽★➅✑➉◆♠③⑧❬t➻♣q❷❆⑧➂❼▲✇✴♠③⑦✤♣q✉◆♥▲⑧➂❼s❼❾r➓♠③❸❬❸⑨❥✫♥▲♣q❷❲♠♦t★⑧❬t
♣⑤❷❆❥✆❧❆♥⑤✉③❧❏✉◆❼q⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✓⑦✫♠③❼q❥③⑩✸➣✈❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥✷♣q❷❆❥✾♥q❥✗⑧➂❼✑t✸✉➓t❆❥✫❥✼↔✻♣⑤✉Ú➉③❥✾t❤➶
❥✾♥⑤♠♦♣q❥❦♣q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼❢♠♦♣❢❥✼♠③⑦❽❷✯t❆✉❤↔❤❥③⑩❆❼q⑧❬t❲⑦✤❥❦♣q❷❆❥✗❼q❥✤♣➾✉♦✇❃♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼❢♥⑤❥✫r➓♠♦⑧⑨t✸❼
♣⑤❷❆❥✻❼⑤♠♦rs❥▲✇➫✉③♥➵♠③❸❬❸✙t❆✉❤↔❤❥✾❼✾➽✻➜➝t➺♣⑤❷❆❥➓♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✪⑦✫♠◆❼❾❥➓✉◆t➼♣⑤❷❆❥
✉③♣q❷❆❥✾♥✆❷✸♠③t✸↔➺⑦✤✉③t❲❼➀♣⑤♥q④✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨t❆➉✠♠✞t❆❥✫➣➲t❆✉❤↔❤❥Ú⑧⑨t➎♣q❷❆❥Ú♣q♥⑤❥✫❥Ú⑦✤✉◆t❤➶
❼q⑧➂❼➀♣❽❼✑✉♦✇✎♣➀➣❢✉Ú❼❾♣q❥✫❧❲❼✫ð❢ì✸♥❽❼➀♣✥♠♦❸⑨❸❃❧❏✉◆❼⑤❼❾⑧⑨➟❆❸⑨❥➵♥⑤❥✤ì✸t❆❥✾rs❥✫t❇♣❦Ý❇④❆❥✫♥⑤⑧⑨❥✾❼
t✸❥✫❥✾↔➻♣q✉➺➟❏❥✞➉③❥✫t✸❥✫♥❽♠❴♣q❥✼↔✩♠♦t❲↔✩♣⑤❷❆❥✫t➢❼❾❥✼⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤❸⑨➚➍♣q❷❆✉❇❼❾❥✞Ý❇④❆❥✫♥q➶
⑧⑨❥✾❼✻♠♦♥⑤❥❱❥✫➘❤❥✾⑦✤④❆♣q❥✾↔★✉◆t➻♣⑤❷❆❥➪♥⑤❥✫r➓♠♦⑧⑨t❆⑧⑨t❆➉➺❥✤➘❆♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥✾❼➓♠③t✸↔❜✇➫✉③♥
❥✼♠③⑦❽❷sÝ❇④❆❥✫♥⑤➚☛♠✷❷❆❥✾④❆♥⑤⑧⑨❼❾♣q⑧➂⑦➾⑧⑨❼✙⑦✤✉③rs❧❆④❆♣q❥✾↔✓➽✛➅✑✇❨♣q❥✫♥⑤➣➾♠♦♥❽↔❆❼✫⑩◆➟✸♠③❼q❥✾↔
✉◆t➪♣⑤❷❆✉◆❼q❥s❷❆❥✫④❆♥⑤⑧➂❼➀♣⑤⑧⑨⑦✾❼✣♣⑤❷❆❥s➟❲❥✼❼➀♣✷♣⑤❥✾❼❾♣✥⑧➂❼✷❧❆❸➂♠③⑦✤❥✼↔➪⑧⑨t➷♣⑤❷❆❥st❆❥✫➣
t✸✉✳↔❆❥③➽➭➬✹❷✸❥✫tí④❲❼❾⑧⑨t❆➉✩♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③r ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼➓♣⑤❷❆❥➼♣q⑧⑨r▲❥➷✇➫✉③♥❱❥✤➘✳➶
❥✼⑦✤④❤♣⑤⑧❬t✸➉✷♣q❷❆❥✑Ý❇④❆❥✾♥q⑧⑨❥✾❼✎♠③t✸↔s⑦✫♠♦❸➂⑦✤④✸❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨t❆➉✥♣q❷❆❥✈❷❆❥✾④❆♥⑤⑧⑨❼❾♣q⑧➂⑦✫❼→⑧➂❼✎♥⑤❥✤➶
↔❆④✸⑦✤❥✼↔❋⑩③❼q⑧❬t✸⑦✫❥➾✉③t❆❸⑨➚✆♠❦❼⑤♠♦rs❧❆❸⑨❥❢✉♦✇❏♠③❸❬❸✳➉◆❥✫t❆❥✾♥⑤♠♦♣q❥✾↔➵♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✾r▲❥✾t❇♣⑤❼
⑧➂❼✥⑦✤✉③t❲❼❾⑧➂↔❤❥✫♥⑤❥✾↔✓➽✣➈❢④❤♣❦⑧⑨t➪✉③④✸♥✥⑦✫④❆♥q♥⑤❥✫t❇♣✣⑧⑨rs❧❆❸⑨❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣⑤♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✠♣⑤❷❆❥
♣⑤⑧❬rs❥✻✇➫✉③♥✆♣⑤❷❆❥Úì❲♥⑤❼❾♣▲❼❾♣q❥✾❧➍♥q❥✾rs♠③⑧❬t❲❼✗♣q❷✸❥✯❼⑤♠♦rs❥③⑩→➟❏❥✾⑦✫♠③④✸❼q❥✻♠♦❸⑨❸
❧❏✉◆❼⑤❼q⑧❬➟❆❸⑨❥✑♥⑤❥✤ì✸t✸❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣⑤❼②♠♦♥⑤❥✑❼➀♣⑤⑧❬❸⑨❸❏➉③❥✫t✸❥✫♥❽♠❴♣q❥✼↔s♠♦t✸↔➓✉◆t❆❸⑨➚▲♠♦✇❨♣q❥✫♥q➶
➣➾♠♦♥❽↔❆❼➾♠▲♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rà❼q♠③rs❧❆❸❬❥✷✉③✇✰♣⑤❷✸♠❴♣✣❼q❥✤♣✈⑧➂❼➾♣⑤♠③❹③❥✫t❃➽
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➜➝t➺♣⑤❷❆⑧➂❼➵❧✸♠③❧❲❥✾♥✾⑩→➣❢❥➓❷✸♠❀❻③❥✻❥✤➘❤❧❆❸⑨✉③♥⑤❥✾↔➺♠✠♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆rÒ✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣☛♠③❧❤➶
❧✸♥q✉❇♠③⑦❽❷➢♣q✉➻♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✣❸⑨❥✾♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧⑨t❆➉✸➽Ü➩✑♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rë✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✻❷✸♠❀❻③❥
➟❏❥✫❥✾t▲❼q❷❆✉❴➣✈t✗♣⑤✉❦➣❢✉③♥⑤❹✷➣②❥✾❸❬❸✳➣✈❷❆❥✾t➵r➓♠♦t✳➚✷✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥✼❼✰♠③♥q❥❢♠❀❻❀♠③⑧❬❸❬➶
♠③➟❆❸⑨❥③➽➴↕➾❷❆⑧⑨❼➪⑧⑨❼➷✉♦✇❨♣q❥✾t ♣q❷❆❥❜⑦✫♠③❼q❥➍⑧⑨t➸♥q❥✾❸⑨♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸♠③❸✗❸❬❥✼♠♦♥⑤t❆⑧❬t✸➉✸➽
↕➾❷✳④✸❼✥♣⑤❷❆❥➓⑧⑨t❇❻◆❥✾❼❾♣q⑧⑨➉◆♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t➷✉③✇②♥❽♠♦t✸↔❆✉③rÑ✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✷⑧⑨t➼♣q❷❆⑧➂❼✆⑦✤✉◆t❤➶
♣⑤❥✤➘✳♣✣❼q❥✫❥✫r➓❼➾➣❢✉③♥q♣q❷✳➣✈❷❆⑧⑨❸❬❥◆➽
✜➪✉③♥⑤❥✫✉❴❻③❥✾♥✾⑩❤➣✈❷✸❥✫t✠④✸❼q⑧❬t✸➉Ú♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rà✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼✫⑩❆➣❢❥➵⑦✾♠♦t✞✇➫④❆♥q♣q❷❆❥✾♥
❥✾t❆❸➂♠♦♥⑤➉③❥✗♣⑤❷❆❥✆✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥▲❼❾❧✸♠◆⑦✤❥☛➟❇➚✞⑧⑨t✸⑦✤❸⑨④✸↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉❱♠♦➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✆⑦✤✉◆t❤➶
↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✈♠♦t✸↔✻♥q❥✫ì✸t❆⑧⑨t❆➉☛♣q❷❆❥✾r×➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷❱❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t❱⑦✤✉③t❲↔❤⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼❢✉③t
♣⑤❷❆❥✗❼❾❥✫♣②♣⑤✉☛➟❏❥✗♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥✼↔❋➽✰↕➾❷❆⑧➂❼➾⑦✤✉◆r➵➟❆⑧⑨t✸♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✻✉③✇✰♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉♦➶
♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t▲➣✈⑧P♣⑤❷➓❼❾❥✾❸❬❥✼⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t▲⑦✤✉◆t✸↔❤⑧❬♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼→⑧➂❼→t❆✉♦♣✙♠❦♣⑤♥q⑧⑨❻✳⑧⑨♠③❸◆♣❽♠③❼q❹▼⑩♦➟❲❥✫➶
⑦✾♠♦④✸❼q❥☛♣q❷❆❥s✇➫❥✼♠❴♣q④✸♥q❥s❼❾❧❲♠③⑦✤❥s➉◆♥q✉❴➣✑❼✥Ý❇④❆⑧⑨⑦❽❹✳❸⑨➚➪♠♦t✸↔➷♣q❷✸❥Ú❼❾❥✼♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷
❼q❧✸♠◆⑦✤❥➾⑧⑨❼→❸⑨❥✾❼⑤❼✛➣②❥✾❸❬❸❬➶ß➟❲❥✾❷✸♠❀❻③❥✼↔➵↔❤④❆❥➾♣⑤✉✥♣q❷❆❥➾t❆✉◆t❤➶Þrs✉◆t❆✉♦♣⑤✉③t❆⑧➂⑦✤⑧❬♣➀➚
❧✸♥q✉◆➟❆❸❬❥✾r✞➽ î ✉❴➣❢❥✫❻◆❥✫♥✼⑩✙♣⑤❷❆❥➷④✸❼q❥➷✉③✇✆♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆rý✇➫✉③♥⑤❥✾❼❾♣⑤❼✻✉❴❻③❥✾♥❾➶
⑦✫✉③rs❥✾❼❢♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q❥✗❧❆♥⑤✉③➟❆❸⑨❥✫r➓❼✾➽
➬➎❥✻❥✫➘❤❧❲❥✾♥q⑧⑨rs❥✫t❇♣⑤♠③❸❬❸⑨➚➺❻❀♠③❸❬⑧➂↔❆♠♦♣q❥✾↔➎♣⑤❷❆❥✞❼➀♣⑤♥q❥✾t❆➉♦♣⑤❷➍✉♦✇✑♥❽♠♦t✸↔❤✉◆r
✇➫✉◆♥q❥✼❼➀♣❽❼➵♠③t✸↔➺♣q❷✸❥✻④✸❼q❥✻✉③✇ Ó ♥q❥✫ì✸t❆❥✼↔✸Ô➵♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✷⑧⑨t➍♣q❷✸❥✻♥⑤❥✤➶
❸➂♠❴♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸♠♦❸✪⑦✾♠③❼q❥③➽❱á❦④✸♥✗♥q❥✼❼❾④❆❸❬♣⑤❼➵❼❾❷❆✉❴➣➭♣q❷✸♠♦♣✾⑩✛⑧P✇➾➣❢❥➓♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉③rs❸⑨➚
↔❆❥✾⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾❥❢♣⑤❷❆❥✈✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥✑❼q❥✤♣②♠♦♣✪❥✾♠③⑦❽❷st❆✉❤↔❤❥✣⑧❬tÚ♠✥♣⑤♥q❥✾❥✑↔❤✉❴➣✈t▲♣q✉
♠✣⑦✤❥✫♥q♣⑤♠③⑧❬t✗❸⑨❥✫❻◆❥✫❸Þ⑩✼♣q❷❆❥✙⑦✫❸⑨♠◆❼q❼q⑧❬ì❲⑦✫♠♦♣q⑧⑨✉③t✷❧❲❥✾♥❾✇➫✉◆♥qr➓♠③t✸⑦✤❥✪⑧➂❼❃♠♦♣❃❸⑨❥✾♠③❼❾♣
♠◆❼✈➉③✉✳✉❤↔✞♠③❼✈➟❲♠♦➉③➉◆⑧❬t✸➉✸⑩❆❼q✉➓➣②❥✗❧❆♥⑤✉♦ì✸♣✈✇➫♥q✉◆rà♣⑤❷❆❥✆➉◆♠③⑧❬t❱⑧⑨t✠❥✤Ùs➶
⑦✫⑧❬❥✾t✸⑦✤➚◆➽✰➜➝t☛✉③④❆♥→⑦❽❷❆✉❇❼❾❥✾t☛↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠✣❼q❥✤♣❽❼✫⑩♦♣q❷❆⑧➂❼✛❸❬❥✾❻③❥✫❸❇♣⑤④❆♥qt✸❥✾↔✆✉◆④❤♣✛♣q✉
➟❏❥✥➃◆ä☞�➭✉♦✇❋♣⑤❷❆❥✑✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼✫⑩❇➟❏❥✫❸⑨✉❴➣➢♣q❷❆⑧➂❼✪♣⑤❷❆♥⑤❥✾❼q❷❆✉③❸➂↔Ú⑦✤❸➂♠③❼⑤❼q⑧Pì❲⑦✾♠❴➶
♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t➷❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤r➓♠♦t✸⑦✫❥☛↔❤❥✼⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠③❼q❥✾↔✓➽✥↕➾❷❆❥▲➟❏❥✫t❆❥✫ì❆♣✥✉③✇✙⑧⑨t✸⑦✤❸⑨④✸↔❤⑧⑨t❆➉
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥✪✇➫④❆t❲⑦➹♣q⑧⑨✉③t❲❼✎➣❢♠◆❼✎⑦✤❸⑨❥✾♠③♥→✇➫♥q✉◆r➸♣q❷❆❥✈♥⑤❥✾❼q④❆❸❬♣⑤❼✾➽✛➩✑❥✤ì✸t❆❥✫➶
rs❥✾t◆♣❽❼✥✉♦✇②♠③➉③➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣⑤❥✾❼✈❼q✉③rs❥✤♣⑤⑧❬rs❥✾❼✥➚✳⑧⑨❥✫❸➂↔❤❥✾↔➼♠♦t❆✉③♣q❷❆❥✾♥✥❼q❸❬⑧⑨➉③❷❇♣
❧❏❥✫♥q✇➫✉③♥⑤r➓♠♦t✸⑦✫❥✆⑧⑨r▲❧✸♥q✉❴❻◆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣✾➽ î ✉❴➣②❥✾❻③❥✾♥✾⑩✸❼q✉③rs❥✆❥✫ï❏❥✼⑦➹♣❽❼❦♠③♥q❥
❼❾♣q⑧⑨❸⑨❸②④❆t❲⑦✤❸⑨❥✾♠♦♥☛♠♦t✸↔➺♣⑤❷❆❥✫♥⑤❥✤✇➫✉◆♥q❥◆⑩✰rs✉◆♥q❥Ú↔❆♠♦♣⑤♠➪❼q❥✤♣❽❼☛❼q❷❆✉◆④❆❸⑨↔➺➟❏❥
❥✫➘❤❧❆❸❬✉◆♥q❥✼↔❋➽
✲✣✉❴➣✄➣②❥➷♣q④❆♥⑤tã♣⑤✉✩♣⑤❷❆♥q❥✾❥➷❧❏✉◆❼⑤❼❾⑧⑨➟❆❸⑨❥➼↔❤⑧⑨♥⑤❥✾⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✻✇➫✉③♥✯✇➫④❤♣q④❆♥⑤❥
➣❢✉③♥⑤❹▼➽ã➅✣❼➓rs❥✾t◆♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t❆❥✾↔★⑧⑨tí⑥✳❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t➢â✸⑩❢➣❢❥✠➣②✉◆④❆❸⑨↔❜❸⑨⑧❬❹◆❥✞♣q✉
⑧⑨t❇♣q♥⑤✉❤↔❤④✸⑦✤❥▲rs✉③♥⑤❥☛♥❽♠♦t❲↔❤✉③rs❸⑨➚✠➉③❥✫t✸❥✫♥❽♠❴♣q❥✼↔✞✇➫❥✾♠♦♣q④❆♥⑤❥✾❼✾⑩❋❥③➽ ➉✸➽❋♠③➉♦➶
➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠♦♣q❥✞✇➫④❆t✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼❱➣✈⑧❬♣q❷í♠➻t✳④❆r➵➟❏❥✫♥❱✉♦✇➵❼q❥✫❸⑨❥✾⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③tí⑦✫✉③t✸↔❤⑧❬➶
♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼▲✉③t➻♣q❷❆❥✞❼❾❥✫♣s♣q✉➎➟❲❥✞♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉◆♠♦♣q❥✼↔❋➽➎➅❢♣s♣⑤❷❆⑧⑨❼▲rs✉③rs❥✾t◆♣✼⑩
♣⑤❷❆❥✾❼q❥✩✇➫❥✼♠❴♣⑤④❆♥q❥✼❼➪⑦✫♠③tÕ✉③t✸❸❬➚ ➟❲❥✩✇➫✉③④❆t✸↔➭♠③❼➪♥⑤❥✤ì❲t❆❥✫rs❥✫t❇♣❽❼➪✉♦✇
✉③♣q❷❆❥✾♥✣♠♦➉◆➉③♥⑤❥✫➉❇♠❴♣q❥❦✇➫④❆t✸⑦✤♣q⑧⑨✉③t✸❼✾➽➾↕➾❷❆❥✾❼q❥✗♥⑤♠③t✸↔❤✉◆r▲❸⑨➚Ú➉◆❥✫t❆❥✾♥⑤♠♦♣q❥✾↔
♠③➉③➉◆♥q❥✾➉◆♠❴♣⑤❥➵✇➫④✸t✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✆➣❢✉③④❆❸➂↔➺⑧⑨t✸⑦✤♥⑤❥✾♠◆❼❾❥➓↔❤⑧⑨❻③❥✾♥⑤❼q⑧P♣➀➚➼➟❲❥✫♣➀➣②❥✾❥✫t
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♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t❱⑦✫✉③t✸↔❆⑧P♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✸❼✫⑩✳⑧❬✇❃♣⑤❷❆❥✥✇➫④❆t✸⑦➹♣⑤⑧❬✉◆t✯⑧➂❼❢t❆✉③t❆➶Þrs✉③t✸✉♦♣q✉◆t❆❥③➽→↕➾❷❆⑧➂❼
➣❢✉③④✸❸⑨↔✞❸⑨❥✾♠◆↔✻♣⑤✉Ú♥⑤❥✾❼q❥✾♠♦♥❽⑦❽❷❱⑧❬t❇♣q✉Ú♣q❷❆❥✆➟❏❥✫t✸❥✤ì❆♣❽❼✣✉③✇→➟❏✉♦♣q♣q✉◆r☛➶ß④❆❧
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❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①❂❸②rq➟❖✇⑧✈✡➜➃⑦P❾❧❸✻❸⑧❿❖✈✲➓⑨⑦➛①➁→q④➆❸②✇⑧➀➁❾✒❸②➀❖✇⑧✈✲r❪❻❭❸②❿❖✈✲➳❝✇⑧❽❇➟❖❿➣➡
❼➠❽❪①✐❹✶❽❪➓⑨➳❝r❇✇⑧⑦❴❸⑧❿❖➄✷④✬➓⑨r✐r❇→q❻➺r❝✇❬④②➟➧✈✭❾✒⑦➛➵➧❾✪❸❺❹✐➟➧✈✲r❇❻✓④➆❸②✇⑧➀➁❾❧❸⑧➀❖✇⑧✈✲⑦➛①
❸⑧❿❖✈s➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿qÚq❿❖⑦⑨➳❇❿❖➓⑨❹q❾✒r❝①❖①❖✈✡❾✒❸②✈✭➜✶④②➀❖↔■❾☎r❇➄➅➟■r❇①❖✈✡①➝❸⑧④☎⑩➝r❝✇➞❾✒➓⑨➀➁④➆➉
❸⑧✈☎✇❷④✒➡➅➯Ï❿➁⑦➛➓⑨✈q❾✒➓⑨➀➁④➆❸②✈✡✇⑧④✲❽❇✇②✈✱⑦⑨①❝❸⑧✈☎✇⑧✈✡④➆❸②⑦⑨①❖➳➁⑩❞➔➞✈q➔✝⑦⑨➓⑨➓❭❻➺r➃❾☎➀➁④✲⑦⑨①➃➉
④➆❸②✈✭❽❇➜❣r❇①❣❸⑧❿❖✈ÜÛ②Ý✉Þ➛ß➅r❪❻✲❽Ö①❖r➃➜➃✈❪➡à×á①❰④➆r❝➄➅✈☞❾✡❽❇④②✈✡④☎⑩↕❸⑧❿❖✈✕➓P❽✉➉
↔■✈☎➓■↔■✈☎⑦⑨①❖➳➤❻➺r❇➀➁①➁➜✷➜➃r✐✈✡④↕①❖r❪❸✻❾✒➓⑨➀➁④➆❸②✈✡✇☎⑩❪❻➺r❝✇↕✈☎➦➃❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❪⑩❝➜❖✈☎①➝❸②⑦P④➆❸⑧④
❽❇✇②✈☞⑦⑨①❣➳❇✈☎①➁✈☎✇❷❽❪➓✝➄➅r❇✇⑧✈☞❾✒r❇①➁①❖✈✡❾✒❸②✈✡➜â❸⑧r➲❸②❿❖✈✡⑦➛✇q➟➁❽❪❸②⑦⑨✈☎①➝❸❷④➅❽❪①➁➜
❿✐❹✐➳❇✈✡①❖⑦P④❺❸❷④✪❸②❿➁❽❇①Ör❇❸②❿❖✈✡✇➩➜➃✈✡①❝❸⑧⑦P④❺❸❷④✒➡✶ã❬r❪❸②✈❇⑩★❿➁r✉➔➞✈✡t❇✈☎✇✡⑩➣❸②❿➧❽✉❸➩❽
❾☎➓⑨➀➁④❺❸⑧✈☎✇➤❾☎❽❇①➠↔■✈✱✇⑧✈☎➟➁✇②✈✭④➆✈✡①❝❸⑧✈✡➜✕❽❝④✪❽❂✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈➩➔✝⑦➛❸②❿➠❿❖⑦⑨➳❇❿➠➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽✉➉

↔➁⑦➛➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹➩r❇❻❨➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✐⑦➛①➁➳➤❸②r➩⑦➛❸❷④➆✈✡➓❴❻❨❽❇①➁➜➅➓⑨r✉➔❰➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦❴❸❺❹✲r❇❻❨➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✐⑦➛①➁➳
❸⑧rqr❪❸②❿➁✈☎✇✝✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✡④☎➡
➫ ❿➁✈☎✇⑧✈Ö❽❇✇②✈❊➄✷❽❪①✐❹➼➟❖✇②✈✭❾✒⑦P④②✈➠➄✷❽✉❸⑧❿❖✈☎➄✷❽❪❸②⑦P❾☎❽❇➓❬➜➃✈☎➵➁①❖⑦➛❸②⑦⑨r❇①➧④✷r❪❻
➔✝❿➧❽✉❸↕⑦➛❸↕➄➅✈✭❽❪①➁④✓❸⑧r✸❿➁❽❮t❝✈✻❸②❿❖✈s④②❽❇➄➅✈✝✇②r❝➓➛✈❇⑩❝④➆❸②r➃❾❷❿➁❽❇④➆❸②⑦P❾✻✈✭ä❝➀➁⑦➛t➝➉
❽❇➓⑨✈☎①➁❾☎✈✪⑦P④✤❸②❿➁✈✲t❇✈☎✇❷④②⑦➛r❝①✷➀➁④②✈✡➜❂❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈❪å

Ò❞✈✒❸✪æ➇↔➧✈➩❽q✇❷❽❪①➧➜➃r❇➄ç❽❇➜❮è➆❽❝❾✒✈☎①➧❾✒❹✶❽❇✇②✇❷❽❮❹❪➡✿➯➲✈➩④⑧❽❮❹
❸❺➔➞r✟①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④➤⑦✬❽❇①➁➜✕⑦➭③❞❽❪✇⑧✈q④❺❸⑧r✐❾❷❿➧❽❇④➆❸②⑦P❾☎❽❇➓➛➓⑨❹❂✈✡ä➝➀❖⑦⑨t✉❽✉➉
➓➛✈✡①➝❸★⑦➛❻➧❽❇①➁➜➩r❝①❖➓⑨❹➤⑦❴❻➧❸②❿❖✈✻➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➧❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹❬r❪❻✽❽❪①✐❹✲✈☎t❝✈☎①➝❸
❽❪↔■r❇➀➃❸★æâ⑦P④❞➀➁①➁❾❷❿➁❽❪①➁➳❇✈✡➜✸↔➝❹➤⑦⑨①➝❸②✈✡✇⑧❾❷❿➁❽❇①❖➳❇⑦⑨①❖➳✤①❖r➃➜➃✈✭④
⑦❨❽❪①➁➜❂⑦➭③❴➡✢Ó é✉Ô

×á①☞❸⑧❿❖✈✸④②⑦➛➄➅➟➁➓➛✈✭④❺❸✝❾☎❽❝④➆✈❂Ð❧✈☎t❝✈☎①➝❸⑧④⑧Ñ✛❾☎r❇①➁④②⑦P④❺❸✝r❝①❖➓⑨❹✷r❪❻★❸②❿❖✈➩➓➛⑦⑨①❖→➃④
↔■✈✒❸❺➔✤✈☎✈✡①☞①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④☎➡↕×á①✟❸②❿❖⑦P④✝❾✡❽❇④②✈❪⑩➃❸❺➔✤r➅①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④✝❽❇✇②✈➤✈✡ä➝➀❖⑦⑨t✉❽❪➓⑨✈✡①❝❸
⑦➛❻➞❸②❿❖✈✡❹➠❿➁❽❮t❝✈➩❸⑧❿❖✈✷④②❽❇➄➅✈✛➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹✶r❇❻✤➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✐⑦⑨①❖➳➅❸②r☞①❖r➃➜➃✈✭④
r❇❻★✈✭❽❇❾❷❿❂✇②r❝➓➛✈s➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓➭➡
➯Ï❿➁⑦➛➓⑨✈ê❽❪❸➆❸⑧✇②⑦⑨↔❖➀➃❸⑧✈ê⑦⑨①➃❻➺r❝✇②➄✷❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①ë❾☎❽❇①✰↔■✈à❽❝➜❖➜➃✈✡➜ì❸②rí❸②❿❖⑦P④
➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➭⑩❪⑦➛①✱⑦➛❸⑧④✿④②⑦⑨➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈✡④➆❸❨❻➺r❇✇⑧➄î⑦➛❸✿r❇①❖➓⑨❹➩❽❪❸➆❸⑧✈☎➄➅➟➃❸❷④★❸②r✸❾☎❽❇➟➃❸②➀➁✇②✈
❸⑧❿❖✈✱➓➛⑦⑨①❖→✏④➆❸②✇⑧➀➁❾❧❸⑧➀❖✇⑧✈➩r❪❻↕❸②❿❖✈✱➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿❞➡s➯➲✈q➔✝⑦⑨➓➛➓❭➀➁④②✈➩❸⑧❿❖⑦P④✢❻❄❽❝❾❧❸
❸⑧r➩✈☎➦✐➟➁➓➛r❝✇②✈✢❸②❿❖✈s✈✒ï✽✈✡❾✒❸⑧④✤r❪❻❨❾❷❿➁❽❇①❖➳❇✈✭④✬⑦⑨①➅❸⑧❿❖✈✪➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✱➳❇✈✡①❖✈☎✇❷❽✉❸⑧⑦➛r❝①
➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓✝r❇①➼✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈❂➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓✝➟❖✇②✈✭➜➃⑦P❾❧❸⑧⑦➛r❝①➣⑩↕⑦⑨①❣r❇✇❷➜➃✈☎✇q❸⑧r➥❾☎❽❪✇⑧✈✒❻➺➀➁➓➛➓⑨❹
⑦P④②r❇➓P❽✉❸⑧✈❬❽❪①➧➜❂❽❇①➁❽❪➓⑨❹➃④➆✈❬❸②❿❖✈➤✈☎ï■✈✭❾❧❸⑧④✻r❇❻❭➄➅r➃➜➃⑦➛❻➺❹✐⑦⑨①❖➳✸❸⑧❿❖✈➤➄➅r✐➜❖✈☎➓
❸⑧rq⑦➛①➧❾✒➓⑨➀➁➜➃✈s➄✛➀➁➓❴❸⑧⑦⑨➟❖➓⑨✈❬✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈❬➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④☎➡
ð r❇➓⑨✈➤⑦➛①➧➜➃➀➁❾❧❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①☞❽❪➓⑨➓⑨r✉➔✢④✿❸②❿➁✈➩❾✒✇⑧✈✡❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①❂r❪❻✿❽➅④➆➄✷❽❇➓➛➓➣❽❇↔➁④❺❸⑧✇⑧❽❝❾❧❸
➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➧r❇❻❞r❇➀❖✇✤➳❇✇❷❽❪➟➁❿➣➡ ➫ ❿➁✈❬➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓■⑦P④↕❽➩❿❖r❇➄➅r❝➄➅r❇✇⑧➟❖❿❖⑦P❾↕⑦⑨➄q➉
❽❇➳❇✈✢r❇❻❞❸②❿➁✈✪r❝✇②⑦⑨➳❇⑦⑨①➁❽❇➓➃➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿❞⑩➝➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿✷❾☎r❇①➝❸⑧❽❇⑦➛①➧④✬④➆➀➁➄➅➄✷❽❪✇⑧❹➩⑦⑨①➃➉
❻➺r❝✇②➄✷❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①✱❽❪↔■r❇➀➃❸↕❸②❿❖✈✪✇②r❝➓➛✈✻➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④✿❽❇①➁➜✱❸②❿❖✈✡⑦⑨✇✬✇②✈✡➓P❽✉❸②⑦⑨r❝①➁④➆❿➁⑦➛➟➧④
Ó❴♠❮ñ✭Ô❆⑩✢❽❇④➅④②❿❖r✉➔✝①â⑦➛①â➵➁➳❝➀❖✇②✈✕ò➃➡ ➫ ❿❖⑦P④q➄➅r✐➜❖✈☎➓✢❾☎❽❇①â↔■✈✏➀➁④②✈✡➜
❸⑧r✱❾☎➓P❽❇④⑧④➆⑦➛❻➺❹✸①❖r➃➜➃✈✭④✤⑦➛①➝❸⑧r✸✇②r❝➓⑨✈✝❸❺❹✐➟➧✈✭④✒⑩➃➟❖✇⑧✈✡➜➃⑦P❾✒❸➞➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→➃④✿↔➧✈☎❸❺➔➞✈✡✈☎①
①➁r✐➜❖✈✡④✱↔➁❽❇④②✈✡➜Ør❇①â✇②r❝➓➛✈✶➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓➭⑩↕④➆➀❖➄➅➄✷❽❇✇②⑦⑨➙✡✈✛❸⑧❿❖✈☞➟❖✇⑧r❇➟■✈☎✇②❸②⑦⑨✈✡④
r❇❻❭✇⑧✈☎➓P❽✉❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➁④②❿❖⑦⑨➟➁④✿❽❪➄➅r❝①❖➳➩①➁r✐➜❖✈✡④☎⑩✐➄✷❽❇→❇✈✪➟❖✇②✈✭➜➃⑦P❾❧❸⑧⑦➛r❝①➁④↕❽❇↔➧r❝➀➃❸
④②⑦⑨➄➅⑦⑨➓⑨❽❇✇✬➳❇✇❷❽❪➟➁❿➁④✒⑩❖❽❇①➁➜☞❾✒r❇➄➅➟➧❽❪✇⑧✈❬➳❇✇❷❽❪➟➁❿➁④➞❸②r➅✈✡❽❝❾❷❿✶r❇❸②❿❖✈✡✇☎➡

➬ ❋Pó➣❋★ô✦õ❭❁❄ö✡❃➺÷✓❁❄❑☞ø❂❍➧❁❆❑✏ù↕❈➃ú↕❑✐❁❆❥
û ➦➃⑦⑨④➆❸②⑦⑨①❖➳☞➔✤r❇✇⑧→➠⑦⑨①➥④②r✐❾☎⑦P❽❪➓✬①❖✈☎❸❺➔➞r❝✇②→➃④✲r❝①Ü➵➁①➁➜❖⑦➛①➁➳✕✇②r❝➓⑨✈✡④✲❽❇④➆➉
④②➀❖➄➅✈✭④↕❸⑧❿➁❽✉❸✢❽❇①✶✈☎①➝❸⑧⑦❴❸❺❹➅➟➁➓⑨❽❮❹➃④➞r❇①❖➓⑨❹qr❇①➁✈s✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✪⑦➛①✶❸②❿❖✈➤➳❝✇⑧❽❇➟❖❿➣➡
ü r✉➔➞✈✡t❇✈✡✇☎⑩➃➄✷❽❪①✐❹✶④②⑦➛❸②➀➁❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①❂✇②✈✭ä➝➀❖⑦⑨✇②✈s➄✛➀➁➓❴❸⑧⑦⑨➟❖➓⑨✈❬✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✡④➞❸②r✷❽❝➜✐➉
✈✭ä➝➀➁❽✉❸⑧✈☎➓⑨❹✷➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓➣➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✷④➆❸②✇⑧➀➁❾❧❸⑧➀❖✇⑧✈❪➡➞➨➁r❇✇✢✈☎➦➃❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❪⑩❖❽➅➜➃✈✡①❝❸⑧⑦P④❺❸
➄✷❽❮❹☞❽❪➓P④②r✷↔■✈✱❽ ➢↕➫ ➂✦➄➅✈✡➄✛↔■✈☎✇✡⑩➧➔✝⑦➛❸②❿➠➓➛⑦⑨①❖→➃④❬➳❇✈☎①➁✈☎✇❷❽✉❸②✈✭➜☞↔✐❹
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☎✝✆✟✞✡✠☞☛✍✌✏✎✒✑✡✓✕✔✗✖✙✘✛✚✢✜✤✣✒✥✦✖★✧✪✩✦✣✬✫✭✘✮✚✰✯✟✱✲✯✴✳✴✣✶✵✢✳✴✯✟✥✸✷✙✚✺✹✻✔✏✔✒✹✻✩✸✘✼✵✢✥✡✔✗✖✙✘✛✚✛✽✦✣✾✥✦✖✲✹✻✩✡✘✼✵✻✘✍✿❀✔✒✵✻✘❁✹✻✩✸✘✕✚✻✣✾✱✲✘✕✵✻✔☞✳✟✘☞✽✙❂✢✩✡✘✼✵✻✘✛✣✒✚✮❃❄✚✰✩✡✔✬❂✢✚❅✣❆✖✙✯✟❇❈✘✍✵✻✘✛✥❉✹❊✳✟✯✴✥✸✷❋ ✣✾✹✰✹✻✘✍✵✻✥❍●❏■✕✥✡✳▲❑★✳✟✯✟✥✡✷✗✚✢▼✛✔☞✥✸✥✡✘✛▼✼✹✻✘✛✖★✹✻✔✲✜◆✽✦✧❖✣✾✥✦✖P❃❖✣✶✵✻✘◗✚✰✩✡✔✬❂✢✥❍●
↔■r❪❸⑧❿Ü✇②r❝➓⑨✈✡④☎➡➅❼✕✈✒❸②❿➁r✐➜➁④✲➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿Ö❽❪❸➆❸⑧✈☎➄➅➟➃❸✲❸⑧r☞➵➁①➁➜➲r❇①➁➓➛❹✏r❝①❖✈
④②✈✒❸✝r❇❻❨✇②r❝➓⑨✈✪❽❇④⑧④②⑦➛➳❝①❖➄➅✈☎①➝❸❷④✬⑦⑨①❂④②➀➁❾❷❿❂❽✛➳❇✇❷❽❪➟➁❿✶➄✷❽❮❹q↔➧✈➤➄➅⑦P④②➓➛✈✭➜
↔✐❹➠❸②❿❖✈➅r✉t❝✈☎✇⑧➓⑨❽❇➟❖➟❖⑦⑨①❖➳✷➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④➤❽❇①➁➜Ö✈☎①➁➜Ö➀❖➟➲➵➁①➧➜➃⑦⑨①❖➳☞①❖✈☎⑦➛❸②❿➁✈☎✇
❾☎r❇✇⑧✇②✈✭❾❧❸⑧➓➛❹❇➡❞×▲❻➁❸⑧❿❖✈➞①✐➀❖➄✱↔■✈☎✇❨r❇❻➁➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④❞➀➧④➆✈✭➜✸⑦⑨①✲❸②❿➁✈✤❽❇➓➛➳❝r❇✇⑧⑦➛❸②❿❖➄
⑦P④✿❽❇➟❖➟❖✇⑧r❇➟❖✇⑧⑦P❽✉❸②✈↕❻➺r❇✇✽è❺➀➁④➆❸✬r❇①➁✈✤r❇❻➧❸⑧❿❖✈✢④②✈✒❸⑧④✬r❪❻➧✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✤➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④✒⑩✉❸⑧❿❖✈
Ð❧①❖r❇⑦P④②✈✡Ñ✢❻➺✇②r❝➄î❸②❿➁✈✢❽❪➓➛❸②✈✡✇②①➁❽❪❸②✈✤✇②r❝➓⑨✈➞➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓❖❾✡❽❪①qr❇↔➧④②❾☎➀❖✇②✈✻↔■r❪❸⑧❿➣➡
➨➁r❇✇❭✈✒➦❖❽❪➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❇⑩✡r❇①➁✈✬➄➅⑦⑨➳❇❿➝❸❞❽❪➟❖➟❖✇⑧r❮➦➃⑦⑨➄✷❽✉❸②✈❭❸②❿➁✈↕①✐➀❖➄✱↔➧✈✡✇❞r❪❻➁❾✡❽✉➉
✇⑧✈☎✈✡✇⑧④✻❽❪❸◗❘✱❽❪①➧➜❂❽❪❸➆❸②✈✡➄➅➟➃❸✻❸②r✱➵➁①➁➜❂❸⑧❿❖✈☎➄☞⑩❖❿❖r✉➔✤✈☎t❝✈☎✇✡⑩➝⑦➛❻❞❸⑧❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈
❽❇✇②✈➩♥✶t❇r❝➓⑨➀❖①➝❸②✈☎✈✡✇✝➟➧r➝④➆⑦➛❸⑧⑦➛r❝①☞✇②r❝➓➛✈✭④✝➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿✕❽❪✇⑧✈➩❽❇➓⑨④②r✷❽✉ï✽✈✡❾✒❸②⑦⑨①❖➳
❸⑧❿❖✈✢➳❝✈☎①❖✈✡✇⑧❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①✛r❪❻✽➓➛⑦⑨①❖→➃④☎⑩✉❸②❿❖✈❬✈✒ï✽✈✡❾❧❸⑧⑦⑨t❇✈✻①✐➀❖➄✛↔■✈☎✇✿r❇❻➣✇②r❝➓➛✈✭④★⑦➛①
❸⑧❿❖✈✲①❖✈☎❸❺➔➞r❝✇②→➅⑦P④✝➈❝ò➃➡❙ ①➁✈s❽❝➜❖❽❪➟➃❸❷❽✉❸⑧⑦➛r❝①➅r❪❻❞✈☎➦✐⑦P④➆❸②⑦⑨①❖➳✲❸⑧✈✡❾❷❿❖①➁⑦⑨ä➝➀❖✈✭④✬❸⑧r✸❸⑧❿❖⑦P④➞➟➁✇②r❝↔❖➓⑨✈☎➄
➔✤r❇➀➁➓⑨➜➥↔➧✈❂❸②rÖ⑦⑨①➁❾✒✇⑧✈✡❽❝④➆✈➅❸⑧❿❖✈✟①➝➀➁➄✛↔■✈☎✇✱r❪❻❬✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✷➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④➩➀❖①➝❸②⑦⑨➓
✈✭❽❇❾❷❿✏❾✒r❝➄✛↔➁⑦➛①➧❽✉❸②⑦⑨r❝①➅r❪❻✿✇②r❝➓⑨✈✡④✤❿➁❽❇④✢⑦❴❸❷④✝r✉➔✝①☞➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓➭⑩❖➀➁④②⑦➛①➁➳✛❸⑧❿❖✈
❻➺➀➁➓➛➓❞➈➝ò✸➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④➞⑦⑨①❂r❝➀❖✇✝✈✒➦❖❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❪➡ ü r✉➔➞✈✡t❇✈✡✇☎⑩✐➔✝❿❖⑦⑨➓⑨✈❬❸⑧❿❖⑦P④✤❾✡❽❪①
➵➧①➁➜Ï❽❇❾✡❾✒➀❖✇❷❽✉❸⑧✈✏✇②✈✭④➆➀➁➓❴❸❷④✒⑩✻⑦➛❸✶➓⑨r❝④②✈✡④q⑦⑨➄➅➟■r❇✇②❸⑧❽❪①➝❸➅⑦⑨①➃❻➺r❇✇⑧➄✷❽✉❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①
ÚÖ➔➞✈❂➔➞r❝➀❖➓P➜❊✇⑧✈✡❽❇➓⑨➓➛❹➠➓➛⑦⑨→❝✈✛❸⑧r✕➵➁①➧➜➥❽✕➳❝✇②r❝➀❖➟➥❾✒r❝①❝❸❷❽❪⑦⑨①❖⑦⑨①❖➳☞❽❪➓⑨➓
➜❖✈☎①➝❸②⑦P④➆❸⑧④☎⑩■①❖r❇❸➤❽❇➓⑨➓❭➜➃✈✡①❝❸⑧⑦P④❺❸②➉ ➢➞➫ ➂✦➄➅✈☎➄✱↔➧✈✡✇⑧④☎➡ ➫ ❿❖⑦P④✢✇⑧✈✡ä➝➀❖⑦⑨✇⑧✈✡④
➄✱➀❖➓➛❸②⑦⑨➟❖➓⑨✈✢➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④✤r❝①❂✈✭❽❇❾❷❿✟①❖r➃➜➃✈❪➡
❶✪④➆⑦⑨①❖➳✻➄✱➀❖➓➛❸②⑦⑨➟❖➓⑨✈❨➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④✽➟➁✇②r✉t✐⑦P➜➃✈✡④✽❽✝④②✈✡❾☎r❇①➁➜s↔■✈☎①❖✈☎➵❖❸☎⑩❪❽❇④❞➔➞✈✡➓➛➓➭⑩
➜❖➀❖✈➤❸②rq❸⑧❿❖✈✲r✉t❇✈✡✇②➓P❽❪➟➁➟❖⑦⑨①❖➳✸➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④➞r❇①☞✈✡❽❝❾❷❿❂①❖r➃➜➃✈❇➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✸➜❖❽❪❸⑧❽
➟➁✇②r✉t✐⑦P➜➃✈✡➜❂↔✐❹✷❸⑧❿❖✈✸➳❇✇❷❽❪➟➁❿✟⑦P④✝➀➧④➆✈✭➜☞➄➅r❇✇⑧✈✪✈☎Ù➅❾☎⑦⑨✈☎①➝❸②➓⑨❹✷↔✐❹❂❸②❿❖⑦P④
➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➭⑩✤➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿➼➄➅✈✡❽❇①➁④➅⑦➛❸✶❾☎❽❇①❰↔➧✈➠➓➛✈✭❽❪✇⑧①❖✈✡➜Ø❻➺✇⑧r❇➄ ④➆➄✷❽❇➓➛➓⑨✈✡✇
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❽❇①➁➜✱❸②❿➧❽✉❸➞✈✭❽❇❾❷❿➅✈✡①❝❸⑧⑦➛❸❺❹✛❿➁❽❝④✬r❝①❖✈✢➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓➃❻➺✇⑧r❇➄ë✈✭❽❇❾❷❿➅❾☎❽❪❸⑧❽❪➳❝r❇✇⑧❹❪➡
×á①✛r❇➀❖✇✓✈✭❽❪✇⑧➓➛⑦⑨✈✡✇➣✈✒➦❖❽❪➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❇⑩✭r❝①❖✈✤❾✡❽✉❸❷❽❪➳❇r❝✇②❹s➔✤r❇➀❖➓P➜➤↔■✈✸Ð✒❾☎❽❇✇②✈✡✈☎✇❷Ñ
➸❆➜➃✈☎①➝❸⑧⑦⑨④➆❸❷➻➞❽❪①➁r❪❸②❿➁✈☎✇✤➄➅⑦➛➳❝❿➝❸✬↔➧✈✶Ð❷t❝r❇➓⑨➀❖①➝❸②✈✡✈☎✇✬➟■r❝④②⑦➛❸②⑦⑨r❇①➧Ñ➅➸ ➢↕➫ ➂
➄➅✈✡➄✛↔■✈☎✇❧➻❷➡ ×▲❸✏⑦P④✟❽❪➓⑨➔✤❽❮❹➃④✶➟➧r➝④②④②⑦⑨↔❖➓⑨✈✏❸②r➼⑦⑨①➁❾✒➓⑨➀➁➜❖✈❊❽➇Ð❷①✐➀❖➓⑨➓PÑ
➟➁➓⑨❽❝❾✒✈✡❿❖r❇➓P➜➃✈✡✇✛➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓❬⑦➛①❰❽Ü❾✡❽✉❸⑧❽❇➳❇r❝✇②❹❇⑩➞⑦➛❻á⑩➞❻➺r❝✇✷✈✒➦❖❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❪⑩➞①➁r❪❸
❽❇➓⑨➓■✈✡①➝❸②⑦➛❸②⑦⑨✈✡④✤❿➁❽❮t❝✈✪t❝r❇➓⑨➀❖①➝❸②✈✡✈☎✇✻✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✡④☎➡
➯➲✈q❽❪➓P④➆r✷❽❝④②④②➀❖➄➅✈➤❸⑧❿➁❽✉❸➤➓⑨⑦➛①➁→✐④❬❽❪✇⑧✈✸➳❇✈✡①❖✈☎✇❷❽✉❸⑧✈✡➜✏↔✐❹☞✈✡❽❝❾❷❿✏✇②r❝➓➛✈
❾✡❽✉❸❷❽❪➳❇r❝✇②❹q⑦⑨①➁➜➃✈✡➟➧✈✡①➁➜➃✈✡①❝❸⑧➓⑨❹✱Úq❸⑧❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈➤⑦P④✤❽q④②✈✒❸✝r❪❻★➓⑨⑦➛①➁→✐④➞➳❇✈✡①❖✈☎✇②➉
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❸⑧❿❖✈✻❻❄❽❇❾✒❸✬❸②❿➧❽✉❸✿❸②❿➁✈☎❹✛❽❇✇②✈✝❽ ➢➞➫ ➂➼➄➅✈✡➄✛↔■✈☎✇✡➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✻❸⑧r❪❸⑧❽❇➓➁④②✈✒❸✬r❪❻
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❽❪❸②✈✭➜✛➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→➃④☎➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✻❸⑧r❪❸⑧❽❇➓➁➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➧❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹✪r❇❻➣❽➤➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✲↔■✈✒❸❺➔✤✈☎✈✡①q❸❺➔➞r
①➁r✐➜❖✈✡④✓⑦P④❞❸⑧❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈✒❻➺r❝✇②✈➞❸②❿➁✈✛Ð❷r❇✇❷Ñ✢r❇❻❖❸②❿➁✈✝➟❖✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔➁⑦➛➓⑨⑦➛❸②⑦⑨✈✭④■❸②❿➁❽❪❸★❸⑧❿❖✈
✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈s➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④↕⑦⑨①✟✈✡❽❝❾❷❿✶❸❺❹✐➟■✈✲➳❇✈☎①➁✈☎✇❷❽✉❸②✈✭➜✶❽✱➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→■➡
×▲❸✟⑦P④q❸②❿❖✈✡✇②✈☎❻➺r❇✇⑧✈✕④❺❸⑧✇⑧❽❇⑦⑨➳❇❿➝❸➆❻➺r❝✇②➔✻❽❪✇❷➜Ü❸⑧rØ❾☎❽❇➓⑨❾☎➀❖➓P❽✉❸⑧✈❂❸⑧❿❖✈✏❸⑧r❪❸⑧❽❇➓
➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹qr❪❻↕❽➅➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✶↔■✈✒❸❺➔✤✈☎✈✡①☞❸❺➔➞r✶①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④❬➀➠❽❪①➁➜☞t☞➔✝⑦➛❸②❿
❾☎r❇➄➅➟■r❝④②⑦➛❸②✈✓✇②r❝➓⑨✈✿➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓P④❩❵✪❽❇①➁➜❜❛✬➡❭×▲❻➁❸②❿❖✈✡✇②✈↕❽❇✇②✈❅❝Ü✇②r❝➓➛✈✓❸❺❹✐➟■✈✡④☎⑩
❾☎r❇➄➅➟■r❝④②⑦➛❸②✈➩➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓✢❵❡❞❣❢✭❤❥✐✗❦✼❤♠❧✒❦✾♥♦♥♣♥ ❤✰qsr✐⑩★❽❪①➧➜❖❛t❞❣❢✶✉✒✐✗♥♦♥♦♥ ✉☞qsr✐➡
Ò❭❽❪↔■✈☎➓❇❸②❿❖✈✬➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹✻r❪❻❖❽✻➓⑨⑦➛①➁→✢↔➧✈✡⑦⑨①❖➳✝➳❇✈✡①❖✈☎✇❷❽✉❸⑧✈✡➜s↔➧✈☎❸❺➔➞✈✡✈☎①
➀✏❽❇①➁➜✶t❂↔✐❹✷❸②❿➁✈✇✈❥①③②q✇②r❝➓⑨✈❬➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓➣✈✡➓➛✈✡➄➅✈☎①➝❸⑧④✕❤ ① ❽❇①➁➜④✉ ① ⑩✙⑤⑦⑥♣⑧♠⑨ ⑩❥⑧✒➡➫ ❿➁✈✡④②✈❶⑤❍⑥♦⑧♠⑨ ⑩❥⑧❞t✉❽❇➓➛➀➁✈✡④❭➔✝⑦➛➓⑨➓❪↔■✈➞❸②❿❖✈✤➟➁❽❪✇❷❽❪➄➅✈☎❸②✈✡✇⑧④➣r❇❻❖r❇➀❖✇★➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓➭➡
➫ ❿➁✈✪❸⑧r❪❸❷❽❪➓✽➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓➛⑦➛❸❺❹✸r❇❻★❽✛➓⑨⑦➛①➁→➩❻➺✇⑧r❇➄ì①❖r➃➜➃✈➤➀❂❸②r✱t➅⑦P④↕❸⑧❿❖✈
Ð❧r❇✇❷Ñ✻r❪❻✐❸②❿➁✈↕➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦❴❸⑧⑦⑨✈✡④➁❸②❿➁❽❪❸❭✈✡❽❝❾❷❿✲✇②r❝➓⑨✈✓❸❺❹➝➟■✈✮✈■➳❝✈☎①❖✈✡✇⑧❽❪❸②✈✡➜
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✈✭➜➃➳❇✈➞➄✷❽✉❸⑧✇②⑦➛➦❬➔✝⑦➛❸②❿➩①❖r❇①➃➉▲➙☎✈✡✇②r❬✈☎①➝❸②✇⑧⑦⑨✈✡④❩➁✭➂✭➃❱❞➇♠↕⑦➛❻➁❽❪①➧➜✲r❇①❖➓⑨❹s⑦➛❻
❸⑧❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈✝⑦P④✿❽➤➓⑨⑦➛①➁→✲❻➺✇②r❝➄✦①❖r➃➜➃✈❳➄➅❸②r✲①❖r➃➜➃✈◗➅➧➡✿×▲❻✝➆ë⑦P④★❸⑧❿❖✈❬④②✈✒❸✬r❪❻
✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✝➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④☎⑩❇➔✝❿❖✈✡✇②✈❳➇❆➂④➈➀➆ ⑦P④✓❸②❿➁✈❬➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓➁❻➺r❇✇↕①➁r✐➜❖✈❳➄❭⑩❝❸⑧❿❖✈☎①
❸⑧❿❖✈✛è❺r❇⑦⑨①➝❸✛➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦❴❸❺❹➠r❪❻✢❸⑧❿❖✈❂✈✡①➝❸②⑦⑨✇②✈❂➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿➉❽➊❞✘➸➋❾❊❦✛❿➩➻
➔✝⑦➛❸⑧❿s➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓➛⑦⑨①❖➳❅➆✦❽❪①➁➜s➟➁❽❇✇⑧❽❇➄➅✈✒❸⑧✈☎✇❷④➍➌➎❞➎❢✗➏➅➸③➇❆➂➝➻✼r✗➐✢❢✬⑤ ⑥ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩ ⑧✍r
⑦P④☎å

⑤★➸③❽➑❦✍➆➒❦✬➌➤➻✢❞➓❺➂ ❻✡➔
→ ➏➅➸③➇ ➂ ➻s➣s❺➃ ❻✡➔ ⑤✝↔✛❤❥↕❩➙✭➛Ö➸➜➁ ➂✭➃ ❦➜⑤✝➝✝➞✸⑨ ➝✝➟❮➻❥➠

➔✝❿➁✈☎✇⑧✈✱➟➁↔❖⑦⑨①❖r❇➄✕➸❆④②❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈❪⑩➧➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹❖➻✻⑦P④❬❸⑧❿❖✈➅➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦❴❸❺❹
r❇❻❨❽✸➟➁❽❇✇➆❸⑧⑦P❾✒➀❖➓P❽❪✇✬④⑧❽❪➄➅➟➁➓➛✈✝r❇❻❨♦➃③⑤④↕❽❇①➁➜✏♠❪③⑤④➞↔➧✈✡⑦➛①➁➳➩➜➃✇❷❽❮➔✝①q❻➺✇②r❝➄
❽✱↔❖⑦⑨①❖r❝➄➅⑦P❽❪➓✽➜➃⑦P④❺❸⑧✇②⑦⑨↔❖➀➃❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➅➔✝⑦➛❸②❿❂❸②❿❖✈✸④②➟■✈✡❾✒⑦➛➵➁✈✭➜✶➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹❪➡
➫ ❿➁⑦⑨④✢➄➅r✐➜❖✈☎➓❨❾✡❽❪①✏↔■✈✸➀➁④②✈✡➜☞➵➁①➧➜✟❸②❿❖✈✛➄✷❽✉➦➃⑦⑨➄✛➀❖➄ë➓⑨⑦⑨→❇✈✡➓➛⑦⑨❿❖r✐r➃➜
✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈Ü➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓⑨➓⑨⑦⑨①❖➳❰❽❪①➁➜î➟➁❽❪✇❷❽❪➄➅✈☎❸②✈☎✇❷④☞➳❇⑦⑨t❝✈☎①î❽Ï➳❝✇⑧❽❇➟❖❿➣⑩➩➀➧④➆⑦⑨①❖➳
♣s⑦⑨↔❖↔➧④✝④②❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨⑦➛①➁➳❖➡
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Graph: View of One Node

Role Catagory BRole Catagory A
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0.0

0.6

Homomorphic Image: View of One Node
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➔✝⑦➛❸⑧❿Ö❽✟④➆⑦⑨①❖➳❝➓⑨✈✛④②✈✒❸✲r❪❻✤➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓P④✒➡ ➫ ❿❖✈☎❹✕➀➧④➆✈ û ❼Ü⑩❨❽❪①➁➜✽⑩❭➔✝❿❖✈☎①
❸⑧❿➁❽✉❸➞↔➧✈✭❾✒r❇➄➅✈✭④✿⑦⑨①➝❸②✇❷❽❇❾❧❸⑧⑦⑨↔❖➓⑨✈✬❻➺r❇✇↕➓⑨❽❇✇②➳❝✈☎✇✓➳❇✇❷❽❪➟➁❿➁④✒⑩➃♣s⑦⑨↔❖↔➁④✬④⑧❽❪➄q➉
➟➁➓➛⑦⑨①❖➳➁➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✻➀❖①❖→✐①❖r✉➔✝①✱t✉❽❪✇⑧⑦P❽❪↔❖➓⑨✈✡④❨❽❪✇⑧✈↕❸⑧❿❖✈✝✇②r❝➓⑨✈↕➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④❭r❪❻➁❸⑧❿❖✈
①➁r✐➜❖✈✡④☎⑩✓❽❇①➁➜Ö❸②❿❖✈✶➟➁❽❪✇❷❽❪➄➅✈☎❸②✈☎✇❷④sr❪❻✻❸②❿➁✈✷➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓↕❽❇✇②✈q❸⑧❿❖✈✷➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→
➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸②⑦⑨✈✡④❭↔■✈✒❸❺➔✤✈☎✈☎①✶✇②r❝➓➛✈❬➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓P④✿❽❪①➁➜➅➟➁✇②⑦⑨r❇✇❷④✓❻➺r❝✇➞✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✝➓P❽✉➉
↔■✈☎➓P④☎➡✏➯Ö✈❂✈✒➦✐❸②✈✡①➁➜➲❸⑧❿❖✈☎⑦⑨✇✸➄➅✈☎❸②❿❖r➃➜➲↔✐❹➲⑦➛①➧❾✒➓⑨➀➁➜➃⑦⑨①❖➳☞➄✱➀❖➓➛❸②⑦⑨➟❖➓⑨✈
✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈❊➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓P④✶➀➁④②⑦⑨①❖➳➥❸⑧❿❖✈Ü➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓➅➸❆❽❪①➁➜ ➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓⑨⑦⑨①❖➳Ø❽❝④②④②➀❖➄➅➟➃➉
❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➁④❷➻↕❻➺✇②r❝➄ì❸②❿❖✈✲➟➁✇②✈✡t➝⑦⑨r❝➀➁④➞④②✈✡❾✒❸②⑦⑨r❇①❞➡
♣s⑦⑨t❝✈☎①➥❽❪①â➀❖①❖➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓⑨✈✭➜➲➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿ ❽✱⑩✬❸⑧❿❖✈✟➳❇r❝❽❇➓➞⑦P④✸❸②r❊➵➁①➁➜Ü❸⑧❿❖✈
❾☎r❇➄✱↔❖⑦⑨①➁❽✉❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➼r❪❻q✇②r❝➓⑨✈➠➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④✟❽❪①➁➜ ➟➁❽❪✇❷❽❪➄➅✈☎❸②✈✡✇⑧④❂➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿ê⑦P④
➄➅r➝④❺❸✱➓⑨⑦➛→❝✈☎➓⑨❹❪➡➥♣s⑦⑨↔❖↔➁④q④⑧❽❪➄➅➟❖➓⑨⑦⑨①❖➳✏⑦P④➩r❝①❖✈✟✈✒ï✽✈✡❾❧❸⑧⑦⑨t❇✈✟➄➅✈✒❸②❿➁r✐➜
r❇❻✢➜➃r❇⑦⑨①❖➳✏④②r❖⑩✓❸②❿❖r❝➀❖➳❇❿Ü❽❝④✸➔✝⑦➛❸②❿➲➄✷❽❪①✐❹Ö❽❪➓⑨➳❇r❝✇②⑦➛❸②❿➁➄✷④✢⑦➛❸➩➄✷❽❮❹
✈✡①➁➜✟➀❖➟☞⑦⑨①✟❽✱➓⑨r➃❾☎❽❪➓✽✈☎➦➝❸⑧✇②✈✡➄✷❽➃➡
➫ ❿➁✈â✈✡①❝❸⑧⑦⑨✇②✈Ø❽❇➓⑨➳❇r❇✇⑧⑦➛❸②❿❖➄ ⑦⑨④Ö④②✈☎➟➁❽❇✇⑧❽❪❸②✈✡➜➽⑦⑨①➝❸②rÏ❸❺➔➞r ➟❖❿➁❽❇④②✈✡④☎å
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④②⑦⑨①❖➳❇➓⑨✈✪①❖r➃➜➃✈✲➅✶❾☎❽❇①❂↔■✈✲➔✝✇⑧⑦❴❸②❸②✈✡①✟❽❝④✒å➏➅➸③➇❆➃❆❞t❵✜✾ ❢❉➇❆➂ ❦✍➄ ✿❞ ➅ r✦❦✬➌➤➻✝✆➏➅➸③❵✐➻❏➣✟✞ ➂ ❻✡➔ ⑤✝↔✛❤❥↕❩➙✭➛Ö➸➜➁☞➂✭➃✸❦➜⑤ ➝ ➞ ⑨ ❷ ➻s➣✼⑤⑦↔✛❤❥↕❩➙✭➛➲➸③➁✭➃✬➂ ❦➋⑤ ❷✾⑨ ➝ ➞➝➻
➫ ❿➁✈➤❽❇➓⑨➳❇r❇✇⑧⑦➛❸②❿❖➄✂④②❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈✡④✬❻➺✇②r❝➄ë❸②❿❖⑦P④✻❾✒r❝①➁➜➃⑦➛❸②⑦⑨r❇①➧❽❪➓➧➜❖⑦⑨④➆❸②✇⑧⑦⑨↔❖➀➃➉
❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①✸❸⑧r➤➳❇✈☎①➁✈☎✇❷❽✉❸②✈✻❽s①❖✈☎➔â➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓✐❻➺r❇✇✓✈✭❽❇❾❷❿✱①❖r➃➜➃✈✻⑦➛①➩❸②➀❖✇⑧①q➀❖①➝❸②⑦⑨➓
❸⑧❿❖✈✲✈☎①➝❸⑧⑦➛✇⑧✈s➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿✟❿➁❽❇④✻↔■✈☎✈✡①☞✇②✈☎➉➭➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓⑨✈✭➜✽➡
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➢ ❽❇✇➆❸✝ò✲r❇❻❭✈✡❽❝❾❷❿❂♣s⑦⑨↔❖↔➁④✤④②❽❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨⑦⑨①❖➳✲⑦➛❸②✈☎✇❷❽✉❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➅❾☎❽❇➓⑨❾☎➀❖➓P❽✉❸⑧✈✡④✿❸⑧❿❖✈
➄✷❽❪➦➃⑦➛➄✱➀❖➄ ➓⑨⑦➛→❝✈☎➓⑨⑦⑨❿❖r✐r➃➜➠t✉❽❪➓⑨➀❖✈✟r❪❻sr❇➀❖✇q➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓✤➟➧❽❪✇❷❽❪➄➅✈✒❸⑧✈☎✇❷④✒⑩
➳❝⑦⑨t❇✈☎①Ö❽✟➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨✈✡➜✕➳❝✇⑧❽❇➟❖❿➣➡ ➫ ❿❖✈q➟➁❽❇✇⑧❽❇➄➅✈✒❸②✈✡✇⑧④✪r❪❻✻r❇➀➁✇✲➄➅r✐➜❖✈☎➓
❾☎r❇①➁④②⑦P④❺❸✲r❇❻➞❸⑧❿❖✈✷➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✕➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦❴❸⑧⑦⑨✈✡④✝❻➺r❝✇✸✈✡❽❝❾❷❿❊✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈q➟➁❽❇⑦➛✇⑧⑦⑨①❖➳❖⑩
❽❇①➁➜➩❸②❿❖✈✢➟➁✇②⑦⑨r❇✇❷④❨❻➺r❇✇✿✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈➞➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④☎➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✻➟❖✇⑧⑦⑨r❇✇❷④❞❻➺r❝✇✬✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈↕➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④
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✈✡✇⑧❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①✶➟❖✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔➁⑦➛➓⑨⑦➛❸②⑦⑨✈✭④✒➡✎✍➞r❝①➝t❝✈☎①❖⑦⑨✈✡①❝❸⑧➓⑨❹❪⑩➝❸②❿❖✈✭④➆✈✲❽❪✇⑧✈s❻❄❽❇❾✒❸②r❇✇⑧✈✡➜
❽❝❾☎❾☎r❇✇❷➜➃⑦⑨①❖➳➠❸⑧rÜ❸②❿➁✈➠✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈☞✈☎➓⑨✈☎➄➅✈✡①❝❸❷④✒➡ ➫ ❿❖⑦P④➅➔✝⑦⑨➓⑨➓✝✈☎①➁❽❇↔❖➓⑨✈✏➀➁④
❸⑧rÜ➄✷❽❪→❝✈❂➄➅r❝✇②✈❂✈✒Ù✷❾✒⑦⑨✈☎①➝❸➅➀➁④②✈✏r❪❻s❸②❿❖✈✕➜➁❽✉❸⑧❽Ö⑦⑨①❣r❇➀❖✇✷④②r➃❾✒⑦P❽❪➓
①➁✈✒❸❺➔✤r❇✇⑧→➧⑩✬④②⑦⑨①➁❾✒✈❂✈✡❽❇❾❷❿Ø➟❖✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔➁⑦➛➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹✕✈✭④❺❸⑧⑦➛➄✷❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①❊❻➺r❇✇➅❽➠✇②r❝➓➛✈
✈✡➓⑨✈☎➄➅✈☎①➝❸✸⑦⑨①➁❾☎➓➛➀➧➜➃✈✡④✲⑦⑨①➃❻➺r❝✇②➄✷❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①❊❻➺✇⑧r❇➄✘❽✕➓P❽❪✇⑧➳❇✈✡✇✸④➆➀❖↔➧④➆✈☎❸✛r❪❻
❸⑧❿❖✈q①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④➤⑦⑨①➠❸②❿❖✈q①❖✈☎❸❺➔➞r❝✇②→✟❸②❿➧❽❪①Ö⑦❴❻✑✏➧❽✉❸✲✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈➩➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④❬➔➞✈✡✇②✈
➀➧④➆✈✭➜✽➡ ü r✉➔➞✈✡t❇✈☎✇✡⑩➣⑦➛❸➤❽❇➓⑨④②r❂❾☎r❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨⑦P❾☎❽❪❸②✈✭④✝r❇➀❖✇✲❾✡❽❪➓P❾✒➀❖➓P❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①☞r❪❻
✈☎➦➃➟➧✈✭❾❧❸②✈✭➜✟➓➛⑦⑨①❖→➅➟➁✇②r❝↔➁❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹➩t✉❽❪➓⑨➀❖✈✭④✒➡
×á①✛❸②❿➁✈✢❾☎❽❇④②✈✤➔✝❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈↕❸⑧❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈✻⑦P④★❽s④②⑦➛①➁➳❇➓⑨✈➞④②✈✒❸✿r❪❻■✇②r❝➓⑨✈↕➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④☎⑩✭❸⑧❿❖✈
①➁✈☎➔➇t✉❽❪➓⑨➀❖✈✸r❇❻✬✈✡❽❝❾❷❿✏➓➛⑦⑨①❖→❂➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➁❽❇↔❖⑦⑨➓➛⑦➛❸❺❹➅⑦P④✢✈✭❽❇④②⑦⑨➓➛❹❂❾☎❽❪➓P❾☎➀❖➓P❽✉❸②✈✭➜
❻➺✇⑧r❇➄➇④②⑦⑨➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈✬❾✒r❇➀➁①❝❸❷④✒➡★×▲❻ ✮ ❷✛❸ ⑦⑨④❞❸②❿❖✈✻❾✒r❝➀❖①➝❸★r❇❻❖➓⑨⑦➛①➁→✐④❨↔➧✈☎❸❺➔➞✈✡✈☎①
①➁r✐➜❖✈✡④✷r❇❻✲✇②r❝➓➛✈✏×➅❽❇①➁➜➼①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④✶r❪❻✲✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✓✒➃⑩✻❽❪①➁➜ ↕ ❷✛❸ ⑦P④q❸⑧❿❖✈
①✐➀❖➄✱↔■✈☎✇✝r❪❻✓➟➁❽❇⑦➛✇❷④✤r❪❻✓①❖r➃➜➃✈✡④✢➓⑨❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨✈✡➜Ö➸➺×❷⑩✔✒➝➻❷⑩❖❸⑧❿❖✈✸✈✭④❺❸⑧⑦➛➄✷❽❪❸②✈✭➜
➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→➅➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➧❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹➩⑦P④✝④➆⑦⑨➄➅➟❖➓⑨❹ ✌⑤ ❷✛❸ ❞ ✮ ❷✼❸✳✰ ↕ ❷✛❸ ➡
ü r✉➔➞✈✡t❇✈✡✇☎⑩✭➵➁①➁➜➃⑦⑨①❖➳✪❸②❿➁✈➞➟➁❽❇✇⑧❽❇➄➅✈✒❸⑧✈☎✇❷④❞➔✝❿❖✈✡①✸❸②❿➁✈☎✇⑧✈✤❽❇✇②✈➞➄✛➀❖➓➛❸⑧⑦❴➉
➟➁➓➛✈➤✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈➤➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④✤⑦⑨④✝④②➓⑨⑦⑨➳❇❿➝❸②➓⑨❹✱➄➅r❇✇⑧✈➤❾☎r❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈☎➦■➡✕✍➞r❝①➁④➆⑦P➜➃✈✡✇✤❸❺➔➞r
①➁r✐➜❖✈✡④☎⑩✙➄✷❽❪①➁➜❜➅➧➡★×▲❻■❸②❿❖✈✡✇②✈✻❽❪✇⑧✈❁❝Ø✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈↕➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④❭r❇①✱✈✡❽❝❾❷❿➩①❖r➃➜➃✈❇⑩
✈✭❽❇❾❷❿Ör❪❻✻❸②❿➁✈➅➓➛⑦⑨①❖→➃④➤↔■✈✒❸❺➔✤✈☎✈✡①❊❸⑧❿❖✈➅①❖r➃➜➃✈✭④✸❾✒r❝➀❖➓P➜❊❿➧❽❮t❇✈q↔➧✈✡✈☎①
➳❝✈☎①❖✈✡✇⑧❽❪❸②✈✭➜❂↔✐❹☞❽❪①✐❹✶r❝①❖✈✶➸❄r❇✇✢➄➅r❝✇②✈❮➻↕r❇❻✓❸②❿❖✈❜❝à➟➧❽❪⑦⑨✇⑧④✻r❇❻✿✇②r❝➓➛✈
➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓➧✈✡➓➛✈✡➄➅✈☎①➝❸⑧④➞r❇①✶❸②❿❖✈➤①❖r➃➜➃✈✭④✒⑩❖❽❝④✤④②❿❖r✉➔✝①✷⑦⑨①✶➵➁➳❇➀❖✇⑧✈✲ò✐➡✿×▲❻❭❽
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single label multiple labels, label 1 multiple labels, label 2

Multiple Labels v Single Label
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Multiple Labels v Flat Labels: Accuracy For Graphs of Varying Size
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➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓➛✈✡✇➤➔➞r❝➀❖➓P➜➠↔■✈❂❽❝④➆→❝✈✡➜➠❸②r✏➵➁①➧➜Ö❸❺➔➞r✕❾✡❽✉❸⑧❽❇➳❇r❝✇②⑦⑨✈✡④✪➔✝⑦➛❸②❿Ü➈
➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓⑨④➩⑦⑨①➥✈✡❽❝❾❷❿➧➻❷➡ ➫ ❿❖⑦P④✛➄➅r➃➜➃✈☎➓✤⑦⑨➄➅➟❖✇②r✉t❝✈✡➜➲❽❇❾✡❾✒➀❖✇❷❽❇❾☎❹❊r✉t❝✈☎✇
❽❇➓⑨➓✬♠✡♦❝♦➩❸⑧✇②⑦P❽❇➓⑨④☎⑩➁❽❇④✢➔➞✈➩❾✡❽❪①➁④❬④➆✈✡✈✸⑦⑨①❂❸⑧❿❖✈✲➵➁✇❷④➆❸✪④➆✈☎❸❬r❪❻✿↔➁❽❇✇⑧④✢⑦➛①
➵➧➳❇➀❖✇⑧✈➅♥❖➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✷④②➀❖✇⑧➟❖✇②⑦P④②⑦⑨①❖➳❂✇⑧✈✡④②➀❖➓➛❸✸❿❖✈✡✇②✈➅➔✻❽❇④➤❸⑧❿➁❽✉❸✛⑦❴❸➩➜❖r➝✈✭④
①➁r❪❸✢❾☎❽❇➀➁④➆✈➤❽✱①❖r❪❸⑧⑦P❾☎❽❪↔➁➓➛✈s➜➃✇⑧r❇➟✶⑦⑨①☞❽❇❾✡❾✒➀❖✇❷❽❇❾☎❹✱➔✝❿➁✈☎①❂❸②❿❖✈✲r❝✇②⑦⑨➳❪➉
⑦⑨①➁❽❇➓➁✇⑧✈✡④②➀❖➓➛❸⑧④➞➔➞✈✡✇②✈✪❾✒r❇✇⑧✇⑧✈✡❾❧❸✡➡❭➯Ï❿➁✈☎①✷❸⑧❿❖✈sr❇✇⑧⑦➛➳❝⑦⑨①➁❽❪➓❖❽❇➓➛➳❝r❇✇⑧⑦➛❸②❿❖➄
➔✤r❇➀➁➓⑨➜✱❿➁❽❮t❝✈✝➄✷❽❪➟❖➟■✈✡➜✛❸⑧❿❖✈❬➈✲✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✝❾☎❽❪❸⑧❽❪➳❝r❇✇⑧❹✲❸②r✛➈✲✇②r❝➓⑨✈✡④☎⑩❇❽❪①➁➜
❸⑧❿❖✈✢ò✢✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✤❾☎❽✉❸❷❽❪➳❝r❇✇⑧❹✪❸⑧r➤ò✪✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✡④☎⑩❮✇②✈✭④➆➀❖➓➛❸⑧⑦➛①➁➳❬⑦⑨①➩t❝✈☎✇⑧❹s❿➁⑦➛➳❝❿✛❽❝❾❧➉
❾☎➀❖✇❷❽❇❾✒❹❇⑩❝❸⑧❿❖✈❬➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➧➔✝⑦➛❸⑧❿✷➈✸✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✡④✿⑦⑨①✷✈✭❽❇❾❷❿✷❾✡❽✉❸⑧❽❇➳❇r❝✇②❹✛↔➁❽❪✇⑧✈☎➓⑨❹
❾❷❿➧❽❪①❖➳❝✈✡④✛❸②❿❖✈✏✇⑧✈✡④②➀❖➓➛❸⑧④✏➸❆④➆✈✡✈✟❸②❿❖✈✏❸⑧❿❖⑦⑨✇⑧➜â④➆✈☎❸✷r❪❻➤↔➁❽❪✇❷④q⑦⑨①Ø➵➧➳❪➉
➀➁✇②✈✷♥✐➻❷➡ ➫ ❿➁✈✷→❇✈✡❹❊❿❖✈✡✇②✈✶⑦⑨④✸❸②❿➁❽❪❸✸❸❺❹✐➟❖⑦P❾☎❽❇➓➛➓⑨❹☞❸⑧❿❖✈❂❽❇➓➛➳❝r❇✇⑧⑦➛❸②❿❖➄
❽❇➓⑨➄➅r❝④➆❸✻❾☎r❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈✒❸⑧✈☎➓⑨❹➅✈☎➓⑨⑦⑨➄➅⑦⑨①➁❽✉❸⑧✈✡④↕❸②❿❖✈☞Ð❷✈✒➦✐❸⑧✇⑧❽❝Ñ✛➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓❞⑦⑨①✟r❝①❖✈

❾✡❽✉❸❷❽❪➳❇r❝✇②❹❇⑩➞➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿❣➓⑨✈✡❽❇➜➁④➩❸⑧r➥❽➲t❇✈✡✇②❹Ø❾☎➓⑨r❝④②✈✟➄✷❽❪❸⑧❾❷❿❣⑦⑨① ✍ ð ×
t✉❽❇➓➛➀➁✈✡④☎➡

✝✝➚✟✞ ➷➆➎✐➒✽➴✪➎✐➎➝➷❺➹ ➶ ➑ ➶ ➘ ✓ ➴❬➏➃➴✢➐ ❲✡✠ ➹✬➐☞☛
☎➣❋ ➬ ❋✌✂✝❃❆❤❭❡★❃❄❤✎✁ ✣☎❤★❏➭❍➧❐✷✻➥❈➃ö✭❃❄❍■❤❣❃❆❤➼ø✶❑✐❈❖❁ ❛ ❈➃ö✭❈ ✹ ❑➝ö✡❥
ð r❇➓⑨✈❬➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓P④➞➟❖✇⑧r✉t➝⑦P➜➃✈s❽❪①❂⑦➛①➝❸⑧✈☎✇⑧✈✡④➆❸②⑦⑨①❖➳➩④②➀❖➄➅➄✷❽❪✇⑧❹✱r❪❻❨❸⑧❿❖✈➤↔➧✈☎➉
❿➧❽❮t➝⑦⑨r❝✇✝r❪❻✬✈✡❽❝❾❷❿✏①❖r➃➜➃✈❪⑩➣➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿✏❾☎❽❇①✏❸②❿➁✈☎①✕↔■✈➩❸⑧✇②✈✭❽✉❸⑧✈✡➜✏❽❇④✪❽❪①
❽❪❸➆❸⑧✇②⑦⑨↔❖➀➃❸⑧✈✕❽❪①➁➜➼➀➧④➆✈✭➜➼⑦➛①❰r❇❸②❿❖✈✡✇➅❸⑧❽❝④➆→➃④❂④➆➀➁❾❷❿❰❽❝④✶❾✒➓P❽❝④②④②⑦➛➵➧❾☎❽❪➉
❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➣➡➤❶❬④②⑦➛①➁➳✷➄✛➀➁➓❴❸⑧⑦⑨➟❖➓⑨✈s✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✭④✝➟❖✇⑧r✉t➝⑦P➜➃✈✭④✢❽❪①❊④➆✈✭❾✒r❇①➧➜☞➓➛✈✡t❇✈✡➓❨r❪❻
❾☎r❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈☎➦✐⑦➛❸❺❹✸➔✝❿➁⑦⑨❾❷❿✶➳❇⑦⑨t❇✈✭④✿➀➁④✻❽❇➜❖➜❖⑦❴❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➁❽❇➓➁❽❇❾✡❾✒➀❖✇❷❽❇❾☎❹✱❽❇①➁➜➅⑦⑨①➃➉
❻➺r❝✇②➄✷❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①❞➡
×▲❻✬➟➧❽❪✇②❸✪r❪❻✿❸⑧❿❖✈✱✇②r❝➓➛✈✲➓P❽❇↔➧✈✡➓❞❻➺r❇✇s❽✷①❖r➃➜➃✈✛⑦P④✢→✐①❖r✉➔✝①➥➸➺✈❇➡ ➳➁➡❴⑩❞❾✡❽✉➉
✇⑧✈☎✈✡✇❭↔➁➀➃❸✬①❖r❪❸✓t❇r❝➓⑨➀❖①➝❸②✈☎✈✡✇❨➟■r❝④➆❸②⑦➛❸②⑦⑨r❝①➧➻❷⑩❪⑦➛❸✓↔➧✈✭❾✒r❇➄➅✈✭④❨✈✭❽❇④②⑦⑨✈☎✇❨①➁r❪❸
è❺➀➧④❺❸➤❸②r☞⑦⑨①➃❻➺✈✡✇❬❸⑧❿❖✈qt❮❽❇➓⑨➀❖✈✡④sr❪❻↕❸②❿❖✈qr❪❸⑧❿❖✈☎✇➤✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈❪⑩➣↔❖➀❖❸✲❸②r✟⑦➛①❖❻➺✈☎✇
❸⑧❿❖✈✟✈✒➦➃⑦P④❺❸❷❽❪①➁❾☎✈✷r❪❻✪④②➀➁❾❷❿Ø❽➠✇②r❝➓⑨✈❪➡ ➫ ❿❖✈✶➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➞➔✝⑦⑨➓⑨➓↕❿➁❽❮t❝✈✶❽
➄➅r❝✇②✈✟❽❇❾✡❾✒➀❖✇❷❽✉❸⑧✈✶➓P❽❪↔■✈☎➓⑨⑦⑨①❖➳✏❻➺r❝✇q❾✡❽❪✇⑧✈☎✈✡✇⑧④✛➔✝❿❖✈☎①â❸②❿➁✈✟✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈✶❻➺r❇✇
t❝r❇➓⑨➀❖①➝❸②✈✡✈☎✇✤➟➧r➝④➆⑦➛❸⑧⑦➛r❝①✶⑦P④✻❽❇➜❖➜❖✈✡➜✽➡

☎➣❋Pó➣❋★❀❂❁➺ö✭❑❝❐✉❤★❈➃ö✡❑ ✣☎❤❭❏▲❑➝❐✉❑✐❤❭❅❝❑➠❉➤❐✉❍❞❅❇❑✐❡★õ❨❐✉❑✐❥
➫ ❿➁✈✪➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➧➀➁④②✈✡➜✶❿❖✈☎✇⑧✈✪❾✡❽❪①❂↔➧✈✪❸②❿❖r❝➀❖➳❇❿➝❸✻r❪❻❭❽❝④➞❽➩↔➁❽❮❹❇✈✭④↕①➁✈✒❸
❾☎r❇①➁④②⑦P④❺❸⑧⑦⑨①❖➳✏r❪❻✢➄✷❽❇①➝❹Ö✇⑧✈☎➟■✈✡❽✉❸❷④➩r❇❻✝❸②❿❖✈☞④➆❸②✇⑧➀➁❾❧❸⑧➀❖✇②✈❂⑦⑨①Ü➵➁➳❇➀➁✇②✈✛➃⑩↕⑦⑨①➥➔✝❿❖⑦P❾❷❿Ü❸❺➔✤r➠①❖r➃➜➃✈✭④q❽❪①➁➜➥❽Ö④②⑦➛①➁➳❇➓⑨✈➅➓⑨⑦➛①➁→❊t✉❽❪✇⑧⑦P❽❪↔❖➓⑨✈✷❽❇✇②✈
④②❿❖r✉➔✝①➣➡✛Ð✒Ò❞⑦⑨①❖→❂➂✪Ñ➅⑦P④✻❸②✇⑧➀❖✈✸⑦➛❻✬❽➅➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→✷⑦P④✝➳❝✈☎①❖✈✡✇⑧❽❪❸②✈✡➜✟↔✐❹✟✇②r❝➓➛✈
❾✡❽✉❸❷❽❪➳❇r❝✇②❹Ü➂✸⑩➤Ð❧Ò❨⑦➛①➁→ ✬✻ÑÖ⑦P④✛❸②✇⑧➀❖✈✟❻➺r❇✇➅➓⑨⑦⑨①❖→➃④➩➳❝✈☎①❖✈✡✇⑧❽❪❸②✈✡➜Ø↔✐❹
✇⑧r❇➓⑨✈➤❾☎❽❪❸⑧❽❪➳❝r❇✇⑧❹✭✬✪⑩■❽❪①➧➜ÜÐ❧➓⑨⑦➛①➁→✐Ñ➩⑦P④✤❸②❿❖✈✸r❝✇✝r❪❻✓❸②❿➁✈✡④②✈➤❸❺➔➞r➅t✉❽❪➓➛➉
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➟■r❇➓⑨⑦P❾✒⑦⑨✈✭④✪r❝✇✸✈☎①➧➜➃r❇✇❷④➆✈✡➄➅✈☎①➝❸⑧④➤✈✡⑦➛❸②❿❖✈✡✇✸✈✒➦➃➟❖✇⑧✈✡④⑧④➆✈✭➜Ör❇✇✸⑦⑨➄➅➟❖➓⑨⑦⑨✈✡➜✽⑩
r❇❻✓⑥❬➂ ð✢➢ ➂✸⑩➧➂❬➨ ð Ò✬⑩➁r❇✇✻❸⑧❿❖✈✸❶✲➡ ➋■➡■♣sr✉t❝✈☎✇⑧①❖➄➅✈☎①➝❸☎➡

❫ ❲☎✆✛❲➣➐❍❲ ➶ ➒✝❲❨➎
Ó❲♠☎Ô ✍❬➡✉➂❬①➁➜➃✈✡✇⑧④②r❇①➣⑩❝➋✽➡✭➯Ü❽❇④⑧④②✈☎✇⑧➄✷❽❪①➣⑩✉❽❪①➁➜✞✝✱➡❪➨➁❽❪➀➧④❺❸✡➡❁✬✤➀❖⑦⑨➓P➜✐➉

⑦➛①➁➳ ④❺❸⑧r✐❾❷❿➧❽❇④➆❸②⑦P❾à↔❖➓⑨r✐❾❷→✐➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓⑨④☎➡ ✟✽Ý✡✠☞☛✍✌✉Þ✏✎➩ß☞✑✓✒↕Ý✉Û✕✔✗✖❷⑩
♠☎♥❖å⑨♠✡➈✐ñ✡Ú✽♠✡➊❖♠❇⑩➁♠✡é❝é❝ò➃➡

Ó ò✉Ô ✍❬➡ ✒➃➡✐➂✢①➁➜❖✈☎✇❷④➆r❝①➣⑩✐➋■➡❇➯➲❽❝④②④②✈☎✇⑧➄✷❽❪①➣⑩➝❽❪①➁➜✎✬✪➡★✍➞✇⑧r❇➀➁❾❷❿❞➡■➂
➟✙✘✤➟❖✇⑧⑦⑨➄➅✈☎✇✡å✽➓⑨r❝➳❇⑦➛❸➣➄➅r✐➜❖✈☎➓P④✽❻➺r❇✇✓④②r✐❾☎⑦P❽❪➓❪①❖✈☎❸❺➔➞r❝✇②→➃④☎➡✚✟✽Ý✡✠☞☛✍✌✉Þ
✎✸ß✛✑✍✒↕Ý❪Û✕✔✜✖❷⑩■ò❖♠❪å⑤➈➝ñ✡Ú➃➊❇➊❖⑩➧♠✡é❝é❇é❖➡

Ó ➈❪Ô✣✢✸➡❆✬✻❽❪❸⑧❽❪➳❝✈☎➓ è❧➡➣ã✢r❪❸⑧✈✡④↕r❇①➅↔❖➓⑨r➃❾❷→✐➄➅r✐➜❖✈☎➓⑨⑦⑨①❖➳❖➡✤✟➣Ý✛✠☞☛✍✌✉Þ✥✎✸ß✛✑✓✦
✒↕Ý✉Û✕✔✗✖⑧⑩❭♠✡é➃å⑨♠☎♥➝➈❮Ú✽♠ ✛ ✛➃⑩➧♠✭é❇é➝ñ✐➡

Ó ♥❇Ô✣✢❬➓P❽❇➜➃⑦⑨➄➅⑦⑨✇✔✬✤❽❪❸⑧❽❇➳❇✈☎➓ è❧⑩❭➂❬①✐➀➁④➆→✉❽✕➨➁✈☎✇⑧➓⑨⑦➛➳❝r❪è❧⑩❭❽❇①➁➜ ➢ ❽✉❸⑧✇②⑦P❾❷→
⑥❬r❝✇②✈✡⑦⑨❽❇①➣➡➧♣s✈☎①➁✈☎✇❷❽❪➓⑨⑦⑨➙☎✈✡➜✸↔❖➓⑨r✐❾❷→✐➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓➛⑦⑨①❖➳➁➡★✧✪✩✛✫✒Ý✉Û✭✬✮✌✯✑✓☛✍✠✰✌
✱ ✟■Þ❴Ý✗✲✉ß☞✩✥☛✍✌✭✳✭⑩➣ò❪➈➁➸❄♥➝➻❧⑩✽♠✭é❇é❝é➃➡

Ó ✛✉Ô ð ➡ Ò✬➡ ✬✤✇②✈✡⑦➛➳❝✈☎✇✡⑩➣➋✽➡ ➂✸➡✍✬✤r➝r❝✇②➄✷❽❇①➣⑩➣❽❪①➁➜ ➢ ➡❨➂✢✇❷❽❪↔❖⑦⑨✈❇➡✛➂✢①
❽❪➓⑨➳❇r❝✇②⑦➛❸②❿➁➄✰❻➺r❝✇➩❾✒➓⑨➀➁④➆❸②✈✡✇②⑦⑨①❖➳❂✇②✈✡➓⑨❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①➧❽❪➓✓➜❖❽✉❸❷❽❂➔✝⑦➛❸⑧❿➲❽❇➟➃➉
➟❖➓⑨⑦⑨❾✡❽✉❸⑧⑦➛r❝①➁④✽❸⑧r➤④②r➃❾✒⑦P❽❪➓➝①❖✈☎❸❺➔➞r❝✇②→✸❽❇①➁❽❪➓⑨❹➃④➆⑦P④❭❽❪①➁➜✱❾✒r❝➄➅➟➁❽❪✇⑧⑦➛➉
④➆r❝①✲❸②rs➄✛➀➁➓❴❸⑧⑦P➜➃⑦⑨➄➅✈☎①➁④②⑦⑨r❇①➁❽❇➓✭④⑧❾☎❽❇➓➛⑦⑨①❖➳➁➡✵✴➃Ý✗✶➃Û✭✩✷✌✉Þ❖Ý✸✫✺✹✻✌✯✑✽✼★✦
ß✪✬✮✌✯✑✓☛✍✠✰✌✉Þ✷✾✿✖✰❀❁✠✰✼❖Ý❪Þ❴Ý❃❂✯❀❮⑩✓♠✭ò➃å ➈➝ò✗❘❮Ú➃➈✙❘❝➈➃⑩➁♠✭é➝ñ ✛➃➡

Ó ➊❪Ô✸❼✕❽❪✇②❸②⑦⑨①❊♣ û t❇✈✡✇②✈☎❸➆❸✡➡ ð r❇➓⑨✈q④➆⑦⑨➄➅⑦⑨➓P❽❪✇⑧⑦❴❸❺❹➅❽❇①➁➜❊❾☎r❇➄➅➟❖➓⑨✈☎➦➝➉
⑦❴❸❺❹✟⑦⑨①➠④②r✐❾☎⑦P❽❪➓❨➳❝✇⑧❽❇➟❖❿➁④☎➡✞✟➣Ý✛✠☞☛✍✌✉Þ✂✎➩ß☞✑✓✒↕Ý✉Û✕✔✗✖❷⑩★ñ➝å⑤➈✙✛❇➈❮Ú✐➈✄✛❪é❖⑩
♠✡é✙❘✄✛✐➡

Ó ñ❮Ô➩➋■➡ û ➡s➨★⑦⑨✈☎①✐↔■✈☎✇⑧➳Ï❽❪①➁➜î➋■➡s➯Ü❽❇④⑧④➆✈✡✇②➄✷❽❇①➣➡ ✍✤❽❪❸②✈☎➳❝r❇✇⑧⑦P❾☎❽❪➓
➜❖❽✉❸❷❽✶❽❪①➧❽❪➓⑨❹➃④➆⑦P④✝r❇❻➞④➆⑦⑨①❖➳❝➓⑨✈✸④➆r➃❾✒⑦⑨r❝➄➅✈✒❸②✇⑧⑦P❾s✇②✈✡➓⑨❽❪❸②⑦⑨r❇①➧④✒➡✞✟✽Ý✗✦
✠✪☛❄Ý❪Þ❴Ý✕❂❁☛✍✠✰✌✉Þ✂✹➠ß☞✑✽✼❖Ý✡❄❇Ý❪Þ❴Ý✕❂❁❀❮⑩✓♠✭ò✐å⑨♠ ✛❇➊❮Ú✽♠✡é❝ò➃⑩➧♠✭é✙❘❖♠❇➡

Ó ❘❪Ô ❙ ➡✉➨➁✇⑧❽❇①❖→✸❽❪①➧➜✛⑥➩➡❝➋➝❸②✇❷❽❪➀➧④②④☎➡❖❼✕❽❪✇⑧→❇r✉t➤✇❷❽❪①➁➜➃r❝➄➽➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿➁④☎➡
✴✐Ý✯✶➃Û✭✩✙✌❪Þ✻Ý❅✫❆✑✽✼❖ß❆❇❈✬➅ß✒Û✭☛✍✠✰✌✯✩❉✟✷✑❊✌❁✑✍☛❋✖✪✑✓☛✍✠✰✌✉Þ●❇❍✖✰✖☎Ý✛✠☞☛✍✌✯✑✓☛❄Ý✗✩➁⑩❘❖♠❪å▲❘❇➈➝ò✭Ú ❘❪♥➝ò➃⑩➁♠✡é✸❘❇➊❖➡

Ó é❪Ô ➢ ➡ ü r❇➓⑨➓P❽❪①➁➜✽⑩■✝✱➡ ✬✪➡ÜÒ❨❽❇④②→❇✈✡❹❪⑩ ❽❇①➁➜ ➋✽➡ÜÒ❨✈☎⑦⑨①❖❿➁❽❇✇⑧➜➃❸☎➡
➋➝❸②r➃❾❷❿➁❽❝④❺❸⑧⑦⑨❾➩↔❖➓⑨r➃❾❷→➝➄➅r➃➜➃✈✡➓P④✒å✪➋✐r❝➄➅✈✸➵➁✇❷④➆❸✲④➆❸②✈✡➟➁④☎➡❆✟✽Ý✡✠☞☛✍✌✉Þ
✎✸ß✛✑✍✒↕Ý❪Û✕✔✜✖❷⑩ ✛➃å➛♠✭♦❇é➤Ú➠♠✭➈➝ñ✐⑩✽♠✭é✙❘❝➈➃➡

Ó❴♠✡♦❪Ô ➢ ➡ ➯➇➡ ü r❇➓⑨➓P❽❪①➁➜ê❽❪①➁➜➇➋■➡✪Ò❨✈☎⑦⑨①❖❿➁❽❇✇⑧➜➃❸☎➡✚➂✢①➇✈✒➦➃➟■r❇①❖✈✡①➃➉
❸②⑦P❽❪➓❇❻❄❽❪➄➅⑦⑨➓⑨❹✢r❪❻❖➟❖✇⑧r❇↔➧❽❪↔❖⑦⑨➓⑨⑦➛❸❺❹✢➜➃⑦P④❺❸⑧✇②⑦⑨↔❖➀➃❸⑧⑦⑨r❇①➁④✽❻➺r❝✇❭➜➃⑦⑨✇⑧✈✡❾✒❸②✈✡➜
➳❇✇❷❽❪➟❖❿➁④☎➡❏✴✙❑✿✶➃Û✭✩✷✌✉Þ✿Ý✸✫▲✑✽✼❖ß✞❇❈✬➅ß☎Û✭☛✍✠❃✌✯✩▼✟✙✑◆✌✯✑✓☛❋✖✪✑✍☛✍✠✰✌✉Þ✂❇❖✖✭✦
✖✒Ý✡✠☞☛✍✌✯✑✓☛❄Ý✗✩❖⑩❞ñ✉➊➧➸❄➈➝ñ❪➈❝➻❧å ➈❝➈❮Ú ✛❇♦➃⑩➁♠✭é✙❘➁♠❪➡

Ó❴♠❇♠☎Ô✸Ò✿➡ ✒❖➡ ü ➀➁↔➧✈✡✇➆❸❭❽❇①➁➜ ➢ ➡✭➂❬✇⑧❽❇↔❖⑦⑨✈❪➡ ✍➞r❇➄➅➟➁❽❇✇②⑦⑨①❖➳➞➟➁❽❪✇②❸②⑦➛❸②⑦⑨r❝①➁④✒➡
✴✐Ý✯✶➃Û✭✩✙✌❪Þ❨Ý✸✫✮P✓Þ◗✌✗✖❃✖✭☛ ❘✿✠❃✌❁✑✍☛❄Ý✯✩❖⑩➣ò✐å⑨♠✡é❇➈✉Ú➃ò❖♠✒❘➃⑩■♠✡é✸❘✙✛✐➡

Ó❴♠✭ò✉Ô ✒➃➡✯✝➤✈☎➄➅✈✡①✐❹➤❽❇①➁➜ ✒❖➡❇Ò✿➡❝➋➃①❖✈☎➓⑨➓➭➡✚❙❚☛✽✩✵☛❯✑➭ß❱✹✻✌✉Û✕✔❝Ý✗✲▲P❲✼✚✌✗☛✽✩✥✖❷➡
➫ ❿❖✈✟❶❬①❖⑦⑨t❇✈✡✇⑧④②⑦➛❸❺❹➲➋✐✈✡✇②⑦⑨✈✭④➩⑦⑨①â❶❬①➁➜➃✈✡✇②➳❝✇⑧❽❝➜➃➀➁❽✉❸⑧✈❂❼✕❽❪❸②❿❖✈☎➉
➄✷❽✉❸②⑦P❾✡④✒➡★✢✬❽❪①✏ã✢r➝④❺❸⑧✇⑧❽❇①➁➜✽⑩❞♠✭é❇➊❇♦❖➡

Ó❴♠✡➈❪Ô✸➨↕➡✉Ò❞r❝✇②✇❷❽❪⑦⑨①➤❽❪①➁➜ ü ➡ ✍❬➡✡➯Ï❿❖⑦➛❸⑧✈❪➡ ➫ ❿➁✈➞④➆❸②✇⑧➀➁❾❧❸⑧➀❖✇⑧❽❇➓❇✈✭ä❝➀➁⑦➛t➝➉
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Abstract 

 

Automatic Web page organization and visualization is 

an effective way for foraging information in a Web 

structure. Web pages contain both text (content) and 

links (structure), implying that content and structure 

analysis techniques should be adopted and properly 

integrated. In this paper, we take the probabilistic 

model-based approach and extend a topography-

preserving model known as Generative Topography 

Map (GTM). The extended GTM provides a principled 

way to integrate Web pages and hyperlinks and project 

them into a low-dimension latent space (2D in our 

case) for visualization. The proposed extension has 

been applied to an artificially created dataset and also 

the WebKB dataset for performance evaluation. Based 

on the preliminary results obtained, we propose 

several directions for future research. 

 
Keywords: Web page organization and visualization, 
Web content and structure analysis, Generative 
Topography Map 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The need of foraging information in the Web has long 
been identified and the use of keyword-based search 
engines is by far the most effective way approach. 
However, the Web has been developed to such a stage 
that the information embedded in it can no longer be 
well managed using only the conventional keyword-
based approach. In response to the need, many Web 
search service providers also provide some pre-
categorized information. Web pages contain both text 
(content) and links (structure). Algorithms that can 
take into account both Web content and structures for 
supporting the self-organization and visualization of 
the Web-based information become increasingly 
important. While many related algorithms have been 

proposed for analyzing Web related information with 
applications to Web page classification [1], topic 
distillation [2], Web page ranking [3], Web 
communities identification [4], etc, not many of them 
are taking the statistical model-based approach which 
is known to be effective in discovering hidden 
knowledge in the observed data via the underlying 
model estimation process.  
 
Generative Topographic Mapping is a model-based 
non-linear dimension reduction technique that tries to 
project the observed data space (normally at a high 
dimension) onto a latent variable space (at a lower 
dimension) via non-linear mappings, with the 
topographic relationship of the data preserved. It has 
known to be effective for data visualization. Among 
the related techniques, such as self-organizing map 
(SOM) [6] and linear local embedding (LLE) [7], 
GTM has the merit of possessing a rigorous 
probabilistic interpretation and is thus chosen in this 
paper to facilitate the integration of Web content and 
hyperlinks in a principled manner. Also, while this 
kind of techniques have long been applied to content-
based automatic organization and visualization of 
digital archives like text documents [6] and music files 
[8], we, in this paper, extend the GTM to take into 
account also the hyperlink structure for the 
organization and visualization of Web pages. Our 
work is inspired from the use of the latent class model 
for related analysis done by Cohen et al. [9] which, 
however, does not support the visualization feature as 
provided by GTM. 
 

1.1 Paper Organization 

 
The remaining of the paper is as follow. Section 2 
gives the background of GTM. Section 3 describes 
how GTM can be extended for integrating both content 
and links of Web pages. Section 4 provides the results 
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obtained by applying the proposed GTM to the 
WebKB dataset. Limitations of this work as well as 
possible future research directions can be found in 
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 

2.  Generative Topographic Mapping 

(GTM) 
 
GTM was first introduced in [5] as a probabilistic non-
linear latent variable model. It was primarily designed 
for exploring the intrinsic dimension of a set of high-
dimensional data by assuming that the data are 
generated due to a set of latent variables in a low-
dimensional (usually 2D or 3D) latent variable space. 
Visualizing the latent variable space with the original 
data projected back to it can result in a map (for 2D 
case) that provides very intuitive understanding of the 
structure and organization of the high-dimensional 
data.  
 
Let tn = (tn1, …, tnD) denote an instance of the set of 
observed high-dimensional data T, z = (zi, … , zk) 
denote a finite set of sample points defined in the 
L-dimensional latent space,  maps in 

an non-linear fashion a point in the latent space onto a 
corresponding point in the data space, with the 
mapping governed by a generalized linear regression 
model weighted by W. It is generative as it tries to 
find a parametric representation for explaining the data 
distribution in the data space, i.e., , based on 

. Thus, each sample point in the latent space 

would be mapped onto an L-dimensional non-
Euclidean manifold in the data space. A Gaussian 
distribution in the data space is assumed for t given z

( ; ) : ( )y z z=W WΦ

Φ

( )p T

( ; )y z W

k 

in data space, given as 
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The overall log likelihood function for GTM is given 
as  
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The EM algorithm is typically used for the GTM 
parameter estimation, where the E-step is given as  
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And the M-step is  
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GTM has been applied to visualizing high-dimensional 
data like images and documents. In this paper, we 
would like to extend it for applying to Web pages, 
where the modeling of hyperlink structure has to be 
incorporated. 
 

3. Extending GTM for Modeling Web 

Content and Links 
 
It is believed that the hyperlinks in a Web page provide 
further (non-linear) cues about how it should be related 
to other pages, instead of only relying on the Web page 
content. The question is how the link information 
should properly be taken into account in order to 
manifest its effect. Figure 1 shows one possible way 
for the integration which is inspired from [9].  
 
Let dj denotes the jth document, cl denotes the lth cited 
document, and zk denote the k

th sample point in the 
latent space, Nij denote the number of occurrences of 
the feature vector ti in the jth document and Alj denote 
the times that the jth document links to the lth document. 
Note that it is different from the one used in [9], where 
ti stands for a word in [9] but a document feature 
vector in our case. 

 
Figure 1  The extended Generative Topographic 
Mapping.  

 
The whole likelihood function of this model can be 
written as: 

d1 d2 dj dn

z1 z2 zk, zm

t11 ,  t12,…,  t1i …, t1D 

  :        :   …    :    …   : 

t11 ,  t12,…,  t1i …, t1D 

  :       :     …    :   …    : 

tn1, tn2,…,tni,…,tnD

        

 

  c1 , c2,  … cl,  …,  cn, 

 

…
P(zk|dj) 

P(ti|zk) P(cl|zk) 
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By assuming that ti and cl are independent given dj, 
 

 
                                 (6) 
 
 
Consider first . 

The probability that a document feature vector t
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in dj can be computed, given as 
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By assuming that p( , | )kβW  is uniformly distributed, 

we get 
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The log likelihood function becomes 
 

1
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where α here acts as a trade-off value to balance the 
weight of the content information and link information 
for the parameter estimation. Also, Nij is diagonal in 
our case. In general, we can in fact use some kind of 
similarity measure for defining the value of Nij (see 
Section 5 for more discussion). 
 
Following the EM algorithm, one can then easily get 
corresponding E-step concerning contents as 
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and the M-step related to the contents as 
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Similar calculation can be applied to links related 
parameters for deriving the corresponding E-step and 
M-step. Finally, the E-step and M-step for the 
extended GTM can be summarized as Figure 2. Note 
that the effect due to content and links are aggregated 
in the M-step for estimating ( | )

k j
p z d , which will then 

affect the posterior probability estimation for zk in the 
E-step. 
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Figure 2 The EM algorithm for the extended GTM. 

 

4. Experiments 

 
To evaluate the proposed extension, we have first 
applied the extended GTM model to a small dataset 
based on around 100 artificially created Web pages of 
two different categories. As the Web pages are not 
linking to each other, we randomly added hyperlinks to 
the pages of the same category. In addition, we have 
also evaluated the proposed model using three data 
subsets extracted from the WebKB dataset. In 
particular, we have prepared three different subsets 
which consist of 10, 30 and 182 examples from each of 
the 3 categories of WebKB: course, department and 
faulty. Thus, the three subsets contain 30, 90 and 546 
examples and are labeled as D30, D90, and D546 
respectively.  
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4.1 Preprocessing 
Given the data subsets, each Web page has to be pre-
processed and represented as a document feature 
vector to be used for the subsequent model-learning 
step. A number of pre-processing steps have to be 
performed. First, all the unnecessary HTML tags and 
scripts should be removed. Also, the typical stop words 
removal and stemming steps should be followed. 
Lastly, only terms with their document frequencies 
higher than a threshold are retained. The threshold for 
the artificial dataset is 6 and those for the three data 
subsets D30, D90 and D546 are 2, 5 and 20 
respectively. The distinct terms (and thus the 
dimension of the document feature vector) obtained for 
them range from 109 to 551. Then, the content related 
data T can readily be used for the model learning. As it 
is well known that the document feature vector dataset 
can be quite sparse, an interpolation-like process is 
also performed in such a way that each feature vector 
is replaced by an averaged version of its neighbors in 
the feature space. 
 
The link related data A can easily be prepared by 
following the anchor tags <A> of the Web pages. The 
hyperlinks existed in the datasets are quite sparse. 
Preliminary experiments show that the help due to the 
incorporation of the link information is not significant. 
In order to amplify their effect on organizing Web 
pages, we, for each category, have also added 
hyperlinks, while leaving the inter-class links 
(provided by the dataset) untouched.  
 

4.2 Experiment 1: Artificial Dataset 

 
To illustrate how the proposed model can make use of 
within-category links to help differentiate Web pages 
with overlapping concepts, two FAQ Web pages on 
Natural Language Processing and Neural Networks 

are first chosen.1 They are sub-fields under Artificial 
Intelligence. For each of the two pages, we randomly 
removed different parts to create a set of related 
documents forming two classes of data --- NLP and 
NN, 50 for each class. As expected, terms like “neural, 
networks, machine, artificial, computer, software” 
appear frequently in the class NN, and terms like 
“natural, language, linguistics, processing, speech” 
appears frequently in the class NLP. Those differences 
help the differentiation of the two classes. However, 
there are terms which are common to the two classes, 

                                                           
1 The URLs of the two pages are: 
- http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/Groups/AI/html/faqs/ai/nlp/ nlp_faq/faq.html 
- ftp://ftp.sas.com/pub/neural/FAQ.html 
 

such as “computer, software, science, project, 
university” which will sometimes confuse the 
classification. 
 
In this experiment, altogether 10 latent sample points zi 
are evenly selected along the horizontal and vertical 
directions of a 2D latent space. Given a trained GTM, 
the posterior probability given a Web page, 

and thus the mean value of z, can be computed and 
visualized as a point on the latent space. The 
visualization of the dataset with 50 terms used for each 
document feature vector is shown in Figure 3. It is 
supposed to be manifesting the intrinsic dimension of 
the high-dimensional data. By varying the value of α 
of the extended GTM, we would like to see how the 
incorporation of the link information could help 
exploring a better mapping, and thus a better data 
organization in the latent space. 

( | )
k n

p z t

 
In Figure 3a-f, the red circles and the blue asterisks 
correspond to the projections of the two categories of 
data in the latent space with the help of the extended 
GTM. For α=0.001 (so data organization solely based 
on content), Figure 3a shows the data organization 
results without the use of the feature vector averaging 
step. We noted that the red circles and blue asterisks 
overlap with each other. This is more or less the 
original GTM setting. For the same α value, Figure 3b 
shows that the averaging is an effective way to 
improve the organization performance. 
 
Besides properly choosing the α value, we also noted 
significant improvement in data organization. From 
Figure 3c to Figure 3f, where α is changing from 0.3 
to 0.75, it can be seen that the gap between the two 
class boundaries is getting wider and reaches its best 
performance at α=0.5~0.75. When α=0.99 (Figure 3f), 
which means hyperlink information is dominating, the 
organization quality dropped. In general, this reveals 
that proper integration of both content and structure 
information can achieve better data organization 
quality. 

 

 
            (a) α=0.001, no  (b) α=0.001 
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            feature averaging 

 
 (c) α=0.3  (d) α=0.5 

 
 (e) α=0.75  (f) α=0.99 
 
Figure 3 Performance comparison using the 
Artificial Dataset for the extended GTM with 

different values of α. The red circles and the blue 
asterisks correspond to labels for the classes NN 
and NLP, respectively. The dimension of the feature 
vector is 50 and the feature vectors are locally 
smoothed versions as mentioned in Section 4.1. 

 

4.3 Experiment 2: WebKB Dataset 
 
In this experiment, altogether 100 latent sample points 
zi are evenly selected along the horizontal and vertical 
directions of the latent space. The visualization of the 
dataset D90 with 20 terms used for each document 
feature vector is shown in Figure 4.  

 

In Figure 4a, it is noted that when α=0.01, which 
means the data organization is solely based on the 
content information, more than half of the red circles 
are in the bottom half of the map. Some red circles 
(corresponding to the student class) are mixed up with 
some green ones (corresponding to the faculty class), 
forming virtually a horizontal linear structure. So, this 
extended GTM fails to identify a latent space that can 
make the mixed-up part to be more uniformly 
distributed and separated. When the value of α is 
increased to 0.5 (Figure 4b), more emphasis is put on 
the link information. We can see that the linear 
structure spreads out and the blue circles 
(corresponding to the department class) move towards 
the edges of the map, when compared with Figure 4a. 

 

When the value of α is further raised to 0.99, the 
projections of the Web pages are separated further 
apart but with the region of the red circles (student) 
and that of the green circles (faculty) overlapping with 
each other to a bit great extent.  

 
We have repeated the experiments for different data 
subsets with different numbers of terms (10, 30, 50, 80) 
used for each document feature vector. Similar 
phenomena are observed when adjusting the value of α.   

  
(a) α=0.01                        (b) α=0.5 

 
(c) α=0.99 

 
Figure 4 Performance comparison for the extended 

GTM with different values of α. The red, blue and 
green circles correspond to labels for the classes - 
student, department and faculty. The dimension of 
the feature vector is 20. 

 
Figure 5 shows the result of the same dataset D90 but 
with 50 terms used for each document feature vector 
instead. With the introduction of the link information, 
it is noted that the Web pages feature vectors are 
further apart from each other in the latent space with 
α=0.9. 
 
All the results obtained based on the WebKB assumes 
that artificial links are created to make Web pages of 
each class fully connected. We have also tested the 
cases with different densities of the within-class 
linkage. Preliminary experimental results show that our 
proposed model is not very sensitive to this type of 
variations.  
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                  (a) α=0.1                        (b) α=0.9 
 
Figure 5  Performance comparison for the extended 

GTM with different values of α. The dimension of 
the feature vector is 50. 

 
 

5. Discussion and Future Work 
 
To summarize, it is noted that by properly choosing the 
value of the trade-off parameter α (between 0 to 1), the 
extended GTM shows some (though not very 
significant) improvement in identifying a better latent 
space for spreading out the Web page projections, 

when compared with the pure GTM case (i.e., α=0.01 
or 0.001). We argue the limited improvement by the 
fact that the proposed way of incorporating hyperlinks 
could only help the cases with marginally similar 
within-class documents to be assigned to the same 
sample point in the latent space, but failed in grouping 
together, via hyperlinks, within-class documents with 
significantly different use of terms.  
 
Based on our preliminary experimental results, we 
believe that the extended model can further be 
enhanced in at least the following two ways: 
 
1. A more accurate model for representing text and 

links in some intrinsic latent space is needed. One 
possibility is to introduce an additional latent 
variable corresponding directly to the possible 
classes of the data, with the hope that the link 
information can help not only one particular 
sample point in the latent space but the group of 
samples points which are supposed to be within 
the same class. 

 
2. An orthogonal direction for further enhancement 

is to represent each document as an averaged 
version of the feature vectors of its own as well as 
those linked (or cited) by it. This approach is 
analogous to interpolating the missing values of 
the term frequencies of a document using the 
linked documents and to some extend similar to 
the feature-averaging trick used in the paper. 

6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have extended the GTM for 
automatic organization and visualization of Web pages 
using both the content-based and link-based 
information. The preliminary results show marginal 
improvement based on the proposed extension when 
compared with pure GTM. A number of important 
intrinsic problems of the extension as well as possible 
enhancement have been discussed for future research.  
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Abstract

The data in many real-world problems can
be thought of as a graph, such as the web,
co-author networks, and biological networks.
We propose a general regularization frame-
work on graphs, which is applicable to the
classification, ranking, and link prediction
problems. We also show that the method can
be explained as lazy random walks. We eval-
uate the method on a number of experiments.

1. Introduction

In many real-world problems, the data can be repre-
sented as a graph. Each vertex of the graph corre-
sponds to a datum, and the edges encode the pairwise
relationships or similarities among the data. A typical
example of graph data is the web. The vertices are just
the web pages, and the edges denote the hyperlinks.
In market basket analysis, the items also form a graph
by connecting any two items which have appeared in
the same shopping basket. More examples include
co-author relationships, terrorists networks, biological
networks and so on.

One problem addressed in this paper is classification.
Specifically speaking, some of the vertices are labeled,
and the task is to classify the remaining unlabeled ver-
tices. A toy classification problem is shown in Figure
1. Two vertices of the graph are labeled as positive
and negative respectively. A real-world example is to
classify the web pages into different categories given
some manually classified instances. Obviously, a good
classifier should effectively exploit the relations among
the data.

Appearing in Workshop on Statistical Relational Learning
at International Conference on Machine Learning, Banff,
Canada, 2004. Copyright 2004 by the first author.

The other problem investigated here is ranking. This
problem generally can be understood as finding the
vertices of most interest. For instance, given a terror-
ist network, detect the people who are the core of the
criminal community. Another ranking problem is to
find the vertices most relevant to some given vertices
(Figure 3), which are often called quires. We call this
problem relative ranking as distinct from the absolute
ranking without quires. The example of relative rank-
ing in terrorist networks is to discover the criminals
who have strong connections to some given criminals.

A problem closely related to ranking is link prediction
(Figure 3). For example, given a co-author network,
predict which two scientists are most likely to collab-
orate in the future. Link prediction is essentially the
relative ranking problem. In fact, we can compute the
pairwise relevance between any two unconnected ver-
tices, and then pick up the pair of vertices which are
most relevant.

Recently there has been considerable research on these
problems. Here we try to introduce a general regu-
larization framework on graphs as a new approach to
these problems. Our idea is very simple. First de-
velop discrete calculus on graphs, and then naturally
shift classical regularization from the continuous case
to graph data.

2. Regularization Framework

A graph Γ = (V,E) consists of a set V of vertices and
a set of pairs of vertices E ⊆ V × V called edges. A
graph is undirected if for each edge (u, v) ∈ E we also
have (v, u) ∈ E. Edge e is incident on vertex v if e
contains v. Suppose that Γ is connected, i.e., there is a
path from every vertex to every other vertex. Suppose
further that Γ has no self-loops or multiple edges. A
graph is weighted if it is associated with a function
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Figure 1. Classification problem on a graph. Two vertices

are labeled as +1 and −1 respectively. The goal is to clas-

sify the remaining unlabeled vertices.

w : V × V → R satisfying

w(u, v) > 0, if (u, v) ∈ E, (2.1)

and

w(u, v) = w(v, u). (2.2)

The degree function d : V → R is defined to be

d(v) =
∑

u∼v

w(u, v), (2.3)

where u ∼ v denotes all vertices u connected to v by
the edges (u, v).

Let L2(V ) denote the Hilbert space of real-valued func-
tion f : V → R endowed with the usual inner product

〈f, g〉 =
∑

v

f(v)g(v), (2.4)

i.e., the functions are thought of as column vectors.

Let e denote the edge between vertices u and v. The
edge derivative of function f along e at the vertex u is
defined to be

∂f

∂e

∣

∣

∣

∣

u

=

√

w(u, v)

d(u)
f(u)−

√

w(u, v)

d(v)
f(v). (2.5)

See Appendix A for the reason of adopting such a def-
inition. Clearly

∂f

∂e

∣

∣

∣

∣

u

= −∂f

∂e

∣

∣

∣

∣

v

. (2.6)

The local variation of f at each vertex v is then defined
to be

∥

∥∇vf
∥

∥ =

√

√

√

√

∑

e⊢v

(

∂f

∂e

∣

∣

∣

∣

v

)2

, (2.7)

where e ⊢ v denotes the set of the edges incident with
vertex v. The smoothness of f is then naturally mea-
sured by the sum of the local variations at each vertex:

S(f) =
1

2

∑

v

∥

∥∇vf
∥

∥

2
. (2.8)

The learning problems on graphs generally can be
thought of seeking for a function f, which is smooth
and simultaneously close to another given function y.
This view can be formalized as the following optimiza-
tion problem:

arg min
f∈L2(V )

{

S(f) +
µ

2

∥

∥f − y
∥

∥

2
}

. (2.9)

The first term in the bracket measures the smooth-
ness of the function f, and the second term measures
its closeness to the given function y. The trade-off
between these two terms is captured by a nonnega-
tive parameter µ. Later we will show how this general
framework fits into the learning problems introduced
in Section 1.

Before solving this optimization problem, we introduce
the Laplace operator ∆ : L2(V )→ L2(V ) defined by

(∆f)(v) =
1

2
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1√
d

(
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d
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. (2.10)

We can show that ∆ is linear and symmetrical. In fact,
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= f(v)−
∑

u∼v

w(u, v)
√

d(u)d(v)
f(u).

The last equality is usually used as the definition of
the graph Laplacian in many literatures, such as [2].

It is not hard to show

fT ∆f = S(f). (2.11)
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Note that this also shows that ∆ is positive semi-
definite.

Theorem 1. The solution of the optimization problem
(2.9) satisfies ∆f + µ(f − y) = 0.

Proof. By Equality (2.11), we have

(∆f)(v) =
∂S(f)

∂f

∣

∣

∣

∣

v

.

Differentiating the cost function in the bracket of (2.9)
with respect to f completes the proof.

Let us introduce another operator S : L2(V )→ L2(V )
by

(Sf)(v) =
∑

u∼v

w(u, v)
√

d(u)d(v)
f(u). (2.12)

Then ∆ can be rewritten into

∆ = I − S, (2.13)

where I is the identity operator.

Corollary 2. If y 6= 0 and µ > 0, the solution of the
optimization problem (2.9) is

f = (1− α)(I − αS)−1y, (2.14)

where α = 1/(1 + µ).

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Equality (2.13), we have

(I − S)f + µ(f − y) = 0,

which can be transformed into

f − 1

1 + µ
Sf − µ

1 + µ
f = 0.

Note the definition of α. Then

(I − αS)f = (1− α)y,

It is not hard to see that the eigenvalues of S are at
most equal to 1. Hence I − αS is invertible, and we
have

f = (1− α)(I − αS)−1y.

(2.14) is in fact the algorithm proposed by [7], where it
was applied to semi-supervised learning problems with
vectorial data.

For large-scale datasets, we can consider using the fol-
lowing iteration to compute f :

f(v)← α(Sf)(v) + (1− α)y, ∀v (2.15)

with the initial value f(v) = y(v). We can intuitively
understand the iteration as the process of information
diffusion on graphs. In each round, every vertex up-
dates its value by linearly combining its neighbor’s cur-
rent values with the initial value of itself. The positive
parameter α ∈ (0, 1) specifies the relative amount. It
is not hard to show that the iteration converges to
(2.14)[7]. The iteration can be expected to converge
quickly when the graph is sparse (for instance, the web
graph).

Corollary 3. If y = 0 or µ = 0, the non-zero solu-
tion of the optimization problem (2.9) is the principle
eigenfunction of S.

Proof. In the case of y = 0, by Theorem 1, we have
∆f + µf = 0 . Substituting (2.13) into the equality,
then we obtain Sf = (1 + µ)f, which means that f
is one of the eigenfunctions of S. Note that the eigen-
values of S are at most equal to 1. This requires that
1 + µ ≤ 1. Since µ ≥ 0, we have µ = 0. Hence f is the
eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
1, i.e. the principle eigenfunction.

3. Lazy Random Walks

The regularization framework can be interpreted as
lazy random walks. Let D denote the diagonal ma-
trix with the (u, u)-entry equal to d(u), and let W de-
note the matrix with the (u, v)-entry equal to w(u, v)
if (u, v) ∈ E and 0 otherwise. A lazy random walk on
graph Γ is decided by the transition probability ma-
trix P = (1 − α)I + αD−1W, where α is a parameter
in (0, 1). This means, with the probability α, following
one link incident with the vertex of the current posi-
tion and is chosen with the probability proportional to
the weight of the link, and with the probability 1−α,
just staying at the current position.

Assume there are n vertices. There exists a unique
stationary distribution π = [π1, . . . , πn] for the lazy
random walk, i.e. a unique probability distribution
satisfying the balance equation

π = πP. (3.1)

Let 1 denote the 1× n vector with all entries equal to
1.

1DP = 1D[(1− α)I + αD−1W ]

= (1− α)1D + α1DD−1W

= (1− α)1D + α1W

= (1− α)1D + α1D

= 1D.
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Let vol Γ denote the volume of the graph, which is
defined to be the sum of vertex degrees. Then the
stationary distribution can be written as

π = 1D/vol Γ. (3.2)

Note that π does not depend on α. Hence π is also the
stationary distribution of the random walk with the
transition probability matrix M = D−1W. In addition,
the matrix S = D−1/2WD−1/2 can be rewritten in
terms of stationary distribution:

S(u, v) = π1/2
u M(u, v)π−1/2

v , (3.3)

which also shows that S is similar to M.

Let Xt denote the position of the random walk at time
t. Write T (u, v) = min{t ≥ 0|Xt = v,X0 = u, u 6= v}
for the first hitting time to v with the initial position u,
and write T (v, v) = min{t > 0|Xt = v,X0 = v}, which
is called the first return time to v [1]. Let H(u, v)
denote the expected number of steps required for a
random walk to reach v with an initial position u, i.e.
H(u, v) is the expectation of T (u, v). H(u, v) is called
the hitting time [1]. Let C(u, v) denote the expected
number of steps for a random walk starting at u to
reach v and then return, i.e. C(u, v) = H(u, v) +
H(v, u). C(u, v) is called the commute time between
u and v. Clearly, C(u, v) is symmetrical, but H(u, v)
may be not. Let G denote the inverse of the matrix
D − αW. For distinct vertices u and v, the commute
time satisfies [3]:

C(u, v) ∝ G(u, u)+G(v, v)−G(u, v)−G(v, u), (3.4)

and [1]
C(u, u) = 1/π(u). (3.5)

The relation between G and C is similar to the inner
product and the norm in Euclidean space. In other
words, we can think of G as a Gram matrix which spec-
ifies a kind of inner product on the dataset. The com-
mute time is the corresponding metric derived from
this inner product [3].

Note that H(u, v) is quite small whenever v is a node
with a large stationary probability π(v). Thus we can
consider normalizing H(u, v) by

H̄(u, v) =
√

π(u)π(v)H(u, v). (3.6)

Accordingly, the normalized commute time is

C̄(u, v) = H̄(u, v) + H̄(v, u). (3.7)

Let Ḡ denote the inverse of the matrix I − αS. Then
the normalized commute time satisfies

C̄(u, v) ∝ Ḡ(u, u)+ Ḡ(v, v)− Ḡ(u, v)− Ḡ(v, u). (3.8)

Noting Equality (3.5), we have

Ḡ(u, v) =
G(u, v)

√

C(u, u)C(v, v)
, (3.9)

which is similar to the normalized Euclidean product
or cosine.

4. Bayesian Interpretation

There is a simple Bayesian interpretation for the reg-
ularization framework inspired by [6]. Let p(f) denote
the prior probability of f, and let p(y|f) denote the
conditional probability of y given f. Then the MAP
estimation is given by

arg max
f∈L2(V )

{

log p(y|f) + log p(f)

}

. (4.1)

A general model for the prior distribution p(f) is given
by

p(f) =
1

Zr
exp

[

− S(f)

µ

]

, (4.2)

where Zr is a normalization constant. Further, the
conditional probability is given by

p(y|f) =
1

Zc
exp

(

− ‖f − y‖
2σ2

)

, (4.3)

where Zc is another normalizing constant. Thus the
MAP estimator (4.1) yields

arg min
f∈L2(V )

{

S(f) +
µ

2

∥

∥f − y
∥

∥

2
}

. (4.4)

5. Applications

In this section, we apply the general framework to the
learning problems introduced in Section 1, including
classification, relative ranking, and link prediction. In
all experiments, the regularization parameter α is sim-
ply fixed at 0.90. In our future research, we will ad-
dress how to choose a suitable α.

5.1. Classification

Assume partial vertices are labeled as positive or neg-
ative. We want to predict the labels of the other
vertices. Define y(v) = 1 or −1 if u is labeled as
positive or negative and 0 otherwise. Then compute
f = (I −αS)−1y, and classify the unlabeled vertices v
as y(v) = sgn(f(v)).

We applied this classification method to the toy prob-
lem shown in Figure 1 and obtained the result shown
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Figure 2. Classification on a toy graph. The two shaded

circles are the initially labeled vertices. Note that the

nodes can not be classified correctly if the classification

only naively depends on the shortest paths to the labeled

nodes.

in Figure 2. Apparently, the classification is consis-
tent with our intuition. If we simply classify the un-
labeled vertices by comparing the minimal distances
from them to the labeled vertices, i.e., the length of
the shortest paths, then some vertices can not be cor-
rectly classified.

5.2. Relative Ranking

Given a vertex (query) of interest in a graph, rank the
remaining vertices with respect to their relevances to
the given vertex. This can be viewed as an extreme
case of classification problem, in which only positive
examples are available. In other words, in some sense,
relative ranking can be regarded as one-class classi-
fication problem [5]. Hence, similarly, define y with
y(v) = 1 if v is the query and 0 otherwise and compute
f = (I − αS)−1y. Then rank the vertices v according
with f(v) (largest ranked first) [8].

We address a toy ranking problem shown in the top
panel of Figure 3. This toy network was first suggested
by [4] for the problem measuring betweenness central-
ity in social networks. Assume that A is the query.
The task is to rank the remaining vertices with re-
spect to A. According with our intuition, D should be
most similar to A because they are in the same group.
Next should be B. Let us imagine that the vertices
respectively in the left and right groups communicate
with each other by passing their messages through the
links. Then both A and B will be quite busy exchang-
ing messages from the two opposite groups. Next C,
which can be regarded as a redundant vertex in the
context of communication. Hence the idea ranking list
should be A → D → B → C → E. If we simply rank
the vertices according with shortest paths, then the
vertices D,B and C are similar to A at the same level.
The ranking cores given by our method is as follows:

D E

A B

C

D E

A B

C

Figure 3. Ranking on a toy network. Top panel: ranking

the vertices according to their relevances to the vertex A.

Bottom panel: link prediction problem, in which the edge

between the vertices A and B is removed.

B C D E
A 0.99 0.87 1.33 0.56

This ranking list is consistent with our intuitive anal-
ysis.

5.3. Link Prediction

This problem is essentially as same as ranking: choos-
ing each vertex as the query and ranking the other
vertices with respect to it, then adding a link between
two most relevant vertices. This is equivalent to com-
pute the matrix (I−αS)−1 and choose the entry which
corresponds to the maximal value.

We investigate the toy network shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 3, in which the link between A and B
is removed with respect to the network shown in the
top panel. The goal is to predict this removed link.

The relevance scores among unconnected vertices are
the following:

(A, B) (A, E) (D, B) (D, E) (C, E)
0.48 0.29 0.29 0.18 0.52

This means the most possible link in the future is be-
tween C and E ( and symmetrically the link between
C and D as well). Unfortunately, this is not consistent
with our setting. However, if we choose α = 0.95, then

(A, B) (A, E) (D, B) (D, E) (C, E)
1.27 0.93 0.93 0.69 1.16

Now the next link predicted by the scores is between
A and B. Different from the previous experiments, the
result is sensitive to the choice of α. This shows how
to choose a suitable α is a very important problem.
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A. Laplacian in Euclidean Space

Let f denote a differentiable function defined on
R

m. Then the gradient of function f at point x =
[x1, . . . xm]T is the vector

∇f(x) =

[

∂f

∂x1
, · · · , ∂f

∂xm

]T

,

and

∥

∥∇f(x)
∥

∥ =

√

√

√

√

m
∑

i=1

(

∂f

∂xi

)2

.

The smoothness of f is generally measured by

S(f) =
1

2

∫

∥

∥∇f
∥

∥

2
dx,

which is usually called the Dirichlet form or energy
function.

The Laplacian in the continuous case is a second-order
differential operator defined by

∆f =
m

∑

i=1

∂2f

∂2xi
.

The connection between the Laplacian and the gradi-
ent is expressed by

∫

f(∆f)dx =

∫

∥

∥∇f
∥

∥

2
dx,

which is exactly parallel to (2.11). In this sense, it is
reasonable to think of (2.5) as the derivative on graphs
and further use (2.8) to measure the smoothness of
functions.
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